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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation analyzes a body of over 800 loans originating from the temple of Apollo 

on the sanctuary at Delos during the island' s independence (314-167 BCE). This work asks two 

questions of these loans: What role did they play in the finances of the sanctuary of Apollo? 

What roles did these loans play in the relationship between the sanctuary and the community on 

Delos? 

A combination of epigraphy, prosopography, and the theory ofNew Institutional 

Economics is used to answer these questions. Delian officials, hieropoioi, recorded temple loans 

as part of their larger responsibility in conducting an annual audit of the sanctuary's property and 

dedicatory holdings and financial transactions. They inscribed the results of their audit on stone 

stelai and erected them in the sanctuary. A diachronic analysis of the sanctuary's finances 

conducted using these inscribed records shows that temple loans became the sanctuary's most 

important financial asset. The structure and content of the loan agreements is argued to have 

been responsible for their importance. Loan agreements offered strong economic incentives such 

as a negotiable principal, standard interest rate, and a lack of financial penalty for non-repayment 

to a diverse clientele of citizens, women, and foreigners. Most importantly, the temple presented 

borrowing as an economic manifestation of religious behavior. The loan interest rate ( epidekaton 

tokon) reinvents a specific type of religious dedication, the dekate, which individuals performed 

after experiencing a financial windfall. These loans converted the relationship clients had with 

the temple into one of annual, contractual obligation, yet it also presented clients ' interest 

payments as serial patronage. 

Temple loans performed vastly different functions for its clients. An analysis of loans to 

the city-state of Delos reveals that it borrowed in order to ensure the independence of the island 

Xl 



from reliance on and influence of wealthy individuals and foreign potentates. Delos provided 

services (i.e. security and grain purchases) to its citizens through temple loans so that it would 

not need to ask for help from elsewhere. Individuals, however, borrowed as a means of socio

economic advancement. Loans provided bare economic assistance to many borrowers while 

others probably used them as an investment in their own property. Borrowing became a 

widespread phenomenon on Delos because it allowed those who did not have the financial 

resources to hold office or to make a dedication in the sanctuary to present themselves as patrons 

through the inscription of their annual interest payments. Temple loans from Delos firmly place 

religion as a motivation for economic behavior. The traditional sources for borrowing money 

such as family, banks, friends, and city-states need to be considered alongside religious 

institutions. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
A. Introduction 

In the introduction to his study on the management of the sanctuary of Apollo on the 

island of Delos (314-166 BCE), Theophile Homolle poses a series of questions: 

Sous une question de chiffres se cache, en effet, cette question de politique et de morale: 
dans le prestige exerce par le templed'Apollon pour combien faut-il compter le nom du 
dieu, pour combien la balance de sa caisse; quelle part doit-on faire ala devotion et a 
1' inten~t? 1 

Beneath a question of figures hides, in fact, this question of politics and morality: in the 
prestige exercised by the temple of Apollo, how much must be counted in the name of the 
god, how much the balance of his treasury; what part should one attribute to devotion and 
to interest? 

Homolle's question of the role ofreligion in the wealth and prestige of Apollo's sanctuary at 

Delos is difficult to answer. The island of Delos and its sanctuary were renowned in antiquity for 

many reasons. It was the celebrated birthplace of divine twins Artemis and Apollo, a famed 

marketplace that attracted sailors and merchants from as far away as North Africa, the Black Sea, 

and Syria, and had strategic importance in the Aegean as a hub for trade, communication, and 

military campaign routes. Delos' power and fame made it the north star among the Cycladic 

islands. How is it possible to disentangle religion from any of these potential uses for the island? 

My project addresses this intersection of religion and wealth of Apollo's sanctuary 

through an investigation of loans the temple ofApollo extended during the period of its 

independence (314-167 BCE). In particular, I ask two questions: What role did temple loans play 

in the finances of the larger sanctuary of Apollo? What roles did these temple loans play in the 

relationship between the sanctuary and the community on Delos? 

1 Homolle 1887, 3. 
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B. Chapter Outlines 

Chapter 2 presents the evidence for Delian temple loans. Every year during the island's 

independence, a set of state officials, hieropoioi, conducted an inventory of the sanctuary's 

dedications and property holdings as well as an audit of its financial transactions. They produced 

two copies of their results: one was inscribed on a stele and erected in the sanctuary while the 

other was recorded on whitened boards (leukomata) and set up in the agora. These inscribed 

records are the primary source of information on the long-term management of the Delian 

sanctuary. In this chapter, I collect this body of sacred records, alongside those relating to the 

management of the sanctuary during the first and second period of Athenian control ( 434/3-315 

BCE and 166-133 BCE, respectively), a total of 520 inscriptions. I collect and analyze all of 

these records to understand how sacred officials collected, organized, and presented the 

information they had gathered. I argue that these records were meant to be read and consulted for 

the accuracy of their information as well as be seen as a visual testament to the proper conduct of 

Delian officials towards their sanctuary. 

My third chapter investigates the contribution of temple loans to Delian sanctuary 

finances. This requires several steps. I select a group of sacred records which survive with the 

most complete financial information and itemize the relevant economic data: the various forms 

of sanctuary revenue and expense. I then arrange these results chronologically so that I can 

interpret how each of the historical snapshots these records provide contributes to a larger pattern 

of economic growth during independence. I show that temple loans become the most important 

component of sanctuary financing: they are consistently among the largest sanctuary expenses 

and among the largest form of sanctuary revenue. The operations of Apollo's sanctuary were 

financed primarily through loan revenue. The second part of this chapter uses the corpus of 
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sacred records to determine the factors that explain the success of temple loans in sanctuary 

financing and for generating large-scale economic growth. I analyze five phenomena whose 

collective contributions, I argue, are responsible: increasing accessibility of temple funds to a 

diverse clientele, the standardization of loan agreement terms, no financial penalty for default in 

repayment, the incorporation of bankers in financial transactions, and harnessing the religious 

motivation of the borrowers. 

In my next two chapters, I analyze temple loans in two distinct groups: loans to the polis 

of Delos and loans to private individuals. In Chapter 4, I gather the loans to Delos, 73 in total, 

and interpret them within the socio-political context of Alexander's successor kingdoms. I argue 

that Delian independence, or more accurately, freedom from an outside power running its 

sanctuary, is the primary motivation behind these loans. State officials borrowed sanctuary funds 

to provide state services such as defense, grain for distribution amongst its citizens, financing for 

construction within the sanctuary, and public honors for prominent benefactors. This obviated 

the need to rely upon either prominent, wealthy individuals or foreign potentates to supply these 

services and result in falling into their debt. In order to ensure its ability to repay these loans, the 

state took several protective measures. Private citizens agreed to become state loan guarantors, 

prodaneistai, and repay loans in the case that state revenues fell short. The state also received an 

interest-free grace period. Interest on its loans was only calculated after the beginning of the 

following year. The sanctuary, in this case, did not profit from state loans because it incentivized 

quick repayment of the loan principal on account of this interest-free period. Instead, these 

incentives worked to keep the state as a sanctuary client so that it would not go elsewhere for 

financing. 
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My fifth chapter investigates temple loans to individuals. I gather a corpus of 761 

personal loans from Delian sacred records and analyze this body of evidence in order to 

understand the nature and frequency of borrowing on the island. I present the quantitative results 

of my research into loan size and frequency alongside qualitative results of borrowing in which I 

present prosopographic evidence of the over 500 known borrowers of temple loans. I place these 

loans to individuals at the intersection of financial and religious motivation. The majority of 

borrowers did not appear elsewhere in the Delian epigraphic record and many of their loans were 

so small they must have been for bare necessities. I argue that borrowing was transformed into 

an economic form ofreligious patronage. For those unable to hold office or dedicate lavish 

offerings, borrowing from the temple was an economic necessity, but their annual, inscribed 

interest payments converted borrowers into serial patrons. These individual loans made it 

possible for a large number of individuals who did not have the substantial financial resources of 

a wealthy family to have meaningful, documented interaction with the sanctuary and become 

part of a larger, more diverse community of patrons on the island. 

C. NIE, the Ancient Greek Economy, and Methodology 

Research into the ancient Greek economy has focused recently on the role of institutions 

in economic decision-making and development. 2 This body of work draws its theoretical 

framework from New Institutional Economics (NIE), a theory pioneered by Douglass North in 

his Institutions, Institutional Change and Economic Performance. North defines institutions as 

2 See principally, Karayiannis 2003; Manning and Morris 2005; Harris 2006, 2015; Bitros and 
Karayiannis, 2006; Amemiya 2007, Bresson 2009, 2012, 2015; Karayiannis and Hatzis, 2010; 
Lyttkens 2010, 2012; Ober 2010, 2015; Harris and Lewis 2015; Kehoe et al 2015; Economou 
and Kyriazis 2017; Manning 2018; O'Halloran 2019. 
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"the humanly devised constraints that shape human interaction," or, put simply, "the rules of the 

game. "3 Institutions are created to reduce the uncertainty of human interaction by establishing a 

stable structure. Institutions fall into two categories: formal and informal. Formal institutions, 

such as political and judicial bodies, can create formal, enforceable punishments to constrain 

behavior. Informal institutions, such as cultural, moral, and religious codes of conduct can also 

act to constrain behavior, but do so without formalized punishments. Institutional change occurs 

through interaction with organizations which North defines as "groups of individuals bound by 

some common purpose to achieve objectives."4 Organizations, for example, can be a citizen 

body, members of a religious group, a social club, groups of families, etc. Change only occurs 

through collective activity. The major goal ofNIE is to recognize the constraints acting upon 

organizations, to investigate what combination of institutions-both formal and informal-lead 

to economic growth, and how to recognize what combination thereof leads to economic 

stagnation. 

Since NIE is a data-driven theory,5 there are several consequences to using this approach. 

Scholars who have used this theory often draw from the most abundant sources of evidence

literary, historical, and archaeological evidence from Classical Athens and Ptolemaic Egypt

and statistical models. Evidence from formal, political institutions and statistical models is 

prioritized over that of informal institutions and the organizations on which they acted. The 

former evidence is more plentiful in the historical and archaeological record and can be 

3 North 1990, 3. 
4 North 1990, 3. 
5 Early in his career, North contributed to the creation of the field of quantitative economic 
history (cliometrics). This approach informed his later work on the role of institutions in 
economic performance through the analysis of mass collections of statistical data. For North's 
quantitative approach and its effect on economic research, see North 1961, 1966, 1977, 1990, 
1997; Davis and North 1971; Galiani and Sened 2014; Haupert 2015. 
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generated from surviving data to create patterns of economic production and behavior. The 

analysis which is produced from data principally coming from formal institutions and statistical 

models is divorced from the historical and cultural contexts which are responsible for their 

creation. Economic decision-making, in this way, is reduced to debating abstract choices which 

either fit into or veer from state-delineated or statistically-modeled patterns of economic 

behavior; it does not engage the social, political, and economic environment which produces 

unique choices for individuals and organizations alike. The version ofNIE adopted into Classics 

concludes informal institutions and the organizations on which they acted appear to have little 

agency in influencing economic behavior. 6 This observation is incorrect because the impact of 

informal institutions and organizations is one of qualification as opposed to quantification. 

Classical studies using NIE fall into danger of simply analyzing the measure of formal, state 

institutions on the economy and fall away from the original intent of this theory: measuring the 

complex restraints of formalized and informal institutions on organizations which produce 

economic growth. 

This study uses a compound approach to studying Delian temple loans by drawing from 

the fields of epigraphy, prosopography, and the theory ofNIE. Since the sum ofDelian sanctuary 

records is preserved through inscriptions, my data, analysis, and conclusions are based on close 

reading of this inscribed material. I investigate the role these loans played in the relationship 

between the sanctuary and the community through a combination of epigraphy, prosopography, 

and research into the socio-political context of independent Delos. I look into each individual 

who borrowed from the temple or who served as a state loan guarantor (prodaneista), alongside 

his or her family in order to understand what function these loans performed in their lives and to 

6 Osborne 2016, 187-89. 
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understand what role these loans played in the relationship between the sanctuary and the 

community on Delos. I balance these epigraphic approaches with NIE because this theory 

establishes an analytical framework to understand the constraints acting on the temple's clients 

during their economic decision-making processes. Together, these approaches shed light on the 

temple's clients and the circumstances in which they received loans. 

D. Temple Loans, the Role of Religion, and the Ancient Economy 

Temple loans first appear in Greek literature as a method of war financing. In the second 

congress at Lacedaemon leading up to the Peloponnesian War, Sparta's Corinthian allies suggest 

borrowing funds from the Panhellenic sanctuaries of Delphi and Olympia to supplement their 

own finances and to undermine the effectiveness of the Athenian navy (Thuc. 1.121.3): 

vcrn-nx6v TE, 4i L<J)(UOU<JlV, cmo tjc; 1J'ITC(pxo6<JYJ<; TE E}(C{(JTOl<; OU<JlC(<; 

E~C(pTu<r6µE0C( }(C([ cmo TWV EV ~EA(pOl<; }(C([ 'OA.uµn[qt XPYJµ&Twv: OC{VEl<JµC( ycxp 

'ITOlYJ<r&µEvot U'ITOAC(~Etv ofo[ -r' foµtv µt<r0Q µd(ovt Touc; ~Evouc; C(UTWV 

VC(U~C{TC(<;. WVYJTYJ ycxp ~ 'A0Y)VC(lWV OUVC(µtc; µ&nov ~ OlXElC(: ~ OE ~µETEPC( 

~(J<JOV &v TOUTO n&0ot, TOl<; <rWµC(<Jl TO 'ITAEOV l<J)(UOU(JC( ~ TOl<; xp~µC(<JlV. 

As for sea-power, in which they [the Athenians] are strong, we shall build ours up both 
from the existing resources of our alliance and also from the funds in Olympia and in 
Delphi. If we borrow money from there we shall be able to attract the foreign sailors in 
the Athenian navy by offering higher rates of pay. For the power of Athens rests on 
mercenaries rather than on her own citizens; we, on the other hand, are less likely to be 
affected in this way, since our strength is in men rather than in money. (Trans. Warner, 
adapted) 

The Corinthian delegates relied on the unpopularity of Athenian rule and the possibility of higher 

pay as sufficient incentive for foreign sailors serving in the Athenian navy to defect to the 

Peloponnesian camp. This suggestion, the first of several the delegates made, attempted to use 

economic means to disrupt Athenian operations in the Aegean and, ultimately, disrupt Athenian 

war financing. Should the Athenians not have the full complement of their fleet, it could not be 
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used effectively as a political enforcement mechanism or military deterrent. This created a 

critical opportunity for disenchanted members of the Delian league to break away without fear of 

immediate military reprisal and robbed Athens of tribute funds (phoros) necessary to fund its 

operations. The Peloponnesians could degrade Athenian military effectiveness without having to 

face them directly in battle. 

The Corinthian delegates firmly understood the necessary costs for implementing their 

suggestion. To challenge Athenian naval supremacy, the Peloponnesians would have to 

significantly outspend the Athenians in order to lure the foreign sailors away. As the daily wage 

for a sailor in the Athenian navy was one drachma and as there were about 170 sailors on a 

trireme, the monthly cost for operating a trireme in salary alone was 5,100 drachmas. The total 

cost for personnel for the entire fleet of ca. 200 ships was an enormous sum. The Corinthian plan 

would require a large amount of money: if the Peloponnesians offered double the current 

payment (two drachmas per day) and if all of the sailors on a single trireme defected, this plan 

would cost them over 10,000 drachmas for a single month! The delegates suggest borrowing 

from the Panhellenic sanctuaries of Delphi and Olympia because they recognize that these 

religious institutions have a large amount of coined money on hand, perhaps more than any city

state or private individual owned or was willing to extend as a loan. In order to meet the potential 

demand of defecting sailors, they would have to have a large amount of money. 

Corinthian officials recognize Panhellenic religious institutions as potential financial 

resources, but they do not include Delos on their list. Athenian officials, amphictyones, had 

managed the sanctuary since 479/78 BCE and only extended loans to Athenians or to local 

Delians who had an Athenian guarantor. Delos, therefore, would never have been a viable 
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financial option for the Peloponnesians, and the Corinthians never included this sanctuary on 

their list. 

The Athenian general and statesman Perikles, when informed of the potential 

Peloponnesian strategy of using religious institutions for funding, is not at all concerned (Thuc. 

1.143.1-2): 

E't TE xcd xtv~<Jctvw; Twv 'OAuµntct<Jtv ~ ~EA(f)Ot<; XPYJµchwv µt<J0Q µd(ovt 

'ITEtpQvTo ~µwv U'ITOAC(~ElV TOU<; ~EVOU<; TWV VC(UTWV, µ~ OVTWV µtv ~µwv 
CXVTl'ITCXAWV E<J~CXVTWV C(UTWV TE )(C([ TWV µno[xwv omov &v ~v: vuv OE TOOE TE 

U'ITCXPXEl, )(C(l, O'ITEp xpCXTl<JTOV, XU~EpV~TC(<; EXOµEv 'ITOAlTC(<; )(C([ tjv (XAA.Y]V 
U'ITY)pE<JlC(V 'ITAElOU<; )(C([ cxµdvouc; ~ ct'ITC((JC( ii (XAA.Y] 'EA.Mc;. 

)(C([ E'ITL TQ XlVOUV(p ouodc; &v OE~C(lTO TWV ~EVWV tjv TE C(UTOU (pEUym )(C([ µrnx 

tjc; ~(J<JOVO<; &µct EA'ITlOO<; OAtywv ~µEpwv EVEXC( µEyCXAOU µt<J0ou OO<JEW<; EXElVOl<; 

~uvctywv t(E<J0m. 

Suppose they [the Peloponnesians] lay their hands on the money at Olympia or Delphi 
and try to attract the foreign sailors in our navy by offering higher rates of pay: that 
would be a serious thing if we were not still able to be a match for them by ourselves and 
with our resident aliens serving on board our ships. As it is, we can always match them in 
this way. Also-which is a very important point-we have among our own citizens more 
and better steersmen and sailors than all the rest of Hellas put together. Then, too, how 
many of our foreign sailors would, for the sake of a few days' extra pay, fight on the 
other side at the risk not only of being defeated but also of being outlawed from their own 
cities? (Trans. Warner, adapted) 

Perikles is confident in the sailors' commitment to serving in the Athenian navy. Contrary to the 

argument of the Corinthian delegates, he believes citizenship or residency in Athens is sufficient 

motivation for sailors to not defect. Although he says this in the opposite fashion: the punishment 

for defection is disincentive enough to not leave. He is also unconcerned at the financial threat 

the Peloponnesians pose. Whatever salary they could offer these sailors from Panhellenic sacred 

funds, Perikles is confident that the Athenians could easily trump the Peloponnesian rate. 

Athens, as hegemon of the Delian league, funded league operations and later its 

campaigns during the Peloponnesian War from the tribute (phoros) that constituent league 
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members paid.7 These members dedicated 1/60 of their tribute as a first-fruits offering to Athena 

Polias (aparche) on the Athenian acropolis while the remaining 59/60 of the phoros was 

deposited in the league treasury housed in Opisthodomos behind the temple of Athena (IG 13 

52A13-18). Athens then financed its war operations by spending money from this treasury or by 

borrowing these funds at interest. When Athens dispatched a squadron of triremes to Corcyra in 

433/2 BCE, the state spent funds from Athena' s treasury (IG 13 364.1-12):8 

['A0EVC(tol cxvEA]o<mv E~ K6pxupC([v TctoE· bri 'A]

[(p<JEUOO~ &pxo]vTo~ XC(t bri TE~ ~OAE~ hEt Kp[ l]
[TtctoE~ cf>C(EVO] TEt0p&<rto~ np6To~ EypC(µµ&-
[TEUE, TC(µ[m h] tEp6v XPEµ&Tov TE~ 'A0EVC(tC([ ~] 

5 [ .. 6 ... EX KEp]C(µfov XC(t x<ruv&pxovTE~, hot~ 
[KpctTE~ NC(u ]novo~ AC(µmpctl~ EypC(µµ&TEUE, 
['ITC(pEoO<JC(]v <rTpC(TEyot~ E~ K6pxupC(V Tot~ v 

[np6TOl~ EX ]'ITAEO<Jl AC(XEomµovtOl AC(Xlct 
[oEl, IlpoTfot] Alx<roVEl, ~lOTtµot EuovuµEt 

10 [E'ITL TE~ AtC(V ]TtOO~ npUTC(VElC(~ np6TE~ npu
[TC(VEUO<JE~, T] pE~ XC(t OEXC( tµtpm E<JEAEAU 
[0u[m E<JC(V, ◊◊]fnT 

The Athenians spent the following funds towards Corcyra. 
During the archonship of Apseudes ( 433/2) and during the boule when 
Kritiades son of Phaeinos of Teithras was first secretary, 
the tamiai of the sacred monies of Athena 

5 . . . from Kerameis and his colleagues, 
to Krates son ofNaupon of Lamptrai was secretary, 
they handed over to the first generals sailing to Corcyra, 
Lakedaimonios of Lakiadai, 
Proteas of Aixione, Diotimos of Euonymon 

10 during the first prytany, when Aiantis held office, 
when 13 days (of the prytany) had passed, 
26 talents. 

7 The league treasury, originally located on Delos, was transferred to Athens in 454 BCE as a 
safety precaution following the disastrous Athenian naval defeat in Egypt. 
8 For commentary, see ML 61; OR 148. 
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Athens withdrew 26 talents from Athena's treasury to fund the first part of this naval operation at 

Corcyra; a second expedition follows the first and the Athenians spend 50 talents from Athena's 

treasury in order to finance it. When the Peloponnesian war commenced, Athens largely 

structured its wartime expenditures up to the conclusion of the first (Archidamian) phase of the 

war as loans from the temple of Athena Polias. Athenian accountants published a record of the 

state's debts to the temple for the period of 426/5-423/2 BCE and, at the end of this document, 

published the total debts Athens accrued to Athena, Athena Nike, and the various divinities 

around Attica under the collective title of the Other Gods. I include here one loan from Athena 

from 425/424 BCE (IG 13 369.16-20): 

TctOE 'ITC(pEOO<JC(V hot TC([µ[m cJ:>oxtctOE<; El [xc; O't]o }(C([ X<Juv&pxovTE<;, E'ITL ~[TPC( ]TOXAEO<; &pxovTo<; }(C([ 
Eni TE<; ~OAE<; hEt I1A[ El<JTtC(<; np6To<; I [ EypC(µµ ]&TEUE, <JTPC(TEyofc; nt::p[i I1E ]Aon6vvrnov ~E[µ ]o<J0EvEl 
'AA.Xt<J0Evoc; 'Acpto[VC(lOl, E'ITL TE<; O!v] I [ dooc;] npUTC(VElC(<; TET<ct>pTE<; [npUTC( ]vEUO<JE<;, TplTEl t[µE] pm 

TE<; npuTC(VElC(<; fo[EAEAu0utC(<;, EX<;] I['0m<J0]oo6µo f;,.f;,.f;,.· T6xoc; TouTo[ t<; EYE ]vno fi<lf"RHHHH~. 

The tamiai Phokiades from Oia and his colleagues handed these things over, during the 
archonship of Stratokles ( 425/4 BCE) and during the time when Pleistias was the first 
secretary of the boule, to the generals around the Peloponnesos, Demosthenes son of 
Alkisthenos of Aphidna, during the fourth prytany of the Oineidia, on the third day of the 
prytanny, from the Opisthodomos, 30 talents. Interest for these funds was 5,910 
drachmas. 

The treasurers of Athena (tamiai) withdrew 30 talents from the Opisthodomos and extended it as 

a loan to Demosthenes, the Athenian general acting as state agent, who is campaigning in the 

Peloponnese. Over the four-year period between 426/5-423/2 BCE, Athenian accountants 

calculated the loan principal and interest at over 747 talents. The concluding lines of this 

inscription provide financial tabulations of Athenian borrowing from 433/2-423/2 BCE. Athens 

borrowed an astronomical sum from the treasury of Athena Polias (IG 13 369.114-15), 4,748 
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talents, 5,775 drachmas and owed considerable interest, 1,243 talents, 3,804 drachmas. 9 This 

epigraphic material from Athens which reveals a robust relationship between the state and 

temple treasury shows a particular manifestation in which this relationship could occur: the use 

of sacred funds for accomplishing a political agenda. 

This Athenian evidence has strongly influenced the interpretation of temple loans as 

political transactions. State officials whether elected or chosen by lot administered the finances 

of local and state cults. They, therefore, represented its interests and provided access to sacred 

resources. It was common practice for political leagues in Classical and Hellenistic Greece to 

keep their treasuries in temples and the connotation of these transactions has been interpreted 

along political lines. Financial transactions between political and religious institutions appear to 

be state-initiated and state-dictated transactions; even if they are structured as loans, scholars 

have argued they are not "true" loans because the state received them at a small interest rate, 

rarely repaid them, primarily concerned financing state projects, and the temple appeared to have 

limited agency in enforcing repayment. 10 Religious institutions, as they were operated by state 

officials, did not have individuals who acted solely on their financial behalf. 

In addition to state influence over religious funds, the sporadic evidence of temple loans 

in the historical record and the relatively small size of these loans ( outside those of the Athenian 

state received) have been martialed as evidence to prove that loans were not a routine form of 

financing and had no substantial impact on the ancient economy. M.I. Finley and Paul Millett 

state these observations, but argue for their lack of economic importance through a substantivist 

theoretical framework of the ancient economy. This model establishes that economic behavior 

9 The state of Athens also borrowed money from other cults. For a full accounting of the funds 
Athens borrowed from local and state cults, see ML 61. 
10 Parker 1983, 170-76. Migeotte 1984, 4. 
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was embedded within social structures and relationships within society and there were no formal 

economic structures or thought in classical antiquity. Finley argues "the strong drive to acquire 

wealth [in antiquity] was not translated into a drive to create capital; stated differently, the 

prevailing mentality was acquisitive but not productive." 11 According to this line of thought, 

religious behavior was governed by competitive expenditure amongst patrons through sacrifice, 

dedication of objects made of precious materials, and the construction of monumental structures. 

Temples and sanctuaries were more concerned with acquiring and displaying vast wealth than in 

investing it for their financial benefit. Millett' s discussion of local temple loans in Attica 

concludes they were extended for two reasons. Because state officers administered these temples, 

loans were extended to fill empty state coffers . The "low level of corporate lending"12 from 

cultic associations also did not have a large impact because of the inconsistent nature of the 

evidence and of the small size of loan principals: of the six loans Millett discusses, they average 

130 drachmas with loans ranging from 24 to 600 drachmas. 13 

E. Delos and Temple Lending 

This Athenian model of temple lending cannot be applied to Delos. The temple of Apollo 

extended hundreds of loans altogether to the polis of Delos, the island's lone city-state, and to the 

individuals residing on the island. The citizen population at the beginning of the second century 

BCE was around 1,200, the total population, around 6,000. There was a sacred prohibition 

against violence across the island and consequentially, Delos never developed the military 

11 Finley 1973, 144. 
12 Millett 1991, 178. 
13 Millett 1991, 172-77. 
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institutions of hop lite warfare or a navy. A small population worked to support this sanctuary and 

the major reasons that other poleis borrowed from sanctuaries have little bearing on Delos. 

Temple loans during Delian independence (314-167 BCE) represent an intersection of 

religion and economy that is unique in quality and quantity to ancient Greece. This project seeks 

to understand the role these loans played in the finances of the sanctuary of Apollo and the 

important role they played in the relationship between the sanctuary and the community on 

Delos. 
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CHAPTER 2: SACRED RECORDS AT THE SANCTUARY OF APOLLO AT DELOS 

A. Introduction 

Every year during Delian independence (314-167 BCE), sacred officials at the sanctuary 

of Apollo, hieropoioi, published a detailed record of the sanctuary's financial transactions and 

dedicatory and property holdings. This document was inscribed and erected in the sanctuary 

while a duplicate copy was produced on whitened boards (leukomata) and placed in the agora. 

These records are the principal source of information on the management of the sanctuary and 

shed light on the impact of major financial, religious, and political developments that occurred 

under independence. The present chapter gathers this body of inscriptions in order to understand 

the history of the sanctuary through the content and organizational evolution of the text on these 

documents. I discuss the creation of these documents as an assemblage of many concurrent 

records in the sanctuary and as a vehicle to understand the diverse responsibilities of hieropoioi 

and the bureaucracy of sacred officials. The sacred records, once published in stone and erected 

in the sanctuary, served multiple functions. These records were legal documents advertising the 

sanctuary' s holdings and displaying its revenues and expenditures; they were a legal testament to 

the transfer of office from one set of hieropoioi to the next. As a visual monument, they testified 

to all who saw them the gravity with which these officials executed their charge of managing 

divine property. I conclude this chapter by investigating the environment in which these 

documents were produced and the needs they fulfilled within the island community of Delos. 
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B. Sources of Evidence 

Between 434/3-ca.-135 BCE, sacred officials from Athens and Delos conducted 

inventories of the sanctuary's holdings and audits of its financial transaction records. A total of 

520 inscriptions survive: 51 during the first period of Athenian management of the sanctuary (ID 

87, 89-104-32), 390 during independence, (IG XI 2.135-289, ID 290-498), and 80 during the 

second period of Athenian control over Delos (ID 1400-14 79). 14 The Athenian administrators, 

amphictyones, produced the first set of inscriptions between 434/3-314 BCE. Delian officials, 

hieropoioi, were responsible for the inscriptions during the island's independence (314-167 

BCE). Upon receiving control of Delos in 167 BCE, Athenian officials managed the sanctuary 

and produced the final sets of records until ca. 135 BCE. 15 

This collection of inscriptions presents several challenges for understanding the 

sanctuary's management over the course of the Classical period to the middle of the second 

century BCE. The overwhelming size of this body of records has proven difficult to publish 

together. Homolle's 1887 study ofDelian sanctuary records, Les Archives de l'Intendance 

Sacree aDelos (315-166 av. J-C.), published short summaries of 103 records that had been 

recovered up to that point during French excavations on the island. 16 This work, as Homolle 

discusses in his introduction, is a study of a collection of records before each inscription has been 

14 Chankowski (2013, 920) counts 499 inscriptions: 55 during the first period of Athenian 
management, 364 during independence, and 80 during the second period of Athenian control 
after 166 BCE. I have counted using Coupry's, (1972), Diirrbach's (1912, 1926, 1929), and 
Diirrbach and Roussel's (1935) numbering system in order to collect information more easily on 
the geographical dispersal of the inscriptions. 
15 They bear a new title (ID 1416B 1-2): o[ xcx0Ea-,cxµtvot bd tjv cpuAcxx~v ,wv tEpwv xpwchwv xcxl ,ac; 
&ncxc; npoa-6oouc; which translates to "Those appointed for the protection of sacred monies and 
other forms ofrevenue." 
16 113-145 (Appendix 2). 
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individually published. 17 His primary concerns are to establish a chronology of these 

inscriptions, and to use them as historical documents to understand the responsibilities of the 

sacred officials and the management of the sanctuary. He later uses his knowledge of these 

documents in his commentaries on individual inscriptions of sanctuary records, starting with his 

commentary on the record from 169 BCE (ID 461).18 Because excavations on Delos continued to 

uncover Delian sanctuary records, Homolle's work discusses only about half of the documents 

that would eventually date to the period of independence. His ongoing publication of individual 

inscriptions served to update the current state of knowledge on sanctuary management. 

The large size of this corpus lends itself to being divided into collections of inscriptions. 

Homolle's monograph set the precedent for the segmented publication of these texts according to 

who held political control over the sanctuary, Athenians or Delians. His work limits itself to the 

period of political independence. The second period of Athenian control of the island after 166 

BCE, dubbed la mainmise, "the stranglehold," is the subject ofRoussel 's 1916 study Delos: 

Colonie Athenienne. His work draws together evidence for the Athenian administration of Delos 

under the guidelines established by the Roman Senate. He studies the administration of the 

sanctuary as one of many responsibilities Athenian officials ( epimeletai) bore including the 

passage of legislation over a diverse population on the island, the integration of Delos into 

Athenian religious ceremonies, the transformation of Delian private and public property to meet 

Athenian needs, the administration of public works and services such as priesthoods and foreign 

sanctuaries, and the construction and regulation of public facilities. Following Homolle, Roussel 

collects the relevant inscriptions at the end of his work relating to the chronology and 

17 1887, 3-6. 
18 Homolle 1878b. For his other studies, Homolle 1878a, 1882, 1890, 1891, 1903. 
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administration of the sanctuary and provides commentary. 19 Veronique Chankowski's 2008 

study investigates the history and management of the sanctuary during Athenian control ( 434/3-

314 BCE), and publishes new editions and commentaries of the relevant inscriptions for this time 

period which had been previously edited and published by Coupry.20 In her analysis, she draws 

on evidence for sanctuary management during the period of independence to aid in the 

interpretation of the epigraphic material preserved under Athenian rule. 

Other epigraphic collections have chosen a cross-section of sanctuary records over the 

entirety of the sanctuary's history to stand as representative of its management. Diirrbach' s 

Chaix d 'inscriptions (1921) provides commentary on several of these sacred records alongside 

numerous honorary decrees and inscriptions published on the island through late antiquity. Pretre 

and Brunet's 2002 edited work, Nouveau choix d'inscriptions de Delos: Lois, comptes et 

inventaires, echoes Diirrbach's work and publishes Greek text, translations, and commentaries 

from seven sanctuary records over the course of its lifespan. Many other specialized studies of 

the sacred officials, cults, and management of the sanctuary found from evidence of the sacred 

records and cult regulations have also appeared.21 

The chronology of these inscriptions presents its own difficulties for study. The 

chronological distribution of the records during the life of the sanctuary is very uneven. There 

are no firmly dated inscriptions between 239-220 BCE. Nearly half of the inventories of the 

sanctuary occur within a time span of ten years and only six complete inscriptions exist from the 

period of independence.22 The state of completeness of these records and the gaps within the 

19 Roussel 1916, 340-432. 
2°Coupry, 1972. 
21 Lacroix 1922, 1924, 1926, 1932; Kent 1939, 1948; Treheux 1948, 1952, 1976, 1985; Pretre 
2000; Vial 2008; Chankowski 2013. 
22 Hamilton 2000, 1. 
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historical timeline make it difficult to establish whether the sharp historical snapshots established 

from the complete records are evidence of trends in the sanctuary or are unique appearances 

unrepresentative of widespread practice. Another major difficulty in the study of these records, 

specifically those compiled by the hieropoioi, is dating them within the third century BCE. (See 

Figure 2.1) There are two hundred fifty-seven inscriptions of sanctuary records-both 

fragmentary and complete-that can be dated to this century. Since sacred officials produced 

them annually, these inscriptions combine to form at least one hundred separate stelai. A small 

number from this collection, thirty-two, can be assigned to an exact year because they are either 

complete or contain the heading of the document with the preserved names of securely-dated 

officials. The date range for the remainder of this body of third-century records can vary greatly 

based on the information presented in the document itself or from letter forms . There is a total of 

108 inscriptions of records whose dates can be determined either exactly or to within a period of 

ten years. Conversely, there are 117 inscriptions which can only be dated within a period of 

fifteen or more years. Although these records present detailed administrative and financial 

information, on nearly half of the surviving inscriptions the date for these records cannot be 

tethered to within a generation. This difficulty in dating is compounded by the wide 

chronological distribution of these records. It becomes challenging to interpret whether the 

inventories can be argued to fit into well-established patterns anchored by dated documents or 

whether the volume of financial transactions and annual dedications could fluctuate from one 

well-established chronological anchor to another. 

C. Contents and Organization of Sanctuary Records 

The vast size of this body of records ( 520 inscriptions) prevents detailed discussion of its 

contents and organization, but I sketch the broad patterns of the organization of the financial and 
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dedicatory information contained on them. Sacred officials maintain several large-scale 

organizational divisions in these documents. The primary division separates the financial 

information from the inventory of dedications. During the first period of Athenian control, sacred 

officials inscribed financial records first and followed this with an inventory of dedications. The 

length of these records grows over time from when they both share a single side of a stele to 

appearing on opposite faces of a stele. 23 

During Delian independence, hieropoioi began these documents with a transmission 

formula stating that the current set of officials received control of sacred property from the 

previous set of officials. They then presented the sanctuary's financial information followed by 

its inventory of dedications. As the sanctuary' s resources grew, hieropoioi divided financial 

information into revenues and expenses, and then subdivided each of these into separate 

categories. Revenues were organized into money received from the sanctuary' s sacred estates, 

houses and workshops, loans, and taxes. Other miscellaneous forms of revenue such as penalties, 

fines, state subventions for the production of festivals, monetary dedications, and money 

received from previous administrations of hieropoioi were grouped together. Expenses are 

organized according to time period or purpose. Typical expenses are routine monthly purchases, 

contracts for construction or repair work, the extension of loans to private individuals or to the 

polis of Delos, salaries for sacred officials, bills for sacrifices and festivals, and expenses 

approved or authorized by polis decree. The length necessary to inscribe this financial 

information is usually contained in the observe side of the stele (Face A), although it can spill 

over to the reverse side (Face B).24 

23 Compare ID 93 (410/09) to ID 98 (377/6-374/3). 
24 As seen on IG XI 2.199 (269 BCE) and ID 442A (179 BCE). The first twenty lines of Face B 
of IG XI 2.199 are payments to contractors for public works and the four lines following this are 
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Hieropoioi inscribed an inventory of items dedicated in sacred structures on the reverse 

side (Face B) of the stele. The beginning of these inventories repeats a truncated version of the 

opening transmission formula on Face A and then is followed by a building-by-building 

inventory of sacred structures on the island. The order of appearance of the buildings in these 

inventories changes throughout independence. Only two structures appear in every inventory, 

one of the temples of Apollo and the Artemision; they have the largest number of dedications. 

(See Figure 2.2) Other structures appear inconsistently in these inventories: the oikos of the 

Andrians, the oikos of the Delians, and the Hieropoion. These structures served only as 

temporary storage locations for dedications before they were recorded and transferred to another 

temple for permanent storage. 

The inventories during the second Athenian period of control of Delos show a stark 

transformation of these records. Athenian officials replace Delian hieropoioi. The sources of 

sanctuary income are thoroughly reorganized and begin to go into decline. Athenians converted 

the sacred treasury into a state bank, seized state and local Delian property to use as housing and 

rental property, and did not receive any income from the various taxes collected during 

independence because Rome had declared Delos a tax-free port. The inventories become much 

more extensive and included all sanctuaries on the island, both Greek and foreign (Egyptian), 

political structures, and all items made from both precious and non-precious materials. The 

a summary of the amounts the hieropoioi received, spent, and handed over to the incoming series 
of officials. The inventory of temples begins on line 25 of Face B. In addition, after 192 BCE, 
banks handled the incoming revenue for the sanctuary and placed it in jars (stamnoi). Sacred 
officials conducted an inventory of these jars as part of their financial accounting and also made 
notations whenever money was deposited into or withdrawn from them. 
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method ofrecording objects became very compressed on account of the large increase in the 

number of objects the Athenians decide to inventory. 25 

Following the inventory of dedicatory offerings, one or more sections can appear. One 

possibility is a list of debtors to the sanctuary. 26 These individuals owed rental payments from 

their sacred estates or housing agreements, loan interest or principal, or taxes. The hieropoioi 's 

method of recording these individuals is in shorthand. The debtor's name and the owed payment 

or interest payment are always listed. Four loan debtors from 207 BCE (ID 366A123) are listed 

as such: 

[II] oAU<rTpcrro~ K)u,:o<rTpchou /J. · MvY)<rt&OYJ~ Kp&Twvo~ H/J.M1
· ~w<rtA[o~ 0rn[ou H/J./J.] [7· Ko<rµt&OYJ~ 

IJ.[7· 

Polystratos son of Kleostratos [ owes an interest payment of] ten drachmas. Mnesiades 
son ofKraton [owes an interest payment of] 125 drachmas. Sosilos son ofTheaios [owes 
an interest payment of] 125 drachmas. Kosmiades [owes an interest payment of] 15 
drachmas. 

Here the debtors' names were included with a patronymic, but sometimes only a first name was 

recorded. Late payments and notations of debtors could also spill over onto the vertical sides of 

these stones (Face C and D). An inventory of sacred properties could also follow. Every ten 

years, after 289 BCE, hieropoioi directed a set of officials, the epitimetai, to conduct an 

inventory of the sanctuary's rental properties that were available to rent at auction on the first 

month of the year. 27 These inventories listed the built structures on these estates, but did not 

25 For examples, see ID 1421, 1429. 
26 On many occasions, this information also followed other financial information on Face A. 
Several lengthy lists of debtors include ID 338A. frg. Ab.I 1.2-16 (224 BCE), ID 353Bl-42 (219 
BCE), ID 366Al 11-34 (207 BCE), ID 369A19-41 (206 BCE), ID 444A40-53 (177 BCE), and ID 
457.28-47 (174? BCE). 
27 Eµt<r0W<JC(lµEv OE }(C([ TC( TEµEVYJ TC( TOU 0t::oD Et~ ETY) OEXC( XC(TC( T~V lEpav <ruyypC((p~V }(C([ Eµt<r0W<JC(VTO oYot::· 
(IG XI 2.287A142-43). "We also rented the temene of the god for ten years according to the 
sacred agreement and these men were renters." For the inventory of estates to be rented for the 
period of249-240 BCE, see IG XI 2.287A142-80. 
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include any information about their location, size, or whether they housed animals. Sacred 

officials also inscribed a list of timber and construction material lying in the sanctuary, as these 

were valuable. They concluded the records with a summation of the total amount of funds 

received and transferred to the following set of officials. 

D. Production of Sanctuary Records 

The erection of sacred records was the culmination of a multi-stage transmission of 

information from various sources onto a final, inscribed medium. The process of creating 

sanctuary records relied upon the complex coordination between different systems of record 

keeping and various officials working within the sanctuary. The information included in this 

document had to be gathered from across the sanctuary and organized into a coherent whole. 

Loans and construction contracts, for instance, were kept with third parties. 28 Payment, 

repayment, and default for loan and construction transactions were checked against the official 

record inscribed on a stele from the previous year. The sanctuary, however, kept copies of these 

contracts along with separate registers of individuals who were borrowers, guarantors, and 

contractors.29 With regard to the sanctuary's rental properties, sacred officials received payments 

for its estates on three separate months of the year (leron, Artemision, and Metageitnon) and 

once a year for its houses and workshops. This data would be compiled and inscribed together at 

28 Loan (ID 365.19-20): Ttµo<J0EVYJl Ia.wx:pfrou fR bri tjt obdm tjt ncrrpwtm· Eyyuoc; 'Av-nxpcrrYJ<; 
'Av-nxpcx(Tou)· ~ <JUyypw:p~ 'ITC(pctl KC(AAtcpcxvTwt. "We [the hieropoioi] loaned to Timosthenes son of 
Kleokritos 500 drachmas upon security of his father's house. Guarantor: Antikrates son of 
Antikratos . The contract lies with Kalliphantos ." 
29 ID 365 .23-4: TCXOE CXV~AWTCH, TOU o~µou -J!YJ(pl<JC(µEvou }(C([ TOU CXPXlTEXTOVO<; f6pyou [ C( ]no[o]E~C([µiv ]ou 
TC( EPYC( }(C([ XEAEUOVTO<;, XC(TC(I [TC( ]c; <JuyypC((pct<; }(C([ Tete; OtEyyu~<JEl<;, WV TC( CXVTtypC((pC( E<JTlV EV iEpwt· 
"They purchased the following things, with the demos having passed a decree and with the 
architect, Gorgos, having received and ordered the works according to the contracts and the 
guarantors, copies of which are in the sanctuary." 
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the end of the year. Once every ten years, when officials ( epitimetai) conducted an inventory of 

the sanctuary's rental estates going up for auction, information relating to the contents of these 

estates was most likely publicly posted for the benefit of potential bidders and then preserved as 

a reference for officials for the following inventory in the future (IG XI 2.287 A142-74). Routine 

monthly expenses for the sanctuary were recorded on a whitened tablet (leukoma) and displayed 

in the agora (IG XI 2.161A89). These expenses would consist of the purchase of firewood, 

charcoal, piglets, and olive oil needed for sacrifices at certain temples throughout the sanctuary 

as well as maintenance and custodial costs throughout the year. Accountants, logistai, would 

have to approve these expenses before they were posted. The sanctuary also conducted 

transactions with third parties through the intermediary of banks. After the second century BCE, 

the hieropoioi kept track of the accounts bankers handled by recording the relevant information 

inscribed on the clay jars they used to hold the relevant funds and then transferring this 

information onto the sacred records.30 The boule also authorized payments for expenditures from 

the sacred treasury. After 219 BCE, the polis of Delos kept its treasury alongside the sacred 

chest. State treasurers (tamiai) continued to make withdrawals from and deposits into the state 

treasury, but the major responsibility in the administration and safe guarding of state funds, fell 

on the shoulders of the hieropoioi because the treasury lay in the sanctuary. 

The creation of the inventory of dedications in the sanctuary was an extraordinary 

achievement in cooperation among sacred officials. The epigraphic record during independence, 

unfortunately, does not provide an extensive amount of information about how hieropoioi 

conducted this process, but its framework can be reconstructed as well as the resources on which 

30 See Chapter 3, section E.5. 
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they relied in order to complete their task.31 First and foremost, hieropoioi traveled from temple 

to temple on the island to enter into discussion with priests and priestesses about the new 

dedications that appeared in the local temples. Some meetings had to be coordinated at certain 

times of the year. Hieropoioi, for example, could access the Artemision during the month of 

Galaxion (March) only after another set of sacred officials known as the kosmetai had taken the 

cult statue of Artemis from the sanctuary to be ritually bathed in the sea. 32 The temple official 

then was able to show the hieropoioi the dedications. In addition, four temples within the 

sanctuary had officials known as neokoroi who assisted in the general upkeep and protection of 

temple dedications. These officials were appointed by lot; they served multiple years and lived in 

the temples themselves. 33 All of these officials were a significant resource for the hieropoioi 

because they brought many years' experience to the maintenance and upkeep of the sanctuary. 

Hieropoioi, in direct contrast, were annually elected and benefited from the seasoned guidance of 

these officials. The importance of neokoroi to the sanctuary is reflected in their compensation: 

they received high salaries, and at sacrifices, received the thigh meat. 34 

31 The method by which hieropoioi conducted their inventory has been argued to be a function of 
topography by Vallois (1921, 247; 1929, 185-92), but the example of entering the Artemision, 
discussed in what follows, proves that specific circumstances resulted in a more complicated, 
piecemeal approach. Bruneau (1970, 280) argues the case of the Artemision to be but one of 
potentially many such examples in the sanctuary. 
32 ID 442Bl 79-80. 
33 The neokoroi of the island (Tynnadis), Apollo (Python), and Asklepius (Xenokles) received an 
annual salary in 250 BCE (IG XI 2.287 A106) and 246 BCE (ID 290.106). For discussion of 
neokoroi and neokoria not administered by hieropoioi see Bruneau 1970, 501-2. It is unclear 
how long temple priests served during Delian independence. 
34 IG XI 4.1032b2-10 establishes what the neokoroi of the Sarapeion C received. The other forms 
of their compensation and the process of their selection by lot are difficult to reconstruct because 
of the fragmentary nature of the inscription. For further analysis of these officials and their role, 
see Sokolowski 2.52; Le Guen-Pollet 51; RICIS 202-0113. 
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The hieropoioi conducted the inventory of dedications in the sanctuary by comparing 

those recorded in the previous year's list to the current contents of these temples through 

personal inspection. 35 They recorded dedications made of precious materials from the temples 

and took special note of the physical state of the offerings which had suffered damage or 

breakage.36 Many hieropoioi then weighed each of these precious objects. The inventories record 

that new dedications were interspersed with old, as opposed to being physically separated and 

listed under a separate category for new dedications (epeteia). 37 Other objects could be placed in 

a temporary storage location, such as the oikos of the Andrians38 and the Hieropoion39 to be 

catalogued before they were formally transferred to their final repository. Hieropoioi recorded 

their inventory on a series of whitened tablets which were used by the succeeding officials to 

conduct their inventory. 

E. Sacred Records, Marble Objects: Inscribing the Sanctuary's Records 

This collection of inscriptions presents the physical challenges sacred officials had in 

managing a growing sanctuary with an increasing complexity of financial transactions and a 

burgeoning inventory of dedications. Sacred officials, both Delian and Athenian, and the stone 

cutters managed this information in several ways. Sacred officials used progressively larger 

stelai and multiple stone slabs to inscribe all of the records for a single year. Figure 2.3 

catalogues the physical measurements of nineteen inscriptions whose dimensions are partially 

intact or complete. Twelve appear from the period of independence. This is a small sample size, 

35 Hamilton 2000, 348. 
36 Damaged or broken objects were, at times, melted down or transformed into new objects. See, 
for example, ID 1442B63-73. 
37 This was not always the case, as will be discussed below. 
38 Treheux 1959, 302-03. 
39 Treheux 1959, 172-74. 
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one hampered by the fragmentary nature of the records, but there is a general pattern over the 

forty years between 273-235/4 BCE. These stelai appear initially as 1.61 m high (in 279 BCE) 

and then from 273 BCE they increase in size. Between 250-235/4 BCE, they are consistently 

around two meters in height. 40 ID 442 (179 BCE) is preserved in two fragments, the larger of 

which (fragment a) stands at 1.94m. Complete records between 235/4 and 179 could have 

consistently stood around two meters, but this cannot be definitively proven. In addition, 

sanctuary records at times necessitated a small, supplementary stone to contain all of the relevant 

information. Records for before 200 BCE (ID 372A) and before 174 BCE (ID 440A + ID 456B) 

each required two stelai as necessary to inscribe the required information. 

Stone cutters maximized the space on the stone. During independence, these stelai were 

often opisthographic and were inscribed on all four vertical surfaces: Face A (obverse), Face B 

(reverse), Face C (narrow edge to the left of Face A), and Face D (narrow edge to the right of 

Face A). The sanctuary record from 279 BCE, IG XI 2.161, is complete and is carved on all four 

stone surfaces. (See Figure 2.4) Engravers also compressed the letter size on the stone and 

shortened the distance between lines. Between the beginning of Delian independence to the 

disappearance of sanctuary records ca. 135, letter size was reduced from between eight and nine 

millimeters (IG XI 2.137) to a microscopic three millimeters (ID 1445); the space between lines 

decreased from six to two millimeters.41 After 167, Athenian officials frequently had engravers 

divide the text on Face A and Face B into two columns of text in order to increase space (ID 

1449). 

40 ID 366 (207 BCE) and ID 380 (198? BCE) are partially preserved as fragments which explains 
their truncated size. 
41 For more information on changing distance between the height ofletters and spaces between 
the lines, see Feyel 2006, 379 Fig. 10. 
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The sanctuary spent a significant amount of money creating these stelai during 

independence. The increasing amount of information required more stone and larger amounts of 

text to be inscribed. (See Figure 2.5) Several inscriptions required multiple stones. The 

engravers ' salary increased over time as well. For the records dated to slightly before 279 (IG XI 

2.161A118-19) and 274 BCE (IG XI 2.199C71-7), each stone carver received a salary of one 

drachma for every 300 letters carved. Deinomenes, who carved the record for 279, received 100 

drachmas; the unnamed carver for 274 BCE received 126 drachmas, 4 obols after having carved 

around 38,000 letters. Delos may have spent over seven talents on these records over the course 

of independence which, as Chankowski notes, was an amount nearly enough for the construction 

of a staa.42 Once the inscription was carved, officials then copied the text from the stelai onto a 

deltas, a board which could be made of cypress wood,43 and placed it in the agara. 

F. Placement of Sacred Records within the Sanctuary 

In this section, I collect the archaeological contexts for these records and argue that their 

distribution across Delos is a function of management by sacred officials. To support this 

hypothesis, I catalogue these inscriptions according to their findspots and then identify five 

structures around which these inscriptions were recovered. I show that the choice of these 

locations was purposeful because it aided in the creation of space for officials and cult 

participants to access the sanctuary, for the placement of construction materials and equipment, 

and for gathering these records around the principal temple of Apollo. This contextual evidence 

is important because it adds further complexity to the responsibilities of the hierapaiai-and to 

42 Chankowski 2013, 924-25. 
43 Reference is made on the records for 250 BCE (IG XI 2.287 Al 97): ,wt de; tjv othov ypchjJC(VTt 

,a tx tjc; OTYJAYJ<; H-H- "For the one writing the matters from the stele on the deltas, 4 drachmas." 
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sacred officials in general-by including the inscribed stelai themselves as part of managing a 

sanctuary. No other sanctuary has such a long-recorded history of management and the role 

played by the Delian hieropoioi might have been paralleled across the Greek world in places 

where the archaeological evidence does not survive. 

I have divided the total number of 535 inscriptions and fragments44 into three broad 

categories according to information relating to their archaeological findspot: those recovered in 

the sanctuary of Apollo ( 199), those recovered outside the sanctuary of Apollo ( 51 ), and those 

without any recorded find context (285).45 (See Figure 2.6) For the purposes of this investigation, 

I will concentrate only on inscriptions recovered in the sanctuary. 

The method by which the excavators assigned the findspots for these inscriptions creates 

numerous difficulties.46 Many inscriptions were published without any specific information 

concerning their archaeological context. Twenty are listed as having been located along the 

shoreline, an unhelpful designation for an island. ID 441, for example, was uncovered by a 

traveler without any further comment. The small size and fragmentary nature of many of these 

inscriptions most likely account for the decision to not include contextual information in their 

44 The total number of inscriptions and fragments differs from the number of inscriptions (520) 
because multiple inscriptions were broken into two or more fragments which survived in 
different documented locations. In classifying locations for these inscriptions, I have used the 
following criteria: if an inscription is broken into two fragments and they were found in separate 
locations, then I have recorded each location. If an inscription were to be broken into, for 
example, ten pieces and nine are found in one location and the tenth in a separate location, I only 
record that inscription twice and not ten separate times. 
45 The findspots for Delian inscriptions can be found in the following publications: Homolle 
1887; Dilrrbach and Holleaux 1904; Dilrrbach 1905, 1911a, 1911b; Schulhof 1908a, 1908b; 
Dilrrbach and Schulhof, 1910 while supplemental information can be found in Dilrrbach 1912, 
1926, 1929; Dilrrbach, F. and P. Roussel 1935; Coupry 1972. 
46 The fruits of this investigation have been gathered through reference to the edited volumes of 
these inscriptions and through consultation of their initial publication. The difficulties spelled out 
above could be partially mitigated through reading the excavation notebooks and personal notes 
of the excavation directors. 
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initial publication. Eight were discovered among debris piles from previous excavations. The 

locations of these piles-although known to the excavators-are unclear without reference to the 

excavation notebooks. Many others, 205 inscriptions/fragments, have no discovery context 

provided at all or the inscriptions themselves have since been lost. In all, 285 inscriptions and 

fragments lack specific discovery context of a total 535 inscriptions. 

A second difficulty in determining the original context and placement of these 

inscriptions can be attributed to the vague, generalizing language the initial publications employ. 

These descriptions locate the stelai relative to a major structure and say whether the stone lay on 

the surface or was included within another, later-built structure. None of the published accounts 

records the physical distance between the inscription and the structure to which it is attached. ID 

301 and IG XI 2.196, for example, are described as being found north of the Artemisium without 

reference to the distance between them and the structure. The established directional relationship 

between an inscription and a major structure may also be misleading. These inscriptions may 

have been found closer to one or more smaller structures, but the archaeologists may have 

chosen to attach the inscription onto a positively-identified, larger structure. The two inscriptions 

noted above, ID 301 and IG XI 2.196, could very well have been described as discovered west of 

the portico of Antigonus (GD 29), west of the Graphe (GD 35) or south of the Ekklesiaterion 

(GD 47). (See Figure 2.2) The decision to attach inscriptions to certain structures may have been 

one of convenience for later reference as opposed to one based on their actual relationship on the 

ground. 

The locations of some inscriptions are also recorded in relation to a structure, but without 

reference to cardinal direction. These descriptions instead rely upon adverbial or prepositional 

phrases. Examples of this terminology are found throughout; I use the temple of Apollo (GD 13) 
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as an example. One inscription (ID 1456) is discovered on the left side of the temple, but it is 

unclear as to whether one is facing the east or west side of the temple. ID 1429 (r529) is simply 

described as being discovered before the temple of Apollo. Two fragments oflG XI 2.155 are 

recorded as being found in pavement nearby the temple. Two inscriptions, ID 1475 and 1433, are 

described as being discovered next to the temple. I include them together because they both share 

the same terminological designation, but it is unclear whether they were found together. 

Excavators uncovered one inscription, ID 1407, in the neighborhood of the temple. Another, ID 

1409 (r 304, 619, 622, 624, 625, 636), is described as being found in the environs of the temple. 

Nine are said to have been uncovered in the region of the temple. Finally, two others, ID 1464 

and 14 71, were found in the region around the temple. Only the excavators understand the 

nuances of these locative designations . It is difficult to establish whether the "region of the 

temple" (ID 1401) has any real practical difference from "region around the temple." (ID 1471) 

Does an inscription found near the temple of Apollo lie closer than one found next to it? Or is the 

opposite true? 

The location of all fifty-three inscriptions relative to the temple ofApollo itself may be a 

cause of question. This temple lies less than five meters south of the temple of the Athenians 

(GD 12), yet archaeological reports only attach a single inscription to the temple of the 

Athenians. Can all fifty-three of these inscriptions be firmly attached to this one structure or was 

this a conscious choice of the excavators to attach these records to the temple of Apollo and not 

to another, closer structure? At the very least, four inscriptions found to the north of the temple 

of Apollo---IG XI 2.139, IG XI 2.140, ID 1455, and ID 1462(r 628)-could be identified better 

with the temple of the Athenians. These four inscriptions would lie directly east of the temple of 
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the Athenians, and would, therefore, be closer to this structure than to the temple of Apollo (GD 

13). 

Despite the number of inscriptions published with a findspot specified, this context is 

always secondary. No sanctuary account has been uncovered in its primary dedicatory context.47 

The attachment of many of these inscriptions and fragments to a major structure may signal that 

they did not settle very far from where they once stood, but nevertheless it is a secondary 

context. Two inscriptions were reused for the construction of Roman baths in the agora (IG XI 

2.144(r 503 a,b), ID 1413(r 523 a-b)). Nine inscriptions were incorporated into late antique and 

Byzantine churches across the island48 while eleven were discovered in modem structures on the 

island.49 ID 2535, an inscription from the second century CE, was carved into the reverse oflG 

XI 2.155, an inventory from 313 BCE. Roman officials carved the lex Gabinus (ID 1511), a law 

dating to 58 BCE, on the reverse side oflD 380, a record from ca. 198 BCE. Broken inscriptions 

were periodically cleared from the sanctuary space. Fourteen were discovered in wells within the 

47 ID 1434 (156/5-146/5 BCE) was discovered complete on its base, but not in the original 
context in which it was placed. 
48 One inscription was uncovered in a church south of the Porinos Oikos (IG XI 2.158). Three 
more were uncovered nearby the Porinos Oikos, before the churches (IG XI 2.178, 190, and 
192). A fifth inscription was used as paving for the churches and was uncovered before the 
Porinos Oikos. These inscriptions were most likely used for the same churches. Another 
inscription was uncovered in a church north of the Artemision (IG XI 2.157). Two more were 
found in a (Byzantine) church north of the Artemision (IG XI 2.185, 189). In the sanctuary of 
Apollo there was also a modem wall, northwest of the temenos, in a church where another 
inscription was found (ID 290). 
49 One inscription, IG XI 2.155, was found in the pavement of a house nearby the temple. A 
second was found in a house west of the porticos of Antigonos (IG XI 2.191). A third was 
uncovered in a modem house south of the agora (ID 314). A fourth was found in a house 
constructed between the hypostyle hall (GD 50) and the shore (ID 455b). Seven were built into 
walls. ID 401bis was placed in a wall in the ruins of the Temple of Apollo (IG XI 2.190). Two 
others were placed in a recent wall northeast of the Artemision (ID 454,458). Two more were 
placed in a new wall west of the portico of Antigonos (IG XI 2.193, 271). A single inscription 
was found in a wall leaning against the north wall of the peribolos wall (ID 303) and in a recent 
wall northeast of the temenos (ID 449b ). 
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sanctuary of Apollo. 50 Very few inscriptions were removed from the island: eight were 

discovered on neighboring Mykonos, and single inscription were recovered on both Kouphonisi 

and Grand Rhevmatiartis. The small number of inscriptions outside the sanctuary or the island 

itself argues that should any further inscriptions appear, there is a strong possibility that they will 

do so in some unexplored section of the sanctuary.51 

Circumstances notwithstanding, 250 out of a total of 535 inscriptions/fragments ( 47%) 

were recorded with a specific, assigned location. Excavators uncovered 199 of these 250 

inscriptions in the sanctuary of Apollo. 52 Five locations, together, account for 134 of 199 ( 66%) 

inscriptions in the sanctuary: the temple of Apollo (53 inscriptions), the Artemision (22 

inscriptions), the Porinos Oikos (21 inscriptions), the Neorion/peribolos wall (21 inscriptions), 

and the area of the Treasuries (17 inscriptions). (See Figure 2.2.) In addition to being physically 

grouped together, the records at these locations can be chronologically divided into groups: the 

majority of the inscriptions located around the Porinos Oikos (node A) range from 359/8-270 

BCE, the majority of those from the Neorion/Peribolos wall (node B) date from 314 to before 

5 °Five were uncovered in a well southeast of the temple (ID 362 (r302), IG XI 2.225 a-y, IG 
XI2, 224 y, and ID 1432 (r524b, 6 frags)), one in a well southwest of the temple (ID 376), and 
one in a well west of the temple (IG XI 2.240). Two were uncovered in a well north of Treasury 
1 (ID 383, 1445). Another was found in a well north of Treasury 3 (ID 1470). A single 
inscription was discovered in a well south of the base of the Colossus of Apollo (ID 428). 
Excavators found one inscription in a well west of the portico of Antigonos (IG XI 2.181 ). 
Another two inscriptions appeared in a well west of portico of Philip and north of Treasury 1 (ID 
104-26bis (r74), IG XI 2.282). All of these records are able to be dated, so each provides a 
terminus post quern for deposit. The small number of records which ended up in this particular 
context argues against a systematic deposit en masse. These records were most likely deposited 
sporadically over a long period of time, perhaps as the temple began to go out of use, as the wide 
range of dates for these records shows. 
51 Chankowski (2013, 924) believes they will be found in the wall of Triarius, built by the 
Roman magistrate to protect against pirate raids. 
52 Although none of the sacred records contain information on where they are to be placed, a 
series of sockets lining the temple ofApollo and the temple of the Athenians argues they were 
erected (at least temporarily before being moved) next to these structures. 
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250 BCE, the Artemisium (node C), after 208 BCE, the area of the Treasuries (node D), between 

250-166, and the temple of Apollo (node E), ca.185-153/2 BCE. The link between the distinct 

physical groupings and their chronology is tenuous for the third century because of the difficulty 

in dating stelai to this time. Records from the fourth and second century present a stronger case 

for the migration of these inscriptions. 

The find locations of these documents signal they were purposefully shifted to secondary 

locations away from the temple of Apollo. The oldest records appear near the Porinos Oikos, 

node A in Figure 2.2, which was the archaic temple of Apollo. The records from nodes Band C 

represent a shift of records away from the temple of Apollo and into areas that do not receive 

heavy foot traffic. No major structure existed between the Neorion and the peribolos wall. The 

Artemision had a wall on its northern and eastern sides that divided it from the rest of the 

sanctuary proper. The sacred records were found within these boundaries. The cause for shifting 

these groups of records into nodes B and C could have been the completion of the temple of 

Apollo (GD 13) ca. 280 BCE. Workers would have needed space for construction materials and 

equipment and this would have required transferring any epigraphic records standing in the 

vicinity to secondary locations. The latest group of sacred records, found in nodes D and E, form 

a semicircular ring to the north, east, and south sides of the temple of Apollo. A line of stone 

sockets on the north wall of the temple of Apollo appear to be sockets for these records. 53 (See 

Figure 2.7) If so, they appear to prove both the placement of these records next to the temple, 

and their migration from the temple of the Seven Statues (which equates to that of the Athenians) 

since only a single record was recovered near this temple. The records from node E, in particular, 

date from ca.185-153/2 BCE and show that Athenian sacred officials, once they received control 

53 Courby 1931, 1; Chankowski 2013, 921-23, figs. 1-3. 
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of the island after 167 BCE, did not alter the Delian practice of erecting records in the immediate 

vicinity of the temple of Apollo. 

G. The Role of Records in the Sanctuary 

The hieropoioi drew upon many independent sources of information for the creation of 

sanctuary records. The sacred record was a transfer of compartmentalized information from 

many sources onto a permanent medium to be published as a whole. 54 The information on these 

constituent records was constantly updated and was no less valid than the annually inscribed 

records, but the latter were published once a year and erected both in the sanctuary and in the 

agora. The inscriptions, then, are a snap-shot of the sanctuary in juxtaposition to the information 

preserved in the sanctuary on white boards which was constantly being updated. Why, then, were 

these records annually inscribed, and at great cost, when more accurate and timely information 

was readily available in the sanctuary and the agora? What was the purpose of making these 

records? 

The hieropoioi records served several political and religious functions. They were, first 

and foremost, legal documents which succeeding officials consulted for account or payment 

information. An example from 179 BCE shows this (ID 442A48-50): 

&"A"Aov <rTcxl µvov tmypw:p~v EXOVTct' cmo tjc; <I>[["Aw ]voe; xctl 1:t"A~vou, bd ~Y]µ&pou Ilo<rtoEwvoc;, E0rnctv 
El<; TO l<E>pov lEpO'ITOlOL Ol E'IT1 &pxovTo<; TEAE<rctpx[oou Eu~OEll<; )(C([ IlctpµEVlWV TO AOl'ITOV TOU EX tjc; 

<rtjAYJ<; OU fopct~C(V EVY)pO<rlWV, EVOlXlWV, TEA.WV, TOXWV Xf"RH· 

Another stamnos bearing an inscription: From [the bank of] Philon and Silenos, during 
the archonship of Demaros, during the month of Posideon. The hieropoioi during the 
archonship of Telesarchides, Euboeus and Parmenion, set up in the sanctuary the 
remaining deficit inscribed on the stele which they received from sacred rentals, estates, 
houses, taxes, and interests: 1,600 drachmas. 

54 Chankowski 2013, 929-30. 
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The amounts of money inscribed on stelai were official and held the force of law. Sacred 

officials checked the official amount of money inscribed on a stele in order to determine whether 

they had received the correct amount. 55 In addition, these records served as a published account 

of the transfer of the sanctuary's holdings from the responsibility of the outgoing set of 

hieropoioi to the incoming set. 56 These officials carried out a civic duty of sacred office and so 

the documents served as a public measure of accountability for managing the contents of the 

sanctuary. 

A strand of scholarship has questioned the usefulness of these stelai as accurate 

conveyors of sanctuary information because they are incomplete records of its contents and the 

hieropoioi can be shown to have been careless in their duties. Every year, sacred officials 

inventoried the objects in the sanctuary, weighed each precious object, and incorporated new 

dedications. They consulted each temple and checked its current contents against a list created 

the previous year. The constant incorporation of new dedications means that the inscribed order 

of the objects in the inventories is never the same from one year to the next. This has made it 

especially difficult for modem scholars to track the contents, life cycle, and organization of these 

inventories and so they conclude that they served no practical purpose. 57 In support of this 

argument, scholars cite two examples in which hieropoioi themselves have difficulty in tracking 

the objects in the records of their predecessors. I include one instance during independence, in 

207 BCE, where hieropoioi conclude their inventory by stating that they could not find certain 

items that had been recorded as being present (ID 366Al 08-10): 

55Although hieropoioi also copied the information from these stelai onto a deltas which would be 
more accessible as it stood in the agora and was easier to read, the information inscribed in stone 
was referenced in case of legal dispute. 
56 Linders 1988, 46. 
57 Seen. 49. 
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TC(~ OE XEpC(µtOC(~ &~ yp&cpouaw ~µtv 7rctpC(OEOWXOTE~ 'EA'ITlVYJ~ }(C([ Aucmvopo~ }(C([ TOU~ <JWA~VC(~ OU 
'ITC(pEtA~(pC(µEv. ouoE ,wv nolTYJptwv wv yp&cpoucrtv ~µiv 7rC(pC(oEowx6,E~ 'EAntVY]~ XC(t A6crC(vopo~ ou 
'ITC(pElA~(pC(µEv cxpucr&~ ouo, <JXCX(plC( 'ITEVTE, r:t..AAC( ,wvl CTTYJCTlAElWV E'IT' cxpx6v,wv 'Apt<JTO~OUAOU, 
MElAlXlOOU, MC(VTt0fou, EwXAElOOU, 'AyC(0cxpxou. 

We have not received the tiles which Elpines and Lysander have written that they have 
handed over to us or the roof tiles. And among the vases that Elpines and Lysander 
record as handed over to us, we have not received two ladles, five skaphia, and among 
the vases of the Stesilia sacred foundation, vases dedicated during the archonships of 
Aristoboulos, Meilichidos, Mantitheos, Sokleidos, and Agatharchos. 

Here these officials list the objects they could not find which the previous officials claim were 

present. As a binding legal document, this current set of hieropoioi could lay the groundwork for 

future officials to search for these objects or, if they are not found, formally charge Elpines and 

Lysander with a penalty related to euthynai. 

Evidence from the inventories themselves shows they are an incomplete register of 

dedicated items and that the hieropoioi 's method of accurately cataloguing them can be called 

into question. Each year these officials were supposed to weigh the precious items in the 

inventory as a means to ensure the accountability of sacred and public officials who worked in 

the sanctuary. Several groups of hieropoioi did not complete this task. Hieropoioi in 278 BCE 

copied the inventory from 279 BCE, including spelling errors which would not have occurred 

had they visually inspected the dedications themselves. 58 The hieropoioi in 177 BCE copied its 

dedicatory inventory word-for-word starting on ID 443Bl-47 from the inventory record from 

179 BCE (ID 442B75-125).59 Not all officials weighed the offerings, and when they did weigh 

these objects, if they received a result different from that recorded in a previous record, they did 

not investigate further or suffer punishment. The only inventory of dedicatory items included 

were those crafted from precious materials of gold, silver, and bronze. They are not 

58 Vial 1984, 223. 
59 Homolle 1929, 190. 
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representative of the sanctuary's entire dedications and are a selective transmission of its 

holdings. When Athenian officials began to conduct inventories of the sanctuary after 166 BCE, 

they included all objects that lay within sanctuary grounds whether or not they were made of 

precious material. The Athenians also included broken, discarded, and repurposed dedications 

which has led to questions over when certain objects appeared in the sanctuary: when the 

Athenians took control after independence or during independence when they were ignored by 

Delian officials? Assigning a cause for these omissions reflects on the larger purpose of the 

records themselves. Treheux argues that the omission was intentional on account of the physical 

limitations of the stone.60 The records of the inventory themselves are supposed to be interpreted, 

therefore, as symbolic documents and not as documents to be used or consulted in a practical 

manner. Hamilton sees this omission as incidental on account of the way in which the inventories 

are organized. Since this inventory system cannot serve to track items from one record to the 

next, the inventories are "useless and symbolic" 61 for ancients and modem scholars alike. 

Although comments are restricted to the inventories and not to the records as a whole, 

they cast a shadow on the hieropoioi's capabilities in handling their other responsibilities which 

largely consist of the sanctuary's complex finances. This general opinion on the inventories and 

the records themselves needs to be modified. No sacred record, law or political decree presents 

the principles by which the hieropoioi conducted their inventories. Without a formal presentation 

of these guidelines, the discussion of the criteria for inclusion or omissions of the inventories is 

reduced to externalities such as the physical limitations presented by the size of the stone or the 

organizational system itself. The logic behind these arguments is difficult to sustain because 

60 1959, 266, 301. 
61 Hamilton 2000, 347. See also Homolle 1891, 417-19; Treheux 1959, 268-75; Vial, 1984, 222. 
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every available surface on these stones was used for inscription, the stones selected for these 

records increase in size, and multiple stones are used. Sacred officials had a clear understanding 

of what they needed to include; the physical limitations only speak to the medium of the stone 

itself. The stones and inscriptions were costly, but the sanctuary spared no expense. 

The lack of formal presentation guidelines in Delian inventories has brought unfavorable 

comparison with the Athenian democratic system of temple inventories which has, unfortunately, 

driven their interpretation. Most recently, Hamilton compares the Athenian system of sanctuary 

organization used at Delos during the fifth and fourth centuries BCE to the Delian inventories 

during independence. 62 Athenian material is presented as the model to which all inventories 

should adhere: rigorous in its construction and regular in ordering of material and a method that 

showcases the democratic standards of accountability. Praise is also given to the Athenian's 

modernizing ability to reproduce identical sets of information for the modem scholar. Delian 

inventories are almost always negatively presented because they are analyzed in a comparative 

context: they are a poor derivative of the Athenian system and are an opaque form of record 

keeping that cannot match the transparency of democratic standards which Athens had earlier 

established on the island. Delians inscribed the buildings they inventoried in a different order as 

well as the objects within these inventories in a different order almost every year. 63 The 

frustrations for Treheux and Hamilton begin with attempting to set down the organizational 

principles of the Delian inventories, but their analyses indirectly pose the question of why the 

Delians did not organize their inventories like the Athenians. Delian inventories are largely 

62 2000, 345-48. 
63 This flux in the inventories also appears in the finances. The order in which the sanctuary 
inscribed the payments it received from its sacred estates changes and has been the subject of 
intense debate. 
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dismissed as impractical and useless because they cannot be used like the Athenian records; 

therefore they can only perform a symbolic function. Hamilton himself dramatically contrasts the 

two types of inventories: "Athenians demanded accountability; Delians let anarchy reign and 

changed their format at will. "64 A system can only be called anarchy if it has no rules, not if it 

has rules one cannot immediately understand. Hieropoioi relied on the knowledge of long

serving sacred officials and that there was very little confusion among the hieropoioi themselves 

in recognizing and executing their duties. Whatever system the Delians used, they understood; 

we, however, are not so lucky.65 

The limited usefulness of these inventories for modem scholars because of their 

organization and the hieropoioi's complex system of organizing them cannot be used to cast 

aspersions on all of the information and organization of these documents. A complex system of 

management cannot be interpreted as mismanagement. Evidence from these documents 

themselves makes a strong case that sacred officials were held to a high standard of conduct and, 

if they fell short, received punishment by law. Several officials were penalized following the 

rendition of the accounts. Anaschetos was fined 25 drachmas, 4 obols in 278 BCE (IG XI 

2.162A41) for his behavior as hieropoios and also Hegias for 35 dr. 3 ¼ obols (IG XI 2.162A41). 

Officials were also financially penalized at the end of their term of office as can be seen in 

records dating to 274 BCE (860 drachmas), ca. 260 (283 drachmas), and 218 BCE (5 drachmas). 

It is unclear what sacred provision or political law these officials broke, but their accountability 

is clear through the development of legal procedures and financial penalties. 

64 2000, 2. 
65 Hamilton admits as such (2000, 348) "Apparently we cannot impose our requirements for an 
inventory on the ancient world," and provides no further comment. 
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These records were inscribed with the intention that they could, at the very least, be 

inspected and read for accuracy of information. Stone carvers altered the size of numbers on the 

summation of the document so that they would stand out from the rest of the surrounding text. 

These numbers indicated the amount of funds contained in the sacred treasury and handed over 

to the next set of officials (See Figure 2.8) Homolle observed that there were traces of red paint 

in the numbers on Face B oflD 442 (179 BCE) which served as contrast against the white or 

blue marble. 66 Individuals could consult these records to ensure their accuracy. Whenever a 

discrepancy appeared in the records, where hieropoioi recorded an individual as owing/paying 

one amount and the individual in question claimed there was a mistake, he or she could initiate 

the proceeding known as pseudographe. Borrowers of temple loans and contracts kept a copy of 

their agreements with a third party in case any such disagreement did arise. If these individuals 

could prove that hieropoioi entered or displayed records incorrectly, the hieropoioi were 

responsible for personally paying the difference between the initial and the correct amount. One 

example from 301 BCE shows the operation of this legal mechanism (IG XI 2.146.28-31): 

'AvmjJuJcdoou otw[~cxv] l·m; tj!EUO<E>yypcxcp~v w[ (fl] I A.EV 'Avr[yovo~ 'A<rcpnlpou flil~~~f7f--H-+IIID // 

Since Anapsyktidos pursued a pseudographe Antigonos son of Aspheros owes 89 
drachmas, 4 obols, ¼ obol, 1 bronze piece. 

Antigonos was hieropoios with Euphantos most likely in 303 or 302 BCE.67 He entered 

information from Anapsyktides incorrectly which was challenged. The proceedings concluded 

the following year accepted accepted the challenge and so Antigonos had to pay the amount in 

dispute of over 89 drachmas. 

66 Diirrbach 1929, 129. He argues that numbers on the observe side, ID 442A, also had red
painted numbers. 
67 Vial 2008, 23. 
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The pseudographe procedure demonstrates that discrepancies did appear on records and 

that there was a formal process to address these mistakes and grievances. This procedure rarely 

appears in inscriptions, but individuals knew enough about the process to request its use.68 These 

inscribed records were also modified after their initial inscription in order to reflect accurate 

information. (See Figure 2.9) Records from 279 BCE were altered, it appears, on several 

occasions in order to correct errant financial information. 

H. Conclusion 

The administration of the sanctuary of Apollo was a complex affair and evolved over the 

course of Delian independence. Hieropoioi conducted an annual inventory of the sanctuary's 

property and dedicatory holdings as well as a financial audit of its transactions. Their work relied 

upon the long-term experience of a multitude of sacred officials across the sanctuary and a 

smoothly operating bureaucracy which kept precise information on many types of data. The 

resulting records the hieropoioi ordered to be inscribed are the sum of their responsibilities. The 

stelai themselves are a physical manifestation of the financial growth of the sanctuary during 

independence. Stone-cutters received progressively larger stelai on which to record larger 

amounts of information and they responded by carving this information with progressively 

smaller letters, by collapsing the amount of space between the lines, and by writing on all four 

faces of these stones. These records converted an annual political exercise that hieropoioi had to 

complete in order to pass public scrutiny upon leaving office into a permanent monument to the 

devotion of the Delian population towards the proper management of its sanctuary. These stelai, 

68 It appears in 192 BCE (ID 399A97-8): I:AIIJAENE8];:0EI tj~ \j;EuoEvypwp~~ ~~flf--H-. 
"SLIPLENEXEOEI from the pseudographe, 28 drachmas." The context under which this charge 
was pursued is unclear. DUrrbach (1929, 65) offers no comment. 
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although crowded with text and eventually placed in disparate parts of the sanctuary, were 

created to be looked upon, to be read, and to be consulted. They were constructed to standout 

over the glinting marble sea of dedicatory and honorary inscriptions that crowded the sanctuary. 

Should a visitor not be able to approach these stones, they could at least identify them from the 

other surrounding inscribed documents. The varied text size and use of red-painted letters shows 

these documents were intended to be read; the appearance of fines and penalties relating to 

incorrect information within the text proves they were consulted. The question of whether these 

sacred records were monument or document is not productive because they are not mutually 

exclusive: they are both. Delian sacred records were monumental documents. 
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CHAPTER 3: TEMPLE LOANS AND SANCTUARY FINANCES 

A. Introduction 

In this chapter, I show that loans from the temple of Apollo were the most important 

economic contribution to sanctuary finances on Delos. First, I discuss the sanctuary of Apollo's 

major forms of revenue and expenses in order to establish the breadth of its financial reach and 

responsibilities. The second section of this chapter identifies temple loans as the sanctuary's 

primary form of income, responsible for its financial growth over the period of Delian 

independence (314-167 BCE). In order to support this hypothesis, I analyzed thirteen records 

(Figure 3 .1) which contain an account of the sanctuary's annual revenues and/or expenses. I then 

make two comparisons from the financial information in these inscriptions: revenue received 

from temple loans relative to other forms of sanctuary revenue and temple loans as an expense 

relative to other sanctuary expenses. The results of this comparison show that no other form of 

revenue can explain the rise in sanctuary wealth except for temple loans. Their appearance as the 

largest expense and generator of revenue is cause-and-effect. In order to receive large-scale loan 

income, I argue that sacred officials aggressively extended these loans in the expectation of 

future revenue. 

The third part of this chapter explains the role of loans in the financial growth of the 

sanctuary of Apollo. Several underlying factors from before the island's independence 

contributed: the monetization of Delos in the Hellenistic period, the establishment of democracy, 

and ownership of private property. I concentrate here on the structure and content of the loan 

agreements themselves as the most important factors driving their success. I show this by 

comparing the structure of these agreements with that of sacred estate rental agreements which 

were under the control of the same Delian sacred officials who extended loans. I identify five 
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tenets in these loan agreements that are responsible for their long-term success in sacred 

financing: increasing accessibility of temple funds to a diverse clientele, the standardization of 

loan agreement terms, no financial penalty for default in repayment, the incorporation of bankers 

in financial transactions, and harnessing the religious motivation of the borrowers. I conclude 

with a discussion on the loans ' cumulative effects on the relationship between the sanctuary of 

Apollo and the population of Delos. 

B. Forms of Sacred Revenue 

The sanctuary of Apollo received diverse forms of revenue over the course of 

independence. (See Figure 3.1) The first inscription I have included, IG XI 2.135, dated to 312 

BCE, lists four forms of income: rentals from sacred estates ( -rcxl [µt<J0w] µC(,C( 1.1-2), interest 

payments ( ,6xoui; 1.16), and revenue on the taxation and sale of items, in this case, porphyry 

(1.27-8) and guano (1.28). 69 The sanctuary also received revenue from taxes it charged on a 

69 I have divided interest payments into those received from loans and those received from land 
in order to highlight the financial loans. IG XI 2.135.27-8: I:'tµoi; nopcpupC(i; tji; m[pi 

tjv] ·p~vE<t>C:<[v] Itjv iEpcxv f"RHflil· nEpt<JTEpwv x6npoi; ~~f7H-+. "Simos [paid] 650 drachmas [to the 
sanctuary] from the porphyry around sacred Rheneia. [Revenue from] bird guano: 28 drachmas." 
Porphyry was a purple dye extracted from the murex sea snail. This was a luxury item used as 
garment dye. For archaeological and epigraphic evidence of porphyry production on Delos, see 
Bruneau 1969; Lytle 2007, 250-56. Bird guano was collected from around the sanctuary and sold 
as fertilizer. It was a frequent form of sanctuary income during the first half of Delian 
independence. It appears on sanctuary records for 308-06 BCE (IG XI 2.142.18), 304 (IG XI 
2.144.20), 278 BCE (IG XI 2.161A43), and 250 BCE, where it is included twice under the 
heading of monthly revenues for the months of Panemos (1.20) and Posideon (1.23). Evidence of 
this veritable cornucopia of x6npoi; also extends into the realm ofDelian real estate. State 
officials (sellers) seem to have provided short descriptions of real estate parcels to potential 
buyers such as the following entry (IG XI 4.1299 .18-21 ): 6 ycxp ,6noi; ou-roi; ~vi x6npou µrn,oi; oi; 
npoEytypC(n,o nwlAouµEvoi; Ev ~t~Atotwt Ev ,Et ot6owt tji;I cxyop&i;· "For this location was full of shit 
which the seller had provided public notice of in the little book in the passageway of the agora." 
A certain Apollonios purchased the above land for a sanctuary he later dedicated to Sarapis. 
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variety of items. 70 Late payments for estate rentals also figure into this income. Records dated to 

304 BCE include a small section of fines (bn~oA~) from which the sanctuary received income. 

Rentals from sacred houses and workshops appear as revenue starting in 282 BCE. The 

sanctuary received these properties as gifts, dedications or seized them through owner default. It 

also received a small, steady income from monetary dedications. Visitors deposited money either 

into metal chests (thesauroi) or onto silver phialai located throughout the sanctuary.71 Hieropoioi 

collected the money left in these phialai every month (IG XI 2.287 Al 8-25) and later tabulated 

the sum total of funds they collected at the close of the year (ID 442A156). Money from the 

thesauroi was counted only once a year. The sanctuary received currency from dedications 

throughout the Aegean which it identifies individually in its records. 72 Subventions from the 

polis of Delos became another routine form of sacred revenue. The Delian state and sometimes 

state officials would deposit money into the sacred treasury for the purpose of defraying the costs 

70 The sanctuary received a tax from bankers who had set up their businesses in the agora. For 
other forms of taxation, see Migeotte 2014, 605-09. 
71 The sums in treasuries are identified according to the specific temple in which they were 
dedicated. The money from IG XI 2.158 comes solely from the temple of Asclepius. Since 
individuals sought medical treatment at this temple, monetary dedications here could be 
interpreted as offerings or perhaps as fees for his services that took the form of dedications. 
72 To understand the complexity of the sanctuary' s financial operations involving foreign 
currency, see Treheux 1992; Chankowski-Sable 1997; Chankowski 2014. In addition, the 
sanctuary received some counterfeit currency over the course of the year. Sacred officials 
dedicated this money in order to remove it from circulation (IG XI 2.144A19-20): tx ,oD 0YJ<rcwpoD 

t~dAoµEv ~~l~~r:1[f--]ttt!~, xcd aoox[µwv xahwv 17f--f--HII- "We received from the treasury 49 
drachmas, 1 obol, ½ obol, and counterfeit currency, 8 drachmas 3 obols." Counterfeit currency 
or, to be more precise in this context, coinage whose metallic cores were made of less precious 
materials and surrounded by a layer of gold or silver and fashioned in order to pass as genuine, 
was typically seized by state officials and deposited into temples. Officials would cut open the 
currency in order to display its counterfeit construction and to remove it from circulation. The 
Athenian law concerning the state approvers of silver coinage (375/4 BCE), for example, lays 
out the procedure for public approvers of coinage upon the discovery of a counterfeit money: 
"[I]f it ( the coin) has a bronze or a lead core or is debased, let him cut it through immediately and 
let it be sacred property of the Mother of the Gods and be deposited with the Council" (l.10-13). 
My translation follows Stroud 1974, 159. 
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associated with religious festivals. 73 Hieropoioi who served in previous years, but who still had 

outstanding accounts, also deposited money into the sacred treasury. These officials received 

funds from rentals, houses, taxes or loans undertaken during their time in office and handed it 

over to the current set of sacred officials. Telemnestos, one of the hieropoioi from 252 BCE, 

handed over 62,636 drachmas of back payments to sacred officials in 250 BCE.74 Euboeus and 

Parmenion, hieropoioi during the archonship of Telesarchides (181 BCE), turned over the 

remaining money owed to the sacred treasury in 179 BCE. 75 Although sacred officials handed 

over control of the sanctuary accounts at the close of each year and underwent public scrutiny of 

73 The festival of the Thesmophoria received a fifty-drachma subvention (IG XI 2.287 Al 1), 
while the celebration of the Posidoneia festival received 600 drachmas. The state also handed 
over 3,400 drachmas to defray the cost of providing flutists at the Apollonia festival. For a 
complete list of state subventions to the sacred treasury, see Migeotte 2014, 611-14, 663-65. 
74 This sum of back payments, 62,636 drachmas, dwarfs the amount of money which came in for 
250 BCE, 13,562.499 drachmas, by a factor of four-and-a-halftimes. We can only wonder at the 
circumstances which would result in such a large sum of money being turned over two years 
after it had been due. In addition, it is unclear whether this was the only back payment from 
Telemnestos or if there were others. 

75 ID 442A47-50: 
&A"Aov <JTcxµvov bnypw:p~v EXOVTCC cmo tj~ Nuµcpoowpou xcd 'HpC(XAElOOU, bd ~Y)µ&pou Ilo<rlOEwlvo~, 
E0E<JC(V iEponotoi Ol E'IT' &pxovTo~ T[EAE ]<rC(px[oou Eu~OEl)~ )(C([ IIC(pµEVlWV TO 'ITPC(xetv EVY)pO<rlWV, 
EVO lXlW [V]) TEA.WV) TOXWV fi<lXf"RHHHHflil ~~~~f7H-+IIIIC) / / . &A"Aov <JTC( Iµvov EmypC((p~V EXOVTC(" cmo 

tj~ cJ:>[[Aw ]vo~ J<:C(t l:tA~vou, tni ~YJµ&pou Ilo<rtoEwvo~, E0E<JC(V El~ To kE>pov iEponotoi o[ tn' &pxovTo~ 
TEAE<JC(px[oou Eu~OEU~ )(C([ IIC(pµEVlWV Toi AOl'ITOV TOU EX tj~ <rtjAYJ~ OU E'ITPC(~C(V EVY)pO<rlWV, EVOlXlWV, 
TEA.WV, TOXWV Xf"RH· 

Another stamnos bearing an inscription: From [the bank of] Nymphodorus and 
Herakleidos, during the archonship of Demaros (179 BCE), during the month of 
Posideon, the hieropoioi Euboeus and Parmenion who served during the archonship of 
Telesarchides (181 BCE), set up repayment of the sacred estates, sacred houses, taxes, 
and interests: 6,998 drachmas, 4 obols, ½ obol, ¼ obol, 2 bronze pieces. Another 
stamnos, bearing an inscription: From [the bank of] Philon and Silenos, during the 
archonship ofDemaros (179 BCE), during the month of Poseidon, Euboeus and 
Parmenion, the hieropoioi who served during the archonship ofTelesarchides (181 BCE), 
set up in the temple the remainder [they owed and had been inscribed as owing] on the 
stele from the sacred estates, sacred houses, taxes, and interests: 1,600 drachmas. 
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office, they bore responsibility for whatever accounts remained outstanding at the end of their 

term. 

These accounts show an increase in the type and amounts of revenue the sanctuary of 

Apollo received throughout Delian independence and demonstrate that the sanctuary was an 

economic and religious destination in the Aegean Sea. The appearance of sacred houses, estates, 

loans, taxes, and sales as revenue argue for the sanctuary's growing economic strength during the 

Hellenistic period while monetary dedications argue for the island as an important spot for 

religious travel. Back payments from previous administrations of hieropoioi, when added to this 

picture, reveal the difficulty in coordinating these repayments according to the strict calendar of 

tenure of office. 

C. Observations on Sanctuary Finances 

C.1. Sanctuary Revenue 

The thirteen sanctuary records surveyed in Figure 3.1 show that two forms of income 

brought in more revenue than the rest: sacred estate rentals and temple loans. (See Figure 3.2) 

Sacred estate rentals brought in the most revenue in eight of thirteen inscriptions, in the rough 

century from 312 to 219 BCE. Rentals during these years outperformed temple loan revenue by a 

factor of between two (304 BCE) and twelve (246 BCE). Sacred estate revenues remained stable 

during the length of each contractual period. These terms began with four-year agreements (314-

310, 309-305, 304-300 BCE)76 and then grew to ten-year agreements (299-290, 289-280 BCE, 

76 This rental period is difficult to follow in the epigraphic record and I will comment on it infra. 
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etc. to the end of independence).77 Estate revenue only changed upon contract renewal. (For 

precise figures for each estate, see Appendix 1 and 2.) Rental income, in general, increased 

through the end of the fourth century, but it suffered a steep drop of over one-third of revenue in 

the period of 289-280 BCE. For the next twenty years, rental income recovered by growing from 

10,947 drachmas to over 13,000 drachmas. Rental income again dropped in 259-250 before 

increasing between 249-240 BCE. Our information is non-existent for a period of twenty years 

between 239-220 because there are no precisely dated inscriptions from this time that also 

contain information about rental income. Beginning in 219 BCE until the end of Delian 

independence, rental income suffered another steep drop from 11,000 to around 6,900 drachmas, 

where it remained until the close of independence. 78 

Temple loans make up the sanctuary's primary form ofrevenue in five preserved 

inscriptions dating to 279,278,218, 192, and 179 BCE, which cover a wide chronological 

spread. Loans brought in the most revenue for two years in a row, 279-78 BCE, and for the last 

three year preserved in our inscribed records: 218, 192, and 179 BCE. They brought in more 

revenue than sacred estates by nearly one third (218, 179 BCE) to over five times (192 BCE). In 

contrast to the steady revenues from sacred estates, temple loan revenue is inconsistent in size 

and changes greatly from year to year. From 279 to 278, loan revenue jumps from 16,739 to 

23,555 drachmas; from 269-68 BCE it falls from 3,016 to 583+ drachmas while from 219 to 218 

BCE it jumps from 713+ drachmas to 8,640 drachmas. These changes in amount, I will argue in 

the second part of this chapter, were the result of loan contract structure. 

77 Since renters paid the same amount of rent during each year of their contract, one only needs 
to know the rental amount from a single year to reconstruct the payment amounts for the entire 
four-, or ten-year contract period. 
78 The sacred estate revenues from 189-180 BCE are small because there are only three estates 
whose revenues are preserved for this time period. See n. 41. 
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C.2. Sanctuary Expenses 

The typical expenses for a sanctuary over the course of the year relate to construction, 

salaries for officials, expenses for festivals, and loans. (See Figure 3.3) The near-constant 

construction in the sanctuary created costs associated with the hiring of skilled and unskilled 

labor and the transportation and finishing of materials on site for use in new structures or for 

maintenance on existing ones. As the sanctuary of Apollo expanded over the course of the 

Hellenistic period with the dedication of buildings by monarchs and the erection of buildings by 

the Delian state, the sanctuary was called upon to maintain more and more properties. These 

costs were either listed under construction expenses or as expenses voted upon by state decree 

(which I have incorporated as construction expenses in Figure 3.3). Some sanctuary officials 

received monthly or annual salaries: the chief architect appointed for these construction projects, 

those charged with auditing sacred properties ( epitimetai) or preparing sacred records (logistai), 

temple attendants (neokoroi) and inscribers of the sacred records (ypchj)C(vn tjv <rtjAYJV IG XI 

2.287Al 97). Expenses were also devoted to costs related to festivals and sacrifices held 

throughout the year. The sanctuary directed revenue from state subventions to help pay for 

procuring and sacrificing animals, prizes for contests, feeding a large number of the Delian 

population, and precious materials for fashioning dedications. Finally, we see from nine 

inscriptions the important place loans held as an expense. Temple loans were the majority 

expense in four of the nine preserved inscriptions dating to 298,282, 250, and 218 BCE and a 

significant minority of expenses in 269 and 208 BCE. Loan expenditure, however, could vary 

largely from year to year. In 246 BCE, the temple extended 500+ drachmas in loans while the 

next preserved account in 218 BCE leaps to 61,634 and then falls to 6,814 drachmas in 208 BCE. 
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Sacred officials never extended a stable set figure of loans, but the act of lending itself was 

frequent, if not constant. 

If loans were to become one of the main sources of sanctuary revenue, sacred officials 

would have had to extend loans aggressively in the expectation of future income. The amount of 

loan revenue would be directly and causally linked to the amount of lending expenses. A 

comparison ofloan extensions and loan revenues in Figures 3.1 and 3.3 reveals that sacred 

officials made this conceptual link. Upon receiving loan revenue, hieropoioi would extend a 

certain percentage of it out as loans and, no doubt, direct another part towards other sanctuary 

expenses. 

This relationship between loan revenue and sanctuary expenses and the importance of 

loans as the primary form of sanctuary revenue appear in the sacred accounts of 179 BCE. This 

inscription details a series of eight withdrawals of sanctuary funds for the purpose of paying 

sanctuary expenses. Sacred officials at this time stored money in the sanctuary in dozens of clay 

vessels (stamnoi) which bore labels detailing the account information for the funds contained 

within. Whenever hieropoioi deposited money into or withdrew money from a stamnos in the 

temple of Apollo, they would write on the vessel the account from which they were withdrawing, 

the reason for the withdrawal, the amount withdrawn, and the remaining balance inside. This 

information was then transferred onto sanctuary records. The eight withdrawals from 179 BCE 

total 7,619 drachmas of which 4,269 drachmas, over half, are from accounts partially or fully 

funded by loans. We see here one example of loan revenue funding construction within the 

sanctuary (ID 442A65-8): 
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µY)VO~ IlocnoEWVO~ E~ElAOµEv cmo <JTcxµvou OU bnypmp~· cmo tj~ "EAAYJVO~ xcd McxVTlVEW~, bri 
~YJµ&pou Ilo<JtoEwvo~, E0E<Jcxv El~ To tEpovlTcxµ[m MtvuMo~ xcxi <:J:>wxmEu~ xcxTa tjv ot&rn~tv El~ 
an6oo<Jtv Twv ocxvdwv Twv ocpEtAoµtvwv Twt 0t::wt ncxpa TEL n6AEt f--X, xcxi El~ an6oo<Jtv ToD 
npoxpYJ<J0EvTo~ ToD El~ Tov <JTE(pcxvov Twt ~cx<JtAEt <:J:>tAtnnwt xcxi Twt ~cx<JtAEt Mcx<Jcxvv&<Jm xcxi El~ To 
npo<JO(pElAOµEvov El~ TOU~ <JTE(p<XVOU~ TOU~ E'IT1 &pxovTo~ TEAE<Jcxpx[oou XHHHflil· C('ITO T01JToul 
acpdAoµ<EV> iEponotoi o[ tn' &pxovTo~ ~YJµ&pou El~ tjv xcxTcx<JxEu~v ToD vcxoD tj~ 'ApTEµtoo~ xcxTa To 
tj;~(pt<Jµcx TOU o~µou XXHH· AOl'ITOV EVEl Hflil. 

During the month of Posideon, we made an advanced withdrawal79 from the stamnos 
bearing the inscription: "From [ the bank of] Hellenos and Mantineos, during the 
archonship ofDemares, (179 BCE) during the month of Posideon, the treasurers 
Menyllos and Phokaieus deposited in the sanctuary, according to the partition, 80 towards 
the repayment of the loans which the polis owed to the god, 1,000 drachmas, and towards 
the payment of the sums that had been advanced for the crown to King Philip and to King 
Massinissa and for what is owed for the crowns in the archonship ofTelesarchides (181 
BCE), 1,350 drachmas." The hieropoioi during the archonship ofDemaros made an 
advanced withdrawal of 2,200 drachmas for the construction of the temple of Artemis 
according to decree of the people. Remainder in the stamnos: 150 drachmas. 

In order to fund the construction of the temple of Artemis, the sanctuary withdrew funds from a 

stamnos which contained loan repayment revenue. The city-state of Delos repaid several loans to 

the sanctuary which it had borrowed to fund honorary crowns for certain heads of state and 

prominent individuals. 

79 I have followed Pretre and Brunet's (2002, 100) decision to translate this as an advanced 
withdrawal. Withdrawals from and deposits into stamnoi were limited to certain times of the year 
in the presence of both sacred and state officials. If either set of officials had to make a payment 
that fell on a month during which the sacred treasury was not open, it could exercise the right to 
withdraw money far in advance in order to avoid this inconvenience. This transaction is a clear 
example of this process. 
80 The diataxis was a partitioning of specific funds in Delian state financing for a set purpose. 
See Migeotte 2005, 37; 2014, 672-74. For bibliography and previous interpretations, see 
Francotte 1909, 133-56, 213-30; DUrrbach 1929, 64, 161; Vial 1984, 140-42; Pretre et al. 2002, 
155, 188, 190. Money could be ' ear-marked' for the state purchase of grain, the repayment of 
loans as seen here, or could also be labeled as adiataxis, as not being earmarked for a specific 
purpose, and would be available for use at a later time. Individual funds were labeled as xcxTa tjv 
ot&Tcx~tv on a case-by-case basis and should not be confused with the notion of a state budget. 
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Our next example shows that sacred officials established a clear link between aggressive 

loan expenditure and income. The sanctuary here converted principal and interest revenue into 

additional loans to generate further income for the sanctuary in 179 BCE (ID 442A71-3): 

µY)VO<; I10<JlOEWVO<; E~ElAOµEv de; TO OC{VElOV TO Eu~OEl fR xcmx TO tj;~(flt<JµC( TOU o~µou cmo <JTcxµvo,0_ou 

bnypC(qi~· cmo tjc; <PtAWVO<; }(C([ l:tA~VOU, bri ~Y]µ&pou 'ApY)<JlWVO<;, E0E<JC(V lEpO'ITOlOt I1oAU~EVO<;, 

<PtAl'IT'ITO<;, l:tAY)VO<;, 'Aµ(flOTEpoc; TO OC{VElOV o }(C(TE~C(AEV "Epµwv l:6Aw lvoc; f"RHf7I(, }(C([ TOXOV ov E(flY) 

O(flElAElV HH~~~~H--1- AOl'ITOV EVEl HHH~~~~f7H-IIC. 

In the month of Posideon, we made an advanced withdrawal for the loan granted to 
Euboeus for 500 drachmas, in accordance with the decree of the people, on the stamnos 
with the inscription: "From [the bank of] Philon and Silenos, during the archonship of 
Demares (179 BCE), in the month of Aresion, the hieropoioi Polyxenos, Philippos, 
Amphoteros and Silenos deposited the loan which Hermon son of Solon repaid for 605 
drachmas, 1 obol, ½ obol and the interest which he owed, 242 drachmas, 1 obol." There 
remained in the stamnos 347 drachmas, 2 obols and 1/2 obol. 

Sacred officials in this transaction take loan repayment revenue from the month of Aresion in 

179 BCE and lend it out again the following month (Posideon) in order to create loan revenue for 

the sanctuary. Loan revenue, in these two examples, performs two tasks. It pays for the 

construction and maintenance of the sanctuary and then creates further funding through future 

revenue. 

My investigation has clearly shown that temple loans constituted a major form of revenue 

and expense for the sanctuary. In comparison with the other forms of revenue and expense, loans 

are consistently among the largest. In order to generate the substantial revenue that loans 

eventually did, sacred officials established the firm link between extending large amounts of 

loans to receiving a steady increase in loan revenue. If we are to look at the monetary balance of 

the sacred treasury over time, our collection of inscriptions makes the strong case that the growth 

of the sanctuary's wealth over independence can only be tied to the wealth generated by loan 

income. (See Figure 3.4) The overwhelming success of this lending system paid both current 

expenses and future dividends in the form of interest and the possibility of still more loans. This 
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sanctuary is a singular case in antiquity where a religious institution's continued existence was 

not the sole result of an income of tribute, taxation, compulsory acts of civic benefaction 

(euergesia), massive state support or foreign benefaction, but resulted from the practiced 

economic expertise of its officials and their adept handling of finances. 

D. Explaining the Dominance of Temple Loans in Sanctuary Finances 

D.1 Introduction 

Over the course of Delian independence, the epigraphic evidence for temple loans and 

sacred estate rentals gives us a series of snapshots of the economic performance of the 

sanctuary' s assets. This section investigates why temple loans became the dominant form of 

revenue and expenditure for the sanctuary of Apollo. The surviving revenue figures alone do not 

provide an answer; one must look instead to the legal structure of these agreements that created 

an environment for temple loans to flourish. In this section, I contrast the structure of sacred 

estate rental agreements and those of temple loans in order to understand how their respective 

structures impacted their economic performance, bearing in mind the economic and social 

context in which these agreements were extended. The revenues from these individual 

agreements, I argue, performed very different functions for the sanctuary and heavily influenced 

the structure of these agreements. Rental estate agreements were constructed to provide revenue 

at specific times of the calendar year to offset periodic sanctuary expenses. Temple loan 

agreements, in contrast, were constructed to bring as much money as possible into the sacred 

treasury in order to pay for large-scale budgetary expenses. Sacred officials extended temple 

loans and received loan repayment throughout the calendar year. Together, these forms of 

income were not in direct competition with one another, rather they cooperated to provide the 
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sanctuary both long-term, steady income through rentals and opportunistic large-scale revenue 

through temple loans. 

The surviving evidence for rental agreements and loan agreements presents a challenge 

for analysis, but for different reasons. No single sacred rental agreement from Delos survives. 

Instead, price lists for these estates, documentation of partial inventories conducted on these 

properties, and evidence of bidding, rental renewal, and transfers survive. The guidelines for 

these rental agreements, the so-called Hiera Syngraphe (ID 503), which apply to all matters of 

rental, payment, and eviction, survive. Temple loans, in direct contrast, appear in the epigraphic 

record as complete loan extensions or repayments or defaults. There are 1,605 inscribed 

notations of clients who borrowed, repaid or defaulted to the temple. This is counterbalanced, 

however, by a lack of explicit, general guidelines pertaining to loan agreements. These will be 

reconstructed from the large mass of evidence provided by the agreements themselves. I begin 

by looking first at sacred rental agreements and then move onto loan agreements. 

D.2 Comparison of Agreements: Sacred Estates 

The sanctuary of Apollo at Delos began to receive land during the Archaic period. 

Thucydides writes that Polykrates, the tyrant of Samos, seized the neighboring island of Rheneia 

in 523 BCE and dedicated it to Delian Apollo. 81 In actuality, only part of the island served as a 

dedication. Rheneia contained a polis throughout the Classical and Hellenistic periods and paid 

81 1.13.6, 3.104.2. Parke (1946, 106) places this event between the Spartan expedition to Samos 
in 525 and his death in 522 BCE. Thucydides records that Polykrates physically secured his 
dedication of Rheneia to Delos with a chain (3 .104.2): tjv 'P~vrnxv EA.WV cxvE0YJXE ,Q 'An6nwvt 
,Q ~YJAl'flV cxAfoEt o~cra~ npo~ tjv ~~Aov. In the context of Greek religious practice, whatever was 
physically joined to a sacred object received its protection. 
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tribute to the Delian League during the fifth century. 82 The area of the island that served as a 

dedication was later divided at some unknown point in the Archaic or Classical period into ten 

estates. On the island of Delos, four estates appear in sanctuary records during the first three

quarters of the fifth century BCE: Leimon, Lykoneion, Phoinikes, and Soloe. In 417 BCE, the 

Athenian general Nikias purchased a parcel of land for 10,000 drachmas and dedicated it to 

Delian Apollo. As part of this purchase, he instructed the Delians that the income received from 

this estate should be used for a festival in his own honor. 83 The identity of this estate has been 

generally accepted as the area of the Hippodrome and not as the estate called Nikou Chorou on 

neighboring Rheneia. 84 At the conclusion of the period of Athenian control of the sanctuary in 

314, there were fifteen sacred estates. Five additional estates are added together to Apollo's 

sacred estates at Delos in 290 BCE: Akra Delos, Epistheneia, Kerameion, Phythalia, and 

Sosimacheia. At the end of the third century BCE, two sacred estates are mentioned for the first 

82 Polis Inventory number 514. Its aparche to Athena ranged from 5 drachmas (450/49 BCE) to 
1,000 drachmas ( 425/24 BCE). 
83 Plut. Nie. 3.6: xcd xwp[ov µup[wv opC(xµwv nptcxµEvoc; )(C(0tEpW<rEV, OU TCX<; npoa-6oouc; EOEl ~YJ)douc; 
)(C(TC(0UOVTC(<; fo,t&a-0m, 7rOAACX )(C([ cxyC(0CX NlXlq( 7rC(pCX ,wv0EWV C(lTouµtvouc;: )(C([ ycxp TOUTO Tfj <JTY)AY) 

EVEypmjJEv, qv wa-mp (pUAC()(C( tjc; owpE&<; EV ~~A.Cf) )(C(TEAl7rEV. 
"[ A ]nd he consecrated to his service a tract of land which he bought at the price of ten thousand 
drachmas, the revenues from which the Delians were to expend in sacrificial banquets, at which 
many blessings should be invoked upon Nicias from the gods. This stipulation he actually had 
engraved on the stone which he left in Delos to be as it were the sentry over his benefaction." 
Trans. Perrin. 
84 Kent's argument for this identification (1948, 255-56) rests on two pillars. Nikias would not 
purchase and dedicate land from Rheneia which, itself, was already a dedication from Polykrates. 
Since the rental income from the Hippodrome was consistently superior to that of the Nikou 
Chorou, Nikias would not purchase and dedicate an inferior piece of land. This would collect 
less rental income than other estates and, as a result, fewer funds to purchase materials for his 
own festival. The horse races at the Athenian-created Delian festival in 424 BCE took place at 
the hippodrome which probably was not held on private land. 
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time in Mykonos: Khersonesos-Dorion and Thaleon (ID 366A100-02).85 By the end of the third 

century BCE, the sanctuary of Apollo has its full complement of estates which will appear until 

the end ofDelian independence: ten on Delos, ten on Rheneia, and two on Mykonos for a total of 

twenty-two estates. 

These estates each contained a variety of built structures and could also contain 

vegetation and crops. A set of sacred officials, epitemetai, conducted an inventory of the estates 

in preparation for their going to auction for renters. They handed over their findings to the 

hieropoioi who published them on the sacred records. The sole, complete inventory of these 

estates exists from 250 BCE (starting on IG XI 2.287 A142) and I use this for the following 

discussion.86 I select here one estate from Delos (Leimon) and two estates from Rheneia (Nikou 

Chorou and Charoneia) in order to show the variety of the estate holdings: 

[Estate of] Leimon, Dionysodoros [rented for] 221 drachmas. Guarantors: Theiaios and 
Synonymos, the sons ofTheaios. He received a kleision with a door, a stable with a door, a barn 
without a door, a sheepfold without a door, another structure with a door, a courtyard door. 87 

[Estate of] Nikou Chorou, Pythokles, son of Pherecleides, [rented for] 260 drachmas. 
Guarantors: Telemnestos, son of Antigonos, Rhadis, son of Skydros. He received a courtyard 
door, a kleision with a door, a thalamos without a door, a millhouse without a door, a barn 
without a door, a barn without a door, an andronion without a door, a [threshing] floor, a 
sheepfold without a door, a bakehouse without a door, 700 feet of vines, 15 fig trees. 88 

85 Khersonesos-Dorion appears only four times in temple accounts spanning 207-169 BCE while 
Thaleon appears only once in 207 BCE. For further, see Reger 1994, 338. 
86 Fourteen estates out of twenty are inventoried. The remaining six estates were rented again by 
epidekaton and were not brought to auction and catalogued. For full inventories of each sacred 
estate, see Kent 1948, 299-301. 
87 IG XI 2.287 Al 48-49: AEtµwvcx ~lOVU<r6owpoc; opcxxµwv HH~M-•EYUOl 0Etcxtoc; xcxl I:uvwvuµoc; o[ E>rn[ou· 
xcxl ncxpO,cx~Ev XAEL<rtov ,E0upwµtvov, ~ofo-rcx<rtv ,E0upwµEVYJ [ v ],I cxxupwvcx &0upov, npo~cx,wvcx &0upov, &no 

orxY)µCX TE0upwµtvov, 0upcxv CXUAElCXV 
88 IG XI 2.287 Al 55-57: NlXOU xwpov Ilu0oxA~<; <PEpEXAElOOU opcxlxµwv HHflil~· EYYUOl TYJAEµVY)<JTO<; 
'Av,ty6vou, 'P&otc; I:xuopou· xcxl ncxpEACX~Ev0upcxv cxuAdcxv, XAEL<rtov ,E0upwµtvov, 0&)ccxµov &0upov, µuAwvcx 
&0upov, cxxupwvcx cx0u Ipov, ~Ol)(JTC(<JlV &0upov, cxvopwvtov &0upov, U'ITEpWlOlOV, npo~CXTWVCX &0upov, l'ITVWVCX 
&0upov, cxµ'ITEAOU<; f"RHH, <rux&c; ~f7. 
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[Estate of] Charoneia, Euctemon and Dexikrates, son(s) of Achaios, [rented for] 1,110 drachmas. 
Garantors: Panteles, son of Oikon, Charmos, son of Ctesiboulos. They received a kleision with a 
door, two thalamoi, one with a door, a stable without a door, a sheepfold without a door, a 
structure without a roof, a tower with a door, a courtyard door, a second house with a courtyard 
door, a kleision with a door, a thalamos with a door, another thalamos, an andronion with a door, 
a bakehouse whose beam is supported, a stable without a door, a barn without a door, a bakery 
without a door, 47 fig trees, 2,187 feet ofvine.89 

These inventories all follow a standard format. The first part of the entry lists the name of the 

estate, the renter and his patronymic, the annual price of the sacred estate rental, and the names 

of the renter' s two guarantors. The next part of the entry lists the built structures on the estate 

and each includes specific information on whether each structure has a door or roof. 90 The final 

part lists the number of trees or vines on the estate. 

These three estates translated above show wide disparity between the types of structures 

and vegetation resources. Nikou Chorou contains a courtyard gate, kleision, thalamos, an upper 

story, cattle shelter, sheep shelter, a barn, mill-house, and a bake house. Charoneia lacks a mill 

house and a structure with an upper story while Leimon lacks a thalamos, andronion, a building 

with an upper story, a millhouse, and a bake house. There is also a wide disparity between the 

numbers of plants on each of these estates. Leimon did not contain any trees or vines. Nikou 

Chorou has 700 vines and 15 fig trees while Charoneia has three times these numbers with 2,187 

vines and 4 7 fig trees. The number of vines directly impacts the minimum size of these estates. 

89 IG XI 2.287 Al 64-67: XC(pwvrnxv Euxtjµwv )(C([ ~E~lXpCffYJ<; 'AxmoD opC(xµwv XH· k'.yyuot IIC(VTEAYJ<; 
orxwvoc;, X&pµoc; KTY)<rt~ouA.ou· XC(L 1mpEAC(~ov XAEL<rtov ,E0upwµtvov, 0C(Mµouc; ouo ,ov Ev[ C(] I,E0upwµtvov, 
~Ol)(JTC(<JlV &0upov, 7rp0~C(TWVC( &0upov, orxY]µC( opocp~voux EXOV, nupyov TE0upwµtvov, 06pC(V C(lJAElC(V, (XAAY)V 
Ol)(lC(V EXOU<JC(V0UpC(V C(lJAElC(V, XAEl<JlOV TE0upwµtv[ ov],I 0CXAC(µov TE0upwµtvov, &Mov0cxAC(µov, cxvopwvtov 
,E0upwµtvov, 1mwvC({v} fo,uAwµtvo tjv oox6v, ~ofo,C(<rtv &0upov, cxxupwvC( &0upov, npo~C(TWVC( &0upov, 
<rux&c;I ~~~~f711, cxµnEAOU<; XXHP'1~~~f711. 
90 Tenants would have to supply doors themselves and, at times, would have to roof a structure. 
For a summation ofrental agreements from several city-states where tenants would have to 
supply doors themselves see Osborne 1985, 121. 
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Each vine needs a minimum often square meters to grow. 91 Nikou Chorou would need to devote 

7,000 square meters (1.7 acres) to its vines while Charoneia would need 21,870 square meters 

(5.4 acres). These numbers reflect the bare minimum size these estates needed to grow crops, but 

they cannot dictate the entire size of the remainder of the estate. 

In order to rent out these estates, upon Delian independence hieropoioi used a bidding 

system to assign sacred estate leases in order to facilitate economic competition and drive up the 

prices to the benefit of the sanctuary. 92 Individuals who either wanted to secure a lease or extend 

their current lease for another contractual period had several possible avenues to explore. At the 

close of a rental period, all sacred estates which were available to lease were put up for public 

auction in the agora. Interested parties would bid on the rental price and the highest bidder 

would receive the lease. Renters then had to renew or present new guarantors annually to sacred 

officials for the length of the lease. If someone were currently leasing a sacred estate and desired 

to renew his lease for another contractual period, he had two options. He could pay an 

epidekaton (ro im8frm-ov), a ten percent increase in his rent, to secure the lease and avoid it 

going to auction.93 A renter who wanted to keep his lease could also allow the estate to go to 

91 Kent 1948, 291 n.173. 
92 This is one of several practices that hieropoioi may have maintained from the Athenian 
sanctuary officials. For other practices, see Kent's commentary on the Hiera Syngraphe (1948, 
267-85). 
93 Sanctuary records from 250 BCE include five renters who decided to renew their leases by 
paying the ten-percent increase (epidekaton) for the rental period between 249-240 BCE. I 
present here the first three renters, Pythokles, Empedos, and Apollonios (IG XI2, 287.174-77): 

XC(t oYoE Twv f,lEf,lt0"[0w ]µivwv ini~C(Aov Tct imoEXC('TC( XC('Tct TI)VauyypC((p~v· Ilop0µwt Ilu0oxA~<; <J)EpExAEtoou 

inl fHHHHH~~~I- E7tE~C(AEvlix'~~~~l-[1-1-C/] XC(t f,lEf,ll0"0W't"C(l O"UV't"Wl E7tl0EXC('t"Wl x~~l-1-1-1-C /- EY'(UOl 

Kpt't"O~OUAO<; 'Aµnux(oou, <J)(AC(pxoi; <J)lAlOU. 't"Wl EV 'AxpC(l ~~AWl "EµnEOO<; Sivwvoi; inl HHHH E7tE~C(AEV 

~~~~. XC([l] I f,lEf,ll0"0W't"C(l O"UV't"Wl E7tl0EXC('t"Wl HHHH~~~~- eyyuot TEAEO"WVSivwvoi;, 'En(xC(pµoi; 

BouAYJXp&Tou. Toti; I:wO"lf,lC(XEtoti; 'AnoMwvtoi; inl HHix' E7tE~C(AEV~M7 XC(t f,lEf,lt0"0W't"C(l auvlTwt imoEx&Twt 

HHix'~M7
• eyyuot MEWMO<; MEVUAAOU, 'fo6otxoi; LWO"lAOU. 
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public auction in the hope of securing it again at a more favorable rate than a ten-percent 

increase. This would be a gamble for the renter as competition could drive up the estate price 

beyond a ten-percent increase and he could be outbid and risk losing it altogether. 

The location and structure of the bidding process worked to produce the greatest 

economic benefit for the sanctuary. Sacred officials held the lease auction in the agora to ensure 

maximum public exposure. The leases renewed via epidekaton guaranteed additional income for 

the sanctuary beyond the ten-percent increase in rent. This form of renewal reduced the number 

of sacred estates available at auction and, ideally, would create greater competition amongst 

citizens for fewer leases. 

The largest driver of this competition occurred at the time of Delos' liberation from 

Athenian control. Between 450-314 BCE, Athenian officials (amphictyones) assigned sacred 

estate leases. Delians appear as renters of sacred estates during this time period, but Athenian 

officials only rented to Delians who secured Athenian guarantors. 94 Access to rentals, thus, 

depended upon one's social, financial , and political relationship with Athens. In spring of 314 

BCE, Antigonos Monopthalmos, fresh from his campaigns in Asia, sailed into the harbor at 

These of the following renters paid the epidekaton according to the agreement. For the estate of 
Porthmos, Pythokles son of Pherekleidos paid 93 drachmas, ½ obol, 1 bronze piece upon his rent 
of 931 drachmas and he rents it with the epidekaton for 1,204 drachmas, ½ obol, 1 bronze piece. 
Guarantors: Kritoboulos son of Ampykis, Philarchos son of Philis. For the estate of Akra Delos, 
Empedos son of Xenon paid 40 drachmas on [his rent of] 400 drachmas, and he rented it with the 
epidekaton for 440 drachmas. Guarantors: Teleson son of Xenon Epicharmos son of Boulekratos. 
For the estate of Sosimacheia, Apollonios paid 25 drachmas upon [his rent of] 250 drachmas and 
he rented it with the epidekaton for 275 drachmas. Guarantors: Menyllos son ofMenyllos, 
Isodikos son of Sosilos. 

The formula for recording this practice of epidekaton is as follows: the sanctuary record lists the 
estate being rented, the name of the renter, the annual rent he paid for the previous rental period, 
the amount of the ten percent increase, and the total amount of his rental including the price of 
the rent increase. 
94 Coupry 1959, 64. 
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Delos and ordered the Athenian officials to depart from the island. Soon thereafter, Delian sacred 

officials, hieropoioi, canceled all fifteen then-current, Athenian-assigned leases and put the 

estates up for auction for five-year leases. (See Appendices 1, 2 for rental prices.) The resulting 

high rental prices show that Delians seized this new opportunity. For the first rental period, (314-

310 BCE), the sanctuary received 2,672 drachmas from its estates on Delos and 8,906 drachmas 

from its estates on Rheneia for a total of 11,578 drachmas. Three of the estates located on Delos 

whose totals survive during the rental period between 304-302 BCE, Phoinikes, Hippodromos, 

and Lykoneion, brought in 2,331 drachmas, ten percent more than they brought in during their 

previous rental period (309-305 BCE). The estates on Delos for the rental period of299-290 

BCE brought in 3,304 drachmas while those on Rheneia brought in 13,062 drachmas for a total 

of 16,366 drachmas. Within fifteen years of achieving independence (314-299), the rental 

income from these estates grew by almost a third (4,788 drachmas). 

Hieropoioi further fueled this competition by changing the length of the leases. The first 

two lease periods after independence continued the Athenian practice of five-year leases: 314-

310 and 309-305 BCE. The following lease period was shortened to a maximum of four years 

(304-301 BCE) and officials no longer standardized the length of individual leases. It appears 

that they could be negotiated for two, three or four years.95 These changes created more 

opportunities for the sanctuary to increase its revenue by placing its estates up for auction more 

frequently, and, further, by giving the renter a choice in the length of contract. Should the high 

demand for these estates remain the same, the sanctuary would continue to earn revenue at a 

faster rate. The sanctuary would financially benefit from the shorter leases as there would be 

95 Estate payments are not the same at 304 BCE (IG XI 2.144A9-17) and 301 BCE (IG XI 
2.146A9-12). This means that the estates were not rented for five-year agreements and must have 
been rented out at shorter two-, three- or four-year agreements. See Reger 1994a, 192. 
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more turnover of rents and, should the demand for these estates remain the same, the rents would 

continue to grow due to these shorter rental periods. This increased revenue would be 

counterbalanced somewhat by increased administrative costs for inscribing leases and paying 

officials to conduct more frequent property inventories. 

The aggressive rise in revenue from sacred estates and the experimentation with shorter 

rental periods that began at independence come to a sharp halt ca. 300 BCE. At some point near 

the end of the fourth century BCE, an acute financial crisis occurred on Delos which resulted in 

several parties defaulting on their lease agreements.96 In reaction, Delian sacred officials passed 

sweeping legislation pertaining to the regulation of these estates ca. 300 BCE.97 This document, 

ID 503, named the Hiera Syngraphe by its discoverer Theophile Homolle, provides clear 

guidelines for the payment schedule by which renters had to abide, some responsibilities for 

renters on the estate, and the steps sacred officials would take, should a renter have a late 

payment or enter into default. In addition, although not specifically mentioned in the surviving 

portion of this document, all rents were changed to a uniform period of ten years. 

My discussion of the Hiera Syngraphe here pertains to its schema of punishment for 

default. Since no individual lease agreements survive, the Hiera Syngraphe presents the broad 

96 For this crisis, see n. 41. 
97 For bibliography and analysis, see Homolle 1887, 119, n. 13; 1890, 430-33; Ziebarth 1926; 
Kent 1948, 267-89; Reger 1994a, 220-33 . The Hiera Syngraphe is partially mutilated. The 
opening section of the document, between 20-25 lines, are completely unreadable. The following 
48 lines comprise the edited text of the document. The first 15 lines are incomplete, but have 
some legible text; the remainder, lines 16-48 are largely legible. The structure of the previous 
sections of the Hiera Syngraphe, following Kent's schema (1948, 267, 276ff) is as follows : 
furnishing guarantors ( ending on lines 10-11 ), procedure in case of death of renter (lines 12-6), 
procedure in case of death of one of guarantors (lines 16-19), payment schedule for estates with 
livestock (lines 19-21 ), census of branded cattle?, procedure of estate renter selling sacred cattle 
(lines 21-5), procedure for replacing sold sacred cattle (lines 25-7), further notes on rental 
payment for estates with livestock (lines 27-30), and hieropoioi must render accounts to the 
sacred chest (lines 29-30). 
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guidelines which cover penalties relating to late payment and default from all rental estates (ID 

503.30-49). I quote it at length, clause by clause: 

dcxv OE µ~ cmoowaw Ol µlcr0wcr&µEVOl EV TOl<; XPOVOl<; Totc;I yEypC(µµEVOl<; ~ µ~ 7rctpC(OlOWCJl TOU<; 
XC(pnouc; de; To xuplEUElV Tote; iEponolotc;, ~µloAlov anoTlvovTwv [ E ]v T[ E]T[C( ]yµEvol<;I xp6vol<;?, Touc; 

, ... Y]CJ ...... , 0' WV"' µY]uEV.s-' 'IT [ - - e ' [VJ)IXC(p'ITOU<; Y]CJ .... Tull TO .. WTOV, C(V 7 wJ"\/\OUVTE<; TWV µEµlcr wµEvw 

npoc; TWV ~yyuwµEvwv dcr7rpC(~C(CJ0wv ~µlOAlOV TWl 0EWl TO O(pElAOµEvov TOU µlcr0wµC(T0<;" (1.30-3) 

If the renters either do not pay at the appointed times or do not hand over the crops to the 
hieropoioi in charge, let them pay a hemiolion at the appointed times (?), and the 
hieropoioi, after selling the crops98 ... let the hieropoioi exact from the guarantors a 
hemiolion from the rent owed to the god. 

dav OE Tl EAAEl'ITEl TOU µllcr0wµC(TO<;, 7rpC(0E<V>TWV TWY XC(p'ITWV, [C('IT ]oo6cr0wv npoc; TO EAAEl'ITOV TOU<; 
~oDc; [xC(]i np6~C(TC( }(C([ TC( avop&n[ooC(]· (1.33-4) 

If any amount of the rent remains, after the crops have been sold, let the renters sell their 
cattle and sheep and slaves towards the unpaid remainder. 

dav <dav>loE, x[ C(L] TOUTWV 7rpC(0EVTWV, ETl EAAEl'ITEl Tl TOU µlcr0wµC(TO<;, dcrnpC(CJCJOVTWV TO EAAEl'ITOV 

Ex Twv tmC(pxovTwv Totc;I µEµlcr0wµEvol<; XC(L Tote; EYYUYJTC(tc;· (1. 34-6) 

And if, after these things have been sold, any part of the rental still remains, let the 
hieropoioi exact the remainder out of the personal property of the renters and their 
guarantors. 

dav OEµ~ OUVWVTC(l npck~C(>l, E~oµOCJC(VTE<; E'IT[i] ill[i] ayopC(lWl [µ ]~ OUVC(TOL ElVC(l np&I [~]m, 
avC(ypC((pOVTWV C(UTouc; de; tjv crtjAYJV 'ITC(Tp60Ev ocpd"'AoVTC(<; TWl 0Ewl XC(L C(UTouc; XC(L Touc; 

EYYUYJTCX<;, XC(L av&I µtcr0ouvTwv To TEµEvoc;· (1.36-8) 

If the hieropoioi are not able to exact the debts, they are to swear an oath to Zeus 
Agoraios that they are not able to do so and inscribe both the debtors and their guarantors 
with their patronymic on the stele as owing the god, and lease the estate. 

dav OE Tl<; EYOElC( ytVY]TC(l TOU µlcr0wµC(T[ 0]c;, EYYPC((pOVTWV C(lJTOU<; }(C([ TOUTO ~µlOAlOV" (1.38) 

If any arrears from the new rental appears, let the hieropoioi inscribe their names and the 
amount owed with a hemiolion. 

98 Kent 1948, 279. I follow Kent's translation for this clause as it appears difficult to read on the 
stone. 
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cm[o] lnv6vrwv oE xcd oi [Eponoloi ,wl 0Ewl ,o ~µucrn ,oD µl<J0wµC(-roc; ou &µ µ~ d<Jnp&~w<JlV DNAI: 

TOU<; EYYUYJT<X<; mhwv np&l~WVTC(l' (1.38-40)99 

Let the hieropoioi pay back to the god half of the rental [as a penalty] which they could 
not exact from the guarantors of the renters. 

-rote; OE EyypwpEfolv EYYUYJTC(t<; ,oD µl<J0W<JC(µEvou µ~ E~fo,w µEpt<Jm TWl XC(rn<Jtj<JC(VTl ,oD 
tyypwp[ EV] I-roe; cxpyup[ou El<; tjv <JtjAY)V, CXAA.1 ElVC(l TO C('ITOTEl<JµC( (X'ITC(V TOl<; EYYUYJTC(l<; }(C("[C( TO 
Em~&noµ [µipo ]c; EXCX<JTW [l], dcxµ µ~ 6}(C("[C(<Jtj<JC(<; C('ITOTlVEl U'ITEp C(UTWV' (1.40-2) 

It is forbidden for those who have been inscribed as guarantors of an estate [ owing rent] 
to divide the [ outstanding] amount of money inscribed on the stele, but the repayment 
shall be the entire sum [ ascribed] to the guarantors according to the portion of repayment 
that each agreed to pay, unless he who appointed the guarantors (the renter) pays the 
amount for them. 

0Tl o' &v Tl<; TWV EYYUYJTWV El<J'ITPC(X0Et TOU µl<J0WµC(T0<; U'ITO TWV iEpo['ITOl] lwv ~ C(UTO<; C('ITOOW<l> U'ITEp 
,oD XC(TC(<JT~<JC(VTO<; C(UTov EYYUYJtjV, tyypC((pETW ~ ~ouA~ xuptC( OU<JC( TWl EYYUYJTY)l ,ov I 
}(C("[C(<Jtj<JC(VTC( TO C('ITOTEl<J0Ev cxpyuplOV ~µlOAlOV XC(0&[ n ]Ep TOU<; W(pAYJXOTC(<;" (1.42-44) 

Whatever amount of rent the hieropoioi collect from the guarantors, or [ whatever 
amount] the guarantor himself pays on behalf of the renter who appointed him guarantor, 
let the boule, which has full authority, inscribe the renter as owing to his guarantor a 
hemiolion of the amount paid, in the same manner as debtors. 

XC(t dvm ,ouc; tyypC((pEVTC(<; unE[p] IY)µEpouc; XC(T<X ,ov v6µov· dcxv OEµ~ tyyp&,jm ~ ~ouA~, omM<JlOV 
C('ITOTlVETW TWl EYYU!).TY)l TOU C('ITOTEl<J0Ev,[ oc;] Icxpyup[ou· (1.44-6) 

And the renters are to be classified according to law as debtors who are overdue with 
their payments. If the boule does not so record this, it is to pay the guarantor double the 
money he paid. 

U'ITOXEl<J0m OE TWl 0EWl TC( ~o<Jx~µC(TC( }(C([ TC( cxvop&nooC( }(C([ TC( 

EVOlXElC( [XC(t] ,ex [un&pxov,C(] n&v,C(, IO<JC( un&pXEl -rote; µEµl<J0wµivol<;' (1.46-7) 

The cattle and the slaves and the household and all of the renter's property however much 
he has are subject to the god. 

-- U'ITOXEt<J0m OE }(C([ TC( TOl<; EYYUYJTC(l<; U'ITCXPXOVTC( 'ITCXVTC( TWl 0EWl XC(0&mp ,al TOU 
µEµl<J0w{<JC(}µivou· -- (1.47-8) 

And all the property of the guarantors is subject to the god just as that of the renter. 

99 Text from Ziebarth (1926, 100) and followed by Kent (1948, 281 ). 
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Elcxv ot np&~cxvn:c; o [ tEpono to i [ µ~ n&vrn Elcmp&~waw ? , ] unoxEtcr0m Ta un&pxovrn Tofc; I [ tEpono tofc; 
n&vTcx Twt 0t::wt] - (1.48-9) 

If the hieropoioi have made an exaction and should not exact everything, all of their 
property shall be subject to the god. 

This section of the Hiera Syngraphe establishes a clear protocol for the hieropoioi to 

recover delinquent rental payments to the sanctuary. Late payment or a failure of renters to tum 

over control of all the estate's crops (for late payment?) to the sanctuary resulted in a hemiolion 

fine of one-and-a-half times the amount owed to the sanctuary which must be paid at an 

appointed time and be paid by the guarantors of the estate renter. The next three clauses outline a 

series of actions the hieropoioi were to follow in order to recover any debt remaining on a sacred 

lease once the sanctuary has sold the remainder of the estate's crops. Hieropoioi were to sell a 

renter's cattle, sheep, and slaves to make up this deficit. Should the sums received from the sale 

of livestock and slaves prove to be insufficient, hieropoioi were then to sell the personal property 

(both land holdings and mobile property) of the renter and his guarantors. This is a stark 

transition from selling the means by which the renter earns a living (livestock and slaves) to 

selling his and his guarantors' personal property. If, even after this, some debt still remained, the 

hieropoioi 's responsibilities shifted to ascertaining the property holdings of these individuals and 

selling off whatever would be necessary to make up the deficit. If the sale of the renter 's and 

their guarantors' personal property still did not eliminate this debt and if the hieropoioi have 

concluded they have exhausted all of the personal resources of the renter and his guarantors, they 

are to swear an oath testifying to such to Zeus Agoraios. They then inscribed the names of the 

renter, their guarantors, the patronymic of these parties, and the amount owed on temple records. 

The guiding principle of this document is the importance of securing timely payment of 

Apollo's revenue. Renters are only threatened with three financial penalties, each for separate 
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circumstances: one for the failure of timely payment, a second for the failure to tum over crops 

to the hieropoioi, and a third for having their guarantor repay their debt. The first two penalties 

ensure timely payment and that the sanctuary can derive maximum benefit from the products 

grown on the estate. The purpose of the third penalty is to ensure the renter's guarantor is 

reimbursed for his services and to cause anyone considering renting a sacred estate to know the 

strength of his own resources before leaning on those of his guarantors. Each of these actions 

result in a hemiolion fine, which would be, at most, the equivalent of one-and-a-half year's rent 

out of the ten years' lease. Although this appears steep, it is the largest penalty against a renter in 

the Hiera Syngraphe. The sanctuary clearly did not seek to ruin a renter's financial resources 

after a default or to increase the sanctuary's property at his and his guarantors' expense. 

The sanctuary placed the burden of recovering outstanding money on the shoulders of the 

hieropoioi. Defaulters, who already had insufficient funds to pay rent, may not have been 

forthcoming about their other property holdings or wealth for fear of losing still more to repay a 

debt. As a result, sacred officials ruled that renters could not declare themselves indigent; the 

sanctuary would only accept the findings of an inquiry by hieropoioi. The public declaration of 

financial insolvency resulting from such an investigation served to disseminate this information 

as widely as possible: verbally in the agora and permanently on sanctuary records. The 

hieropoioi held significant personal stake in their investigation because their own personal 

property was liable to seizure for debt repayment (ID 503.48-9). Should they not exercise due 

diligence in their efforts to recover an estate payment, they were to repay half the amount of the 

outstanding debt from their own property. The sanctuary here included the hieropoioi as 

responsible because it wanted to ensure that the renters, guarantors, and hieropoioi did not 

privately settle financial debts at the expense of the sanctuary's coffers. 
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The procedure for recovering delinquent rent reinforces the sanctuary's relative leniency 

with its penalties. The step-by-step process of selling a renter's livestock, slaves, and then his 

own and his guarantors' personal property was carefully constructed to reimburse only the 

amount owed to the sanctuary. Renters were entitled to keep whatever property they possessed 

beyond the scope of their debt repayments. In addition to the narrow parameters available to the 

sanctuary for recovering delinquent sums, there is no other greater financial, political or religious 

punishment inflicted upon the renter for late payment or default such as temporary loss of 

citizenship, incarceration for the duration of one's debt, wholesale seizure and auction of one's 

property, or any overarching religious penalty or punishment as occured in other Greek poleis .100 

Renters-whether citizens, metics, or foreigners who received honorary citizenship-continued 

to stay fully integrated into the civic and religious fabric of the island community. They were 

also not barred from leasing sacred land again or undertaking any other financial transactions 

with the sanctuary in the future. 

One individual's transactions demonstrate this. A certain Xenokrates was a renter of the 

estate of Phoinikes on Rheneia in 219 BCE (ID 353A4-5; 354.35-6), but lost the rental for 

unknown reasons between 218 and 210, at which point a certain Philon took over. At the 

beginning of the next rental cycle in 210 (ID 356bisA7), Xenokrates then became a farmer at the 

sacred estate of Pyrgoi in Rheneia. He then took over the rental there again in 193 BCE until his 

heir took over the lease upon his death in 192 BCE (ID 399A78). 101 Xenokrates was not 

100 See Hunter 2000, 26-30. For earlier bibliography, see Hunter 2000, 21 n.2. Athenian citizens 
who defaulted on their loans could be incarcerated, have their citizenship temporarily suspended, 
and could not participate in the boule or ekklesia. Defaulters on sacred estate rentals had their 
property seized and were fined ten times the value of the owed rent. 
101 Vial 2008, 104. 
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punished when his previous lease was voided and others were immediately found to step in and 

finish the term of his rental. In addition, he was allowed to rent again even after default. 

Reinforcing the sanctuary's desire to adhere to a strict payment schedule is its policy of 

immediate nullification and re-rental ofleases upon the death of the renter102 or upon the renter's 

inability to find or renew his guarantors. 103 This policy is not covered in the surviving part of ID 

503, but examples appear in sanctuary records throughout independence. Should a renter pass 

away during his lease, often a close family member would finish the term of the lease at the same 

rent price. This was not always the case, however, as rentals also went up for auction and were 

won by new clients. The immediate re-rental of this property ensured the renter the greatest 

amount of possible time to cultivate, harvest, and sell produce in order to pay the following 

year's rent. The other instance of immediate re-rental of a lease was the failure of the renter to 

secure a pair of guarantors. Every year, in the month ofLenaion, renters had to present new 

guarantors at a ceremony in the agora. Failure to procure one or more guarantors resulted in the 

immediate voiding of a lease and its re-rental, at the same price, for the remainder of the lease. 

This annual renewal freed the guarantors from a ten-year financial obligation. From the 

sanctuary's point of view, this also removed the potential financial crisis resulting from large

scale changes in a guarantor's monetary fortune over the course of a decade and problems 

resulting from the potential mortality of these guarantors during their time of service. 

102 For examples of the death of a renter resulting in lease rental to a new client, see IG XI 
2.156B7-15; ID 440B7. For examples of the death of a renter resulting in the rental of the lease 
by a renter's heirs, see IG XI 2.199A6; IG XI 2.203A22-3; ID 290.18, 19; ID 356bisA6; ID 
368.24. 
103 See examples listed in IG XI 2.287 A135-42; For examples for the rental between 209-200 
BCE, see ID 366A102-06. 
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The intent of the Hiera Syngraphe to ensure the timely flow of estate revenue into the 

sacred treasury can be explained by the alignment of these payments with annual sanctuary 

expenses. (See Figure 3.5) Rental payments for sacred estates were divided into two categories: 

those which contained livestock and those which did not. Payments from estates that raised 

livestock had a specific schedule to follow. In the month of Artemision (April-May), the 

sanctuary collected a head tax on every animal raised on each estate. The total amount received 

would be deducted from the estate's annual rent. The following Lenaion (December-January), 

the first month of the new year, renters would pay their remaining balance. In the last year of the 

agreement, renters would pay the remaining balance in Metageition (August-September). Estates 

that did not raise livestock paid the entirety of their rent in Metageition as well. 

Rental payments from estates with livestock were the first substantial injection of money 

into the sacred treasury for the year. They would be used for the sanctuary's initial annual 

expenses: cleaning and purification, performing routine sacrifices, and preparations for the 

annual celebrations of the Apollonia and the Dionysia. 104 The head tax on estates that raised 

livestock coincided with the celebration of four festivals, the Letoa, the Artemisia, the 

Britomartia, and the Artemisia on the island festival. Payments due in Metageition would be the 

third and final monetary injection at a time when the sanctuary was preparing for the Hernia and 

the Thesmophoria festivals. 

The cost of these festivals could be substantial, as we can see from two preserved 

monthly expense totals and evidence of state subventions for religious festivals . (See Figure 3.6) 

104 Although the sanctuary explicitly states that money received from phialai dedications were 
earmarked for cleaning the sanctuary, they were most likely never enough to cover the entire 
cost. Incoming sacred estate rentals most likely made up the rest of this cost. Individual expenses 
also covered the cost of food, charcoal, and prizes. 
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Their total cost is not preserved, but the combined information from these figures can establish a 

benchmark. 105 The sanctuary received a large subvention of 3,500 drachmas to pay for flutists for 

the Apollonia, while sixteen choregia from Delian citizens paid for the choruses at the festival. 

Other subventions include fifty drachmas for the Thesmophoria and 600 for the feast of the 

Posidoneia at the end of the year. Timely payment of these rentals was crucial because it directly 

impacted the sanctuary's ability to pay for upcoming expenses with ready currency. The 

sanctuary did not receive other payments (i.e., from taxes and temple loans) at similar or even at 

fixed times of the year, so it could only rely upon those from its sacred estates. This may have 

led to the hieropoioi's decision to split rental estate revenue into three groups-head tax on 

livestock, rent for estates with animals, rent for estates without animals-which would be 

received at three separate times of the year in order to prevent a financial shortfall of ready 

funds. 106 

This analysis of the epigraphic data, the historical context behind the creation of sacred 

estates, and the structure of these rental agreements has shown that the hieropoioi positioned 

these estates to be a major form of revenue. We can also see from this same data, however, major 

limitations to the growth of sacred estates as a form of revenue for the sanctuary. The system of 

competitive bidding which potential renters used to secure rentals did not always result in 

105 Bruneau includes all cited costs for festivals: Apollonia (1970, 65-75), Dionysia (312-14), 
Letoa (210-11), Artemisia and Britomartia (198-201), epikrasis for the Dioscuroi (391-93), 
Aphrodisia (341), Heraia (253-4), Thesmophoria (285-90), Nyktophylaxia (290-93), Eileithyaia 
(215-19) and Posideia (260-64). 
106 Temple officials, of course, received the balance of the sacred treasury from the previous 
year's officials, but only after these accounts had undergone scrutiny. This process occurred 
during the same month of Lenaion in which they received these new estate payments. Depending 
on how long the process of scrutiny took, it is conceivable that the new set of officials may have 
received estate payments before receiving the balance of funds from the previous year. Fines also 
had to be paid by certain deadlines. 
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increased revenue. This system makes several large assumptions: the value of land increases over 

time, potential bidders are willing to take the financial risk to bid on land, and the bidding system 

itself is fair. Sanctuary records from ca. 300 BCE through the remainder of independence show 

the rise and fall of estate revenues individually and as a collective whole. (See Appendices 1 and 

2.) The sanctuary added five more estates to its previous count of fifteen between 289-280, but 

the rents from sacred estates between 299-280 BCE fell by forty-five percent from 16,386 to 

10,947 drachmas. The rental price other estates received rose, fell or even remained the same 

through independence. One estate, Charetia, brought in exactly 1,800 drachmas annually for 

thirty years (289-260). The rental for Skitoneia dropped from 560 to 530 drachmas from 279-260 

and then again for two other payment periods (259-240 and 199-190). Nikou Chorou's rental fell 

from 600 to 348 and finally to 271 drachmas (279-270). Seven estates on Rheneia and one on 

Delos experienced a drop in rental price between 259-240 BCE. Other rental drops occurred for 

one or two rental periods at most. 107 A review of the estate prices reveals the only ironclad 

method of securing an increase for individual estates was a renter enacting the epidekaton where 

the sanctuary received a ten-percent increase in the next rental cycle for an estate.108 

The intermittent rise and fall of individual rents reveal a weakness of this competition

driven system for revenue. The price of these rentals was not determined in a vacuum. 109 

107 Hippodromos (290, 190 BCE), Phoinikes (269-250 BCE), Epistheneia (209-190 BCE), Soloe
Korakia (279-260 BCE), Sosimacheia (279-260, 219-200 BCE), Lykoneion (209-190 BCE), 
Porthmos (209-200, 199-190 BCE), Panormos (209-190 BCE), Rhamnoi (219-200 BCE) and 
Limnai (209-190 BCE). 
108 Reger (1994a, 229) counts thirty-seven renewals of estates ( eleven by a family, twenty-six by 
an individual) between 290-180 BCE. 
109 Assigning causation to these fluctuations in rent-such as political disruptions in the 
Aegean-has been a tenuous and hazardous affair. Pretre and Brunet (2002, 256) caution 
explanations of price changes without a larger knowledge of possibly contributing political, 
economic or social factors. Reger (1994a, 250-3) disproves large-scale political developments 
behind these price changes and explains the fluctuations in rent to well-documented changes in 
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Potential renters were unwilling either to bid on or spend more than what they felt they could 

extract from the land itself. The higher the prices these estates received at auction, the narrower 

the amount of profit these renters would receive. Since no individual rental agreements survive, 

it is unclear what kinds of expectations the sanctuary placed upon the renter for fulfillment of the 

agreement or what kind of latitude they were allowed for construction on the property or the 

planting of new crops.110 If the renters had the possibility of investing in their estate, they could 

have potentially received more profit over the ten-year length of their agreement. 111 Renters may 

have also been unwilling to risk the loss of property as outlined in the Hiera Syngraphe in case 

of default. The hieropoioi had confiscated land from individuals between 299-290 after they had 

defaulted on their leases. This threat of punishment disincentivized potential renters from 

bidding and may have, as a consequence, reduced the pool of willing bidders to those who were 

financially secure and had a sufficiently large social and economic network to secure 

guarantors. 112 

Social or political pressure from competing renters could have also influenced the 

outcome of the bidding process. Vial presents eight families who rented the same estate for two 

the price of commodities such as grain, pigs, olive oil, and charcoal on and around Delos. It is 
my point here to discuss the merits and shortcomings of the system of renting and not to uncover 
the reason behind individual price changes. 
110 Osborne 1985, 122-25. 
111 Our knowledge is further stymied because there is only one complete surviving inventory of 
these estates and several other, partially complete inventories. We are not able to track the 
change (if any) in the numbers of structures and numbers of crops grown on these estates in any 
substantive way. Even if we could with a complete record of inventories for these estates, we 
would still need the rental agreements themselves. This would provide the necessary information 
as to whether the desire to build structures or plant more crops on the estate came from the 
sanctuary or from the renter. 
112 Reger 1994a, 229-30. Proof of this assertion, he argues, lies in the nature of defaults after 290 
BCE-a total of thirty-one-which result from failure to secure or renew a guarantor and not in 
an inability to pay rent and forfeit property. 
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or more rental periods. 113 The family of Aristeas rented the estate of the Hippodrome on Delos 

for thirty-five years (three rental periods and five years) between 304-270 BCE. Aristeas' brother 

Aristeides received the estate through bidding in 290 and then renewed the lease through 

epidekaton in 280 BCE. The rental price for this estate dropped each rental period until the 

renewal in 280 BCE: 1,012 drachmas (304-301), 1,001 drachmas (299-290), 550 drachmas (289-

280), and finally 605 drachmas (279-270 BCE). As time progressed between 304-280 BCE, 

Aristeas and his family were able to draw more profit from the land as the rental price continued 

to decrease. The estate of Chareteia on Rheneia was tended by the same family of Phanodikos 

for fifty years (220-170 BCE). His family renewed the estate three times through epidekaton 

(210, 190 and 180 BCE) and once at auction (200 BCE) where the price of the rental dropped 

from 915 to 660 drachmas. 

These examples show that families either could have exerted direct or indirect pressure to 

receive an estate for multiple rental periods.114 They could have pressured (i.e. , "encouraged") 

others directly by telling them not to rent the land should it come to auction. Bidders could have 

also collectively decided not to bid on an estate because it was informally known as "the rental 

that x has tilled for a long time" and they did not want to antagonize a prominent family. 115 Vial 

also suggests that the inability to secure a guarantor was another indirect method of influencing 

the ability of an individual to rent an estate. Guarantors vouched for the wealth of the renter and 

reflected his social and political reach. Vial argues that this method may have been used to 

prevent particular families from expanding their wealth and prominence on Delos or Rheneia.116 

113 Vial 1984, 331. 
114 Pretre and Brunet 2002, 262-64. 
115 Dissuading individuals from bidding could result in a stagnant or declining price because 
there would not be true competition. 
116 Vial 1984, 334-35; Pretre and Brunet 2002, 262-64. 
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She discusses the pattern of land rentals and observes that families typically farmed on either 

Delos or Rhenia; farming on both was rare. Denying someone a guarantor would prevent 

particular families from acquiring rental estates both on Delos and Rheneia. A renter, in this 

case, would win the bid for the sacred estate, but, unable to find a guarantor, would have his 

lease revoked from him. 

The sanctuary's method of acquiring sacred estates, more than any other, explains the 

limitations of estate revenue. All of the land the sanctuary received as sacred estates was either 

dedicated by private individuals or seized through rental default. 117 We have seen previously that 

the first and largest donation, a portion of the neighboring island of Rheneia, came from 

Polykrates, the tyrant of Samos, in 523 BCE (Thuc. 1.13.6, 3.104.211 8
). The Rheneian land the 

sanctuary received was later divided into ten estates. The Athenian general and statesman Nicias 

dedicated the land which became the sacred estate of the Hippodrome in 41 7 BCE (Plut. Nie. 

3.6). It is generally accepted that the five estates of Episthenia, Akra Delos, Sosimacheia, 

Kerameion, and Phytalia, which appear in sanctuary records between 289-280 BCE were most 

likely private property seized during the previous lease period from renters who had defaulted. 

After this time, the sanctuary of Apollo did not receive any more sacred estates on Delos and 

Rheneia. The growth of the sanctuary's territorial footprint was entirely dependent upon the 

actions of individuals who either desired to perform a religious service for the sanctuary or those 

who failed to uphold their rental agreements to the extent that the sanctuary seized their personal 

property. Neither sacred nor state officials directed temple funds towards the purchase of land for 

sacred estates. In addition, neither state nor sacred officials passed a decree or sacred law 

117 Pretre and Brunet 2002, 251. 
11 8 Parke 1946, 106. 
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demarcating additional areas as sacred estates. The growth and wealth deriving from these 

estates, thus, quickly plateaued after a tumultuous rise and fall at the beginning of independence. 

E. The Success of Loan Agreements in Sanctuary Finances during Independence 

E.1. Introduction 

Sanctuary records during Delian independence preserve 761 loan agreements in stone 

between the temple of Apollo and the city-state of Delos or private individuals. 119 These stones 

are inscribed copies of agreements whose originals would have been recorded on ephemeral 

materials (i.e., papyri, whitened boards, tablets) and been held by the borrower and a third party. 

These state loan and individual loan agreements bear similarities in structure and format. 120 All 

include a recipient, the amount borrowed, and the property or wealth placed as security. For 

loans to individuals, the agreements name one or more guarantors, and a designated third party to 

keep a copy of the agreement. In case of discrepancy between the temple and the borrower over 

the terms, this individual could produce a copy of the agreement for consultation. I provide two 

examples of temple loans to the polis of Delos and two to individuals to establish the 

commonalities between these agreements. The first pair of examples of temple loans is to the 

city-state. We begin with a loan from 297 BCE (IG XI 2.148.73-4): 

[)(]cd &A"Ao cxpyuptov E~ElAOµEv µna tj~ ~OUA~~ 1mp6v-rwv [TWV ypcxµµ ]cxTEWV OEOCXVEl<J'C(TO ~ 'ITOAl~ 
)(C("[C( tjl~cpt<rµcx TOU o~µou I opcxxµa~ MXX E'ITL rn1~ npo<rOOOl~ ,cx1~ tj~ 'ITOAEW~. 

And we withdrew another sum of money (from the Artemision) 121 in the presence of the 
boule and with the secretaries present which the polis was loaned according to the decree 
of the people, 12,000 drachmas upon security of the polis revenues. 

119 The temple's loans to Delian tribes will be the subject of a future article. 
120 See also Bogaert 1968, 131-37, 138-53, for an outline of state and private loans. 
121 The temple in which the sacred chest was located until the early second century BCE. 
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The second loan to Delos is from 269 BCE (IG XI 2.203A 7 6-7): 

'Exccroµ~mwvoc; TY)l 'ITO/I.El xcd npooCXVEl<JTCXl<; E'D')<Jl/1.EWl Exuµvou, 'Av,ty6vwt 'Avopoµtvouc;, 

'1Epoµ~p6,wt Euo~µo[ u] I [ x ]cxi cxvcxo6xotc; Exuµvwt cf>cxvoo[xou, ~Y)µOVWl N[xwvoc;, Euo~µwt "Aµvou 
:XXX:: xcx,cx <ruyypcxcp~v tjv ncxp' 'AvnuxtoEt Kpt,0~0611.ou xELµEVYJV" 

During the month ofHekatombaion, we [the hieropoioi loaned] to the polis and to the 
prodaneistai Stesileos son of Skymnos, Antigonos son of Andromenos, Hierombrotos 
son ofEudemos and to their guarantors (anadochoi) Skymnos son of Phanodikos, 
Demonos son ofNikon, and Eudemos son of Amnos 3,000 drachmas according to the 
agreement which lies with Anpykidos son of Kritoboulos. 

These two loans clearly state the recipients, the loan principals, and the security offered to the 

sanctuary. The prodaneistai in the second loan act as the state-sanctioned recipients and 

guarantors of state loans. They are liable to repay the loan from their own personal property 

should the polis' revenue be insufficient. 

These loans differ in the type of information they offer. The first loan lists all of the state 

officials present for this transaction. A polis decree ordered the loan and the temple to hand over 

the money in the presence of the boule and the polis secretaries. The second loan includes the 

month of the transaction, a list of guarantors, and the identity of the third party who kept the 

contract. Neither loan records the intended purpose these borrowed funds were to serve. 

Loans to individuals follow a similar structure and format. I present two examples, the 

first from 250 BCE (IG XI 2.287A129-131): 

)(C([ ~lC(XTOplOEl E>Ewp611.ou µY)VO<; 'Ancx,ou[pt] lwvoc; opcxxµcxc; HHHH E'ITL i'.mo0~XEl TWl xwptwl Wl 
YElTOVEUEl TO xwptov O~v <PEpEX/1.ElOOU )(C([ 0 )(C(/1.ElTC(l <PUTCX/1.lC( )(C([ TOl<; (X/1./1.0l<; TOl<; i'.m&pxou<rlV 
~lC(XTOplOEl 'IT(X<JlV )(C([ cxvcxo6lxotc; KCX/\./\.l(J0EVEl E>Ewp611.ou, 'Av,ty6vwt ~touµou· ~ <ruyypcx<p~ ncxp' 

'Emx&pµwt E>Eonpw,ou. 

And during the month of Apatourion, [ we, the hieropoioi, loaned to] Diaktorides son of 
Theorylos 400 drachmas on security (tni i'.mo0~xEt) for the land which neighbored the land 
that Pherekleidos formerly owned and that which is named Phytalia and for the personal 
property (-rote; &note; -rote; i'.m&pxou<rtv) of Diaktorides and his guarantors, Kallisthenes son of 
Theorylos and Antigonos son of Didymos. The agreement lies with Epicharmos son of 
Theoprotos. 
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My second example is from 208 BCE (ID 3 72.18-9): 

I1o<Jtoc:wvoc;· Ko<Jµt&oc:t I:~µou H~ bri tjt obdm ~ tyc:frwv ~ ~Y)µox&pouc;· k'.yyuoc; I:6Awv I:w(n&,pou )· 
<JuyypC((p~ 'ITC( Ipcx KC(AA.l(pCXVTW l. 

Month of Poseidon. [We, the hieropoioi loaned to] Kosmiades son of Semos 150 
drachmas on security of the house (tni tjt obdm) which neighbors that ofDemocharos. 
Guarantor: Solon son of So(patros). Agreement lies with Kalliphantos. 

These two examples show the month of the loan transaction, the recipient of the loan, the loan 

principal, the security provided, the guarantor( s ), and the identity of the third party who holds the 

contract. Individual loans infrequently included the standard interest rate of the loan (ten percent 

of the principal over ten years)122 and rarely included a reason the borrower took out the loan. 

As these inscriptions show, the hieropoioi, upon Delian independence, extended loans to 

the polis of Delos and to individuals throughout the calendar year. They collected interest 

annually on the month the transaction was completed and not at the conclusion of the calendar 

year. 123 The inclusion of the calendar month in the inscribed record becomes important as this 

122 A loan from 246 BCE includes the interest rate in the text of the agreement (ID 290.134-36): 

EOC(VEl<JC(µEv OE )(C([ TEAE<JWVl TWl AUTOXAEOU<; opC(xµcxc; HH TOU [c:poD cx[pyup[ou TOXOU E] I [ 'ITlOEX]&,ou 
E'ITL i'.mo0~XY)l TWl X~'ITWl TWl npoc; TWl <JlOYJPElWl )(C([ TOl<; (XAA.Ol<; TOl<; Tc:Afowvoc; 'IT(X<JlV )(C([ EYYUWl 
~toytvc:t TEAE[ <Jwvoc;?, TYJAE] I[µv~<J-r?]wt 'Av,ty6vou· ~ <JUYYPC((p~ 'ITC(p' 'Aµcp[m ~Y)µoM,ou. 

We loaned to Teleson son of Autokles 200 drachmas of sacred money at ten percent 
interest ( 'tOKou im8EKarnu) on security ( tni i'.mo0~XYJ t) of the garden next to the coast and 
on all the property of Teleson and his guarantor (tyyuwt) Diogenes son of Teleson (?) and 
Telemnestos(?) son of Antigonos. The agreement lies with Amphias son ofDemolytos. 

123 Bogaert (1968, 148) says interest was collected at the end of the calendar year and so the 
inclusion of the calendar month in the loan agreement was a means of calculating a pro-rated 
interest rate. For example, a borrower who contracted a loan in the month of Apataurion would 
only have to pay two months ' interest until the end of the year. I disagree with this because 
individuals can pay down loan principals or repay half a loan, and so this method of 
incrementally paying off loans could apply to interest payments. A payment of six months ' 
interest could itself be breaking an annual interest payment in half. 
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was the basis of the borrower's repayment schedule. The payment schedules for the two previous 

inscriptions would be that Diaktorides owed forty drachmas interest each Apatourion and 

Kosmiades owed fifteen drachmas interest every Poseidon. 124 

Now that the constituent components of loan agreements have been established, in the 

following sections I will focus on five distinct elements of these agreements that were directly 

responsible for the success of the lending system itself and for the growth of sanctuary finances: 

increasing accessibility to diverse clients, the standardization of loan agreement terms, no 

financial penalty for default, the incorporation of bankers in the sanctuary' s financial 

transactions, and providing religious motivation for clients to borrow. 

E.2 Increasing Accessibility to Diverse Clients 

In order to generate the greatest amount of loan revenue, the temple took several steps to 

increase its accessibility to potential customers. It extended loans and received repayment 

throughout the entire calendar year. Unlike other contracts the sanctuary extended which were 

limited to once a year (taxes, sacred house rentals), construction (dependent upon work 

available), or every ten years (sacred estate rentals), loans were immediately available 

throughout the year. (See Figure 3.7) The temple also expanded its potential pool of clientele by 

allowing Delian citizens, foreigners who received honorary citizenship, 125 and women to be loan 

recipients. A Cyzicene citizen, Apollodoros purchased a garden on Delos from a certain 

124 If the month of the loan transaction is not preserved in the inscription, the length of a loan can 
still be estimated. If the current sacred officials include the names either of the hieropoioi or of 
the archon who presided at the time of the transaction, the number of intervening years between 
the interest payment and the loan transaction reveal the length of the loan. 
125 Athenian administrators of the sanctuary of Apollo extended loans to foreigners who had 
received honorary citizenship at Athens, but never extended loans to women. 
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Athenodoros in 306 BCE which carried a debt of 100 drachmas. Apollodoros began to make 

interest payments right after the purchase (IG XI 2.142.15-6). Xenon, a citizen from the Argive 

polis of Hermione, twice borrowed from the temple of Apollo. He is listed as repaying interest 

on a loan of 23 drachmas, 2 obols in 278 BCE (IG XI 2.161A35) and defaulting the same year on 

an interest payment for a loan of 205 drachmas, 2 obols (IG XI 2.161 D84-5). 

Women could neither own land nor handle large financial transactions without a 

guardian, but it is clear they could work within the confines of Delian law to receive a loan. (See 

Figure 3.8) Temple loan agreements show that women had to be accompanied by a legal 

guardian (kyrios) who could either be a close family member or husband who would serve as 

their financial advisor. In addition, since women could not legally own property, they could not 

provide their own security. They had to find one or more individuals- husband, family member 

or friend-who would offer his property as loan security. Women, as a final step, had to find one 

or more individuals to serve as their guarantor. This person could be the same individual who 

provided the loan security and acted as kyrios. With the exception of needing a legal guardian, 

women here acted no differently than men who may not have owned much property: if they 

desired a loan, they drew upon their familial or social contacts for their benefit. 126 So long as 

126 There are several examples of men going through this same process. In 250 BCE, Autokles 
the son of Teleson secured a loan of 200 drachmas with his brother Nikanor' s house as security 
(IG XI 2.287A127-28): 

AUTOXAEl TEA[ E] l<rwvoc; µY)VO<; 'ApYJ<rlWVO<; opcxxµcxc; HH E[n ]i u[no0]~XEl TY)l olx[m qv E'ITplCXTO 
Ntx&vwp ncxpcx E>Eoowp[oou 

[We loaned to] Autokles son of Teleson during the month of Aresion 200 drachmas on 
security for the house which Nikanor purchased from Theodoridos . . . 

We learn that Nikanor is Autokles' brother from Vial 2008, 42. 
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women could produce the necessary requirements to sacred officials for a loan, the temple did 

not prohibit them from receiving one. 

Despite these legal obstructions, sanctuary records show women acting as the primary 

recipients of loan money and handling their own funds for repayment. Before 179 BCE, a certain 

Aristako received one of the largest recorded temple loans which we learn through the context of 

her son's repayment (ID 442C62-71): 

mxpcxl cJ:>wxmEW~ ,oDI Arnx[vou U7rEpl tj~ µY)Tpo~ 'Apt<rl [,]C(XOU~ ,6xovl [,]ov En' &pxov,o[~] I 
[b. ]YJµ&pou ,oD [iE] I[p]oD cxpyup(9y MHI [H]Hb.[- - - -X] Ib.b.b.1-1-1-q. 

From Phokaieos son ofLeukinos on behalf of his mother, Aristako, [1,033 drachmas, 2 
obols] interest from the archonship of Demaros (179 BCE) of the loan of sacred money 
10,31 O+ drachmas. 

This loan was larger than the sanctuary revenue from its sacred estates (6,980 drachmas) and tax 

revenue (1,720 drachmas) combined for 179 BCE. Aristako alone is recorded as having received 

this loan without any mention of her kyrios. Women are also recorded as making loan 

repayments by themselves. Gorgo is recorded as doing so (IG XI 2.199Al 1 ): fopyw b.C- "Gorgo 

[repaid] ten drachmas, ¼ obol interest." Alexikrateia is recorded three times (282, 279, 278 

BCE) as making interest payments on behalf of her father Arignotos for 20 drachmas, 5 obols 

(IG XI 2.158A26; IG XI 2.161A30; IG XI 2.162A23). Whenever a kyrios is inscribed alongside 

a woman in loan repayment, it is clear that the woman is responsible for the loan. This same 

Gorgo, for example, makes loan repayments on behalf of her brother Chares in the presence of 

her husband and kyrios Archelas up to 282 BCE (IG XI 2.156A10; IG XI 2. 158A27). Upon the 

death of her husband, Gorgo remarries and then continues to make repayments with her second 

husband, Eukleides, acting as her kyrios, after 279 BCE (IG XI 2.161A31-2). Gorgo and her 

brother represent the only common link in these repayments and prove that this loan was 
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Gorgo 's responsibility alone. Women and their kyrioi are inscribed together, but it is clear from 

context that they do not act jointly to borrow or repay loan funds. 

Sacred officials at Delos created a large body of clientele from which the sanctuary 

would benefit by extending them the ability to participate in temple loan transactions. The 

sanctuary took advantage of its position as a cosmopolitan trade center and religious site to grant 

foreigners awarded with citizenship the ability to borrow from the temple. 127 Women, an 

economic resource previously untapped by the sanctuary during the Athenian period of control 

over Delos ( 480-314 BCE), could borrow through the elastic restrictions of advisory kyrioi. 

These new financial opportunities from the temple, however, did not extend to other facets of 

sacred business. Since women could not own (or rent) property, they are not found among the list 

of sacred estate renters. We have seen at least one foreigner, Apollodoros of Cyzicus, who owns 

property on Delos (IG XI 2.156A6-7), but there are none recorded as estate renters. Only two 

foreigners, one Cretan and one Koan, survive as estate guarantors. These loans provided these 

individuals, in addition to the Delian citizen body, access to the local Delian market for their 

purchases. This, in tum, would increase the amount of money in circulation on the island. 

Incoming interest payments would grow the sanctuary' s resources, pay for new and necessary 

expenses, and be put to use through further loans. 

E.3 Standardization of Loan Agreements 

Since sacred officials had established a positive economic relationship between the 

amount they received in loan revenue and the amount they extended in loans, I argue they 

127 This continues the trend established during the time of the first period of Athenian control 
over Delos. See Chankowski 2008, 350-52. 
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created a standard agreement in order to expedite the extension of loans. Every client, once he or 

she provided security, guarantor(s), and a kyrios (if necessary), received a loan at an annual 

interest rate of ten percent of the principal ( epidekaton). 128 The hieropoioi could process loan 

transactions more efficiently because interest was a simple fraction of the principal and it applied 

to all of their clients. These officials, then, could extend a larger number of loans as the required 

time and energy expended for the negotiation and the calculation of interest payments on each 

individual loan became less. This becomes clear from the evidence of repeat borrowers and by 

looking at the number of loan transactions sacred officials handled over the course of Delian 

independence. 

The increased efficiency of the borrowing process that a standard agreement created 

explains the actions of several individuals who borrowed multiple times during the same month. 

Each borrower had decided that several separate transactions were more beneficial to meet his 

needs instead of one large loan. This argues for the efficiency of the borrowing process. Four 

men borrowed twice in the same month. 129 Two individuals have more than two transactions in 

the same month. Hypselos borrowed five times during Posideon in 175 BCE (ID 449A44; 44-5; 

45; 45; 45). Also, in 175 BCE, Timeretos borrowed six times(!) in the month ofBouphonion (ID 

449A27-30; 30-1; 31; 31-2; 32; 32). Since these loans are inscribed sequentially in the 

epigraphic record, it appears as though they occurred one right after the other without any 

128 Clients could choose to repay a loan more quickly. The interest would then be prorated. In 
306 BCE, Pytheos (IG XI 2.142.16) and two others (IG XI 2.142.16-7; 17) repaid their temple 
loans in six months. 
129 In 250 BCE, Autokles borrowed twice in the month of Aresion (IG XI 2.287A126-27; 127-
29). Menekrates borrowed twice during Ieron in 240 BCE (ID 298.187-90; 192-94). In 229 BCE, 
Ktesonides also borrowed twice in the month ofThargelion (ID 320B85-6; 86). The son of 
Euanthos, whose name is not preserved borrowed twice in the month of Poseidon ca. 190 BCE 
(ID 407.43; 43). 
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intervening borrowers. One can imagine then that if an individual borrower took care of all these 

transactions at once, this would be reflected in their sequential appearance on the sanctuary 

records. 

We can also look at the number of loan transactions the hieropoioi processed over time as 

an efficacious byproduct of the standardization of loan agreements. (See Figure 3.9) The rise in 

the demand for loans can be attributed to any of the criteria in this section, but the ability of 

sacred officials to handle bureaucratically the volume of loan transactions can be attributed to the 

standardization of the loan document itself. Sacred officials, in general, over the course of 

independence, recorded an increasingly larger number of loan transactions which can be defined 

here as the extension of new loans, reception of repayment, and notation of default (i.e., 

processed). In just over one hundred years, hieropoioi went from handling thirteen loans a year 

(301 BCE) to nearly two hundred (200 BCE). This is the equivalent of processing one loan two 

out of every three days. 

E.4 No Financial Penalty for Default 

A major incentive for potential borrowers was the absence of a financial penalty for 

breach of contract or late payment. We have seen that these agreements clearly lay out property 

as security, the names of one or more guarantors, and that the property of both the borrower and 

the guarantors was liable to seizure in case of default or breach of agreement. There is, however, 

no other explicit financial penalty included in any of these loan agreements that would be 

inflicted on the borrower in addition to the seizure of private property. A review of the 

sanctuary's records demonstrates that it neither inflicted a financial penalty on individuals for 

loan default or failure of payment nor did it ever seize a borrower's or guarantor's property to 
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repay the temple. 130 Borrowers are also not penalized for using their guarantors to repay a 

loan.131 

This potential absence of evidence may not, however, be an evidence of absence. One 

method for determining whether temple loans during Delian independence had financial 

penalties for breach of contract is by comparison with loan documents during Athenian control 

of Delos after 166 BCE. Athenian officials may have altered the terms of the lending contracts 

for their own purposes when they received control over the island and its sanctuary. The 

following contract is one of three from the civil calendar year 156/55 BCE included in sanctuary 

records (ID 1416B col. 11.69-92): 

&pxov-m; ['A0]~VYJOW 'Av0E<rTYJpLou µY)vbc; I:xtpocpoptwvoc; tocxvEt<JC(V o[ J<:C(0rn·rnµtlvot brl tjv 
cp[ U/1.C( ]x~v TWV lEpwv XPY)µCXTWV )(C([ TWV (X/\./1.WV -rrpo<r6owv TOU 0EOU I ~lO(pC(VTO<; 'EXC(TC(LOU ["Ep] µEtO<; 
)(C([ 0E6owpoc; l:Tpchwvoc; MC(pC(0Wvt[ oc; l;C(pC('ITLW] lvt 'AµµwvLOU Ifoµ~wT[ &o]YJl TOU lEpoD cxpyupLOU 

9PC([xµcxc;] XXXJ:1[- - - - w<r?] I TS: &pxovTo<; µY)VO<; 'ExC([Toµ~m]c;:ivoc; TOU E'ITL KC(/\./\.l9"1"P.C:(TOU 
TOX~Y [E'ITlOEXCXTWV] 11 E'ITL i'.mo0~xn Ol)(LC([ t TEt -rrpoc; TWl Ilo]u11.uocxµC(VTl TEl yEvoµEVEl [-rrp6TEpov 
.. ] lµoxpcxTOU d YElTOVEUEl [~/I.LOU CXVlOVT ]oc; Ol)(LC( Tn~s:µ.ynqTOU [Toll - - - -],l~opp&0Ev 6ooc; 

OY)µO<JLC(, [~/I.LOU ouvoµtvou Ol)(LC(? ~l]C(xpfrou TOU [- - - -, VOTO] l0Ev Ol)(LC( TYJAEµV~<JTOU [TOU 

'AvTty6?]vou, w<rTE [ dvm] tjy [otXLC(V tEpcxv T~v] I u-rroxEtµEVYJV Twt 0Ewt [Ewe; &v] cx-rroowt 
TO ocxvEtov [J<:C(t Tov T6xov· (1.69-78) 

During the archonship of Anthesterion in Athens, during the month of Skirophorion, the 
officials appointed for the protection of the sacred monies and of the other revenues of 
the god, Diophantos son ofHekatios ofHermos, and Theodoros son of Straton of 
Marathon, loaned to Sarapion son of Ammonios of Pambotadai 3,500+ drachmas of 
sacred money .. . [whose contract is to begin?] on the month ofHekatombaion during the 
archonship of Kallistratos, with interest at ten percent upon security for the house nearby 
that was previously Poulydamas' . . . of[] which neighbored the house of Telemnestos (?) 
son of. . . from the east, the public road from the north, the house of Diakritos (?) son of 
(?) from the west (?), the house of Telemnestos son of Antigonos (?) from the south, with 
the result that the house lies pledged to the god as a sacred house until he should repay 
the loan and the interest. 

130 Also observed by Bogaert 1968, 151-52; Vial 1984, 374; Reger 1992, 330. 
131 This is in direct contrast to the Hiera Syngraphe where a sacred estate renter is penalized with 
an hemilion, an amount that is one-and-a-half times the delinquent rental owed that his guarantor 
paid to the sanctuary on the renter's behalf. 
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EV OE ,wt] I XPOVWl TWl xcmx tjv <ru[yypmp~v cm]006,w TO OCXVElOV, TOV OE TOXOV xcff' EIVtCWTOV 
LC(pcm[wv TOl<; [XC(0E<JTC(µE]vot <<;> bri TC{ lEpct xp~µC(TC(' EctV OEµ~ cmolowt, E'l<r'ITpC(~l<; fo,w Tot[ c; 
XC(0E<J],C(µEVOl<; E'ITL TC{ iEpa xp~µC(TC( EX TE tjc;I OlXlC(<; tjc; U'ITOXEtµEVYJ<; XC(L EX TWV &nwv 

1J'ITC(px6v,wv LC(PC('ITlWVO<; XC(L EX ,wvl lunC(px6v,wv TWV EYYUYJTWV mxv,wv 'ITC(VTEl cxvumu0uvot[ c; 
ofot]v XC(L CXVU'ITO <ot>lxotc; TOl<; npchTOU<JlV we; npchTW<JlV' (1.78-84) 

Let Sarapion pay back the loan at the time according to the agreement and the interest 
every year to those appointed upon the protection of the sacred funds. Ifhe should not 
repay, let there be an exaction by those appointed for the protection of the sacred funds 
both from the house lying under security and from the other forms of personal property 
from Sarapion and from the personal property of all of his guarantors by those not liable 
to give account and liable to legal suit while they are making an exaction. 

CX'ITEOOVTO XC(L Ol EYYUYJTC(L TC{ C(lJTWV umxplxov,C( TWl 0EWl npoc; T~V EYYUYJV XC(L EmxwpoD<rlV' (1.84-5) 

The guarantors pledged their personal property to the god for the purpose of a guarantee 
and yield to the god. 

Eaµµ~ cxnoowt LC(pC(n[lwv ,o ocxvEtov XC(L ,ov ,6xov XC(06,t ytypC(n,m, tjµ np&~tv notEfo0ml XC(L EX 
TWV C(lJTOl<; 1J'ITC(px6v,wv mxv,wv 'ITC(VTC(XEl XC(0' &XC(L EX TOU oEIOC(VEl<rµEvou ytypC('ITTC(l nptxHElV' 
EYYUYJTC(L 'Aµµwvtoc; 'Aµµwv[ou Ifoµl~WTCXOY)<;, 'Apt<rTOµC(xoc; 'Apt<rTWVO<; Ifoµ~WTCXOY)<;, NtXlC(<; 
A~~V\90U E~ [Ofou?] 11 µ&p,upE<; Ttµ60Eo<; N[xtoc; Ifot{ E }C(VlEU<;, 'Ap,Eµ[owpoc; 'Hpoo6,ou 
MC(pC(~~yt[oc;],l "Epµmoc; ~Y)µY),ptou KtxuvvdJ<; ,ac; <ruv0~xC(<; E0Ev,o 'ITC(pct ~~µwvt x[ C(L KAE] l&vopwt 

,pC(m(frmc;. (1.85-92) 

If Sarapion should not repay the loan and the interest as it has been recorded, then an 
exaction will be made both out of all of their personal property according to which it has 
been recorded to make an exaction from what has been loaned. Guarantors: Ammonios 
son of Ammonios of Pambotadai, Aristomachos son of Aris ton of Pambotadai, Nikias 
son of Leonidas from Oa (?). Witnesses: Timotheos son ofNikios of Paiania, 
Artemidoros son of Herodotos of Marathaon, Hermaios son of Demetrios of Kikynna set 
up the agreements with the bankers, Demon and Kleandros. 

This is a complete agreement reached between the Athenian guardians of sacred finances 

( with their bureaucratically voluminous title) "Those appointed for the protection of sacred 

monies and other forms of revenue" and the borrower Sarapion. The officials in charge of the 

protection of the sacred monies and revenue extended a loan of more than 3,500 drachmas to a 

certain Sarapion, an Athenian. Interest is set at ten percent of the principal and Sarapion secured 

the loan by offering a house as security. The agreement then stipulates Sarapion will repay the 
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loan according to the time set out in the contract (which portion does not survive), and will pay 

annual interest on the loan. The length of the loan does not survive in this contract, but the other 

two loans inscribed on this stone state they each will last for five years. This loan, most likely, 

would last for the same period of time. The next part of the loan agreement moves onto the 

penalty clauses for failure to execute the terms of the agreement. If Sarapion does not pay at the 

allotted time, the sacred officials can exact the amount due from Sarapion's house, his 

belongings, and the personal property of all of his guarantors. Sacred officials will seize only the 

amount of property whose value equals the amount owed. The penalties described here are 

absent from Delian loan agreements, but they are the exact same penalties outlined in the Hiera 

Syngraphe for default in sacred estate rentals during independence. The Athenians probably 

drew inspiration for these penalties from this document. The Hiera Syngraphe was still in force 

at the time of the Athenian takeover and, if this stele's discovery location reflects the area around 

which it was erected, was prominently displayed near the entrance of the sanctuary next to the 

Colossus of Apollo where they could have inspected it. 

The loan documents such as this one from the time of the second Athenian period of 

control of Delos (166-133 BCE) show a pronounced change in the methods by which sacred 

officials enforced lending contracts. Sarapion's agreement provides more information than those 

during the period of Delian independence. The property being discussed is physically placed in 

relation to other pieces of property which is not done during the period of independence. 132 The 

132 All of the homes listed in this loan document are identified as having belonged to Delians. 
The second loan document on this inscription (ID 1416B col. 11.92-115) lists three of the other 
properties around the house which the borrower, Ammonios, placed for security. All of these 
houses belonged to prominent Delian families. It is unclear whether these properties are 
identified in this fashion because they are known locally from their previous owners ( as opposed 
to their new owners) or if the houses still stood empty ten years after Athens ordered the removal 
of the local Delian population from the island. 
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interest rate (ten percent of the principal), the form of security (a piece of property), and the use 

of guarantors ( at least two) is standard. Contracts during independence made it known that the 

borrower pledged a piece of property as security and his own and his guarantors' personal 

property were also pledged to the god. This agreement, however, spells out very specific 

punishments to be levied against the borrower for failure to pay on time: the confiscation and 

sale of items related to the household, the house, his personal property and that of all of his 

guarantors. The officials are not only concerned with recovering the amount necessary for the 

loan repayment, but they are also concerned with receiving their payment on time. 

Loans contracted during the period of Delian independence show that borrowers and 

guarantors placed their personal property as security and as liable to seizure, but it appears that 

this was only done to assign responsibility for repayment to specific individuals. It does not 

appear that the temple ever initiated measures to seize property that had been offered by the 

debtor and the guarantor or levied financial penalties against them. Instead, starting from ca. 279 

BCE, sacred officials began to record debtors on stone. Unlike the sacred estate renters who 

could be declared indigent only after the hieropoioi conducted a financial audit of their 

resources, those who are inscribed as loan debtors are only named in the context of failing to 

repay a specific loan. Their appearance as debtors is not a declaration of financial insolvency. 

They are cited as owing the temple the remainder of the loan principal and any outstanding 

interest. The guarantors of these individuals or their inheritors upon the death of the borrower 

could ( and did) repay these loans at a later time. 

Inheritors repay the loans of their elderly family members. In 179 BCE, Charistios repaid 

interest on a loan his grandfather borrowed (ID 442Cl-13): 
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'ITC(pcx XC(pt[ O']'d[ou] I ,oD 'Av,ty9 [vou?] u lntp ,oD mimnou I Ntxoµ&xou ,6xovl ov ifrpY) ocpEtAEtvl 1-roD 
lEpoD cxpyup[ou 1-rov 'ITCX'IT'ITOV NlXO IµC(xov TOU QC(VEll OU OU EOC(VEl(J'C(TO I 'ITC(p' lEpO'ITOlWV IlpC( I I ~tµEvou )(C([ 
TEAEl(J'C(px[oou TOV Enil ~Y)µ&pou H· 

From Charistios son of Antigonos (?) who paid 100 drachmas interest on behalf of his 
grandfather Nikomachos which he said his grandfather owed from the sacred money 
which he was loaned from the hieropoioi Praximnos and Telesarchidos during the 
archonship of Demaros. 

Nikomachos appears to have taken this loan out in the year 179 and missed an interest payment 

which his grandson repaid in his stead. In 194 BCE, we see an individual repaying a loan on 

behalf of his great-grandfather (ID 396A26): 

TE11.]EO'C(PX[ tOYJ<;] Stvwvoc; untp ,oD npon&nnou MVYJO'&hou ,6xov ,oD fo,tC(TtxoD 01,> ~yty[pC(NC(v 
C([UTOV 

Telesarchides son of Xenon repaid interest of the sacred foundation loan on behalf of his 
great-grandfather Mnesalkos which they inscribed . . . 

Both repayments here are designated as interest payments on behalf of a family member. There 

is no mention in either case of a financial penalty on account of a late repayment. 

The inscription of loan debtors on sanctuary records is not linked with punishment. It acts 

as a notation so that future sacred officials can keep track of all open loan accounts. For example, 

if one looks at the number of recorded debtors inscribed on sanctuary records and the amounts 

that they owed, it is clear that both increase over time until 189 BCE. (See Figure 3 .10) It 

appears at first glance that the temple is irresponsibly lending to borrowers without any intention 

of recovering this money. Debtors, in tum, may have realized that hieropoioi would not enforce 

their loan agreements so they would never be held accountable for their actions. This brings up a 

question: why would the temple allow these defaults to exist and for these contracts to go 

unenforced? 

The increasing number of debtors needs to be contextualized alongside the growing loan 

revenues to the sanctuary. (See Figure 3.11) Although it is rare that loan defaults and revenues 
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appear on the same inscription for the examples listed below, it can be tentatively shown that the 

sanctuary overwhelmingly earned more loan revenue than it lost through defaults. Only in 219 

BCE, was there potentially more loan debt than revenue, but in the other preserved years, the 

amount of debt does not come close to the amount of money received in loan revenue. Since the 

amount of debt owed to the sanctuary was rarely in danger of overtaking the amount of loan 

revenue, and was never in danger ofjeopardizing its total received revenue, hieropoioi created a 

temporary stop gap by marking down debtors as owing the sanctuary money without taking steps 

to pursue them for their property. The sanctuary was still able to profit from the other incoming 

loan revenue, and so the sacred officials may have decided that initiating default proceedings 

similar to those outlined in the Hiera Syngraphe against sacred renters would not be an effective 

use of their time and resources. This was not the same case with respect to land rentals: if a 

renter did not pay, this would impact the sanctuary's ability to pay for upcoming festival 

expenses and so it would have to initiate debt proceedings to recover lost revenue. With respect 

to temple loans, the hieropoioi extracted the maximum amount of revenue from loan repayments 

it could without taking the extra cost of enforcing the loan repayments. 

Sacred officials listed individuals as debtors in the expectation that guarantors and family 

inheritors would repay the loan in the future. These officials at Delos, regardless of whether they 

were Athenian or Delian, never forgave or canceled temple loans. Debts to the god remained 

until they were repaid in full . None of the temple loans that were extended before 314 BCE were 

canceled by Delian hieropoioi at their assumption of office. This is in stark contrast to sacred 

estate rentals where upon Delian independence, the sanctuary canceled all estate leases and re

rented them in 314 BCE. When Athens took over Delos a second time in 166 BCE, Athenian 

sacred officials canceled all of the estate rentals and rented them out again. The Athenians, 
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however, did not void any temple loans that had been already extended. They wanted to receive 

all expected loan revenue and immediately began to extend new loan contracts under its new 

principles of enforcement. ID 1408, a record of the Delian sanctuaries during the Athenian 

archonship of Poseidonius (162/1-161/0 BCE), shows this was the case. Three loans which were 

repaid in full during this archonship were extended previous to the Athenian takeover of the 

island. One of these loans was contracted by Hermon, a wealthy Delian farmer and diplomat. He 

borrowed 1,000 drachmas in 168 BCE and repaid the loan with interest in 161/0 BCE (ID 1408A 

col. 11.38-9). 

This investigation of loans during independence and comparison with those during the 

second period of Athenian domination of Delos clearly prove that Delian sacred officials did not 

enact punishment on loan defaulters. Borrowers had to present security and guarantors in order 

to receive loans from hieropoioi, but the officials never took formal steps to seize property or 

call in a guarantor to recover this money upon default. Descendants, sometimes several 

generations removed from the borrower, inherit and repay these loans without penalty for delay. 

Guarantors also repay these loans on behalf of a borrower without the borrower suffering any 

financial penalty. A lack of financial penalty for default, especially in the face of a mounting 

number of defaulters, can only be explained as a purposeful calculation on the part of sacred 

officials to encourage borrowing. The sanctuary continued to earn sufficient loan revenue to 

cover the cost of its defaulters and chose not to expend its resources recovering debt. 

E.5 Incorporation of Bankers into Financial Transactions 

Bankers played a direct role in the growth of the sanctuary through the transfer of their 

financial expertise and management skills to sacred officials. Over the course of independence, 

bankers established a strong presence on the island. They began to pay taxes in order to use 
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space in the agora and then began to act as the preferred third party for payments to the 

sanctuary and the polis of Delos. This steadily deepening relationship between bankers and 

sacred officials resulted in the slow transfer of banking methods and knowledge for the operation 

of the sanctuary. Hieropoioi began to understand the direct connection between the political and 

religious oversight of their sacred office, the methods these bankers used, and the financial 

growth of the sanctuary. This section discusses the most important instance of this incorporation, 

the use of clay vessels to hold separate accounts, and its effects on the sanctuary's transactions, 

record keeping, and financial growth. 

Sacred officials, from the beginning of independence to the start of the second century 

BCE, created a system of financial transactions where all deposits and withdrawals passed 

through a central treasury located within the sanctuary of Artemis on Delos. In the annual 

publication of the sanctuary's finances, hieropoioi divided revenue and expenditure into separate 

categories. They then grouped together similar revenues and expenditures and itemized 

individual transactions. The records for 248 BCE, for example, summarize the total amount of 

money the current year's hieropoioi received from their predecessors (ID 290.1-13), the total 

amount they received from sacred estate rentals (1.14-21 ), sacred house rentals (1.21-8), taxes 

(1.28-31 ), interest payments from loans (1.31-46), and the total income received (1.46). Expenses 

then follow revenues. Monthly expenses begin this section. Each month is totaled and then an 

annual total concludes the entry (1.46-105). Other various expenditures are calculated (1.105-18) 

and are followed by construction expenses (1.118-29), loans (1.129-38), and, finally, a total of all 
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outgoing funds (1.141). The stone breaks off before the concluding formula, but it can be 

reconstructed from another set of records dating to between 225-210 BCE (ID 346.11-2): 133 

[XE(pC(A~ d<r6oou] <ruv Wt 1mpEM~oµEv EV 'A.p-r[ Eµt<rtwt] 
[XE(pC(A~ E~OOOU] <JUV Wl 1mpEooµEv EV 'Ap,E[µt<rlWl] -

[Total revenue] with which we handed over in the Artemision: 
[Total expenditure] with which we handed over in the Artemision: 

This example shows the total funds in the Artemision the current hieropoioi received from the 

previous year and the total amount they turned over to the succeeding set of officials. 

Despite having a single treasury, sacred officials earmarked certain funds for designated 

purposes and appeared to have separate accounts. Hieropoioi deposited and withdrew funds in 

the Artemision that were earmarked for the grain fund, the sitonia. We see an example, albeit 

poorly preserved, from 209 BCE (ID 362.11-5): 

e:oo[µE ]v Tot~ CJ tTwvm~ ~toyEVY)!, :Ew... 

cx[pyu ]P.tov? MXXXill-H-l-· 11.omov EV ipTEf,l![ CJ"lW ]t MMl"'H~Mr71-1-[1-I] /· )(C(l ~f,(E!~... 
.. .w r'HHHI"· TO n&v EV 'ApTEf,(tCJ[ [wt M] Ml"'XXHHHHI"~~~ r7 I-I-I-I/]' TOUTO [mxpEOo µEv lE pono tot~ 'E11.n[vE t xcd AuCJcrv

[op ]wt mxpOUCJYJ~ ~OU/I.~~ [)(C(l ypcxµµcn ]Ewv TOU tj~ TI0/1.EW~ [Eu ]x11.[ ElOOU, TOU TWV lEpOTIO!WV TEAECJTOJ<:ptTOU ]. 

We gave to the sitonai Diogenes, So .. . 
Money? 13, 014 drachmas. Balance in the Artemision: 25,138 drachmas, 1 obol, 1/1 2 obol. And we .. . 
. . . ta 850 drachmas. Total in the Arternision: 27,488 drachmas, 1 obol, 1/12 obol. We handed this amount 
over to the hieropoioi Elpines and Lysander in the presence of the boule and the secretaries of the polis, 
Eukleides [being chiefsecretery], and the secretary of the hieropoioi, Telesokritos. 

This section of the inscription shows a transfer of funds from the sacred treasury in the 

Artemision to state grain officials (sitonai). A balance of funds is immediately calculated 

following this transfer. Officials then make another deposit into the treasury which is then 

133 This example is important because it highlights the central collection point for these funds in 
the Artemision. Other examples discuss deposits and withdrawals of funds from the Artemision, 
but the sanctuary is not named consistently when officials give totals, such as in 208 BCE (ID 
365.55-6). 
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incorporated into a second balance statement. 134 Sacred officials received and spent funds for 

specific purposes, but the funds are kept in a single chest within the same pool of money. 

Sacred and public officials established this banking system with several security 

measures in order to ensure the safety of its money transfers. Every year, incoming and outgoing 

sacred officials together conducted an audit of the sanctuary's financial transactions. Once this 

was completed, the current officials would hand over custodianship of the sanctuary' s finances 

and inventory of dedications to their successors. This transfer of funds occurred in the physical 

presence of public officials such as the members of the boule, the secretaries of the polis, and, at 

times, the treasurers of the polis, and the secretary of the hieropoioi. An example appears in 287 

BCE, early in Delian independence (IG XI.2.155b7-9): 

XE(pCXACHOV OU 1mpEooµEv TOl<; lEpO'ITOlOl<; [-rote; E'ITL ~YJ] µfou &pxov,oc; ~lOOOTWl I:TY)<JlAEW, <t>wxpfrwt 
~w6[v]ou, 7rC(p06<JY)<; ~ou:\~c; XC(t ypC(µµC(,EWV 'HYYJ<JC(y6pou ,oD 'AVC(~tµEvouc;, ~moµtvouc; ,oD cf> ••• , 

cxpyup[ou voµ[<JµC(TO<; MMMMfi<lHHHflil~I() XC([t] XPU<JOU<; E'ITTCX }(C([ (pWXct°lOC(" 

The total of [this balance] we handed over to the hieropoioi serving during the archonship 
ofDemeos, Diodotos son of Stesileos and Phokritos son ofDemonos, in the presence of 
the boule and the secretaries, Hegesagoras son of Anaximenos and Deinomenos son of 
P . . . 45 ,361 drachmas, 1 obol, ½ obol, ¼ obol and 7 golden Phocian pieces. 

In addition to the public nature of these transactions, state and sacred officials created physical 

barriers to prevent unauthorized access to these funds. 135 The funds were locked in a large stone 

chest in the sanctuary of Artemis and state officials alone possessed the sole key. State and 

sacred officials relied upon these barriers to dissuade individuals from the misuse of funds and 

publicly hold witnesses accountable to ensure the validity of these transactions. 

134 For more information about the Delian sitonia and transfers to the grain fund using this 
system of sacred financing, see Chapter 4. 
135 For other examples of physical barriers preventing access to the internal spaces of temples, 
see Gawlinski 2014. 
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Although these systems aided in the proper handling of these funds, their centralization 

into a single chest created significant drawbacks for efficiency and accountability. Conducting 

the annual financial audit required (the tiresome task of) counting tens of thousands of drachmas. 

The probability of committing an accounting error would increase when counting a single, large 

cache of money rather than several, smaller sums. Once income entered the chest, it was 

impossible to separate what funds came from which revenue source. Where and how a monetary 

discrepancy appeared in the sacred financial records would be difficult to divine. Did state 

treasurers tum over an incorrect amount of money? Was the amount of money turned over 

entered incorrectly, but faithfully inscribed? Were expenses entered in incorrectly? 136 Mistakes 

such as these would not be necessarily revealed until year's end when the audit would be 

conducted upon the closing days of the hieropoioi's period of office. 137 The ultimate 

accountability for such a mistake rested on their shoulders, whether or not they were personally 

at fault. 

The system of accounting within the sanctuary underwent significant transformation 

beginning in the second century BCE down to the close of Delian independence. I attribute this 

change directly to the gradual incorporation of the financial expertise of bankers into sanctuary 

136 Vial (1984, 220-21) summarizes how some mistakes entered into the sanctuary records. Some 
hieropoioi faithfully weighed each dedication, but sometimes the weight one set of officials 
entered for an object differed from the weight another, previous set of officials received for the 
same object. The discrepancies are not addressed separately in another inscription. Should the 
object be broken and the cause of a difference in weight is one or more missing pieces, the 
hieropoioi faithfully recorded this. Other sets of hieropoioi copied the previous administration's 
records, mistakes and all. The hieropoioi in 177 BCE copied its dedicatory inventory word-for
word starting on ID 443Bl-47 from the inventory record from 179 BCE (ID 442B75-125). 
137 Careless mathematical mistakes are only one explanation for possible monetary discrepancies. 
It would be equally difficult to uncover or prove if someone were skimming money from this 
account until year's end. The large stone chest lid would prove a burdensome-but not 
overwhelming-disincentive for theft. 
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operations. 138 Since the exact context for bankers entering into financial records as a third party 

does not survive, one is left to interpret their importance from the frequency of their appearance 

in inscriptions and the sanctuary' s slow absorption of their methods of financial management. 

The epigraphic record clearly shows that bankers brought their expertise and knowledge which 

directly benefitted the sanctuary and resulted in their increased presence in its epigraphic record. 

During this time period, hieropoioi handled all of the sanctuary' s financial transactions and kept 

all funds in the stone thesaurus in the Artemision. Bankers first appear in sanctuary records in 

the middle of the third century BCE in the context of paying a collective tax of 200 drachmas for 

the use of space in the agora (IG XI 2.287 Al I). They may have operated on the island prior to 

this point in time, but the sanctuary may have begun charging a tax ca. 250 BCE to reflect their 

more permanent residency. From this point forward, bankers become attached to sacred and state 

financial transactions. After 229 BCE, bankers appear to handle Delian polis funds and most 

likely influenced decisions related to state financing. 139 Individual bankers are named in sacred 

records beginning in 195 BCE and continue to operate until the beginning of the second period 

of Athenian control of the island. (See Figure 3.12) The names of ten banks and twelve bankers 

are preserved in the inscribed record. Almost half (five out of twelve) are foreigners from the 

138 For banking in general on Delos during independence, see Bogaert 1968, 170-87. 
139 Bankers may have contributed to the practice of the boule earmarking certain revenues for 
specific purposes, a practice called diataxis. This is similar to the fourth century Athenian 
practice of merismos where certain revenues were diverted into specific state funds. This 
partitioning of funds should not be confused with the creation of state budgets. For views on the 
creation of state budgets, see Schuler 2005; Migeotte 2006a, 2006b; Rhodes 2007, 2013. The 
influence of bankers on the larger market of Delos and their level of interaction with the island' s 
population is difficult to reconstruct. 
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Aegean and southern Italy and Sicily. Silenos is the only individual identified from Delos while 

Philistos, Hephaistion, Hellen, Philon, and Philophon are not identified with any polis. 140 

One of the most important innovations that bankers introduced was the stamnos as the 

standard vessel in which funds appear in both sacred and state treasuries. 141 (For examples of 

red-figure stamnoi Classical Athens, see Figures 3.13a, 3.13b.) It is a round vessel with a wide 

mouth, low neck, a pair of upturned horizontal handles attached at the point of the vessel's 

greatest diameter, a low foot, and, rare for Greek ceramics, a lid. Its name probably derives from 

the a--rct- root for "to stand /set up." It serves a two-fold function as a storage vessel for liquids 

such as water, wine, and oil and as a mixing vessel (krater) for wine. 142 It is an Attic shape and 

the majority of those produced in Attica date from the sixth century to the end of the fifth century 

BCE. Stamnoi of Etruscan and local Italian production last into the fourth century and have been 

found throughout Etruria. Delian stamnoi are found at the beginning of the second century BCE 

and whether their exact shape and form are a continuation of their Attic forebears (perhaps 

examples from Athenian occupation) or if their shape had evolved over the intervening centuries, 

is unclear. 

Stamnoi bear several physical advantages for use as receptacles to handle financial 

transactions. Their size allows for both ready storage and easy transport. 143 The volumetric 

140 Hellen, Philon, and Philophon continue their banking operations alone after their individual 
partnerships conclude. Nymphodorus most likely inherited his father Timon's clients. 
141 Unlike other pottery shapes such as the amphora, pelike, lekythos, and kylix which can be 
matched to their names from ( contemporary) depictions or descriptions, the stamnos is a generic 
name and may denote a generic storage vessel. The difficulties of identifying vessels according 
to shape, specifically relating to the stamnos, is discussed by Philippaki (1967, xvii) with 
relevant bibliography. 
142 Philippaki suggests other liquids which could be stored in stamnoi such as milk and honey 
and highlights their secondary contexts as burial urns for their owners (1967, xviii). 
143 Other vessels are larger than the stamnos, but they require special arrangements for storage. 
Classical and Hellenistic pithoi can have massive volume capacities, but they have a rounded 
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capacity of these vessels can be half that of the standard transport vessel, an amphora. 144 

Because bankers and hieropoioi used stamnoi for dry as opposed to liquid storage, the only 

useful marker for their storage capacity would be the amount of silver they could hold. The 

greatest amount of weight they are recorded as holding are two talents of silver coinage (ID 

399A26-8),145 which, according to the Alexandrian standard of 26 kg per talent, totals 52 kg (114 

lbs.). The stamnos' low foot translates to a low center of gravity which could easily bear the 

weight of silver coinage. Their low necks and wide mouths allowed ease of access for deposit 

and retrieval of funds by hand. The lids accompanying these vessels would ensure the safety of 

the contents inside during storage and prevent spilling during transport.146 Whoever would 

transport these vessels could easily lift them up onto a shoulder or grab onto a pair of handles. 

These vessels were large enough to contain a significant amount of money, but they were 

compact enough to be able to be transported. 147 

The appearance of these stamnoi as financial receptacles is a marriage of democratic 

accountability, fiscal transparency, and the religious reaffirmation of the sacred officials' charge 

bottom. Typically buried up to their necks at their place of use, they lack portability. Amphorae 
can be tall and slender with vertical handles and have a pointed toe to aid in transport. They 
would be nestled together via their handles for ease of sea transport. They have a high center of 
gravity and, on account of their toes, cannot stand by themselves. 
144 Pouilloux 1954, 365-66. 
145 Only one contains this much silver. Six stamnoi used for loan repayment to Delos each bear 
one talent ID 442A3-6: &A"Aov a--r&µvov bnypw:p~v k'.xov,cc ,o cmEA0ov ix T~vou fi<lX. "Another stamnos, 
bearing an inscription: the repayment from Tenos, 6000 drachmas." Here the stone-cutter chose 
not to write "T," but elected to use two symbols for 5,000 and 1,000 drachmas. 
146 The contents of other storage and transport vessels like pithoi and amphorae either had to be 
ladled or poured out, in the case of amphorae, because their necks were too long and slender to 
allow access to the entire contents of the vessel. Few ancient vessels bore lids; none were as 
large as a stamnos. 
147 The stamnoi in these inventories could have been of slightly various shapes and sizes. The 
proliferation of the term in the inventories cannot be interpreted to mean that they were uniform 
in size and shape. 
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as Apollo's custodians. A striking visual manifestation towards this approach to finances is that 

bankers recorded the account information on the stamnoi themselves. 148 The writing was semi

permanent and would remain on the vessel so long as the information was current. It included the 

date of the transaction, the presiding civic officials (archon and treasurers), and either the origin 

or circumstances of the transaction. This can be seen in an example from 192 BCE (ID 399A26-

8): 

&"A"Aov <r,&µvov EV Wl EV~<JC(V MXX, bnypw:p~v EX[ ov] I [ TC(" cmo T]~<; T[µwvoc; bri IloAU~EVOU 
Ilo<rlOEWVO<; E0E<JC(V Ol TC(µtm IlEplC(VOpoc; }(C([ Eu~EVlOYJ<; de; tjv cm6oo<rlV TW [ v o] I [ (pElAO] µtvwv 'ITC(pCX 
tjt 'ITOAEl" 

Another stamnos, in which there were 12,000 drachmas, bearing an inscription: From 
[the bank of] Timon during the archonship of Polyxenos (192 BCE), month of Poseidon, 
the treasurers Periandros and Euxenides set up towards repayment from the money owed 
by the polis. 

These labels were public declarations of the funds the stamnoi contained and a clear statement of 

accountability for the number of individuals who transferred the money: the banker(s), the pair 

of state treasurers along with any other named state officials, and, finally, the pair of hieropoioi. 

They provided a clear chain of custody for the funds which resided inside the vessel, and, 

therefore, the ability to trace any potential accounting mistake backwards to the ultimate source. 

The permanency of this labeling method-on the vessels themselves and then recorded on 

stone-represents the seriousness of the charge the hieropoioi undertook in administering their 

records. Once a payment was deposited, the pertinent contextual political information no longer 

148 It is unclear whether the stamnoi were inscribed or painted (Pretre and Brunet 2002, 154). 
Inventories from other sanctuaries frequently show that objects were identified with tags that 
were attached onto objects and included relevant information. Unfortunately, these tags would 
sometimes become separated from the object and would then be inscribed separately. Bankers 
avoided this possible outcome by writing the account information on the account vessel itself. 
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mattered as the transaction was complete, but it became fossilized as a permanent reminder of 

the officials' religious charge for the divinity's property. 

This new system of using labeled stamnoi along with banks as designated third parties 

streamlined the process for sacred officials to conduct their financial audits and created more 

accountability to this democratic system of sacred guardianship. Hieropoioi retained ultimate 

control of all sacred funds entering and leaving the sanctuary while bankers acted as 

intermediaries for these funds once they were outside the direct control of sacred officials. They 

handled the temporary collection, storage, accounting, and transportation of funds to state 

officials who would, in tum, present them to sacred officials. The burden of responsibility for 

ensuring the validity of the transaction shifted from the state and sacred officials onto the 

bankers. When presented with funds for deposit, the information which the bankers provided 

would have to match that of sacred records. Sacred and public officials would confirm the 

information presented to them and would spend less time counting and organizing funds upon 

receipt and the close of their term of office. Since funds were separated into stamnoi which were 

labeled with their current balance, this new financial system converted time-consuming audits 

into an extension of the hieropoioi's duties of conducting an inventory of the objects dedicated 

within sanctuary grounds. In order to create an accurate record of the funds currently within the 

sanctuary, sacred officials would only have to record the labels on all the money-bearing 

stamnoi. This would significantly decrease the time and effort needed to complete this task and 

would most likely keep mistakes to a minimum. The compartmentalization of this mass of 

financial transactions into individual containers created discrete physical units of account 

information which could be referenced at any time. Sacred officials had continuous knowledge 
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of their finances throughout the year which, in tum, allowed them to be more conservative or 

aggressive in their lending practices. 

The incorporation of bankers added several layers of security which ensured the 

accountability of these financial transactions. Previously, all transactions involving sacred funds 

occurred in the presence of sacred and state officials (those in the prytany, secretaries of the 

polis, and one or more treasurers). State officials, at designated times of the year, brought the key 

to open the sacred chest to either deposit or withdraw funds . The addition of bankers and their 

stamnoi created more redundancies in the accountability of these records: all sacred funds were 

deposited in separate stamnoi, which were covered with lids, and whose contents and the 

officials who handled them were recorded on the outside of the vessels. The stamnoi themselves 

were then placed in the sacred treasury chest which could only be accessed by key in the 

presence of both sacred and state officials at designated times of the year. The information on 

these vessels was then inscribed on the sanctuary's annual records for preservation and display in 

the sanctuary. Sacred and state officials slowly adapted these new developments over the course 

of independence into the financial management system they had created. They clearly saw the 

benefits of this new system and combined it with the methods they already used in an attempt to 

create a more perfect, transparent system of financial accountability. 

This positive role the importation of financial expertise played in the organization of 

Delian funds is clear because Delos officially recognized the services of these bankers with 

honors and awards.149 This trend began during the Athenian control over the sanctuary. In 369/8 

BCE, Pythodorus son ofHeraippos, a Delian, received the title of honorary citizen (proxenos) 

149 For the full analysis of bankers at Delos through independence see Ziebarth 1924, 40-1; 
Lacroix, 1932, 516-18; Deonna 1948, 35-7; Bogaert 1968, 176-87; Chankowski, 1997, 1998, 
2014. 
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and benefactor ( euergetes) of the Athenian people for himself and his descendants for his 

financial expertise in handling temple finances (ID 88.10-11 ): m::pi Ta [x] p~µcm( Ta To 0E6 lxcd Tov 

o~µov Tov 'A0YJVC(twv. Two copies of this decree were inscribed: the first was to be erected on the 

Athenian acropolis, the second (avTtypC(cpov), in the temple of Apollo (i.e., the temple of the 

Athenians) at Delos. The specific services Pythodorus performed are not detailed, but the date in 

which he is honored fits within the four-year period of service of Athenian amphyctiones over 

the sanctuary (372/1-368/7 BCE). During this time, there were at least four loans to foreign 

poleis (ID 100.16-17) and the incoming interest was between 20,902 and 22,900 drachmas. 

Pythodorus could have aided with the financial management of these foreign loans or in the 

handling of other temple expenses. Six years later, Pythodorus' son and daughter receive 

honorary citizenship (proxeny) in Athens and their honors are added onto the same stele on 

which Pythodorus' honors are inscribed.150 

Two bankers during independence receive official recognition from Delos for their 

services to both the sanctuary and the polis. 151 Mantineus of Tenos received proxeny and the title 

of benefactor (euergetes), the ability to hold land and a home (egktesis), and a laurel crown for 

his services (IG XI 4.763-764). He was a banker active between 193-178 BCE. Timon of 

Syracuse received the title ofproxenos and euergetes from Delos as thanks for his financial 

150 The fragmentary nature of this honorary decree which is the concluding nine lines oflD 88 
(lines 28-37) makes it difficult to uncover the actions of these two individuals that merited the 
reception of honors. Plassart (1926, 111) restores the end ofline 32 as bmo~ fo-Ttv XP~<nµ]oc; cxv~p 
tlv TC(t<; v~a-otc;, "since he was a useful man in the islands." The services these two performed may 
not have been strictly financial , unlike their father's , but the local Delians decided to use the 
same stele to combine familial honors. 
151 A third banker, Theon, could have possibly received honors. Lacroix (1932, 517) identifies 
the banker Theon (ID 399A38-40) with Theon son ofMeniskos of Byzantium who received 
honors (IG XI 4.779-80) for his services to the sanctuary and to Delos. Dilrrbach (1977, 87) also 
identifies the banker Philon as the son ofHybrimos of Syracuse who was honored by the Delian 
Boule and demos (IG XI 4.758), but this cannot be certain. 
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services to the sanctuary (IG XI 4.759.4-9). 152 Timon was active between 194-192 BCE. 153 This 

decree recognizes his many years living on the island (ot' E ],~v b:n[oYJµwv] tv Ll~Awt 1.6) and it may 

call attention to the sum total of his services as opposed to any singular action he performed. 154 

As a show of his gratitude towards the polis and the sanctuary, Timon may have dedicated one 

the rewards that he received from these honors. Temple records show he dedicated a golden 

crown (ID 442B74), a myrtle crown weighing thirteen drachmas (ID 14291.12-3), and perhaps 

also a ring (ID 1450A57). 155 

E.6 Religious Motivation for the Borrowers 

My analysis of temple loan agreements thus far has been restricted to the legal and 

economic criteria contained therein. As the lending institution itself was a temple, however, the 

evidence compels us to ask: did the religious source of the loans factor into the decision for 

clients to borrow? 

Below is a loan agreement which will help determine if there are any overt religious 

responsibilities, duties or rewards borrowers receive as part of their transaction (ID 372.132-34): 

152 Bogaert (1968, 178), building on Manganaro (1964, n. 250), suggests that Timon came to 
Delos to enter the slave market. He bases his argument on his polis of origin and that Delos was 
heavily involved in the slave trade. 
153 The dates of activity here come from stamnoi which bear the banker's name along with 
officials whose service can be precisely dated. Stamnoi attest to Timon's banking activities 
between 194-192 BCE. 
154 Timon also received the awards ofproxenos and euergetes on Tenos where he had also 
apparently lived for a period of time (IG XII 5.816). 
155 Several other prominent individuals on Delos have been identified as bankers because of a 
financial service they have completed for the polis or for the sanctuary. Since these individuals 
are not named explicitly as bankers, their identification as such cannot be certain. Eutychos of 
Chios established a sacred foundation on Delos ca. 230 to support a sacrifice and has been 
identified as a merchant or a banker by Dilrrbach (1977, 53). Athenodoros of Rhodes was also 
honored on Delos by the polis of Histieia on Euboea for securing interest-free money for its grain 
fund (IG XI 4.1055) and has been viewed as a banker. See Bogaert (1968, 171) for extensive 
references. 
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Mrn,:0ctAEl µna xup[ou ,[oD] I 1m,poc; Ilu0oxAEOU<; HP'1,6xou E'ITlOEXctTOU xcd ty[ y ]uw[ l TWl OElVl TOU 

oEtvoc; bri i'.mo0~xEt tjt o1]x[m tjt MEvE0ctAou ~l yEtTOVEUEl ~ o1x[C( ~ yEvoµEVYJ KAEtv[ou XC(t ~ 
<JUVOlXlC( ~ 'Apx[C( }(C([ bri ,[Ol<; (XAA.Ol<; TOl<; i'.m&pxou<rl MEvE0ctAEl }(C([ TWl] EYYUWl [C(l) ],oD 'mX<JlV. 

[We loaned] to Menethales with his guardian, his father, Pythokles, and to his guarantor 
[not preserved] , 150 drachmas with the interest at ten percent on security ofMenethales' 
house which neighbors the house formerly owned by Kleinios and Archia's synoikia and 
upon security of all the property belonging to Menethales and his guarantor. 

Here, as in previous loans, there is no overt religious responsibility the borrower has to complete 

as part of the lending agreement. Also, there is no punishment, religious, financial, or otherwise, 

the sanctuary enacts against a defaulter. The interest rate, ,6xou tmoEx&,ou, is the sole, overt 

religious influence in these agreements. 

The temple of Apollo's uniform interest rate of ten percent (epidekatos tokos) is directly 

inspired by the act of a voluntary one-tenth dedication (dekate) to the gods. A dekate is a 

monetized donation, whether in coin or in precious material, of one-tenth. The primary context 

for offering a dekate is financial windfall resulting from good fortune. 156 On Delos, for example, 

a certain Kriton and Apollonios dedicated one-tenth of their earnings from their workshop 

(ergasia) to Delian Apollo between 166-157/6 BCE (ID 1412 frag.a.62). Literary and epigraphic 

examples beyond Delos are consistent with this interpretation. Xenophon discusses tenants on 

sacred land at Ephesus in the fourth century BCE who use one-tenth of the proceeds they 

received from the sale of their agricultural production to purchase goods for a sacrifice to 

Artemis (An. 5.3.13). The Corcyreans dedicated bronze oxen at both Olympia and Delphi as a 

dekate for their successful haul of tunny fish which they received after consultation with the 

oracle at Delphi (Paus. 5.27.9; 10.9.3-4). This financial windfall can also be the result of a 

military action in which the victor dedicates a tithe of the booty seized from the enemy. The 

156 Chantraine 1968-80, s.v. OEXC(tj; Jim 2014, 47-8. 
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Greeks dedicated a golden tripod at Delphi which represented a dekate of the spoils they had 

won from the Persians at the battle of Plataea in 479 BCE (Hdt. 9.81.1). On Delos, the Rhodian 

admiral Peisistratos dedicated to Apollo a portion of the spoils " [cm] 6 ,wv Awpupwv" (IG XI 

4.1135.3) both he and his allies seized from an unnamed enemy at some point in the third 

century BCE. This amount is most likely a dekate. The sacred officials who selected this interest 

rate for temple loans harnessed the connotation of financial windfall for its clients and redirected 

it for the benefit of the sanctuary. 

The entire epigraphic notation for the Delian interest rate ( epidekatoi tokoi) extends this 

imagery of financial good fortune. The word for interest, tokos, comes from the verb TtKTCD 

which derives from words for bringing forth, birth, and infancy. 157 In the case of loans, tokos is 

the fruit born from the loan principal. Aristotle himself describes interest in his Politics as 

"6 oE ,6xoc; y[vnm v6µt<rµcx Ex voµ[<rµcx,oc;"(1258B.5) or "interest is one coin born from another." The 

imagery of good fortune that results from a financial boon in the term dekate is carried over into 

the imagery associated with interest. The entire terminology for the interest rate, as written out in 

sanctuary records, combines the religious connotations associated with financial success (dekate) 

with imagery of growth and good fortune in childbirth (tokos). Potential clients would be 

tempted to equate interest payments resulting from borrowing with financial success. They might 

be further persuaded into seeking out the temple upon seeing the lists of inscribed borrowers on 

the sanctuary records who would serve as a testament to the success found through the temple's 

services. 

Besides the interest rate, the language of the loan agreements offers little by which we 

can judge whether their religious source played any part in the decision to borrow from the 

157 Chantraine 1968-80, s.v. ,[x,w. 
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temple. The lexical analysis for interest payments is important for understanding the confluence 

between religious and economic practices, but it neither explains the totality nor the longevity of 

the phenomenon of temple lending throughout Delian independence. The individual loans fail to 

answer the question of religious motivation of the clientele, so it is necessary to broaden one's 

scope to the system of lending itself in order to see what needs it fulfilled in this community over 

an extended period of time. 

The largest religious contribution these loans made is towards the democratization of 

sanctuary patronage. Clients borrowed vastly different amounts according to their needs and 

circumstances, but all incoming interest payments were equitably treated as temple support. 

Sacred officials listed borrowers in the chronological order in which they completed their 

transactions and then inscribed the names of those who repaid their loans in the order in which 

the sanctuary received their payments. These records neither prioritized nor discriminated against 

clients for the size of their loans or interest payments, as we see in this example from 218 BCE 

(ID 354.45-7): 

~Y)µ6vouc; untp ,wv [xw] p[w[v] ·flilf7H-H-ID· XC:<\ &A"Aov ,oD tni XC(ptAC( µY)vbc; ITo<rtoEwv[o] c; +IC· 7rC(p' 
'AA.x[µou U7rEp Euo~µou ov ECPYJ EyyEy[p&] I [ cp ]0m ·flilf7H-IIID· )(C([ TOV E'Jrt XC(plAC( -~H-III· 7rC(pCX 
1:xuopou [ · ]~· n[ C(p' "A] µvou untp ITC(pµEv[wvoc; -~~~- 'Av,[yovoc; untp ,[o]D JrC(Tpoc; 'J::P.[ t,1] µ.ou? 
-~~[7· 8EVWV U7rEp 'A ... ... tjc; EYYUYJ<; TO Em~&A"Aov ·1"1· 'Axmoc; U7rEp ZYJAOµ[ EV]ou TOU 'JrC(Tpoc;1 

-~~~- Ntx6opoµoc; +1111- 0E[6]µvY)<rT[oc;] ·H~~-

Demenos [ repaid interest] on security of his lands, 69 drachmas, 2 obols, ¼ obol. 
[Demenos] made another payment in the month of Posideon for interest incurred while 
Charila held archonship (218 BCE), 1 drachma, 1 obol, ½ obol. From Alkimos, on behalf 
ofEudemos whom he said to have guaranteed, 57 drachmas, 4 obols, ¼ obol [interest]. 
And [he made another payment] for interest incurred during the archonship of Charila 
(218 BCE), 12 drachmas, 3 obols. From Skydros, 10 drachmas [interest]. From Amnos 
on behalf of Parmenion, 30 drachmas [interest]. Antigonos on behalf of his father, 
Heritimos (?), 25 drachmas [interest]. Xenon, [an interest] down payment on behalf of 
A . . . his guarantor, 50 drachmas. Achaios, on behalf of his father Zelomenos, 30 drachmas 
[interest]. Nikodromos, 1 drachma, 4 obols [interest]. Theomnestos, 120 drachmas 
[interest]. 
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Here there are moderate to large annual interest payments of 57, 69, and 120 drachmas 

juxtaposed with two very small payments of slightly over one drachma. The scale of these 

interest payments differs vastly. Nikodromos' interest of one drachma, four obols was just 

enough to pay for the laurel wreaths in the sanctuary's expenses for the month of Ieron in this 

same year (ID 354.65). Theomnestos' interest payment of 120 drachmas is equivalent to the 

second largest annual salary of sanctuary personnel: attendants (neokoroi) assigned to overseeing 

individual temples in the sanctuary (ID 442Al 96-97). The respective loan principals which can 

be calculated from their interest payments, further highlights their difference in size. 

Nikodromos' interest payment of one drachma, four obols translates to a loan of fourteen 

drachmas, whereas that of Theomnestos translates to a loan of 1,200 drachmas. The purchasing 

power of these loans is on an entirely different scale. Based on these amounts, Nikodromos' loan 

was sufficient to purchase three pigs. 158 Theomnestos' loan was probably more than enough to 

pay the sanctuary's monthly expenses for the entire year. 

Temple loans represented a radical religious and economic development in the 

relationship between dedicator and divinity and sanctuary and community. Whereas a dekate 

monetized a voluntary donation to a god with precious materials and coinage, these loans 

formalized this relationship on a contractual basis, quantified it with an exact monetary value, 

and further regularized it in the form of interest payments. They allowed individuals to access the 

temple year-round for funds and, thus, to contribute to the sanctuary as patrons beyond large

scale expenses and donations associated with periodic sacrifices and festivals. The sanctuary's 

eagerness to increase its finances caused it to expand access to its resources to a potential client 

158 In the month of Lenaion, the sanctuary paid three drachmas, two obols for a sacrificial pig to 
cleanse the sanctuary (ID 354.57). 
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base who may have found it difficult to secure money elsewhere. Individuals could approach the 

temple for whatever size loan their needs or personal resources dictated and, so long as they met 

the basic loan criteria of offering security and a guarantor, they could receive funds. Sacred 

officials standardized the form of these agreements which increased the volume of output of its 

loan transactions. The number of clients who benefitted from these funds grew sharply in 

independence concomitant with the amount of (interest) money which would return and finance 

the sanctuary. The method of recording these loans, repayments, and defaults, together as 

sequential lists on sanctuary records, is physical evidence of the egalitarian value the sanctuary 

placed towards all its borrowers for their transactions. The stelai on which these records were 

annually inscribed and erected in the sanctuary were economic and religious testimony to the 

borrowers ' contributions to the sanctuary' s life and were an advertisement for citizens, 

inhabitants, and travelers alike to participate in the island' s cult life. Anyone could participate 

and reap the benefits coming from borrowing just as anyone who borrowed would repay their 

success with their uniform interest rate of epidekatoi tokoi. These loans testify to an institutional 

change in religious behavior over the course of independence with respect to the sanctuary and to 

its island community: they argue that borrowing from the temple ofApollo became an economic 

expression of religious behavior. 

F. Conclusion 

I have identified loans from the temple of Apollo as the financial asset most responsible 

for the sanctuary' s economic growth through independence. In order to explain the economic 

performance of temple loans, I compared it to that of sacred estate rentals, the second largest 

form of sanctuary revenue. The terms and conditions of these rental agreements produced 

consistent, steady income. (See Figure 3.2) These agreements lasted for either five (314-309, 
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309-304 BCE) or ten years (299-290 BCE, etc.). Sanctuary officials structured rental payments 

to coincide with, and most likely, subsidize the production of large festivals on the island. The 

importance of this payment schedule resulted in the passage of strict penalties in case of late 

payment or default. Although profitable, these estates were a moderate form of return. The 

sanctuary did not take steps to expand its territorial footprint: it only received land for estates 

through dedication or from default of a rental agreement. Any opportunity the sanctuary had for 

increasing the profitability of its estates would have to wait until the end of an agreement period 

when renters could either re-rent the same estate for a ten percent price increase (epidekaton) or 

could bid at auction for an estate. 

Temple loan agreements, in contrast, produced very different economic results. The 

thirteen years of epigraphically preserved loan revenue show stark changes both annually (279-

278, 269-268, 219-218 BCE) and over the course of independence. This revenue was 

inconsistent year-to-year because it was dependent upon the number of clients who made 

repayments and upon the larger demand for loans on the island. Despite this inconsistency, 

sacred officials recognized that loan revenue was critical to sanctuary financing. These officials 

enacted several policies to increase the number of loans they extended in the expectation of 

receiving increased future income. Loan agreements were advertised to a large client base of 

Delian citizens, women, and foreigners on the island. The agreements themselves became 

standardized in format. They offered uniform incentives of an annual interest rate of ten percent 

and no penalty for late payment or default to all their clients. Sacred officials processed more 

loans at a more efficient pace over the course of independence because they did not have to 

negotiate the terms of each individual agreement. Most importantly, these agreements attracted 

clientele by presenting loan transactions as an act of religious patronage. An individual could 
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borrow to whatever extent his or her resources allowed and the interest payment would be 

recorded as income benefitting the sanctuary. 

This democratization of religious patronage resulting from these loan agreements had 

several long-term effects on Delos and its sanctuary. These loans formalized the relationship 

between borrower and divinity. They established clear responsibilities for the borrower and 

procedure to follow in case of the borrower's default or death. They extended one's obligation to 

a divinity from a single act of dedication or sacrifice, for example, to one for the entire duration 

of loan repayment. Borrowers became serial patrons of the sanctuary on account of their annual 

interest payments. Loans brought mass participation in religious cult through festivals and 

sacrifices into an economic sphere. No longer was religious patronage limited to the dedication 

of items crafted from luxury materials or to large financial donations. Every borrower's interest 

payment was treated as an equal benefaction on inscribed sanctuary records. The year-round 

access to these funds encouraged participation in cult beyond the periods of time surrounding 

large festivals or sacrifices. The increase in the number of borrowers over independence both 

from Delos and from elsewhere no doubt helped to foster new community bonds. 159 By 

consulting sanctuary records, individuals could become aware of one another's service to the 

sanctuary, develop potential future contacts for their own transactions, and take a fuller, 

collective responsibility for the well-being of their sanctuary. 

159 See Chapter 5 for individual loans from the temple. 
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CHAPTER 4: TEMPLE LOANS TO THE POLIS OF DELOS (314-167 BCE) 

A. Introduction 

The temple of Apollo at Delos sustained a long-term financial relationship with the city

state of Delos during the period of its independence. Evidence of the first loans to Delos appears 

in 301 BCE, thirteen years after the island received independence in 314, and ends around 171, 

six years before Athens received control of the island in 167 by act of the Roman senate. The 

temple of Apollo extended loans to and received repayments from the polis of Delos for 131 

years. These loans survive as part of the records that Delian hieropoioi annually inscribed 

concerning the financial transactions they undertook and the inventories they conducted of 

sanctuary properties and dedcations during their tenure of office. These transactions included 

loans, the receipt of rent from sacred properties, and the purchase of materials for sacrifices, 

festivals, and construction projects. The stelai containing this information were erected in the 

sanctuary of Apollo. (See Figure 4.1) These records are the sole source of evidence for these 

loans: the polis of Delos does not provide its own evidence. During this period of independence, 

the temple of Apollo extended thirty-six loans and received thirty-seven loan repayments from 

Delos for a total of seventy-three loan transactions. 

This relationship between the temple of Apollo at Delos and the polis of Delos is unqiue 

in Greece. The temple of Apollo and Delos have the longest-attested financial relationship 

between two institutions preserved in the historical and epigraphical record. This chapter 

poses one question: what can we learn about the relationship between the sanctuary and the polis 

from a careful examination of the loan evidence? To answer this question, this chapter is divided 

into two sections. The first addresses the purpose of these loans to Delos. Twenty-five of the 
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seventy-three loans include information as to how the state intended to spend these funds. These 

loans are collected and analyzed. This subset of loans is also investigated to determine whether 

there are any long-term patterns in Delos' borrowing habits or if, over the course of 

independence, Delos changed the reasons why it borrowed from the temple of Apollo. These 

patterns, should they appear, are placed into the historical, legal, and political context of the 

island. 

The second part of this chapter analyzes the loan agreements between the temple of 

Apollo and Delos. Three aspects of these agreements are examined: the state's method of 

security and repayment, the use of state loan guarantors (prodaneistai), and the temple's 

schedule of loan repayments. This analysis investigates the role that the content of loan 

agreements themselves had in reinforcing the financial relationship between the temple of Apollo 

and the polis of Delos. 

Finally, the results of these sections are analyzed to better understand the relationship 

between temple loans and fiscal strategies of Delos. 

B. Corpus of Temple Loans to Delos 

There are seventy-three surviving loan transactions between the temple of Apollo and 

Delos, but they appear unevenly over the course of independence. There are many gaps in the 

historical record which range from one to seventeen years. In total, between 301-170 BCE, a 

period of 131 years, there are 87 years for which there is no surviving evidence of loans or 

repayments between the temple and Delos. Only 44 of 131 years of Delian independence attest to 

loan activity. While it is possible that a period of time passed without a loan or repayment 

between temple and polis, it is more likely, especially in the longer gaps of eight or more years, 
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that the sacred records themselves are missing and, along with them, evidence of one or more 

loans. 

The principal and repayment amounts of the preserved transactions vary greatly. (See 

Figures 4.2a, 4.2b) Twenty-four loans contain a preserved principal amount. These range from 

190 drachmas (SL 59) at minimum to a maximum of 51,634.5 drachmas (SL 28). The most 

common loan principals are 1,000 and 3,000 drachmas which each appear twice. 160 The median 

principal amount is 2,255 drachmas while the average loan amount is 6,638.5 drachmas, slightly 

over a talent. 161 In total, the temple of Apollo extended at least 159,324 drachmas (26.5 talents) 

in loans to the city-state of Delos over the course of independence. With respect to repayments, 

the temple of Apollo received twenty-seven that record a preserved amount. These repayments 

range from at least forty drachmas (SL 61) to as much as at least 19,751 drachmas (SL 11). The 

most frequent repayment amount is 1,000 drachmas, which appears six times (SL 16, SL 52, SL 

53, SL 63, SL 67, and SL 68). The median repayment amount is 2,000 drachmas while the 

average repayment amount is 5,275.5 drachmas, almost one talent. The total preserved amount 

Delos repaid to the temple of Apollo over the course of independence is 142,438.25 drachmas 

(23.73 talents). These figures reveal the difference between the amount lent by the temple at 

Delos (159,324 drachmas) and the amount Delos repaid to the temple (142,438.25 drachmas) as 

16,885.75 drachmas. The city-state, according to surviving records, repaid eighty-nine percent of 

its loans to the temple, but still owed nearly two and two-thirds talents. 

Since eighty-seven years of this corpus are missing, if Delos were to borrow from the 

temple with the same frequency in these unaccounted for or missing 87 years as in the surviving 

160 1,000 drachmas: SL 2, SL 60. 3,000 drachmas: SL 20, SL 17. 
161 6,000 drachmas= 1 Talent. 
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records ( once every three years), then there is the possibility that 29 of these 87 years contain 

temple loans that do not survive. In addition, the number of transactions, either loan extensions 

or repayments, in each inscription varies. (See Figures 4.3a, 4.3b) When looking at the number 

of temple loan extensions that can be securely dated, the temple of Apollo extends between one 

and five loans to Delos in each inscription. The temple of Apollo extends thirty-two loans in 

seventeen securely dated inscriptions: this averages to slightly under two loans per inscription. 

Delos makes between one and four temple loan repayments per inscription. Figure 4.3b shows 

that Delos made thirty-three repayments to the temple which are distributed over twenty 

inscriptions. This translates to an average of slightly over one-and-a half repayments per 

inscription. These figures add all the more importance to the missing temple records. Even if 

only one-third of the missing years contained evidence of temple loans or repayments from 

Delos, it is possible that there were multiple loans or repayments in these inscriptions. 

C. Purpose of Temple Loans to Delos 

Twenty-five of seventy-three loan transactions preserved from the temple of Apollo to 

Delos include information on Delos ' intended purpose for the lent funds . (See Figure 4.4) Forty

eight loans are not inscribed with a reason for lending. The overwhelming majority of the loans 

with an inscribed purpose are for awards and honors ( 18 of 25 loans). The remainder of loans are 

devoted to the repayment of individuals ( two loans) and public service and public works projects 

such as the purchase of grain ( two loans), the construction of a stoa (one), the choma (one), and 

defense ( one loan). 
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C.1 Honors and Awards 

Delos conveys honors which are paid for with temple loans on eighteen separate 

occasions. (See Figure 4.5) There are twenty-five recipients: eight are honored only once and 

several receive multiple honors. (See Figure 4.6) These honors are not identical in type or in 

value. Delos borrows 300 drachmas from the temple in order to purchase wax for a statute of 

Ptolemy II which his own polis had dedicated. Megara receives a gift of 1,000 drachmas from 

Delos. The remainder of the honorees receives golden crowns. The value of crowns is grouped 

together in five separate instances so one cannot tell the value of each individual crown (SL 39, 

51, 54, 64, 65). Three inscriptions (SL 64, 65, 71) only have partially preserved totals for the 

value of crowns while seven inscriptions have no preserved total. (SL 46, 47, 49, 50, 55, 69 and 

72 have no preserved total). The crowns ofEumenes, Perseus, and Prusias in SL 57-59 were 

worth vastly different amounts (ID 449Al 1-23): 

[xcd TaoE o&vE] tC( EOC(VEL<mµEv ToD iEpoD cxpyup[ou· [µY)vbc; - - - ] 

[--·TEL 'ITO/I.El XC( ]i TEL ~ouAELTEt tni I1011.u~tvou XC([t TWl ypC(µµC( ]
[TEL ~toyEVEl XC(t T]otc; TC(µ[mc; Bo~0wt 'Op0ox11.fouc;, [cMvwt - -] 
[- - )(C([ TOl<; npo] QC(VEl<JTC(l<; Eu~EVlOEl cf>WXC(EW<;, - - - - -

[- - -, de; TOV <JTE(p ]C(VOV TOV TWl ~C((Jl/1.El EuµEVEl, x[C(TC( <ruyypC((p~V] 

15 [tjv XEtµEVYJV] 'ITC([pcx] ~lO(pC(VTWl Ew<rl~lOU Xf"R· 'ApT[ Eµt<rtwvoc;· TEL] 
['ITO/I.El XC(t TE F~ou11.[ Et] XC(t TWl ypC(µµC(TEt ~toyEvEt [XC(t Tote; TC(µ[mc;] 

[Bo~0wt XC( ]i <:J:>&vwt XC([i] Tote; npooC(VEt<JTC(t<; orxwv[ t - - - -] 
- - - -, de; Tov <rTE[ (pC( ]vov TWl ~C(<JlAEt IlEp<rEt, XC(T[ ex <ruyypC((p~V] 

[tjv XEtµ] tv[ YJV] 'ITC(pcx [~to ]cp&vTwt Ew<rt~[ou Xf"Rflil· 'IEpo[D· TEL 1ro11.Et XC(t] 
20 [TEL ~ou ]11.Et XC(t TWl ypC(µµC(TEt ~toyEvEl XC(t Tote; rnµ[C([ t<; Bo~0wt] 

[)(C([ <:J:>&v ]wt )(C([ TOl<; npo[o]C(VEl<JTC(l<; KTY)<JWVlOEl 'Aµcpt0&11.ou, E - -

- - - - µtv[ ou, E]le; Tov <rTE[ (p ]C(vov TWl ~C(<JlAEt Ilpou<rtC(l, XC(TCX <ru[yypC(]

[cp~v T~v x]EtµEVYJV 'ITC(pcx ~to[ cp ]&vTwt Ew<rt~[ou Hflil~~~~-

And we [the hieropoioi] loaned these loans from sacred money. During the month 
of. . . [ we loaned] to the polis, the boule serving during the archonship of 
Polyxenos, the secretery, Diogenes, the state treasurers Boethos son of Orthokles 
and Phanos .. . and to the prodaneistai Euxenides son of Phokaeos, . . . 
. . . for the crown to King Euemenes, according to the agreement 
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lying with Diophantos son of Sosibios, 1,500 drachmas. During the month of 
Artemision. [We loaned] to the polis, the boule, the secretery, Diogenes, the state 
treasurers Boethos and Phanos, and to the prodaneistai Oiknos . . . , for the crown 
to King Perseus, according to the agreement 
lying with Diophantos son of Sosibios, 1,550 drachmas. Month of Hieron. 
[We loaned to the polis], the boule, the secretery, Diogenes, the state 
treasurers Boethos and Phanos, and to the prodaneistai Ktesonides son of 
Amphithalos, E . . . son of. . . menos, for the crown to King Prusias, according to 
the agreement lying with Diophantos son of Sosibios, 190 drachmas. 

Eumenes and Perseus have valuable crowns of 1,500 and 1,550 drachmas, respectively, while 

Prusias ' crown is worth (a measly) 190 drachmas. 

These twenty-five honors do not present a large sample for investigating Delos ' reasons 

for borrowing temple funds, but there are several, broad patterns to observe. All of the recipients 

of these surviving honors are rulers, city-states or agents of the state. There are no independent, 

wealthy individuals, whether local or foreign who are honored. No Delian citizens receive 

temple-funded state honors. Granted, the identities of several of the honorees cannot be 

specified, but in the larger context of the Delian bestowal of honors, Delian citizens receive very 

few honors. None of the temple-funded honors survives with an accompanying honorary 

inscription which details the services these individuals or poleis performed which resulted in the 

receipt of honors. Their deeds can only be reconstructed through historical references or other 

surviving inscriptions. 

Megara is one of two poleis that received a monetary gift from Delos, but similar to the 

problem with the bestowal of honors, there is no accompanying context that explains why Delos 

borrowed money to reward this city-state.162 Megara and its citizens infrequently appear at the 

sanctuary, but not in a context deserving of a monetary gift. In 301, Megara donated 75 

162 DUrrbach 1929, 207. 
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drachmas worth of plaster to the temple ofApollo for construction. 163 Two Megarians wrote and 

performed tragedies at the Delian Apollonia festival: a certain Theodoros performed a tragedy in 

four separate festivals in 284, 282, 268, and 263 BCE, 164 while another playwright, Teleson, 

performed a comedy at the Apollonia festival in 279 BCE. 165 Two Megarians, Philinon son of 

Philinon and Moschos son of Menippos, were awarded the titles of honorary citizen and 

benefactor, proxenos and euergetes .166 These titles afford them freedom from taxes, front-row 

seating during the theatrical contests, citizenship, the right to own land and a house, and to speak 

in the boule following the conclusion of sacred matters. Philinon's decree dates to the period 

between ca. 300-250 BCE while Moschos' decree dates to the beginning of the third century 

BCE. Both decrees present standard formulas and do not reveal the reasons why these men 

merited their awards. 

King Masinissa ofNumidia (238-148 BCE) received an honorary crown from Delos in 

179 BCE, most likely in recognition of a large gift of grain he had made the previous year. In 

total, the Numidian king donated 2,795 medimnoi and 18 hemiecta of grain, a volume of 145,831 

liters. 167 There is no honorary decree that explains the context behind Masinissa's gift, but the 

officials involved may give us a clue of how it came to Delos. One of the members of the 

extraordinary grain commission, Hermon son of Solon, erects a statue of himself and Masinissa. 

In the dedicatory inscription, Hermon identifies himself as a friend of the king. 168 This 

163 IG XI 2.146.70-1. 
164 IG XI 2.105.17; IG XI 2.106.19; IG XI 2.110.31; IG XI 2.113.27. 
165 IG XI 2.108.20. 
166 IG XI 4.545; IG XI 4.564. 
167 Foxhall and Forbes 1982, 84. They equate this volume to a weight of 40.28 kg (1982, 44). 
168 IG XI 4.1115.1-5 : [~]C(<rtAfo MC(<JC(vvi[ <JC(V] I ~C(<JlAEW<; fotC(I "Epµwv L6Awvoc;I ,ov m'.l,oD (ptAovl 
'An6nwvt. "Hermon son of Solon [ dedicated the statue of] himself and King Masinissa, son of 
King Gaia." 
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identification is unique to the Delian corpus. Hermon probably brokered this deal with Masinissa 

for grain, then erected this dedication to Apollo west of the prytaneum to draw attention to his 

role in securing the donation and in handling the grain once it arrived. 

The transportation of this grain from Numidia (modem-day Tunisia) to Delos may have 

required the aid of Rhodian officials and protection by its fleet, since Rhodes acted as the leader 

of the resurrected Nesiotic League and patrolled the Aegean Sea for pirates. 169 This may explain 

the presence of an unnamed Rhodian ambassador who is listed in Delian sacred records as 

setting up the payment received from the sale of the grain along with the three designated grain 

officials (ID 442Al 00-2): 

E0rnav a-t,wvm "Aµvo~, cf>&vo~, <l>tAAalxo~ xai 6npEa-~rntj~ 'Poo[1]wv a-frou µEotµvwv XtAtwv 
TETPIXXOO"lWV 6yoo~XOVT/X TEO"<YCXpwv ~µtEXTWV Evvfo tjv Ttµ~v TOU napcx TOU ~(lO"lAEW~ Maa-avv&a-a. 

The sitonai Amnos, Phanos, Phillakos and the ambassador of the Rhodians set up 1,484 
medimnoi, 9 hemiecta of grain from King Masinassa. 

Although Delos had its own diplomatic officials I argue Rhodes sent this diplomat along with the 

Delians and its naval escort-perhaps along with Hermon himself-to help secure the grain and 

to ensure its safe transport back to Delos. This Rhodian official is not named in ID 442A (179 

BCE), but there is a Rhodian official, Charmylos son ofNikarchos, who is named alongside 

King Masinissa in a dedicatory inscription to the gods on Delos that dates to the middle of the 

second century BCE. 170 This inscription served as a statue base which had settings for two 

statues. This Charmylos may have been the unnamed ambassador in the first sale ofMasinissa's 

grain. His importance in securing and transporting this gift is seen by his appearance in this 

169 IG XI 4.596; IG XI 4.1135. 
170 IG XI 4.1116. 
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dedication as well as the prominent location where the dedication may have stood, near the 

temple of Apollo. 171 

Antiochus IV Epiphanes of Syria (175-164 BCE) received a single honorary crown in 

174 BCE (SL 64). Vial and Baez argue that the date for this honor reflects the delayed nature of 

his ascension to the throne.172 After Seleucus IV (187-175 BCE), Antiochus ' older brother, was 

assassinated by one of his officials, Heliodorus, Antiochus went into exile until he, with the aid 

ofEumenes II, was able to have Heliodoros assassinated. Once on the throne, Antiochus was 

famed for his lavish spending on sacred projects; Polybius writes that he adorned Delos with 

splendid altars and statues, 173 none of which survives. Antiochus is not responsible for any large

scale dedications such as temples, or building projects in Delos as he is in other cities, but his 

parents, Antiochus III and Laodice III receive honorary statues from Delos in 194 BCE. 174 A 

second statue of Antiochus III appears in the sanctuary of Apollo south of the Artemisium. (See 

Figure 4.1, no. 38) The base for this statue is inscribed on its north side so that it directly faces 

the temple of Apollo. The inscription names him as the BC(<rtAEU<; µEyC(<;, 
175 a title which can be 

dated to between 205-192/1 BCE.176 Menippos son of Phanios, who dedicated the statue, served 

as the king 's chief ambassador, alongside Hegesianax, and traveled to the Roman Senate and to 

Aetolia for negotiations between 193-92 BCE.177 Antiochus III also dedicates a gold phiale, 

weighing 400 drachmas (ID 396B49), and a crystal vase in a wooden box to Apollo. 178 

171 Homolle 1878, 397-400. 
172 1987, 289. 
173 Polybius 26.1.11; Livy ( 41.21) draws his account from Polybius. 
174 ID 399A47-9. 
175 IG XI 4.1111.1-2: [~]C(<JlAEC( [MEyC(V] l'A.vr[ox9[V] 
176 Diod. Sic. 28.15; Livy 34.57; Holleaux 1908, 266. For additional commentary, see Homolle 
1879, 360-62. 
177 Diod. Sic. 28.15; Livy. 34.57. For additional commentary, see Homolle 1879, 360-62. 
178 ID 1428 11.42-3 first mentioned. For remaining references, see Bruneau 1970, 574. 
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Delos had a long-standing relationship with at least two generations of Syrian monarchs. 

They are responsible for dedications to the sanctuary and large construction projects in the 

sanctuary which result in their receipt of Delian state honors for their service to the sanctuary. 

The state's recognition of the Antiochids is appropriate in this context. 

Eumenes II of Pergamon (197-159 BCE) received three crowns paid for by temple loans 

between 192 and 175 BCE (SL 39, 51 , 58). The first ofEumenes' honors in 192 BCE includes 

himself and two other recipients whose names do not survive. The total value of the combined 

honors for these three parties is 3,975 drachmas (SL 39). Eumenes' second crown came in 180 

BCE and the value of his crown is grouped together with that of King Philip V and Rhodes (SL 

51 ). His third crown dates to 175 BCE and was worth 1,500 drachmas. Eumenes received one 

further crown from Delos, but it was paid for through Delian state funds. The honor dates 

between 178-171 BCE and its value is unknown. 179 None of the honors that he received 

corresponds to an official gift or action to the sanctuary, although he dedicates four crowns to the 

temple of Apollo. 180 Eumenes himself travels to Rome on an embassy in 172 BCE and returns to 

Pergamon via Delphi, Corinth, and Aegina. 181 One of these crowns could correspond to an 

official visit to the sanctuary while in transit to or from Rome. 

The Attalid monarchs have a history of dedications at the sanctuary of Apollo. Philetairos 

(282-263 BCE), the founder of the Attalid dynasty, posthumously receives his own dedicatory 

monument in the third century BCE, which is erected immediately before the temple of Apollo. 

(See Figure 4.1, no. 10) This monument, oriented northeast to southwest, is eight meters long, 

179 ID 460dl 1. 
180 Three weigh 100 drachmas each (ID 428.12; ID 442B101; ID 442B129-30) while the fourth 
bears an inscription but no preserved weight (ID 442B105). 
181 Livy 42.13 ff. 
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with a dedicatory poem and statues of Philetaireos and other members of his family. 182 Attalos I 

(269-197 BCE) dedicated a gold wreath. 183 He may be connected with the structure known as the 

South Portico which is located south of the sanctuary of Apollo. (See Figure 4.1, no. 4) This 

portico is bounded by walls on its northern, southern, and western sides and opens to the east 

onto the Agora of the Delians. Bruneau184 suggests an Attalid connection with this building 

because of two dedications by officials relating to the Attalid monarchs. Attalos I's general 

Epigenes dedicated an equestrian statue to Apollo just south of the stoa. 185 A dedication 

celebrating the Attalid victory over the Gauls appears to the north of the stoa. 186 Attalos' son, 

Athenaios, dedicated two phialai. 187 Eumenes I (263-241 BCE) made two small dedications. 188 

Similar to the Anthiochids, the Attalids have a long history of making dedications and erecting 

monuments in the sanctuary. Although the context for these actions is largely unclear, Delos 

officially acknowledges the series of dedications with a succession of state honors for Attalid 

service to the sanctuary. 

The Antigonid monarchy leaves the largest historical and archaeological footprint on the 

Delian sanctuary. Beginning with Demetrius Poliorketes (336-283 BCE) and his wife Stratonice 

and continuing through to Perseus (c. 212-166 BCE) at the end ofDelian independence, the 

Antigonids impressed their political strength and economic wealth on the sanctuary through 

dedications, the construction of lavish buildings, and through display of political documents for 

visitors to see. The strength of the Antigonid relationship with the sanctuary is partially 

182 IG XI 4.1105; Bruneau 1983, 128. 
183 ID 380.101. 
184 1983, 118. 
185 IG XI 4.1109. 
186 IG XI 4.1110. 
187 ID 1429 B, I 66-7. 
188 IG XI 4.1106, 1107. 
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explained by the political and economic services these monarchs performed for Delos. In 314 

BCE, Antigonus Monopthalamos' forces liberated the island from its Athenian sanctuary 

administrators and facilitated Delian control of their own sanctuary. 189 The Antigonids also 

created and led the N esiotic league ca. 313-286/5 BCE, headquartered at Delos, which served to 

patrol the Aegean and to defend the sanctuary against pirate attacks or raiding. 190 Delos could 

now operate its own sanctuary and did not have to rely upon the Athenian fleet for protection 

because the Antigonid fleet patrolled the sea. The Antigonids held a special place in the hearts 

and minds of the Delians, but with several other Hellenistic dynasties establishing their 

dedicatory foothold on Delos, they had to maintain this relationship through constant presence on 

the island. 

Philip V (238-179 BCE) received three crowns from Delos which it paid for through 

temple loans (SL 51, 54, 55). The first of these crowns appeared in 180 BCE when Philip 

received honors alongside Eumenes II and Rhodes (SL 51 ), although the amount paid 

specifically for Philip's crown is not preserved. The second and third honors date to 179 BCE, 

the year of Philip's death. He died in the springtime, 191 but it is unclear whether these honors 

antedated or postdated his death. The cost of his second crown is grouped together with that of 

King Masinissa for a total of 1,350 drachmas. There is no preserved loan amount for his third 

temple-funded honor. This particular loan, SL 55, is unique among honorary recipients because 

of the large number of officials whose names are partially or fully preserved in stone. There are 

four public loan guarantors (prodaneistai) and the names of five other individuals in the dative 

case. None of these five individuals is connected with any official government office like 

189 Dio. Sic. 19.62.9. 
19°For the Nesiotic league, see Constantakopoulou 2017, 31-56. 
191 Livy 40.57. 
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secretary or treasurer who are typically named in loan documents, and so their function in this 

loan is a mystery. 192 

None of Philip's honors can be attributed to a specific gift or visit to the sanctuary, but 

epigraphic evidence at Delos records that Philip has a history of dedicating gifts to Apollo, most 

notably a massive portico immediately southwest of the sanctuary.193 (See Figure 4.1 no. 3). The 

date of this structure during Philip's reign is uncertain. 194 The inscription from the portico's 

architrave, records his dedication to Apollo (IG XI 4.1099): ~C(<YtAEU<; Mmw36vwv <l>tAt1moc; ~C(<YtAEW<; 

~Y)µY)'rp[ou 'An6nwvt [cxvE0YJJ<:Ev]. "Philip, King of the Macedonians, son of King Demetrius, 

( dedicated this) to Apollo." 

Perseus (c. 212-166 BCE) inherited the kingship of Macedon after the death of his father, 

Philip V, in 179 BCE and continued his father's close relationship with Delos. He received an 

honorary crown paid for through a temple loan in 175 BCE (SL 58), the second of two honorary 

crowns that he received. Perseus first received a crown, paid for by state finances, between 178 

and 176 BCE. 195 The Macedonian king is not recorded as having visited Delos in or around 175, 

but he had previously visited the sanctuary in 198 BCE to dedicate a golden wreath. 196 It seems 

that his connection to the sanctuary was through his diplomatic interests and his family. Upon his 

assumption of power, Perseus offered amnesty to those who had fled Macedon on account of 

debt, punishment, and charges of treason; they could return and be restored the property they had 

192 These individuals are Delians because they do not carry extra locatives identifying them as 
foreigners. They could be additional public loan guarantors (prodaneistai) or the guarantors of 
these officials (anadochoi). 
193 For a thorough analysis of the structure, see Vallois, 1923. 
194 Bruneau (1970, 117) suggests a date around 210. The texts say between 221-179 BCE. The 
only sure date is pre-179 BCE as the building is dedicated by Philip and not by his son. 
195 ID 460a2; ID 460e12. 
196 ID 380.91. 
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forfeited during exile. He erected these notices at Delos, Delphi, and at the sanctuary of Athena 

at Iton. 197 In an effort to gamer political support and galvanize opinion against Rome, Perseus 

began a campaign to normalize Macedon' s relations with its neighbors and with other foreign 

powers after the death of his father. Livy writes the inspiration for this campaign resulted from 

the terrified reactions individuals and states had when he marched south from Macedon through 

their territories to consult the oracle at Delphi in 174 BCE. 198 These states believed their poor 

relations with Philip V would translate to poor relations with Perseus. Perseus ' desire to reset 

diplomatic relations resulted in letters and ambassadors being sent out widely to other poleis, 

leagues, and kingdoms. Perseus and Boeotia eventually signed a treaty, a copy of which was 

erected (most likely the temple of Apollo) at Delos.199 

Perseus also appears at Delos in the context of dynastic or familial relationships. Livy 

writes that the Seleucid monarchs advocated for the marriage to Perseus,200 Laodice IV, the 

daughter of Seleucus IV of Syria,201 and, in 178 BCE, Rhodes conveyed her to Macedon. They 

most likely stopped in Delos while in transit. 202 There, she received both a crown203 and a 

statue204 from the Delians and an honorary decree soon after in 177 BCE. 205 Perseus is also most 

likely responsible for the appearance of Prusias II ( c. 220-149 BCE) in the Delian epigraphic 

197 Polyb. 25.3.2. 
198 Livy 41.22. 
199 42.12.5-6: "tribus nunc locis cum Perseo foedus incisum litteris esse, uno Thebis, altero ad 
Delum, augustissumo et celeberrumo in templo, tertio Delphis" : "Now a treaty with Perseus was 
inscribed in three places, one at Thebes, another at Delos, in the most sacred and celebrated 
temple, and a third, at Delphi." 
200 42.12.3. 
201 IG XI 4.1077. 
202 Homolle 1884, 91. 
203 ID 443Ab29. 
204 ID 443Ab44. 
205 IG XI 4.1077. 
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corpus. Around the same time of his own marriage, Perseus gave his sister Apame in marriage to 

Prusias.206 He received a dowry, satisfied Prusias' incessant begging for her hand, and, by 

dynastic union, forged more political alliances for his own benefit. Prusias receives one honorary 

crown from Delos, 207 inferior in value known to any other Delian honorary crown. He has no 

other epigraphical attestation on Delos and only appears after his marriage to Apame. His 

importance is only relative to the power and relation he has due to his wife. 

The Antigonid dynasty had a long history of making dedications to the sanctuary 

previous to Philip V.208 Demetrius Poliorketes (336-283 BCE) dedicated twice in 279 BCE at the 

sanctuary of Apollo: a gold crown in the Artemision209 and a gold crown in the temple of 

Apollo.210 His wife, Stratonice, made thirteen dedications to the sanctuary including aperideraia 

and phiale, a ring, and an ormos in the Artemision,211 and nine dedications to the temple to 

Apollo.212 Three dedications could be assigned to either Antigonos Gonatas (ca. 320-239 BCE) 

or Antigonos Doson (ca. 263-221 BCE).213 Phthia, Demetrius H's wife, dedicated aphiale to the 

Artemision.214 Demetrius, Perseus' brother, also dedicated a golden wreath.215 

206 42.12.3 ff. 
207 SL 59 loan, SL 64 repayment. 
208 Bruneau 1970, 545-73. I follow Bruneau's division of the Antigonids' dedications to the 
sanctuary. 
209 IG XI 2.161B56-7. 
210 IG XI 2.161B85. A possible third dedication may be attributed to him IG XI 2 287B90. 
211 IG XI 2.164A74; IG XI 2.287B22; ID 367.26; ID 298A145. For the Artemision, see Figure 
4.1 no. 46. 
212 Her dedications are many as they are varied. She dedicated three phialai in the old temple of 
Apollo (IG XI 2.199B71), two silver kraters (IG XI 2.161B77-8), a golden wreath (IG XI 2.287B 
66-7), a set of three wreaths (IG XI 2.287B67-8), a necklace and two rings (IG XI 2.287B68-70), 
a shield and a bracelet (IG XI 2.287B70-1 ), another set of two phialai (IG XI 2.287B69-70), a 
kanoun delphikon (ID 1429AII13-5). 
213 ID 385a15-16; ID 385al 7; ID 1429A.15. None of the dedications specifies the patronym of 
Antigonos, Bruneau 1970, 550. 
214 ID 407.20. 
215 ID 396B50-1. 
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Antigonos Gonatas constructed three large structures in the sanctuary of Apollo. The first 

edifice received the name of "Monument of the Bulls" after its relief sculpture. (See Figure 4 .1 , 

no. 24.) This rectangular structure measures 69 x 10 meters and lies on the eastern portion of the 

sanctuary, immediately east of the Delian prytaneum and south east of the temples of Apollo. 

This building dates to the last years of the fourth or the first third of the third century. 216 The 

function of this monument was to hold Antigonos' flagship which he dedicated after his victory 

over the Ptolemies at the battle of Cos,217 fought sometime between 262-245 BCE.218 At the 

extreme north end of the sanctuary is a portico Antigonos Gonatas probably erected during the 

last quarter of the third century BCE.219 (Figure 4.1, no. 29) A dedicatory inscription on the 

portico's architrave identifies it as a dedication from Antigonos (IG XI 4.1095): WacrtAEUt; 

Avriyovot; ~acnMmt; ~11]µn-rP.tPP M~KE[8cov An611,11,m]vt "King Antigonos, son of King 

Demetrius, the Macedonian, [dedicated this] to Apollo." Its long gallery opens to the south and 

faces the third dedication by Gonatas, the monument of the progonoi. (See Figure 4.1, no. 31.) 

This structure was constructed parallel to the portico and consisted of a long rectangular base (21 

m) atop of which carried around twenty bronze statues of Gonatas' ancestors. The progonoi was 

a fixture in the sanctuary as sixty later monuments aligned themselves in front of the fac;ade of 

the Portico of Antigonus. 

The Antigonids used their dedications as a program to redefine the sacred space of the 

sanctuary of Apollo. The peribolos wall (See Figure 4.1, no. 26), bounding the sanctuary to the 

east, was constructed contemporaneously with the Antigonid Monument of the Bulls. (See 

216 Bruneau 1983, 139. 
217 Moschion in Athenaeus 5 209 E; Paus. 1.29.1. For objections to this assignment, see 
Constantakopoulou 2012, 62, n. 14. 
218 Buraselis (1982, 119-51 ): 255/4 BCE. Reger (1985): 261 BCE. 
219 Bruneau 1970, 553. 
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Figure 4.1, no. 24.) This monument was the structure furthest east in the sanctuary until the 

appearance of the wall and may have spurred its construction as an official boundary to the 

temenos. 220 The later addition of the portico of Antigonos established a solid northern boundary 

to the sanctuary. (See Figure 4.1, no. 29) Gonatas fit in his portico just east of the fifth/fourth 

century structure known as the Graphe (See Figure 4.1, no. 35) which served as a portico and a 

space in which paintings were hung. 221 This sealed off access to the sanctuary except through 

the south west or south east. Beyond the territorial boundaries of the sanctuary, Philip V added 

his massive portico by which individuals would have to pass if they approached the sanctuary 

from the west or southwest. (See Figure 4.1, no. 3) He drew a firm connection from his portico to 

the sanctuary through the large-scale dedicatory inscription to Apollo. Perseus took advantage of 

this strong economic and religious Antigonid presence in and around the sanctuary by showing 

his political power through erecting copies of decrees near the temple of Apollo. 

C.2 Purchase of Grain 

In the surviving records, the temple of Apollo extended loans to Delos twice for the 

purchase of grain. In 301 BCE, the temple lent the polis 1,000 drachmas for grain (SL 2): 

opC(xµ ]ex~ HHHH XC(t &A.AC(~ br' C:(5tC(V ,oD afrou ou ~I n6At~ tnptC(,o x· SL 2: "400 drachmas and another 

1,000 drachmas for the cost of grain which the polis purchased." In 250 BCE, Delos received a 

second loan of 10,050 drachmas from the temple for the same reason (SL 21): 

)((Xl El~ TY)V CJ"l [TW J1-
v [crv EOtXVElCJ"tXf,(EV TOU lEpoD cxpyup[ou )((XTC( sp~(plCJf,(tX tjt TIO/I.El )((Xl n:poOtXVElCJTC(l~ SEvoxpaTEl 'IEpoµ~pOTOU, 

IloAU~EVWl 'ApY)CJlf,(~poTOU, LWCJ"lO~f,(Wl N[xwvo~ opcrxµcx~ Mf'.' 222 ETil un:o8~)(El w[t~] I 
125 n:poCJ6oot~ Tea~ OYJf,(OCJtcrt~. 

220 Bulard 1907, 475-79. 
221 Bruneau 1983, 146. 
222 Dilrrbach (1912, 134) provisionally reads 10,500 drachmas. Chankowski-Sable and Feyel 
(1997, 123) read 10,050 with certainty. 
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And for the purchase of grain 
we loaned 10,050 drachmas from the sacred money to the polis and to the prodaneistai 
Xenokrates son oflerombrotos, Polyxenos son of Aresimbrotos, Sosidemos son of Nikon 
according to the decree by security of public revenues. 

These two loans are the sole evidence for Delos ' purchase of grain during the period of 

independence (314 to 209 BCE). The small sample size of (two) loans and the period of time 

separating them (fifty-one years) makes it difficult to establish whether borrowing from the 

temple was Delos' established, normative procedure to secure money for grain or whether it was 

a measure undertaken during times of financial shortfall. Reger argues that four temple loans to 

Delos between 301 and 209 BCE which are not otherwise earmarked for another purpose were 

most likely intended for the purchase of grain.223 By comparing the sums Delian state officials 

set aside for the purchase of grain from the end of the third century to the beginning of the 

second century BCE, Reger believes that loans over 4,000 drachmas can be counted as intended 

for the purchase of grain. This metric cannot be fully trusted and should be dismissed. 224 Any 

223 These loans are SL 6 (12,000 dr.), SL 7 (24,975 dr.), SL 28 (51,634.5 dr.), and SL 29 (10,000 
dr.). These four loans correspond to Reger's loan numbers 2, 3, 9, and 10 on his Table 3 (1993 , 
319). The final loan in his list, number ten, is incorrectly written as 50,000 drachmas. The 
number in this loan clearly reads "M" as the amount which is 10,000 drachmas. He also cites 
Vial (1984, 237 n.249) to bolster his argument, but this is misleading. Vial only generally states 
"D'autres prets, dont les motifs ne sont pas precises, peuvent avoir ete destines au meme usage." 
There is no mention or selection of specific loans that could be for grain purchase. 
224 1993, 319, n.59. Reger arrives at this number because it is typically the maximum amount the 
temple of Apollo lends to Delos each year for the provision of honors and awards (ie, ID 
399A20-23 =3,975 drachmas for three crowns). Since honors and awards are the most frequent 
reason the temple loans to Delos, Reger argues that any loan above this 4,000-drachma amount 
must be for grain purchase. This number is an artificial benchmark; Reger' s observation that the 
maximum amount of money Delos received in loans each year for honors is really just the result 
of Delos' decision to honor between three and four people a year with awards, totaling around 
1,000 drachmas each (Baslez and Vial 1987, 215). Reger 's own point that all temple loans over 
4,000 drachmas were for the purpose of grain purchases cannot stand according to his own line 
of argumentation. The first loan the temple of Apollo extended to Delos for grain was only 1,000 
drachmas; this loan is 3,000 drachmas below Reger' s own criteria. The temple of Apollo also 
extended a loan of 5,000 drachmas in 297 BCE for protection against pirates (SL 5). Not every 
loan above 4,000 can be safely assigned to grain. For Sosin's objections, see 2003 , 78 n.49. 
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loan or repayment of any size without a designated purpose could be for grain purchase. 225 The 

size of the two confirmed loans for grain confirm this. These loans can vary in size (1,000 and 

10,050 drachmas}-even by a factor of ten-and still serve the same purpose. Delos most likely 

borrowed one or more times in addition to the loans already preserved, but, it is fruitless to guess 

which loans are for grain and which ones are not. After this last attested loan in 250 BCE, and, at 

least by the end of the third century, Delos ceased borrowing from the temple for grain and 

created mechanisms for state control of grain purchases. 226 

Delos began to exercise control over the purchase and sale of grain to its citizen 

population by installing state officials charged with this responsibility. Grain officials (sitonai) 

first appear here in 209 BCE and receive money from the public treasury located in the 

Artemision (See Figure 4.1, no. 46), to purchase grain: 

EOo[µE ]v Tot~ CJtTwvm~ LitoyEVY)t, :Ew - - -

12 a[pyu ]P.tov? MXXX.Lil-1-1--1-· Aomov EV ipTEf,l![CJ"lW ]t MMl"'HMM1 1-1-[1-I]/· xcd ~f,(El~ - - -

••• TC( r'HHHl"· To n&v EV 'ApTEf,(!CJ[tw! M]Ml"'XXHHHHl"LiLiLir71-I-I-II]- TOUTO [mxpEOOf,(EV lEpOTIO!Ol~ 

'EAntVE! )(C(l AuCJcrv l1-
[op ]wt ncxpoUCJY)~ ~OU/I.~~ [)(C(l ypcxµµcxT ]Ewv TOU tj~ TI0/1.EW~ [Eu]xA[ElOOU, TOU TWV lEpOTIO!WV TEAECJTOXptTOU]. 

15 [TCXOE] El~xEt [ EV ]YJp6CJtcx· 'Innoo[p6µou SE ]voµ.noYJ~ r'HLiLil-1-· ToD Auxwvdou -

We gave to the sitonai Diogenes, So - - - I 
12 Money? 13,014 drachmas. Remainder in the Artemision: 25,138 dr. 1 ob. And we - - - I 
... ta 850 dr. Total in the Artemision 27, 488 dr. 1 ob. We handed over this sum to the hieropoioi Elpinis 
and Lysanlder in the presence of the boule and the secretaries of the city Eukleidos, during the office of the 
hieropoioi. Telestokritos. 227 

225 Reger's Table 3 (1993 , 319) "Loans on Delos and the Expenses of the Sitonia" is incomplete. 
Reger' s list of loans up to 209 BCE only includes ten loans where there are in fact twenty-four 
loans which could be used for grain purchase. His list also only includes loans and does not 
include any loan repayments which, since he argues that loans could have been a source of 
funding for grain, would only serve to strengthen his argument. 
226 Delos' reason for buying grain can be attributed to any number of reasons: threat of famine 
from bad harvest, economic disruption from political powers conducting raiding or military 
operations in the Cylcades, etc. 
227 ID 362.11-14. 
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In this inscription, the hieropoioi transfer money deposited in the Artemision to at least two 

sitonai, Diogenes and another individual whose name is only partially preserved. The remainder 

of this section of the inscription discusses deposits into and withdrawals from the Artemision. 

Line 11 closes with the hieropoioi transferring 13,014 drachmas from the Artemision to the 

sitonai. The inscription then lists the remaining sum, 25,138 drachmas, lobol, in the Artemision 

(1.12), two other deposits of 1,500 drachmas (l.12)228 and 850 drachmas (1.13) the hieropoioi 

made, and the final total of27,488 drachmas 1 obol (1.13). The current hieropoioi then turned 

this sum over to their incoming replacements. Three years later, in 206 BCE, the hieropoioi 

withdraw another amount from the Artemision, and give it to the sitonai for the purchase of 

gram: 

20 xcd e: [o]oµEv TO!~ E!f?YJl,l[ EVOt~? CJ" lTWVCH~? ~ lOYEVEt?] 

TE11.fowvo[ d AuCJt~Evwt Ttf,(Y)CJ to~µou, ~taxptTWt i[pJi:c[ fovTo~? -number-· 11.omov - - -]· 
TOUTO nap EOOf,(EV EV 'ApTEf,(l CJ!Wl !EpOTIO lO!~ Eux11.d o[El xa i TEAECJapx[oEt - - - - - -] 

0Evou? xa i ypaµµ aTEWV. vac.? 

And we gave to the [chosen? sitonai Diongenes? 
Son ofTeleson, Lysixenos son ofTimesidemos, Diakritos son of Arkeon? - sum-.Remainder in 
Artemision - - - . 
We handed over this sum in the Artemision to the hieropoioi Eukleidis and Telesarchis - - - -
-thenos? And the secretaries. Vac?229 

This inscription reading has several problems. 23°First, the identification of sitonai as ELP.YJi.t[ tvotc; 

(1.20) is problematic. These officials are never described with this terminology, nor any other 

modifier, but this is the best restoration offered.231 Diogenes is then restored (1.20) based on the 

228 The remainder if one subtracts the sum of 850 and 25 ,138 from 27,488. 
229 ID 368.20-3. 
230 The stone ' s disappearance, of course, has been the largest impediment towards resolving 
problematic readings. Homolle reports in his Archives (1887, 137 n.75) Newton's fruitless search 
for the stone in Oxford, while Dilrrbach relates that another search by Gardner confirmed that the 
stone is not in Oxford (1926, 174.) 
231 Diirrbach (1926, 176) is correct to reject Boeckh' s proposal of [Eyy]u[11-rmc;] in CIG 2953b 
because guarantors are only found in the context of loans and leases, never transfers of money. 
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name of a loan guarantor232 who shares the same last name while Diakritos' patronymic is 

restored after that of a hieropoios who served in 218 BCE. Diirrbach saw ~IAKPITDXD at the end 

of line 21, but was unsure of the final two letters. Line 22 may be a botched attempt to refer to 

the normal procedure for handing over funds to the following year's officials in the presence of 

the boule and the secretaries of the polis, ie. "1rC(p06<JYJ<; ~ouA~<; XC(t ypC(µµC(,EWV ,oD tjc; n6At::wc;,"233 

but the stone-cutter instead inscribed the nonsensical phrase "0tvou XC(t ypC(µµC(TEwv." 

Despite the difficulties in reading, the procedure of handing money to the sitonai remains 

consistent across these two inscriptions and can be considered standard procedure for 209-06 

BCE. The hieropoioi handle all deposits and withdrawals. The Artemision remains the location 

where the public treasury is kept. Funds for the purchase of grain are withdrawn from a single 

collective chest in the Artemision; each withdrawal is then immediately followed by an account 

balance. The final amount is recorded and handed over to the next set of incoming hieropoioi. 

After Delos creates the office of sitonai and establishes a protocol by which these officials can 

access and deposit money, the state then takes the measure of labeling specific transfers of 

money ( deposits and withdrawals) for the purchase of grain. 

The innovation of labeling money transfers as de; ,~v <rt,wvtC(V served two overlapping 

purposes. These labeled funds were earmarked so that they could be used at a future time. One 

example shows that these funds were saved until they were needed (ID 370.37-8):234 

232 ID 290.165. 
233 ID 362.14. 
234 The three officials are never again seen. Diirrbach thinks (1911, 66) they are sitonai who 
receive funds from the hieropoioi who themselves, in tum, had received these funds from a 
previous set of sacred officials. Diirrbach (1911, 66-8) does not comment on the reading of lines 
37-8 save for the identity of these individuals. He later (1926, 184) expresses his frustrations in 
attempting to restore an intelligible reading of the line. Diirrbach's reading of EILI indicates a 
dative plural, -eisi. After the reference to the sitonia, he is unsure whether the reference to the 
sitonia refers to what has come before or what has come after the reference in the inscription. 
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Au<Jt~Evwt, ~toytvEt, 'AAxtµ[ &]xwt o'ITC(pEM~oµEv 'ITC(pcx [iEponotwv ,wv] I [ ini KC(AA.t<J0Evouc; 

EuxAElOOU )(C([ TEAE<JC(P ]x[oou xxxx~ N~ON. EAIXIEILI TIJV oucoviav vac.? 

To Lysixenos, Diogenes, and Alkimachos which we handed over from the hieropoioi 
Eukleidos and Telesarchis during the archonship ofKallisthenos, 4,500 drachmas NSON. 
ELIXIEISI for the purchase of grain. vac? 

A sum of least 4,500 drachmas during the archonship ofKallisthenes (205 BCE) was earmarked 

as EILI tjv <JtTWVtC(V. This sum was still present in 203 BCE, the date oflD 370, when the 

hieropoioi handed it over to the three named sitonai. This practice sharply contrasts with 

previous money transfers to the sitonai. Money directly transferred to these officials, previous to 

205 BCE, was immediately spent. These funds were not around long enough to receive the 

additional label of dt; riJv oucoviav. This labeling also served a secondary purpose of helping to 

avoid mixing these funds into the general pool of state funds deposited in the Artemision. Funds 

that were set aside with a label were identified as such when they were spent in order to provide 

clarity. Previous grain transactions like those in ID 362 and ID 368 show a general pool of funds 

in the Artemision. This new labeling for the sitonia reflects the growing importance of state grain 

purchasing by means of this bureaucratic innovation to keep these funds readily available and 

separate from the remainder of state funds. Money identified for the sitonia appears in 208 BCE 

(3,450 drachmas),235 192 BCE (55,236 drachmas),236 180 BCE (4,000+ drachmas),237 179 BCE, 

The dative case here does not make grammatical sense as the indirect objects (the hieropoioi) are 
already named. This stone has not received comment since and deserves another reading for 
clarification. 
235 ID 365.14. 
236 ID 399.70-1. 
237 ID 441.4. 
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(51,794 drachmas, 2 8/12 obols.),238 twice in either 172 or 170 BCE,
239 and three times in 171 

BCE.240 

Once the demos established grain officials and designated payments for the purchase of 

grain, it then created a grain fund (sitonikon) into which these designated funds and additional 

funds may be withdrawn or deposited. The sitonikon is one of several funds the demos created 

for specific purposes.241 It receives its own special heading in the accounts of public treasury and 

is to remain separate from funds in the Artemision: 

69 [-- -- -- -- -- - ] vac. ){E(f'C<A~ TOU cipy[up](ou TOU o[ wocr(ou] MMP"XXXr'HMt.◊~~~ IIDX 

circa TOU 0-lTWVt[xou]· rccxpe[oo]f!EV Mevu [AJ-1 

70 [Awt] xcxi <l>wxcxE1. xcxi-r6oE &Uo lyl[ evuU]w[,?] II[ ..... -rou] q(wu? Et<; ~ v cr,-rwv(cxv MMMXXXXr'HHHl"'t.t.t.t.XX. xcxi e:rci -rij<; 

[~flET]epe<<; cip)(']<; [e:]0[ EO"C<V] TC<fl[(m IlEp(cxv ]opo<; )C(X! Eu~ev(o~<; Et<; ~ v 0-lTWVlC<VMMHHHL'it.t.M1 ~IIID. XE'!'C<A~ TOU er[,]-

[-rwv,] xou l'"P"HHL'it.t.,HIIDXX. circa -rou[-rJou EOOflEV TO!<; 0-lTWVC<t<; 'Hyem, Eucppcivopt, MEVUAA.Wl MMMMP"XX. A.at [rcavl 
[wu crt]-rwv,xou P"XXXHHt.t.t.f;tIIID~· xcxi -rouw rccxpeoof!EV lEporco,01<; MEvuUw, xcxi <l>wxcxE1. vac. 
Vac. 

[- - - - - -] vac. Total of the public money. 28, 643 dr. 3 ob. ¼ ob. 2 bronze. From the sitonikon. We 
handed over to Menyllos and Phokaeos. And this other to Menyllos . ... of grain? for the purchase of grain 
34,890 dr. 2/1 2 obols. And during our archonship, the treasurers Periander and Euxenides set up for the 
sitonia 20,346 dr. 4 3/12 obols. Total of the sitonikon: 55, 236 dr. 4 5/12 obols. From which we gave to the 
sitonai Egea, Euphranor, and Menyllos 47,000 drachmas. Remainder of the sitonikon: 8, 236 4 5/12 obols 
bronze pieces. And this we handed over to the hieropoioi Menyllos and Phokaeus. 

The difficulty of this passage is well documented. 242 It begins with the total of the public chest. 

Following this, Sosin proposes Km ,ooE &Mo cx[pyupt]o[v] Et[axEt ,ou] <rt,ou instead of the current 

238 ID 442Al 06-22. 
239 ID 459.5; 14. No totals are preserved. 
240 ID 460k5; ml 1; s3 , s13. No totals are preserved. 
241 The choregikon fund defrays the costs of putting on choruses at festivals. The prytanikon is a 
fund that appears to be used at the discretion of the prytany. The hestiatikon fund would be used 
to defray the cost of hosting and entertaining foreigners and guests. 
242 ID 399A69-74. Diirrbach 1911, 62; Larsen 1933-1940, 345; Sosin 2003, 68-72. The physical 
condition of the stone and problems during the inscribing process both contribute to the difficulty 
of the passage. (See Figure 14) The stone is well worn and the reverse side is entirely illegible. 
The area of the inscription itself suffered from several attempts at inscribing. The two lines 
above line 69 have been stricken out. The beginning of line 69 also is stricken out. A blank space 
then follows. The second half of line 69 as it stands is nonsensical while the first half of line 70 
is difficult to understand as published. Diirrbach only comments on the restoration of Menyllos ' 
name in line 70; he does not offer any other restorations to this passage. Sosin admits "[t]he full 
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reading: ,6oE &A"'Ao ¥[Evu"'AA]w[ t?]. Sosin's formula introduces a scheme of other money coming 

into this sitonikon fund which is standard language for money entering into an account. Line 70 

prints the text Glotz proposed, but it appears to be a deposit for the purpose of grain as opposed 

to a withdrawal. 243 There are two deposits into the sitonikon: the first, 34,890 drachmas, 2/12 

obols, and, the second, 20,346 drachmas, 3/12 obols. A total of the entire sitonikon account, 

55,236 drachmas, 5/12 obols, follows. From this total, the hieropoioi transferred 47,000 

drachmas to the three sitonai. The remaining balance of 8,236 drachmas, 4 5/12 obols for the 

account is then handed over to the hieropoioi. All money coming into this account is designated 

for the purchase of grain. These funds, in addition to being marked for a specific purpose, 

receive their own account (sitonikon) separate from the public treasury. 

Evidence from the Delian purchase of grain clearly shows a progression towards 

increasing state control and away from a reliance upon temple funds. Delos took special care to 

make the purchase of grain a regular, state-controlled activity by creating an office charged with 

grain purchase, designating by label funds in the state treasury for this purpose, and then, finally, 

by creating its own fund in the state treasury records. The city-state clearly positions itself to be 

as self-sufficient as possible in securing grain with minimal recourse to outside aid. There are no 

attested civic liturgies of grain purchases to the state. King Masinissa is responsible for the only 

attested grain donation to the island. One other individual, a certain Dionysius of Byzantium, is 

honored (ca. 300-250 BCE) for selling grain on Delos at a discounted price.244 Delos only once 

(ca. 300-250 BCE) impounds a grain shipment bound elsewhere due to a grain shortage on the 

meaning of line 69 and the beginning of 70 may be hopelessly lost" (2003 , 71 ). I will be 
following his restorations which provide order to the passage. 
243 Dilrrbach 1911, 62. 
244 IG XI 4.627. Reger (1993, 317) incorrectly cites this inscription as IG XI 4.666. 
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island.245 Two temple loans for the purchase of grain do not give evidence of a pattern, but the 

incremental adjustments to the state grain-purchasing system clearly show the Delian intention to 

not rely upon any other funds, temple or otherwise to feed its citizen population. 

C.3 Protection of the sanctuary 

The sanctuary of Apollo attempted to protect the island from threats of physical violence 

and miasma. Over the course ofDelian independence, the temple used non-violent methods in 

order to secure these protections: a loan, paid guards and laborers, diplomacy, and sacred law. 

The temple ' s ability to ensure its religious sanctity and territorial sovereignty rested upon the 

Greek understanding of the inviolability of sacred land and property and upon the military 

protection external powers provided the area surrounding Delos. The confederation of the 

Nesiotic league, initially headed by the Antigonids ( ca. 313-ca. 286/5 BCE), then by the 

Ptolemaic dynasty (ca. 286/5- ca. 258 BCE) and, finally, after a gap of some 60 years, 

reconstituted on Tenos by Rhodes ( ca. 200-170 BCE) patrolled the sea lanes around Delos and 

provided protection against raiding and pirate attacks. This league provided the military power 

that neither the temple of Apollo or the polis of Delos could because of the sacred prohibition 

against participating in activities that produced bloodshed and death on the island. As a 

consequence of this prohibition, Delos never developed a citizen-hop lite force or its own naval 

fleet. The sanctuary' s reliance on financial and religious methods to protect the island appears to 

be a pragmatic response to the disappearance any external military protection between 260-200 

BCE. Yet the sanctuary' s use of economic and religious methods to preserve its sanctity and 

property over the course of independence became the most effective means to ensure its 

245 IG XI 4.1049. 
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protection. The temple's financial resources initially aid in protecting against threats to the 

sanctuary, but a sacred measure passed by temple priests seems to have successfully enlisted the 

aid of island's entire population to ensure the protection of the cult and Apollo's property. 

The sanctuary paid for basic measures to protect temple and public property and to 

preserve the sanctity of the island. Temple officials posted guards at the public water fountain 

(IG XI2.145.40), the palaistra (ID 316.117), the house/cistern reservoir of the river Inopos (IG 

XI 2.158.51), and guards to protect the temple and its sawn lumber for construction projects. 

Night guardsmen were also paid to prevent theft and damage to sacred and public property (IG 

XI 2.287 A53; IG XI 2.287 A80). The sanctuary routinely performed activities to purify the island 

from miasma. Each month began with sacred officials conducting a piglet sacrifice in order to 

ritually cleanse the island. The sanctuary also hired labor for the intermittent duty of removing 

corpses that washed up along the shore. 246 Workers are recorded as either receiving ten drachmas 

(IG XI 2.145.8) or thirty drachmas (ID 372.106) to transport the bodies (referred to either as 

nekroi or somata) from Delos to another location (Rheneia?) for burial. Other officials would 

then purify the area of the shoreline where the corpses washed up. The sanctuary thus provided 

services for the basic maintenance and protection of well-trafficked public spaces on the island 

as well as continual acts of purification to preserve the island's sacrosanct status. The difficulty 

both the temple and polis faced over the course of independence was to provide security for the 

sanctuary, its property, and its worshippers against opportunistic, external threats without 

recourse to military force or relying upon the naval protection provided by the Nesiotic league or 

Rhodes whose operations disappear ca. 250-200 BCE. 

246 The inscriptions do not record how the bodies came to rest along the shore (shipwreck, 
drowning, casualty of pirate attack, etc.), but are an infrequent reminder of the danger of sailing 
in the highly-trafficked and dangerous sea conditions around Delos. 
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Pirates were a concern for Delos throughout independence. Temple dedications and 

honorary decrees from the Delian polis reveal the results of several military actions that foreign 

powers undertook against pirates around the island. The Rhodian admiral Peisistratos dedicated 

to Apollo a portion (a tithe?) of the spoils he had captured from pirates in the mid-third century 

(IG XI 4.1135): IlEl<Jl<JTpcrro~ 'Apt<JTOAOXOU 'P6oto~lvcwC(px~(JC(~ )(C([ Toi <JU<JTPC(TEU<JCXµEvotl [cm] oTWV 

Aw:pupwv 'An6nwvt. "Peisistratos son of Aristolochos the Rhodian, having served as admiral and 

those serving alongside [dedicated these items] from the spoils to Apollo." The objects he seized 

are not individually itemized in the sacred records, but are grouped together in this dedicatory 

inscription. In response to receiving the benefits of direct military action against pirates, the polis 

of Delos passed honorary decrees for military figures who protected the sanctuary. In the mid

third century, the demos passed an honorary decree (IG XI 4.596) for the Rhodian admiral 

Antigenes and his subordinate, trireme captains (trierarches) Timaphanes, Dionnis, and 

Hegesander, for their role in protecting the sanctuary. The demos also passed an honorary decree 

in the beginning of the second century BCE for the Rhodian admiral Epikrates, who, along with 

several Athenian ships, patrolled the sea lanes around the island and protected the sanctuary from 

pirate attacks (IG XI 4.751 ). Military forces operating around Delos played an active, long-term 

role in curtailing pirate activity through use of force and through constant patrolling of the sea 

lanes. 

The temple of Apollo and Delos itself, as they lacked their own military forces, 

undertook various financial and diplomatic measures to address the threat of piracy. In 297 BCE, 

the temple of Apollo extended a single loan of 5,000 drachmas to the polis of Delos for defense 

against pirates (IG XI 2.148. 73-4 ): &no cxpy6ptov E~ElAOµEv µncx tj~ ~OUA~~ oEOC(VEl<JC(TO ~ 'ITOAl~ )(C("[C( 

tj;~(fll<JµC( TOU o~µou El~ (f)UAC(X~V TWV TuppYJVWV opC([x] Iµex~ fi<l . "We withdrew another sum of money in 
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the presence of the boule which the polis was loaned according to the decree of the demos for the 

protection against Tyrrhenians: 5,000 drachmas." Temple and civic officials identify the pirates 

with the ethnic designation of Tyhrennians (Etruscans). This is the sole ethnic designation for 

pirates in the Delian corpus; hereafter, inscriptions refer to them through generic, non-locative 

terminology.247 Second, this loan is the sole surviving instance of either the temple or the polis 

financing the defense of the island. No other sacred record or public accounts record any revenue 

or payments earmarked for the purpose of defense. In this instance, members of the boule may 

have directly transferred these funds to the Nesiotic League treasury or they could have used 

these funds to procure arms and equipment for the league. This method of financing allowed the 

temple to enjoy the benefits of military defense without violating its sacred charge of avoiding 

direct participation in violence. The singular nature of this type of transaction over the entire 

course of Delian independence, though, argues that sacred officials recognized the potential 

financial risk of continuing to lend funds to the state for defense. Sacred officials, therefore, 

devoted themselves to developing more financially responsible methods of protecting the island 

and ensuring its sacred charge. 

Concern over the religious and economic disruptions created by pirates extended into a 

generalized concern of theft from the sanctuary. Sacred officials in the middle of the third 

century BCE passed a general religious measure against theft (IG XI 4.1296Al-16): 

[ T ]cxoE E'JrEUXOVTC(l lEpEl~ TE xcdl [EpElC(l xcmx TC( 7rCXTptcc O(JTl~ EIY ~~A.OU <ivop&nooov E~CXYEl 
dlTE &xov E'frE EXOV ~ EX TWV TElµt::vwv TWV lEpwv TWV TOU 0t::oQI IE'Jrt ~ACX~Y)l TOU OE<J'JrOTOU, 
E~wlAYJ dvm xcd C(UTov XC(t ytvo~I XC(t o'txY)<rtv T~v Exdvou· XC(t O<JTt~I a-uvEtow~ µ~ OYJAW<rEt Ev Tot~ cxqlTuv6µot~, 
Tot~ C(UTOt~ k'.voxo~ fol ITw· XC(t d Tl~ Tl &no EY ~~Aou ~t&([ot] ITo 7rC(pa Ta n&TptC( Ta ~Y)Atwv, E~wA[YJ] ldvm 
C(UTov XC(t o'txY)<rtv tjv Exdvo[u].I cxa-Tuv6µot EmµEA~0Y)<JC(V L<:<pnYJ lowv KC(pvfou, 'OvY)<rtyEVYJ~ 
0tµwvo[ ~],I l'Ap[yvwTo~. 

247 Etruscans only appear twice more in the temple records as dedicants of an unnamed object 
during the Athenian amphicytony (ID 104(28) B.frag.b.1.24; ID 104(29) 1.37) ca. 342-40 BCE. 
Generic terminology for pirates is found in IG XI 4.751. 
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The priests and priestesses placed curses on the following things according to the ancestral 
custom: whoever leads away a slave either willing or unwilling from Delos or [leads away a 
slave] from the sacred lands of the god by injury of one 's master, let both him and his family and 
his house be utterly destroyed. And whoever having known [ about the theft] does not reveal it to 
the astynomoi, let him be subject to these same things. And if anyone should seize some other 
thing contrary to the ancestral customs of the Delians, let him and his house be utterly destroyed. 
Astynomoi who were in charge: Sarpedon son of Karnis, Onesigenes son of Themon. Month of 
Arignotos. 

Delian priests and priestesses collectively imprecated individuals for theft. 248 Slaves are 

the initial object of concern. They had no legal standing and, as property, they could be disposed 

of only at the will of their masters. The priests called down utter destruction ( E~WAYJ) upon the 

persons, family line, and houses of those who stole slaves. Delian sacred officials extended this 

same punishment to those who were complicit in or knowledgeable of this crime (foTt~I <ruvEtow~ 

µ~ OYJAW<rEt 1.8-9), and who did not inform the proper officials (astynomoi). Discussion of slaves 

then broadens into a general prohibition against all forms of theft from the island ( xcd d Tt~ Tl &no 

i:y il~Aou ~t&([ot] ITo 1mpcx Tex n&TptC( Tex ilY)Atwv) which carried the same consequences. The 

astynomoi listed at the bottom of the passage were those who held office during the time of its 

inscription. The timing of this measure in the month of Arignotos (March-April) coincided with 

the reopening of the sailing season in the Aegean. 

The importance of this sacred law factored into decisions surrounding its publication and 

display. Both faces of the stone are inscribed with the same text.249 Since the law applied to 

everyone living on or visiting Delos, sacred officials must have ordered the stone to be erected in 

248 The inscription uses priests and priestesses to cover all sacred officials on the island and not 
just those who oversee the temple of Apollo (hieropoioi). No part of the heading or inscription 
concerns the following as a resolution of the boule or the ekklesia. 
249 They are not carved identically. The version on face A covers sixteen lines; the version on 
face B covers fifteen lines. 
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a public location for maximum exposure. This would exclude erection on temple property, 

private property or a location into which certain individuals could not enter on account of their 

citizenship status, social status, sex, ritual cleanliness, or guilt for having committed a crime. The 

dual-sided nature of the inscription argues that individuals would be able to approach and read 

the text from either side. Holleaux reports Vallois' discovery of this inscription in an area 

southeast of the theater at Delos. 250 This would place the stone behind the theater and perhaps 

near the gorge of Inopos next to the fountain house or the approach to Mt. Cynthus and the 

sanctuaries of the Other Gods. Vallois does not record whether the stone was still connected to 

its base or if the inscription was repurposed into a secondary context. The find location of this 

stone in the area around the theater-if the stone had not wandered-would seem appropriate as 

a large number of people would traffic this area. Two further locations would have provided 

equal or greater effectiveness in disseminating this law: the port and the agora. The port was the 

only developed area for entrance and exit from the island and would have served as the last 

possible place in which a slave could have been repossessed by his master. All traders would 

happen upon the inscription upon arrival and departure. Since this sacred measure calls for the 

intervention of the astynomoi, 251 the inscription ( or perhaps another copy?) may have been 

originally placed where individuals could find these officials. Two dedications erected by 

astynomoi have been recovered near the agora and would argue that these officials were 

stationed in this location along with ( a copy of?) the inscription. 252 Since the agora also 

250 1912, 93; DUrrbach 1912, 130. 
251 Nothing is preserved concerning the powers and duties of these officials. DUrrbach 1912, 130. 
252 The first attestation of this office dates to the middle of the third century BCE. The astynomos 
Periandros son of Egesagoras (IG XI 4.1144.2) dedicates a herm to Hermes and Aphrodite along 
with a market official (agoranomos), Demonous son of Antigonos. Roussel records that this 
dedication was found west of the agora (1912, 108). The second attestation of this office (IG XI 
4.1145) comes from a dedication that the astynomos Kallimos son of Aristokemos, along with 
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functioned as a slave market, the immediacy of notifying an official present in the agora during 

slave transactions would further justify the choice of this location. This inscription is the only 

one of its type as yet recovered, but it may not have been the only copy erected due to the 

severity of the punishment and to its application to the entire island. 

Sacred officials sharply changed their tactics concerning pirates and the disruptive 

conditions they created over the course of sixty years. The sanctuary's hieropoioi began the third 

century by extending a loan to Delos to aid in the island's defense and then proceeded to publish, 

along with the island's other sacred officials, a sacred law prohibiting theft of any kind from the 

island. Hieropoioi transitioned from relying upon its financial resources for security to relying 

upon its religious authority to preserve the island's sanctity and property. This change was the 

result of Apollo's sacred officials betting on the effectiveness of religious legislation as a 

religiously and economically more effective means of protecting the island than potentially 

lending or spending larger and larger sums for defense. The justification for this line of thought 

is two-fold: the severity of punishment for breaking sacred law (public cursing and property 

seizure) would serve as an effective incentive to comply, and, the law drafted the cooperation of 

everyone on the island and would obviate the need for separate, financed security measures. 

Temple officials created strong incentives against stealing by purposely crafting 

punishments for theft far more severe than those normally used by civic institutions. Standard 

punishments for theft that are preserved in other poleis include disenfranchisement, property 

seizure, fines, and financial restitution to the injured party. The punishments for theft here, 

expulsion from the community and curses placed on one's family line, would act as a far 

another agoranomos, Paches son of Anaxithemis, made to Hermes and Aphrodite. The marble 
base for this herm was uncovered northwest of the agora. Dilrrbach 1902, 513 n. 5. 
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stronger disincentive to steal. This kind of punishment did not serve civic goals of reintegrating 

an individual into society once he paid his debts. It, rather, acted as a purgative to expel the 

offender from a community of religious adherents and as a damnatio memoriae to eliminate any 

trace said individual(s) had existed in the community at all. It reaffirmed the religious 

community's stance to ensure the protection ofreligious property and that there was no place for 

those who violated these standards. Having the temple priests inscribed as the authors of this law 

meant that the rules applied to everyone regardless of political and social status or gender. 

Individuals would not be following the laws of one particular polis, they would be following a 

sacred directive whose authority outweighed that of any city-state. 

Imprecations were also the most religiously and financially effective form of security 

because they transferred the onus of custodianship for the divinity's property onto the entire 

island community. Everyone who visited Apollo's property and partook in his cult had 

responsibility for their maintenance and, was liable to charges of theft in case of negligence. 

Although the temple paid guards to protect the sanctuary and the hieropoioi were state agents 

officially charged with managing Apollo's finances , conducting sacrifices, and inventorying his 

treasuries, the preservation of his cult extended to everyone. The enlistment of hundreds if not 

thousands of pairs of eyes to watch over sacred property (under threat of punishment) was a far 

more effective and far less expensive method of security. It provided incentives for individuals to 

participate in cult as they would receive personal benefit and community reinforcement from 

helping to ensure its preservation. It also negated the expense of separate security measures 

which would eat away at the temple's operating costs and would challenge the temple's charge 

of keeping the island free from bloodshed. Finally, this collective charge against theft was most 

effective because it placed all cult adherents on an equal footing. As everyone was equally liable 
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to charges of theft, it also allowed anyone regardless of citizenship, social status or gender to 

approach town officials in order to report theft. 

The temple of Apollo's measures to protect the island were non-violent and heavily relied 

upon its religious authority and shared community values to execute its authority. This reliance is 

an acknowledgement of the limitations to which Delos could provide for its own physical 

protection. The timing of temple measures ( diplomacy with pirates, the invocation of curses, and 

the establishment of the guards) falls to the period in Delian history when the Nesiotic league has 

disappeared (c.260-200 BCE.) There was no dedicated, external naval power who would patrol 

or intervene on behalf of the island. In the face of these events, sacred officials came to the 

conclusion that the pathway to protection rested in embracing its religious status. Temple lending 

to the state as a form of security quickly disappeared as it would have opened the door to larger 

and larger expenditures at the expense of a growing portion of the temple's operating budget. 

The temple converted all of the island's religious participants and inhabitants into agents of its 

own protection and gave tangible benefits towards participating in cult and disincentives towards 

theft/destruction of property. 

D. Contractual Incentives in State Lending Agreements 

D.1. Security and Repayment 

Independent Delos' methods of borrowing and repaying its loans to the temple of Apollo 

underwent significant change. (See Figures 4.8a, 4.8b.) From 301-250 BCE, Delos intermittently 

used state revenues (prosodoi) in order to secure and repay its temple loans. State officials 

partitioned and directed the necessary amounts of tax revenue Delos received to the temple of 

Apollo. Beginning in 282 BCE and extending the duration of Delian independence, state 
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officials, prodaneistai, appear as state loan guarantors in the epigraphic record. After 250 BCE, 

state revenues are no longer inscribed as a method of security or loan repayment. If state revenue 

was insufficient for repayment, these officials would bridge the difference from their own 

resources. In addition, each prodaneista provided his own guarantor (anadochos) in case his own 

resources fell short of covering a loan default. These prodaneistai, along with the polis, are the 

primary recipients of temple loans and they occasionally appear as loan repayers. Starting in 218 

BCE, temple loan agreements expanded the number of recipients from prodaneistai and the polis 

to include the boule, state secretary, and state treasurer(s) (SL 28). These treasurers (tamiai), 

from this point onward, become the primary officials in charge of handing over repayment to 

temple officials (SL 27). After 192 BCE and lasting until the end of independence, the process 

by which repayment funds are transferred to the temple undergoes a stark change. Banks become 

the standard means through which Delos transferred its loan repayments. They received funds 

fromprodaneistai, placed the repayment in a clay vessel (stamnos), and transferred it to the 

tamiai who then deposited it in the temple of Apollo. Each repayment vessel bore an 

accompanying inscription that provided information about the loan, the individuals who handled 

the funds, and the presiding state officials at the time of repayment. 253 This system continues 

through the end of independence and into the second Athenian appearance on Delos after 167 

BCE. 

253 SL 40: &noc; O"TCXµvoc; EV Wl EV~(JC(V f".1, bnypcxcp~v EXOVTC(" cmo tj('EAAYJVO<; xcxl McxVTlVEW<; brl 
IloAU~EVOU [month] I [- k'.0]rncxv ,[ex ]µ[m IlEptcxvopoc; xcxl Eu~EVlOYJ<; de; tjv cm6oo<JlV TWV OCXVElWV WV 
o[cpd]AEt ~ n6At<; ,wt 0Ewt· : Another stamnos in which contained 5,000 drachmas. From the bank of 
Hellenos and Mantineos during the archonship of Polyxenos (192 BCE) [month]. The treasurers 
Periandros and Euxenides set this up towards the repayment of the loans which the polis owes to 
the god. 
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This section consists of two parts: a presentation of the evidence of security and 

repayments for temple loans and, then, an analysis to determine whether Delos changed its 

borrowing practices with the temple for its own economic benefit. Delos' financial relationship 

with the temple of Apollo can be traced epigraphically during its political independence, but the 

changes to this relationship occur without the contextualizing aid of either a lex sacra from the 

temple of Apollo or a polis decree. This section relies on the content of the loan agreements and 

repayments themselves and the officials included therein to determine if there is any written, 

contractual basis to understand the longevity of Delos' financial relationship to the temple of 

Apollo. 

During its first sixty-four years of independence (314-250 BCE), Delos offered its state 

revenues as temple loan security. This method of security is preserved in four separate loans: two 

occur in 297 BCE (SL 5, SL 6) and two in 250 BCE (SL 20, SL 21). The procedure appears on 

SL5: 

xcxl &no cxpyuptov E~ElAOf,lEV f,lE't"CX njc; ~OUA~c; oEOCXVElO"CX'TO ~ 7t0Atc; XCX'TCX 1.p~(plO"f,lCX 'TOU o~µou Elc; (pUACXX~V 'TWV 

Tupp'V)VWV opcx[xl lµcxc; fl inl 't"cxtc; npoa6ootc; 't"cxtc; 'T~c; 7tOAEwc; ncxpov't"WV 'TWV ypcxµµcx'TEWV. 

We withdrew another sum of money in the presence of the boule which the polis was 
loaned according to decree of the demos for the protection against Tyrrhenians: 5,000 
drachmas. 

Delos secured this loan bd ,C(t<; 1rpo<r6ootc; ,C(t<; tjc; 1r6AEW<;, "upon security of the revenues of the 

polis."254 Immediately following this loan in the same inscription, Delos secured a second loan 

for 12,000 drachmas in the same manner and with the same language (SL 6). Forty-seven years 

later, in 250 BCE, Delos secured two further loans of 3,000 and 10,050 drachmas, with state 

revenue (SL 20, SL 21). Both of these later inscriptions use identical language, but this language 

254 The preposition epi plus the dative case (,C(t<; 1rpo<r6ootc;) here refers to loan security. 
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is slightly modified from the first two examples. The second of these two later loans, SL 21, 

reads: 

xcxl El<; -r~v en[-rw] lv(cxv 

EOCXVEl(j(Xf,lEV -roil tEpoil cxpyup(ou XCX't"CX \jl~(plO"f,lCX 't"~l 7tOAEl xcxl npoOCXVElO"'t"CXl<; bEVOXpCX't"El 

'fapoµ~p6-rou, IloAU~EVWl 'ApYJO"lf,l~p6-rou, LWO"lO~f,lWl N(xwvoi; opcxxµcxi; M['.I E7tt uno0~J<:El -rcx['ii;] I 
npoa6ooti; -rcx'ii; OYJf,lOO"lCXl<;. 

And for the purchase of grain 
we loaned to the polis and to the prodaneistai Xenokrates son of Hierombrotos, 
Polyxenos son of Aresimbrotos, and Sosidemos son ofNikon 10,050 drachmas from the 
sacred money on security of the public revenues. 

Both SL 20 and SL 21 discuss securing loans in identical language: brl i'.nro0~xEl ,C(t<; npo<r6ootc; ,C(t<; 

OY)µo<r[mc;, "by security of public revenues. "255 These later inscriptions differ from the earlier 

examples in two other instances. The formal term for security, hypotheke, appears before the 

word revenues (npocr68ott;). Hypothecation becomes the standard technical term for placing an 

item under security. 256 The language describing the loan security changes from polis revenues in 

SL 5 and 6 (npo<r6ootc; rnfc; ,~c; n6AEwc;) to public revenues (,C([tc;] I npo<r6ootc; ,C(t<; OY)µo<r[mc;) in SL 20 

and 21 . This change may suggest an increased recognition of the demos' control over polis 

revenues, but neither these loan documents nor any surviving decrees provide any further clues. 

Beyond declaring state revenues as security, the Delian epigraphic record does not 

provide an historical example of state default or any evidence concerning the legal procedure 

resulting from default. Delos offered its revenues (prosodoi) as liable to seizure, but it does not 

name any specific taxes or forms of income from which it would draw in order to settle the 

default. It is unclear what recourse Delos would have taken if it had suffered a default. State 

255 IG XI 2.287A123;124-25. The preposition epi still accompanies the term for revenues in the 
dative case (npo<r6ootc;). 
256 In the context of temple loans, this term appears most frequently with individuals who 
securitize property. 
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revenues served both as funds for loan security and for loan repayment. If they fell short, the 

temple of Apollo had the right to seize the amount of state revenues necessary to reimburse 

itself. If the temple seized whatever state revenues it could and Delos continued to stand in 

default, the city-state might have dipped into its state treasury to make up the difference, 

mortgaged or sold a piece of state property or have solicited its citizen body or a foreign agent 

for an extraordinary donation or loan. The absence of historical examples of default or any 

clearly delineated legal procedure therein makes these scenarios only possibilities. 

During the same period when Delos offered state revenues as security (314-250 BCE), 

tax revenues served as one of Delos' sources ofloan repayment. Four inscriptions between 279-

250 BCE (SL 10, SL 11, SL 19, SL 20) reveal the tax revenue with which Delos repaid its loans 

to the temple of Apollo. (See Figure 4.9) The largest source of repayment revenue was the 

pentekoste tax which is recorded here as being combined with the eponion tax. The pentekoste 

was a 1/50 tax (2%) on goods entering and leaving Delos.257 It was a standard commercial tax in 

the Classical and Hellenistic world.258 The eponion was a 1/20 tax (5%) on the value of goods. 

The city center of Delos may have had its own, separate pentekoste tax which may have not been 

combined with the eponion tax.259 Several other forms of revenue identified in loan repayments 

are ten percent of the collected enoikon tax, the hypotropion tax, ten percent of the collected 

ichthyon tax, ten percent of the collected siton tax, and the eponion tax on the aforementioned 

257 Delos paid pentekostologioi to collect this tax. They are mentioned IG XI 2.154.38 (296 
BCE), IG XI 2.203A31 (269 BCE), and ID 509.10, 14 (ca. 230-230 BCE). The (partial) revenue 
collected by these officials is only recorded in Figure 16. 
258 The pentekoste and its collectors can be found in several poleis such as Athens, Kyparissia in 
Messenia fourth/third century (IG V 1.1421), and Olympia 216 BCE (IG IX 1[2] 2.583). 
259 Only mentioned once in IG XI 2.287 A9. There is disagreement about this tax. The inclusion 
of the word "city" in its name might hint towards taxing commerce sold in the city center or 
agora (Migeotte, 2014, 660). Reger (1994, 254) argues that there only one pentekoste tax. 
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four taxes. The exact object of taxation or purpose of several of these taxes is unclear. 260 The 

enoikon tax was most likely a tax on renters upon the conclusion of their rents. 261 The ichthyon 

tax most likely was a charge on fish bought and sold. The hypotropion tax, Homolle argues, may 

apply to fish caught through the use of a net. 262 The sitonia tax might be a tax on the revenue 

Delos received after selling the grain it had purchased for its grain fund. 

The taxes with which Delos reimbursed the temple of Apollo reveal a heavy reliance on 

commerce. The pentekoste tax was the greatest source of repayment revenue by a factor of 

between three and fifteen times the next closest amount. It is unclear, though, how much revenue 

from this tax Delos designated for loan repayment. The pentekoste inscribed as repayment is 

only listed as an amount and not as a percentage of the tax the polis received. It is recorded as EK 

Tl7t; 1CEVT11KOcn17t; "from the pentekoste." The pentekoste astias is referred to in the same 

language. The genitive case here identifies the amount inscribed as part of a larger, unknown 

sum Delos received. This tax brought in 14,910 drachmas in 279 and 18,900 drachmas the 

following year. Between 279 and 274, the hypotropion tax devoted to loan repayment grew from 

530 to 630 drachmas. In 279 and 274 BCE, the tithe of the enoikion tax brought in 600 and 835 

drachmas, respectively; revenue from this tax increases to 1,690 drachmas in 250 BCE. The 

revenues from the tithe of the siton tax increase over the course of five years (279- 274 BCE) 

260 DUrrbach (1912, 53) does not comment on IG XI 2.161A with respect to the eponia and does 
not comment on these revenues at all for IG XI 2.162A (1912, 59). 
261 Homolle (1890, 440-42) interprets this as a tax on foreign individuals who did not have the 
right to own property on the island. He believes citizens would own rather than rent property. He 
equates this tax with the metoikon in Athens where metics were charged a tax each year on 
account of their foreign status. Homolle's interpretation for the target audience of this tax is 
incorrect as numerous Delians rent property from Apollo (see Kent 1948, 320-48). 
262 1890, 442-43. He draws a connection between the increasing revenue generated through the 
hypotropion tax and that brought in by the tithe of the fish tax and concludes that these taxes 
must have both generated money on the sale of fish. 
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from 120 to 938 drachmas and then fall to 110 drachmas in 250 BCE. The amounts preserved on 

these inscriptions fluctuate each year and then change sharply, either positively or negatively, in 

250 BCE. The largest financial fluctuation is in the amount identified from the pentekoste tax: in 

a single year, 279-278 BCE, the revenue collected by this tax grows by 3,990 drachmas. This 

amount, although it includes another five percent tax, is one-and-a-quarter times the amount 

collected the previous year. If the pentekoste mentioned in 250 BCE is the same tax under a 

different name or even a tax just on goods in the city center, it could represent a very sharp 

decline in the amount of commerce entering/exiting the polis for taxation purposes.263 Since the 

amount of the pentekoste and the hypotropion the temple received in repayment is never 

quantified in terms of a percentage (ie, 1/10 of the pentekoste), it is difficult to assign cause to 

the fluctuating amounts.264 For the remainder of the taxes received in repayment, the enoikion, 

the ichthyon, and the siton, these amounts are an exact measure of the revenue the polis received. 

They are a clear sign of an increasing amount of revenue in these particular areas which is, then, 

reflected in larger tax revenue. The other taxes which are not quantified in the inscriptions cannot 

be used to argue for a general increase in tax revenue and revenue in general. Growth in several 

types of taxes may not translate to general growth in all economic sectors across the island. 

The small number of Delian loan repayments from state revenue-four-out of the 

corpus of thirty-seven state loan repayments to the temple makes it difficult to determine whether 

the above observations are indicative of a larger trend during Delian independence or are four 

distinct, historical snapshots. This is also valid for the small number of instances when Delos 

secured its loans with state revenues-four-out of the thirty-seven instances of loan repayment. 

263 The pentekoste astias is not combined with the eponia like the other pentekoste taxes. 
264 Delos may have received less tax revenue from less commerce on the island. The polis may 
have borrowed less money or used a smaller amount of this tax for repayment purposes. 
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The observations generated from this analysis are highly tentative; they can be easily challenged 

with an additional discovery of temple accounts. In addition, any analysis of Delos' ability to 

secure and repay its loans with state revenues must also be contextualized by the other method 

by which its repaid its loans: state officials. The period during which Delos uses state revenues to 

secure and repay its loans also includes three loans that state officials, a state treasurer and 

several state loan guarantors (prodaneistai), repaid to the temple (SL 4, SL 8, SL 16). These two 

methods of repayment appear to have operated simultaneously between 314-250 BCE before 

state revenues disappear from the inscribed record for the remainder of Dehan independence. 

(See Figure 4.8b.) 

State officials first appear in the context of loan repayment early in Dehan independence 

and become dominant after 250 BCE. The first individual cited as repaying a state loan is 

Athenis son ofEurymanthes, in 300 BCE (SL 4). Diirrbach identifies Athenis as a treasurer in 

this inscription, but he here is not explicitly linked with this office or any other. 265 Regardless of 

whether he held office during the time period of this inscription, it is clear that he served in an 

official capacity (SL 4): 

xcd TOOE &A"Ao cxpyuptoy XCffE~C(AEV npoc; ~µ&c; "A0Y)Vl<; Eupu
µ&v0ouc; XX TOU cxpyup[ou OU~ 'ITOAl<; EVEYEYPC('ITTO O(pElAOU(JC( 
E'ITL Au<rl~EVOU &pxov,oc;· 

And this other money, Athenis son of Eurymanthes paid down on our behalf 
2,000 drachmas of the money which the polis was written up as owing during the 
archonship ofLysixenos. 

265 Vial (1984, 327) follows Diirrbach's assignment of Athenis I as a treasurer at the end ofIG 
XI 2.14 7B6-7. This inscription is the sole evidence and attestation of him as "treasurer," yet he is 
not explicitly called a treasurer. The only office with which he should be identified is archon in 
310 BCE (IG XI 2.143A2) which should be enough to show Athenis' history of public service. 
For his family tree, see Vial 1984, 327, stemma 32. Vial (1984, 215) incorrectly cites this 
inscription as IG XI 2.174B6-7. 
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Delos borrowed a total of 8,550 drachmas in 301 BCE (SL 3). Athenis, the following year, pays 

down almost a quarter of the money Delos owes on behalf of the city. This seems to be an 

extraordinary event because of the inclusion of the phrase "npo~ ~µ&~" (on our behalf). It suggests 

that Athenis' actions went beyond the normal duties of office or expectations of citizens.266 This 

phrase would be unnecessary if this were part of his duties as treasurer; he would just be cited as 

paying down the loan the city owed. Athenis seems to have used his own resources for 

repayment which deserved epigraphical comment because Delos did not have to rely upon its 

own revenues for full repayment. Any argument concerning his status of office, in this context, is 

superfluous. His importance is in establishing a time whereby individuals could repay a loan on 

behalf of the state. From this instance, Delos begins to balance a system by which individuals 

became responsible for guaranteeing and repaying state loans and using state revenues to repay 

its loans. 

In 282 BCE, Delian state officials, prodaneistai, begin to appear in the epigraphic record 

as receiving and repaying temple loans. 267 Bogaert defines prodaneistai as citizens who signed a 

loan agreement and acted as if they had borrowed temple funds themselves. 268 Holders of this 

position received the temple loan, disbursed the funds to their intended recipients, and had the 

responsibility of making reimbursement. Eachprodaneista had a guarantor (anadochos) whose 

financial resources would be sufficient to cover his own in case of default. These individuals, in 

taking on this role, were responsible to the temple of Apollo, but also to the state. Both the 

prodaneistai and their anadochoi served a one-year term during the archonship during which the 

266 Despite his actions, Athenis does not receive any official recognition or honors from Delos. 
267 SL 7 (receiving), SL 8 (repaying). 
268 1968, 134-35, "Les npoocxvrnrrcd etaient des citoyens qui signaient le contrat et qui 
s'engageaient comme s'ils empruntaient eux-memes. Ils repondaient done de la cite envers le 
temple." 
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polis transacted the loan. They were, however, still financially responsible for any loan they 

guaranteed-even after leaving office-until it was repaid fully. One loan agreement from 282 

BCE (SL 7, SL 8) illustrates the responsibility placed on these officials: 

µY)voc; Boucpovtwvo [c;], Ixcrrcx tjJ~cp t<rµcx ,o[D] Io~ µou, Et<r\9v [,oc;] IiocxvE t<rcxµEv I l,o t<; npoocxvE t<; l,cxtc; 
TtµY)<rlo~µwtl'Av,txp chouc;, E>Eloo6TWl 'Inno[TCX] lorn, '1Epoµ~p6,wtl IMVY)<JlXAEOU<;, 'HYYJl<rcxy6pm 
'Avcx~tµtlvouc;, .1too6,wt l:TY) l<rtAEW, .1Y)µfot IIul [0]oxAfouc;, KcxAAtc;l l~EVEl 0Ewp6Aou lxcxi EYYUYJTCXt<; 
TOU l,wv IlA.El<JTC(lVEITWl TEA.fowvoc;,l.1touµwt KcxAA.lOt~( OU ),11 [fEp]uAAWl Ilt<rTO~E(vou ),I [<I>cx?]vfot 
M~tooc;,I [.1w?]oTEAEl I:wl [XAE?]ouc;, Stvwvtl [TE]Afowvoc;, 'Av,[ ty] I [ 6 ]vwt 'AVEXTOu,lcxpyup[ou 
opcxxµcx[ c;] IMMXXXX:f"RHHHHI P'1.1M7 XCXTCX TOV v9I µoy xcxi XCXTCX <ruyl lypcxcp~v tjy XEll µEVYJV ncxpcx 
'Aµnux[ [] lo[YJ] t· TOUTOU cxnoo[ E] lowxcx<rl TOl<; E'IT1 &plxov,oc; fA.cxuxtcio[ OU] ItEpO'ITOlOl<; 
<PtA.cxt0[ Wl] IEuxAElOY)l opcxxµlcxc; Mfl<lXXXfHHHHl.1.1171-1-1--1-IC· TO oil [A]omov cxpyuptov x[cxi] 11 [ T ]ov 
TOXOV TOY ytv61 µEvov 'ITCXVTL Twtlcxpyup[w [t] O(pElAOU l<rt TWl 0EWl Ol npoocxlvEl<JTC(t xcxi Ol EYYUIYJTCXl. 

Month Bouphonion, according to decree of the demos, from the money coming in we 
loaned to the prodaneistai Timesidemos son of Antikratos, Theodotos son of Hippotadis, 
Ierombrotos son of Mnesikles, Hegesagroas son of Anaximenos, Diodotos son of 
Stesiles, Demeas son of Pythokles, Kallisthenes son of Theorylos, and to their guarantors 
Pleistainetos son ofTeleson, Didymos son ofKallidikos, Geryllos son of Dexis, 
Demotelis son of [So?]kles, Xenon son of Teleson,269 Antigonos son of Anektos, 24,975 
drachmas according to the law and agreement lying with Ampykides. Of which they paid 
back to the hieropoioi Philaithos and Eukleides during the archonship of Glaukiades (281 
BCE) 18,879 drachmas 1.5 obols. The prodaneistai and the guarantors owe the remaining 
money and the accruing interest on the entire principal to the god. 270 

The Delian demos in 282 BCE voted to borrow from the temple of Apollo and drew up 

an agreement. The temple extended a loan of 24,975 drachmas in the month ofBouphonion to 

seven prodaneistai and their anadochoi (guarantors). A state official, Ampykides, acting as a 

269 Fraser and Matthews (1987, 432) identify these individuals, Pleistainetos and Xenon, as 
having different fathers. 
270 The hieropoioi in office during the archonship of Kleostratos (282 BCE), Ampu[kiades] and 
Ana . . . , son of Phillis loaned this money to the prodaneistai and guarantors. The following year ' s 
hieropoioi (281 BCE) most likely ordered the publication of this agreement on the inscribed 
sacred accounts of the previous year. The stone holding these accounts, once opisthographic, is 
now illegible on its reverse side. The stone-cutter for this agreement most likely used the narrow, 
left-hand side of the stone for the inscription because the reverse was taken up with text. The use 
of the sides of the stone often signals new or late-coming financial payments from borrowers or 
renters after the publication of the initial text or an overflow of text because the front and reverse 
are full . See D-Urrbach 1912, 43--4. 
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third party, kept a copy of this agreement in case of dispute. In the following year, 281 BCE, 

these officials repaid 18,879 drachmas and one-and-a-half obols of the 24,975-drachma principal 

to temple hierpoioi Philaithos and Eukleides. The prodaneistai and their guarantors (anadochoi) 

are responsible for repaying the remainder of the principal (6,095 drachmas and 4.5 obols) and 

the resulting loan interest which would be calculated at the time of full repayment. All fourteen 

of these officials served during the archonship of Kleostratos, but they are recorded as making a 

payment during the archonship of Glaukiades the following year, 281 BCE. No other inscription 

records the conclusion of this affair. 

Bogaert271 constructs a dichotomy between private and public prodaneistai. He assigns 

the title of private prodaneistai to individuals who complete this service by themselves without 

the inclusion of any other state officials. There are only two loans SL 7 /SL 8 and SL 16 where 

this occurs. He defines public prodaneistai as individuals who serve in the boule while taking on 

the role ofprodaneistai or who take on this role alongside other state officials who are included 

as recipients of a temple loan like treasurers or secretaries. He then discusses the phasing out of 

private prodaneistai in favor of public prodaneistai because of the difficulty the state had in 

finding volunteers. This is a false dichotomy. Bogaert cannot say whether some individuals are 

"private" prodaneistai because SL 7 /8 or SL 16 does not specify whether the individuals recorded 

are in the boule or not. Taking on the role ofprodaneistai is a service to both the state and to the 

temple which Delos managed with an explicit contract (and an inscribed copy) that spelled out 

explicit financial obligations. The designation of private and public becomes superfluous because 

one is still performing a public service whether or not one is already holding a government 

office. 

27 1 1968, 135-36. 
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After the first appearance ofprodaneistai in 282 BCE, Delos begins to assign them 

greater responsibility for receiving and repaying state loans. (See Figures 4.8a, 4.8b.) There is 

evidence of sixteen loan transactions between 282-250 BCE. Ten survive as the loan agreements 

which list the recipients of the temple loan funds. The remaining six citations are repayments to 

the temple. The prodaneistai (and their anadochoi) appear in ten out of the total sixteen 

agreements between 282-250 BCE.272 Eight agreements list them as recipients of these temple 

loans.273 As there are only ten surviving contract agreements that list the identities of the loan 

receivers between 282-250, this means that 4/5 of lending agreements (80%) include 

prodaneistai. The two other lending agreements that do not bear the names or titles of any 

prodaneistai or anadochoi, SL 9 and SL 12, are very fragmentary. 274 It is nearly certain that the 

original agreements contained this information. 275 Two other inscriptions during this time period 

list prodaneistai as repaying a temple loan (SL 8, SL 16.) The other four instances ofloan 

repayment are from the hands of an individual and state loan revenues (SL 4 (individual), SL 10, 

SL 11, SL 19 (state revenues). Prodaneistai are only responsible for one-third of temple loan 

repayments, despite receiving (nearly) all of the temple loans from this period. Even with the 

addition ofprodaneistai as loan recipients, public revenues still appear as loan security up until 

250 BCE (SL 20, SL 21). 

272 SL 7, SL 14, SL 15, SL 16, SL 17, SL 18, SL 20, SL 21, and SL 22. 
273 SL 14, SL 15, SL 17, SL 18, SL 20, SL 21, and SL 22. 
274 SL 9 is largely unreadable after line 7 4 which begins the loan formula: E] 9C(vdcmµEv ,oD tEpoD 
cxpyup[ou XC(,cx ,ov v6µov [XC(t XC(,cx <ruyypw:pcxc;?] ~ou).* xEAEuofo[YJ<; - - - -]. The boule ordered 
the loan agreement, but the stone's deteriorated condition prevents positive identification of 
officials or their titles following the introductory formula. SL 12 is very fragmentary. Only the 
far left and right edges of the stone remain legible and this is where evidence of a loan is 
preserved alongside the name of one state receiving official. The names of the polis, the 
prodaneistai and anadochoi were no doubt also part of this agreement, but they do not survive. 
275 This will be shown in the following paragraph. 
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This period of thirty-two years (282-250 BCE) shows Delos conducting loan transactions 

with two different methods of loan repayment: prodaneistai and prosodoi. This is a change from 

the earliest loans from which we have evidence, in 297 BCE, such as SL 5 (cited supra) and SL 

6, where Delos is the only listed recipient and its revenues are the only form of repayment. State 

revenues are the only explicit form of security that survives during this period, but the loan 

agreement of SL 7 and its repayment in SL 8 may cast doubt on whether state revenues were the 

sole form of loan security. This loan, translated above in its entirety, shows the prodaneistai and 

their anadochoi are entirely responsible for receiving and repaying the state loan and any interest 

that would result. This system ofprodaneistai and their own guarantors makes the need for state 

revenues as loan security redundant. I propose that the disappearance of state revenue as security 

in the Delian epigraphic record is causally tied to the growth in importance to the prodaneistai 

whose own money and belongings ( as well as that of their anadochoi) are offered as security in 

place of the state's. Ifprodaneistai were to bear full responsibility for state-temple loans, then 

their own property and that of their guarantors should stand as security. SL 20 and SL 21 show 

prodaneistai receiving these temple loans and bearing the responsibility for repayment, but 

Delos secures the loans with public revenue. SL 22, contracted in the same year as SL 20 and SL 

21, however, is not identified as having state revenues as security. The reason for this gap is 

unclear, but, contrasted with these first two loans, it could be that prodanesitai were for securing 

the loans. 

The creation and development of this system ofprodaneistai cannot be traced to any 

decree or sacred law in the Delian epigraphic corpus. One clue as to its origins is the important 

role Athenis played in SL 4 of paying down part of a state loan. This act established a precedent 

by which an individual-whether or not he held official state office-repaid a state loan on his 
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own accord. I argue that this event planted the idea in the minds of Delian state officials of 

having individuals repay loans contracted by the state. Athenis made his repayment in 300 BCE; 

the first surviving appearance ofprodaneistai occurred eighteen years later in 282 BCE. In the 

intervening time or at some fixed point in between (which does not survive), state officials 

created the position of state loan guarantor, outlined the legal responsibilities and financial 

vetting process of those taking on the role, and began to put them into service. The position of 

prodaneista, once instituted, though, did not become the standard form of repayment as state 

revenues formed the method ofrepayment in 279,278, and 250 BCE. 

Temple loan agreements with the state from 250 BCE to the end of independence expand 

the number of officials who receive temple loans and simplify the formula for repayment. In 246 

BCE, the state treasurers (tamiai) begin to be included in receiving loan transactions (SL 23). 

They are absent from the following loan in 224 BCE (SL 26), but they appear in every loan 

extension with two exceptions (SL 55, 69) until the end of independence. Starting in 218 BCE, 

five entities are named in each loan extension: the prodaneistai, the polis, one or both secretaries, 

the boule, and the treasurers.276 These five officials become the standard set ofrecipients ofloans 

from 218 onwards. Sixteen of twenty-one remaining loans down to the end of independence 

include all five of these parties as recipients; 277 this must have grown to become standard 

protocol as it had lasted for a period of over seventy-five years. Repayment of temple loans 

276 Vial (1984, 110-11) argues the inclusion of the treasurers, the secretaries, and the designation 
of the prodaneistai as members of the boule is part the increasing charge of the boule to take 
responsibility for the state's spending by having their own members responsible for the loans and 
repayment. This designation ofprodaneistai who are in the boule is used as proof by Bogaert 
and Vial to show that those officials who do not bear this designation were not members of the 
boule. 
277 SL 60 lists no prodaneistai. SL 38, 57, SL 69 are all fragmentary and would have plenty of 
room for the new officials. SL 3 7 has no secretaries listed as recipients. 
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becomes simplified where the treasurers become the sole officials listed during repayment. Both 

prodaneistai and treasurers are listed in 235/4 (SL 24), but in each loan repayment thereafter 

after 218 BCE, a total of twenty-five repayments, twenty-two list the treasurers as the agents of 

repayment. Three repayments, SL 64, 71, and 73, are fragmentary and do not include the name 

of a treasurer, but, following the trajectory of these repayments, they almost certainly would 

have included their names. The standardization of formula and lending procedure after 250 BCE 

held firm in spite of the large-scale changes in which state officials handled repayments of 

temple funds after 192 BCE. 

The standardization of loan recipients and repayers after this date does not change the 

prime importance ofprodaneistai in loan repayment. State and temple officials standardized the 

procedure of money handling; they did not change the identity or responsibility of those 

collecting money for repayment. The five listed recipients of temple loans after 250 BCE are the 

prodaneistai, polis, boule, treasurers, and secretary. They serve to supplement the two standard 

recipients of the polis and prodaneistai who had received every loan extension since 269 BCE. 

The additional three recipients-the boule, secretaries, and the treasurers-highlight the body in 

which the prodaneistai, secretary, and treasurers, served (boule), and identify the individuals 

(tamiai) who handled the temple money upon receipt from the sacred officials and upon 

repayment to the temple. Secretaries, outside this context, are never recorded as handling money. 

Prior to 250 BCE, secretaries are only listed as being present during a loan extension such as SL 

5. They were, in effect, witnesses to prove the validity of the transaction. It is probably in this 

context that they were included as loan recipients. Treasurers are the state's designated money 

handlers. They were responsible for handling the transfer of money from the temple to the state 

and setting up the repayment from the state to the temple of Apollo. They do not use their own 
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funds for repayment. The vocabulary and procedure of repayment shows the importance of the 

treasurers in the act ofrepayment and not financial responsibility ofrepayment. SL 27, 30, and 

36 record the treasurers as setting up repayment in the temple. All repayments to the temple after 

192 BCE are held by a bank in a sealed vessel until the treasurer takes it into custody and sets up 

repayment in the temple (e.g. SL 40 supra). 

Prodaneistai and their anadochoi served a crucial economic function to the Delian state 

through loan repayment. The boule managed a system of state loan guarantors between its first 

appearance in 282 BCE until the end of Delian independence. These individuals served as 

prodaneistai while serving in the boule or if in the case of SL 7 /8 when their presence in the 

boule is uncertain, the boule still oversaw their service. Their individual financial contributions 

allowed the larger system of state lending to continue because the state could rely on resources 

beyond its own revenue to secure and repay loans. In order to understand the role ofprodaneistai 

in the larger system of temple borrowing, it becomes necessary to understand the political and 

economic lives of these state loan guarantors and how they were managed by the boule. Only 

with a firm understanding of how these individuals were integrated into a system of temple 

lending can one understand the longevity of this system, the motivations and incentives the polis 

drew on for encouraging service as aprodaneistai and the boule's goal in the creation and 

maintenance of this system. 

A survey ofprodaneistai and their guarantors reveals they are the political and economic 

apex ofDelian society.278 (See Figures 4.10a, 4.10b, 4.lla, 4.llb.) A total of fifty-four 

individuals appear in the epigraphic corpus as prodaneistai.279 Forty-seven have both their name 

278 I use Vial's numbering of these officials from this point forward. 
279 There are seven individuals in SL 3 7 who appear in the dative case who Vial does not identify 
as prodaneistai: Androlas son ofEukleidos, Ameinias ofDexitheos, Didymos son ofDemakos, 
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and patronym is preserved; seven of these individuals only have their first name or their first 

name and part of their patronym preserved280 and so it is difficult to positively identify them in 

the Delian corpus. Since the identities of these seven men cannot be followed, and no additional 

information about their lives and careers can be gained, they will be removed from consideration 

for the following analysis. With respect to office holding, twenty-eight of the remaining forty

seven officials held other offices in addition to prodaneistai, nineteen have no other career 

testimonia beyond their role as prodaneistai. 281 Eight of these twenty-eight office holders held 

the archonship.282 Thirteen individuals, nearly half, held the office of hieropoios.283 Nine held 

the office of treasurer. 284 Six were secretary of the polis.285 Three were the epimelete of a public 

works project.286 Two served as president of the assembly.287 In addition, seven moved decrees 

in the boule showing active participation in the political process. 288 Fifteen of twenty-eight 

prodaneistai held one other office. Nine prodaneistai held two other offices while two held three 

other positions. 289 

Epainetos (son of Zenotimos?), (Sotion?) ... son fDemocharos, Themistagoras son ofLampon, 
Diaitios (son of Agorallos?) When several types of officials are named in a loan, such as 
secretaries, treasurers, etc., the last individuals named are the prodaneistai (Bogaert 1968, 134-
37). These seven individuals, however, are not identified with a government office. Their exact 
function in the inscription remains a mystery. 
28 °Figure 10a, nos. 20, 25, 27, 36, 43, 44, and 54. I follow Vial's analysis (1984, 357-66) of 
these figures. 
281 Figure 10a, nos. 1, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15, 19, 22, 26, 28, 34, 35, 41, 42, 45, 48, 49, 51, 52. 
282 Figure 10a, nos. 5, 9, 18, 30, 31, 38, 46, 47. 
283 Figure 10a, nos. 2, 5, 12, 14, 18, 21, 23, 29, 31, 37, 38, 40, and 53. 
284 Figure 10a, nos. 11, 17, 21, 29, 32, 38, 40, 50, and 53. 
285 Figure 10a, nos. 3, 7, 11, 16, 24, and 30. 
286 Figure 10a, nos. 7, 13, and 30. 
287 Figure 10a, nos. 33, and 39. 
288 Figure 10a, nos. 3, 7, 9, 10, 11, 18, and 46. Mnesalkos authored three decrees: IG XI 4.558, 
559,560. 
289 The numbers ofprodaneistai who held one or more offices are given in table (See Figure 
4.12). 
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Twenty-four prodaneistai leave evidence of their economic transactions and standing on 

Delos. (See Figure lOb.) Four of these twenty-four individuals act as choregoi. Theorylos serves 

as choregos twice for a total five choregia among the group ofprodaneistai.290 One individual, 

Demenous son of Sosidemos, is a tax farmer. 291 Seven leased property from the sanctuary. Four 

leased sacred property on the neighboring island of Rheneia292 while three others leased estates 

on Delos.293 Eight took out personal loans from the temple of Apollo.294 Six of eight loan 

principals can be reconstructed: 150, 175,200, 300 (twice), and 500 drachmas.295 Four 

individuals acted as loan guarantors to individuals who borrowed from the temple of Apollo.296 

These individuals frequently appear as dedicators to the temple. Seven prodaneistai have 

inscribed dedications, but all of their dedications were made while they held other political 

office.297 For example, Phokaieus son of Phokaieus who was prodaneista before 192 BCE made 

a dedication in 191 BCE during his tenure as hieropoios and in 179 BCE during his tenure as 

treasurer. No other individual dedicates to the temple outside serving in an official capacity. 

Holding office appears to be a service to the temple which once completed may obviate an 

individual's need or desire to make a dedication. 

290 Stesilos (I) son ofSkymnos (Figure llb no.14) in 282 BCE, Theorylos (I) son ofDiaktorides 
in 284 and 282 BCE (Figure 1 lb no. 15), Sosidemos (I) son ofNikon in 268-61 BCE (Figure 1 lb 
no. 17) and Phokaieus son of Phokaieus in 171 BCE (Figure 1 lb no. 38). 
291 Figure 10b no. 29. 
292 Figure 1Ob: Timesidemos son of Antikrates (no. 7) leased Charoneia, Polyxenos (I) son of 
Aresimbrotos leased Panormos (no. 16); Xenokrates son ofHierombrotos leased half of 
Chareteia (no. 18) and Nikias (I) son ofEuelthon farmed in Rheneia (no. 47). 
293 Figure 10b: Hegesagoras son of Anaximenes (no. 3) leased the land the Athenian general 
Nikias dedicated, Polybos (I) son of Diodotos leased the property called Sosimacheia (no. 13), 
and Theorylos son ofDiaktorides leased Phoinikes (no. 16). 
294 Figure 10b nos. 4, 11, 12, 24, 29, 31, 34, and 39. 
295 Figure 10b nos. 29, 24, 12, 39, 11, and 4. The two loans whose principals cannot be 
reconstructed are 31 and 34. 
296 Figure 10b nos. 4, 5, 8, and 23. 
297 Figure 10b nos. 23, 29, 33, 38, 40, 47, and 53. 
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A summary of the political careers and economic standing of the anadochoi reveal that 

they are among the Delian elite. (See Figures 4.11 a, 4.11 b) Eleven officials survive in the record 

as guarantors for the prodaneistai. One official, a son of Dexis,298 only has a partially preserved 

first name and so cannot be tracked in the epigraphic corpus. He has been removed from 

consideration from the following observations. The remaining ten provide sufficient information 

so that they can be followed in the Delian records. Seven of the ten remaining officials held 

office.299 All seven of these officials held the office of hieropoios; Kallisthenes held the office of 

archon in addition to hieropoios. 300 Anadochoi are not recorded as holding any other political 

office besides these two or authoring any state decrees. Six leave an epigraphic record relating to 

their wealth and financial transactions on Delos.301 Two individuals, Androteles son of Sokrates 

and Antigonos son of Anektos leased Apollo's estates on the island of Rheneia. 302 Two others, 

Geryllos son of Pistoxenos and Skymnos (I) son of Phanodikos leased sacred estates on Delos 

proper.303 Only one individual, Pleistainetos son of Teleson provided a choregos.304 One 

individual, Demenous, was a tax farmer. 305 No anadochos borrowed or guaranteed a personal 

loan from the temple of Apollo or is recorded as inscribing a dedication to the temple. 

The comparatively rare appearance of anadochoi in the epigraphic record make it 

difficult to analyze patterns in their political office holding and economic standing. Only three 

298 Figure 11 a, no. 6. 
299 Figure lla, nos. 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, and 11. 
30°Figure 11 a, no. 9. 
301 Figure llb, nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 10. 
302 Figure 11b, nos. 2, 3. 
303 Figure 11b, nos. 4, 10. 
304 Figure 11b, no. 5. Pleistainetos served as choregos contemporaneously with Stesileos (I) son 
of Skymnos (Figure 10b, no. 14) and Theorylos (I) son ofDiaktorides (Figure 10b, no. 15) who 
both were later to become prodaneistai in the same year of 269 BCE. 
305 Figure 11b, no. 7. 
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inscriptions, SL 7, SL 15, and SL 17, contain anadochoi which list a total of eleven individuals. 

The time frame of these inscriptions is limited to thirteen years, from 282 BCE-269 BCE. Any 

conclusions to be drawn from these individuals would be tentative. Their restricted appearance 

makes it difficult to determine whether any patterns concerning their political and economic 

service are limited to the frame in which they appear or would stretch over the course of Delian 

independence. Eleven names survive, but each prodaneista had his own guarantor. There were 

potentially fifty-four separate anadochoi provided that they could not guarantee more than one 

loan at a time. 

Anadochoi disappear from the epigraphic record in 269 BCE with SL 17, but this does 

not mean that there were no loan guarantors for prodaneistai from this point forward as Bogaert 

argues! 306 He says that with the addition of state officials as loan recipients, this provided 

sufficient guarantee of loan repayment. I argue that the lack of anadochoi is an epigraphic 

convention and not an absence of the need to provide guarantors for all of these officials. The 

complete version of the loan agreement which lay deposited with a state official would contain 

the entire list of individuals responsible for the loan. The inscribed copy of the agreement is a 

truncated version of this full agreement and so the exclusion of these officials most likely can be 

explained because it was not thought immediately necessary. All temple loans to both state and 

individual recipients require security and guarantors. The decision to not inscribe these officials 

by name does not mean a change in temple lending practices, solely one of epigraphic 

convention. 

Several observations can be made from the collection of this data. The temple of Apollo 

is the primary economic beneficiary of both prodaneistai and anadochoi. All seven prodaneistai 

306 1968, 136. 
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and four anadochoi who elsewhere appear as property renters rent Apollo's estates on Rheneia 

and Delos itself.307 Eight prodaneistai who engage in private loan transactions borrow from the 

temple of Apollo.308 Four guarantee loans for individuals who borrow from the temple of 

Apollo.309 Hierombrotos son of Mnesikles both borrows from the temple and guarantees a temple 

loan in 280 BCE. These individuals consistently place their resources at the disposal of the 

temple rather than the polis of Delos. Only two individuals serve as tax farmers for the state.310 

Five individuals provided a total of six choruses for the annual Apollonia state festival during 

independence. This is an extremely low number. Each year, there were sixteen plays performed 

which received funding from a choregos. There are twenty-eight preserved lists whose dates 

range from 284-170 BCE of individuals who funded these choruses. 311 These lists preserve the 

names of 448 choregoi (sixteen per year x twenty-eight lists). Prodaneistai and anadochoi 

provided only six of 448 choruses (.01 %) for state festivals . These individuals' financial 

holdings and transactions clearly show the dominance of the temple ofApollo in their financial 

transactions. They rent Apollo's estates, borrow from the temple of Apollo, guarantee the loans 

of others who borrow from the temple, and then use their own money to repay state loans from 

the temple of Apollo. 

This pattern of devoting economic resources towards the temple of Apollo finds a 

political parallel in the office holding of these individuals. Prodaneistai and anadochoi served as 

sanctuary officials (hieropoioi) with more frequency than any other office. Seven of ten 

307 Prodaneistai: Figure 10b nos. 3, 7, 13, 15, 16, 18, 47. Anadochoi: Figure 1 lb nos. 2, 3, 4, 10. 
308 Figure 10b nos. 4, 11, 12, 24, 29, 31, 34, 39. 
309 Figure 10b nos. 4, 5, 8, 23. 
310 One is a prodaneista (Figure 1 Ob no. 29) and one is an anadochos (Figure 11b no. 7). 
311 IG XI 2.105-33. The documents with preserved dates are 284,282,280,279 275 268 265, 
261,259,255,236,224,215,200, ca. 192, ca. 179, before 171, and 170 BCE. Seven are not 
dated. 
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identifiable anadochoi held this office. Thirteen of the forty-seven identifiable prodaneistai 

(28%) held the archonship as well. More prodaneistai held the office of hieropoios than any 

other. Together, twenty of these fifty-seven officials (35%), both prodaneistai and anadochoi, 

held this office. Service as hieropoioi extended their service to the temple of Apollo from 

financial, contractual obligations as loan guarantors and renters into sacred officials performing 

civic and sacred obligations. 

There is no delineated progression of government offices into which service as 

prodaneista or anadochos fits. Fourteen individuals held office before beingprodaneista.312 This 

number includes three individuals, Kallisthenes son ofTheorylos, Mnesalkos son of 

Telesarchides, and Euxenides son of Phokaieus who held both of their offices beforehand and 

Mermis son ofNikarchos who held all three of his offices beforehand.313 Seven individuals held 

office after serving as prodaneista;314 three of these individuals, Timesidemos son of Antikrates, 

Demenous son of Sosidemos, and Polyxenos son of Parmenion each held both of their offices 

afterwards; Phokaieus son of Phokaieus held all three offices after beingprodaneistai.315 Polybos 

son of Diodotos held the role ofprodaneista contemporaneously with that of epimelete in 269 

BCE.316 Two other individuals held prodaneista between other offices.31 7 Xenokrates son of 

Hiermbrotos was hieropoios in 252 BCE, prodaneista in 250, and archon in 244 BCE. 

Antigonos son ofTelesarchides was hieropoios between 225-220 BCE,prodaneista in 218 BCE, 

and treasurer in 206 BCE. Two others have unclear dates associated with the offices they held 

312 Figure 10a, nos. 2, 3, 5, 9, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 30, 37, 46, 47, and 53. 
313 Figure 10a, nos. 5, 11, 53, and 30 respectively. 
314 Figure 10a, nos. 7, 24, 29, 31, 32, 38, and 50. 
315 Figure 10a, nos. 7, 29, and 31. 
316 Figure 10a, no. 13. 
31 7 Figure 10a, nos. 18 and 21. 
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and it is not possible to establish a clear timeline of office-holding.31 8 Similar to the careers of 

prodaneistai, there seems to have been no cursus honorum for political office for the guarantors 

of the prodaneistai. Two individuals were anadochos before they held the role of hieropoios. 319 

Five held the role ofprodaneista guarantor after they held political office. 320 

There is no standard set of economic qualifications for these individuals to serve as either 

prodaneistai or anadochoi besides being a citizen and having access to money. Prodaneistai who 

leased property from the sanctuary of Apollo held the lease before, during, and after their 

service.321 Those who leased temple property at Rheneia leased it before, during, and after 

service as prodaneista. 322 Those who served as choregoi were more likely to hold this office 

before beingprodaneistai, as three out of four choregoi did so.323 Those who borrowed from the 

temple of Apollo are almost evenly split between borrowing before serving as prodaneistai (four 

people)324 and those who borrowed afterwards (three people).325 Only one case is unclear.326 

Guarantors of individual loans from the temple of Apollo were more likely to guarantee loans 

after their service as prodaneistai, but, as there are only four cases of this, these results are very 

31 8 Diogenes son of Teleson (Figure 10a, no. 23) is prodaneista in 218 BCE. The date when he 
holds his post as hieropoios is dated to either 231 or 202 BCE; it is unclear, therefore, whether he 
held his financial post before or after serving as hieropoios. Xenokleides (I) son of Andromenes 
(Figure 10a, no. 40) has a terminus ante quern of 192 BCE for holdingprodaneista. This makes 
it unclear whether he held this office contemporaneously with or before his other offices of 
hieropoios (193 BCE) and treasurer (197 BCE). 
319 Figure 11b, nos. 5, 11. 
32°Figure 1 lb, nos. 1, 2, 7, 9, 10. Kallisthenes (no. 9) is an anadochos after serving both as 
archon and hieropoios. 
321 Before (Figure 1 lb, no. 16), during (nos.16, 18) and after (nos. 7, 47). 
322 Before (Figure llb, no.15), during (no. 13), and after (no. 3). 
323 Figure 11b, nos. 14, 15 (two times), and 17 held the position before prodaneistai. Only one 
held it afterwards (no. 38). 
324 Figure 10b, nos. 11, 12, 31, and 34 
325 Figure 10b, nos. 4, 24, and 29. 
326 Figure 10b, no. 39. 
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tentative.327 This picture is duplicated with anadochoi. Three out of four who leased temple 

property did so after performing office328 while one, Skymos, leased property nearly thirty years 

before doing his service. 329 One individual, Pleistainetos, was choregos contemporaneously with 

role of anadochos.330 Demenous was a tax farmer after being guarantor. 331 No other anadochos 

dedicated to the temple of Apollo, borrowed from the temple, or acted as a guarantor for a 

temple loan. 

Delos adjusted both the number of these officials attached to temple loans and the 

frequency of their service. There was always a minimum of two prodaneistai per loan; when the 

anadochoi, the guarantors of the prodaneistai, are factored in, this means at least four individuals 

guaranteed each loan. The number of these officials ( and their guarantors) increased with a 

loan's size. Threeprodaneistai appear for a loan of 5,541.5 drachmas (SL 35), four for a loan of 

51,634.5 drachmas (SL 28), seven for a loan of 24,975 drachmas (SL 7), and eight for a loan of 

14,400 drachmas (SL 37). The number of officials attached to a loan does not grow at a fixed 

rate. The differing financial resources of these individuals are the most likely explanation for the 

uneven number of officials attached to each loan. More are needed for a larger loan, but their 

individual financial reach may have been less. These prodaneistai and their anadochoi may also 

have chosen to guarantee loans with certain individuals whom they knew and trusted through a 

record of political service or other economic or social activity to the state. 

327 Three people guaranteed after beingprodanesitai (Figure 10b, nos. 4, 5, and 23) and one held 
it before (no. 8). 
328 Figure 11b, nos. 2, 3, and 4. 
329 Figure 11b, no. 10. 
33°Figure 11b, no. 5. 
331 Figure llb, no. 7. 
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The overwhelming majority ofprodaneistai and their anadochoi only serve once. Forty

four offorty-sevenprodaneistai (94%) and all ten named anadochoi serve only once. Two 

prodaneistai serve twice in the same year and one serves twice over a period of four years. 

Polybos son of Diodotos332 is prodaneista for two loans in 269 BCE, SL 14 and SL 18, for 700 

and 2,000 drachmas, respectively. Demeas son of Autokles,333 was prodaneista for SL 15 and 

also SL 18, along with Polybos. Both loans occurred in 269 BCE and were for 2,400 and 2,000 

drachmas respectively. Only one official, Ktesonides son of Amphitalos, served as prodaneista 

twice. He served in 179 BCE (SL 55) and four years later in 175 BCE (SL 59). The principal is 

not preserved for SL 55, but that of SL 59 was 190 drachmas. That these officials served once 

must have been by Delian state design. They were not responsible for all the loans contracted for 

the duration of a year. Several inscriptions reveal multiple loans extended to the polis in the 

course of a single year: two for 218 BCE (SL 28, 29), three for 208 BCE (SL 34, 35, 37), three 

for 175 BCE (57, 58, 59), and four for 269 BCE (SL 14, 15, 17, 18). Polybos and Demeas, listed 

above, both serve twice in 269 BCE. The process of selecting prodaneistai is not clearly defined 

in the epigraphic record. They were not chosen at the outset of the calendar year or archonship 

because it was unknown if or how many loans the state would need that year. Since they did not 

guarantee the entire year's loan transactions, they must have been chosen or selected from the 

boule on an ad hoc basis. These officials must have also taken care to consider their resources 

and those of their anadochoi before taking on this responsibility. 

An analysis of this data shows two distinct patterns of behavior or motivations: that of the 

officials themselves in service to the temple and that of the state in order to derive maximum 

332 Figure 10a, no. 13. 
333 Figure 10a, no. 9. 
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benefit as debtor to the temple. The prodaneistai were the political and economic peak of Delian 

society. They served in the boule and held one or more offices in addition to serving in the 

council. When their service as loan guarantors is placed into the larger context of their political 

careers and their economic background, several things become clear. The greatest economic 

commonality among these officials is that their financial activity is largely based around 

transactions with the temple of Apollo, not the polis of Delos. The office ofprodaneista and 

anadochos is not part of any progression of political offices despite being a state-created 

position. Individuals took this office in the knowledge that it was not a stepping stone toward 

higher or other offices. Nineteen individuals were prodaneista and held no other position in the 

Delian government. The state did not offer any incentives to individuals themselves for accepting 

this duty. No one of these officials receives state honors or awards for the completion of this 

service. There is little civic incentive to take on this responsibility: one's own money is used to 

repay the temple on account of a state loan, the position is not used as a stepping stone or as 

leverage into another office, and there is no state recognition for completion of service. These 

individuals drew their motivation for completing this service not through expectation of civic 

recognition but because it was another method of service to the temple albeit through state 

institutions. These individuals repaid the temple (with interest) from their own funds and 

although acting as state agents, their repayments ultimately served the temple. Their service to 

the temple through the state then contextualizes their pursuit of the position of hieropoios 

because this was another means of service to the temple through the institution of a state office 

holding. 

The financial services the prodaneistai and anadochoi performed for the temple of 

Apollo on behalf of Delos must have had a motivation separate from serving the Delian state. 
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The system ofprodaneista must be understood against the background of Delos initially using its 

own state revenues for repayment and for security. Delos accomplished two goals by 

implementing the system of public loan guarantors. Prodaneistai freed incoming polis revenue 

from lending repayment and security obligations. Each subsequent loan Delos borrowed from the 

temple resulted in successively larger amounts of current and future revenue being devoted to 

repayments and security. In order to balance repayments and financing for current needs, Delos 

would have to strike a balance. It would have to find a means to generate as much tax revenue as 

possible in order to be able to repay its debts while also spending as needed. This would involve 

the creation of further taxes, trade incentives, or the alteration/expansion of trading facilities. Or 

it would have to unburden its incoming revenue from security and repayment in order to be able 

to provide all of its essential services and decrease the chance of default and seizure of its assets. 

The system ofprodaneistai managed by the boule decreased the chances of state default 

through a diffusion of financial responsibility. The burden of security and repayment no longer 

rested solely on commerce-generated tax revenue. The fluctuating amount of commercial 

revenue whether positive or negative could not be consistently counted upon for repayment. 

Multiple individuals, both the prodaneistai and their own set of guarantors, placed their own 

wealth at the disposal of the state for each state loan. This system had several forms of 

redundancy which state revenues did not. Each prodaneista had his own loan guarantor. Since 

there were at least two prodaneistai (and two guarantors for each loan), with a bare minimum of 

four officials per loan, the financial impact on each individual was lessened. Should both a 

prodaneista' s and an anadochos' resources fall short or fail, other officials attached onto the 

same loan could have stepped in to help. The limited scope of the duties for these officials also 

aided in lessening risk. Each official only guaranteed one loan-two at most. This system 
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allowed Delos to borrow whatever funds it needed without having to rely on its own revenue for 

repayment.334 This would buffer Delos from long-term dependency on incoming revenues for 

repayment and periodic shortfalls in income which would require more loans. 

Delos clearly developed the system of state loan guarantors for its own financial 

advantage. It removed the current and future economic burden of loan repayment from incoming 

revenue and transferred it onto the shoulders of individuals under the auspices of a public liturgy 

or euergetism. The period of time in which Delos used state revenues as well as prodaneistai for 

repayment, 282-250 BCE, can be interpreted as a trial period to test the solvency of this new 

system while having state revenues ready in the form of security or revenues should it fail. The 

disappearance of state revenues as repayment and security proves the success of this system. 

This system ofprodaneista encouraged the polis to borrow for its needs while also being able to 

properly vet local citizens. Delos did not have to rely on monetary gifts or loans from foreign 

powers, but rather it used the economic resources of individuals from the island itself. The 

rewards these individuals received for their service did not come from the polis itself, despite the 

fact they clearly performed services for the state. These individuals act to repay and guarantee 

the loans; the real state benefactor, in this context, is the temple itself because it is Apollo's lent 

funds which pay for state services. The recognition of repayment appears in the temple records 

and appears as service to the temple. Delos' stinginess in bestowing honors to these officials 

could have been a calculated policy to not dilute the temple's services to the state. These officials 

are solely repaying the temple for its services. The recognition these officials received is in their 

334 Delos, however, did not have an inexhaustible supply ofprodaneistai upon which to rely. It 
could not shift the totality of its financial needs onto these officials as this system would 
collapse. The state borrowed a maximum of four loans a year from the temple of Apollo; this 
may be the maximum amount of financial obligation it felt it could derive from this system 
without suffering financial consequences. 
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appearance in the temple records themselves-the only records of such transactions that survive. 

These officials with their history of financial ties to the temple through property rentals, 

dedications, personal loans, and guarantors of personal loans, had provided services for the 

benefit of Apollo without the medium of the state. The lack of sufficient political 

acknowledgment of their services did not dissuade them from service to the temple. Service to 

the temple and to Apollo, displayed through the temple's inscribed records, was sufficient in and 

of itself. 

D.2 Calculation of Repayments and Interest 

The temple of Apollo extended loans and received repayment from the state throughout 

the calendar year. (See Figure 4.13) Sacred records show that hieropoioi extended loans to Delos 

on eight separate months and they, in tum, received repayment on three different months of the 

year.335 They are spread fairly evenly throughout the year except for the first and third months, 

Lenaion and Galaxion. 336 The distribution of these loans and repayments over the course of the 

calendar year is, most likely, a coincidence of survival. 

The majority of loan repayments to the state, nine of eleven cases, falls in the month of 

Posideon. These repayments, all for separate loans, appear over a twenty-plus year period: 192, 

180, 179, 173, 172 BCE and one undated inscription. All of the repayments during Posideon 

were transferred through banks in sealed vessels. It is difficult to speak in absolute terms about 

335 The temple extended loans during the months of Lenaion (three), Ieron (one), Galaxion (two), 
Artemision (one), Hekatombaion (one), Bouphonion (one), Aresion (one), and Poseidon (one). 
336 The temple did not extend any loans during the months of Thargelion, Panemon, Metageiton, 
and Apatourion. The temple received payment during the months of Galaxion (one), Panemon 
(one), and Poseidon (nine). The months ofLenaion, Ieron, Artemision, Thargelion, 
Hekatombion, Metageiton, Bouphonion, Apatourion, and Aresion do not show any evidence of 
repayments. 
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repayments because of this small surviving sample size, but, at the very least, it appears that 

there is a pattern of behavior in which Delos chose Posideon as its preferred month of 

repayment. One possible explanation for this pattern rests in the terms of agreement to which the 

state agreed. Delos chose to repay its loans this particular month because it was in its financial 

interest to do so. 

One inscription shows that the temple of Apollo offered an interest-free grace period to 

Delos that ran until the end of the year in which it borrowed the loan. Interest would only begin 

to be calculated on the first month of the following year. A temple loan to Delos of 2,000 

drachmas during or after the month ofHekatombaion in the year 250 BCE concludes that the 

interest period would begin the month ofLenaion, the first month of the following year, during 

the archonship of the archon Kallimos (SL 17): &pxEt ,oD ,6xou µEic; AYJvmwv 6bd KctAAtµou . This is 

the only explicit statement explaining how the temple calculated loan interest to Delos. These 

conditions may have been specific to this agreement alone, but I believe this to have been the 

standard arrangement of assigning the beginning of the interest period for a temple loan to the 

state. This arrangement acted as an incentive for Delos to repay loans quickly. This incentive, I 

argue, directly affected Delos ' behavior because it chose to maximize the amount of allotted time 

it had during the grace period to repay its debts. This, in tum, explains why nine of these 

repayments occurred in Posideon, the last month of the year. None of the eleven inscriptions 

which record the month ofpolis ' loan repayment to the temple. None mentions any interest paid 

to the temple and so the repayments must have been made during this grace period. As nine of 

these repayments were made during the final month of the year, it would appear that Delos took 

the maximum amount of time it could in order to collect or repay money owed to the temple 

before the interest period began. 
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There is only one recorded loan which explicitly discusses future interest payments in the 

Delian corpus. SL 8, a repayment in the year of 281 BCE, concludes with the following 

statement (IG XI 2.158B39-45): 

TO otl [A]omov cxpyuptov x[cd] 11 [,]ov TOXOV ,oy ytv61 µEvov 'ITCXVTL Twtlcxpyup[w[ l] O(pElAOUl<rt TWl 0EWl 
Ol npoocxlvEl<JTC(L )(C([ Ol EYYUIYJTCXl. 

The prodaneistai and guarantors owe the remaining money and the interest accruing on 
the entire principal to the god. 

Unfortunately, there is no date (month) attached to this repayment. It is not possible to know the 

number of months this loan had been extended. One clue as to the length of the loan is the 

discussion of interest itself. This repayment (SL 8) is for the loan SL 7 which was extended to 

Delos during the ninth month of the year, Bouphonion. Since the grace period for loans lasts 

until the end of the month Posideon, three months after Bouphonion, this would suggest that the 

loan was extended for a minimum of three months during the time of this repayment. 

This repayment reveals three additional elements to the temple's lending agreements to 

the polis of Delos. First, the temple did not allow Delos or its prodaneistai to designate payments 

as either defraying the principal or the interest. Principal came first; interest followed. Second, 

the temple calculated the interest on the full amount of the principal until the principal was 

entirely repaid. Interest would continue to be charged in full until the principal was paid back. 

Prodaneistai would then pay off any accruing interest. Third, the amount of interest due to the 

temple in the case of SL 8 is not calculated. I would argue that interest was calculated on a 

month-to-month basis. The phrase, [,] ov ,6xov ,oy ytv6 IµEvov, specifically the participle, clearly 

shows that the interest is not a flat, set amount of the principal. It is something that will continue 

to grow and will need to be calculated. The phrase from SL 1 7 quoted above discussing the start 

of the interest period in the month ofLenaion adds to the argument of the open-ended calculation 
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of interest. The interest period begins on a particular month, not at the time of the loan 

transaction itself. The temple, therefore, could not calculate the amount of interest due until the 

principal was repaid in full . 

Once this grace period drew to a close, the temple appears to have charged Delos month

to-month interest. The epigraphic record does not explicitly state the temporal unit by which 

interest was calculated, but the preserved loan agreements argue for a month-to-month basis. The 

temple did not include its usual assigned, flat-interest rate of ten percent of the principal at the 

time of the loan transaction. This lack of information about the interest period or rate is in direct 

contrast with the other recipients of the temple's lending contracts. When individuals borrowed 

from the temple, it assigned them a flat interest rate of ten percent of the principal at the time of 

the loan contract itself (ID 399A104-5): 

'ITC(pCX IloAU~EVOU TOU Ntxcivopou TOXOV ov E(pY) O(pElAElV TOU lEpoD cxpyup[ou ~[7)· }(C([ TO OCXVElOV o E(pY) 
OC(VEL<m[ (J'] I[0]m ,oD tEpoD cxpyup[ou 7rC(p' tEponotwv IloAu~ouA.ou XC(L 'Op0oxAfouc; H~~f7H-IIII-

From Polyxenos son ofNikander, interest which he said he owes from the sacred money: 
15 dr. ¼ obols. And the loan which he said to be loaned from the sacred money from the 
hieropoioi Polyboulos and Orthokles: 127 drachmas, 4 obols. 

The temple of Apollo, thus, did not charge Delos an interest rate of ten percent at the time of 

transaction. Since the temple offered its grace period, it may have deemed it necessary to 

inscribe information about interest only if Delos made payments after this period expired. The 

month is the only unit of time that is consistently provided in loan agreements and repayments. 

This would argue that the month is the period of time for calculating interest and that the way in 

which interest was calculated was open-ended. 

The temple of Apollo derived both short-term and long-term benefit from the structure of 

its interest plan with the polis of Delos. The temple benefitted in the short term because its 

interest-free grace period encouraged rapid repayment of debt. Should Delos make timely 
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repayment, the temple would have readily available money at hand to lend should the state or 

another client need a loan. Once the grace period expired, the month-to-month interest rate 

further benefitted the temple, on the one hand, by incentivizing rapid repayment, and, on the 

other, the open-ended time extension of the loan meant the temple would continue to earn 

interest until the loan was repaid. The temple's rules that interest was calculated only on the 

entire sum of the principal and that interest could not be paid off until the principal was paid in 

full allowed the temple to earn more money. The temple's strategy was to constantly have a large 

supply of liquid cash at hand which would be brought about by either rapid repayment or through 

interest payments. 

The long-term benefits of lending to the polis are evident in the temple's selection of its 

interest plan. The temple offered such favorable terms in order to forge a long-term relationship 

with Delos. Hieropoioi sacrificed the guaranteed interest revenue of an upfront percentage on 

every transaction for a plan that incentivized paying no interest at all and only a small rate if 

repayment occurred after the grace period. This would increase the number of transactions 

between the temple and Delos and would dissuade the state from seeking other lenders in its 

citizens, bankers or elsewhere. The temple used its favorable interest rate in order to secure 

Delos as a business partner. The hieropoioi must have understood the unpredictable needs and 

periodic shortfalls of state financing and revenue throughout the year, and, therefore, it structured 

its interest strategy to make funds immediately available to the city without upfront interest. 

E. Conclusion 

An analysis of loans from the temple of Apollo to the city-state of Delos reveals a 

complex relationship between these two entities. In the surviving records, the city-state and the 

temple had regular financial transactions through loans. Delos borrowed from the temple in order 
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to provide state honors for the many individuals who performed extraordinary deeds for the 

sanctuary. Sacred money, then, purchased the materials to honor these sanctuary benefactors. As 

much as Delos officially recognized and benefitted from the actions of wealthy, foreign 

potentates, Delos counterbalanced becoming indebted to these benefactors by borrowing from 

the temple in order to secure funding for services that states typically provided its citizens: 

defense, the construction for public facilities, and the purchase of grain for distribution to its 

citizen population. Instead of seeking financial assistance from a benefactor, the state borrowed 

from the sanctuary in order to maintain freedom of interference in its internal financial 

operations. The state lending agreements with the sanctuary encouraged the state to borrow its 

funds: interest was calculated on a month-to-month basis as opposed to annually, and the state 

received an interest-free grace period until the end of the year during which it received the loan. 

These were strong incentives for the state to borrow from the sanctuary and to not go elsewhere 

in search of more favorable terms. In this light, these incentives encouraged a financial 

relationship characterized by short-term loans with rapid repayment. 

In order to safeguard its own ability to repay sacred loans, Delos either encouraged 

individuals to volunteer or selected individuals to serve as state loan guarantors (prodaneistai) 

who would repay a state loan in case of default. Early in Delian independence state revenues 

repaid loans, but this begins to fade out in favor ofprodaneistai and their own guarantors, 

anadochoi, repaying loans. The number of these individuals varied from loan to loan, but they 

rarely served in this capacity twice. The state was careful not to place too much financial burden 

on them and most likely encouraged multiple individuals to guarantee these loans in order to 

decrease the amount for which each person was responsible. Prodaneistai were motivated to 

complete this financial euergetism as a service to the sanctuary through state institutions. Service 
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was a prime factor for their behavior because these individuals did not use this office to rise to 

political prominence in the state. Instead, the common trait of the majority ofprodaneistai and 

anadochoi was attaining the office of hieropoios, the highest state office for managing the 

sanctuary of Apollo. These individuals sought multiple venues to serve their sanctuary: they 

offered their wealth as state loan guarantors and also their financial and bureaucratic expertise as 

hieropoioi. 
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CHAPTER 5: TEMPLE LOANS TO INDIVIDUALS 

A. Introduction 

This chapter provides an analysis of the temple of Apollo's loans to individuals during 

the island's independence. Hundreds of individuals borrowed from the temple and the major goal 

of this chapter is to determine how these loans affected the relationship between the sanctuary 

and the community. After outlining my methodology for collecting and cataloging these loans, I 

interpret the attendant political, economic, and religious circumstances that may have motivated 

individuals to borrow from the temple. Specifically, I study the offices these individuals held, the 

timing of their offices relative to their loans, the purpose of borrowing, and any other activity 

they performed at the sanctuary. My hypothesis is that borrowing from the temple of Apollo was 

an end unto itself: the vast majority of borrowers never held any political or sacred office and 

those who did hold office did not use temple loans to support a bid for another office. Individuals 

borrowed vastly different sums for a variety of reasons. The source of funds does not determine 

the actions borrowers perform with these funds. Individuals may have chosen a religious 

institution as a lending source because they lacked a social network to procure funds, but also 

because they desired to funnel their financial activity through the temple for the benefit of 

themselves and the community. 

B. Background and Methodology 

To conduct this analysis of temple loans to individuals during Delian independence, I 

gathered all of the epigraphic evidence from Delian sacred records. 337 Temple loans appear in 

337 Several loans which were extended during independence were repaid during the second 
period of Athenian control over the sanctuary (PL 758, 759, 760, 761). I have included them in 
my calculations. 
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these records in one of three forms: as loan extension contracts, notations ofrepayment or 

notations of default. I assigned each loan a personal loan number (PL #) which allowed me to 

track the evidence for a borrower's repayment or default throughout independence. I also 

recorded other relevant information associated with the loan such as the inscription and line 

number, the inscription's date, the borrower, the borrower's inheritors, repayor(s), guarantor(s), 

the property placed as security, and the amount of loan principal, interest or default. 338 

Altogether, I collected evidence of 761 personal loans during the period of independence; 

because these loans survive in several forms-as extensions, repayments, and defaults-there are 

a total of 1,532 epigraphic notations of loans in the existing Delian record. As individuals repaid 

or failed to repay a loan in the epigraphic corpus, I followed the loan's history through its 

assigned personal loan number. 

A project of this scale which uses a partially preserved body of evidence is bound to run 

into several difficulties. The Delian corpus preserves many individuals who bear the same name. 

At times, sacred officials only preserve the name of a borrower in a notation of debt or 

repayment without a patronymic. This makes it hard to determine whether they are referring to a 

single individual who borrowed and repaid funds or whether there were multiple individuals with 

the same name. During independence, for example, there are twenty-seven individuals named 

Polybos, but only seven are referenced with a patronymic. 339 Can any of the actions completed 

by those without a last name be connected to the named seven individuals? Or do they refer to 

additional, unnamed individuals? Whenever this problem appeared in reference to a loan 

338 If a loan or interest repayment was discussed in a record, I also recorded the names of the 
relevant government officials who were in office at the time of the repayment and at the time of 
the loan extension. 
339 As collected in Vial 2008, 113-14. 
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payment, where only a first name is included in sacred records, I referenced the size of the loan. 

If the size of the loan this person borrowed is the same size as a loan tied to a known individual, I 

assigned it to that individual. If the loan was for a different amount, I assigned it to a new 

individual.340 Serial debts or repayments of the same amount allow a loan principal to be 

reconstructed, as in the case of Apollodorus ' loan (PL 13). He consistently owed or repaid 10 

drachmas which allows his loan to be reconstructed as 100 drachmas. 

On several occasions, it is unclear whether an individual 's debt comes from a single loan 

whose interest he or she partially paid down or whether it comes from several outstanding loans 

whose totals are combined into one amount. One individual, Achaios, borrowed from the temple 

previous to 219 BCE (PL 314) and then died prior to 208 BCE when his debt is transferred to his 

inheritors. He failed to repay interest of five drachmas in 219 BCE (IG 353B35). His inheritors 

are then listed as failing to pay interest in 207 (ID 366Al 19) and 200 (ID 372A186-7). What is 

unclear is whether the debts listed for Achaios are from a single loan that he partially paid off or 

whether they came from multiple loans. The debt listed for 219 BCE is five drachmas, for 207 

BCE, ten drachmas, and for 200 BCE, 1 drachma, 3 obols. Vial argues that Achaios had a single 

interest payment of 10 drachmas on a loan of 100 drachmas that he and his inheritors tried to pay 

off.341 Achaios ' inheritors defaulted on two occasions while repaying his loan. An alternative 

scenario is that Achaios had loans of 50, 100, and 15 drachmas. This would explain the debt 

amounts of 5, 10, and 1 drachma, 3 obols, which are each ten percent of their respective 

principal. Achaios may have consistently paid the interest on the latter two loans of 100 and 15 

340 Although there are individuals who borrowed more than once from the sanctuary, this 
behavior was comparatively rare. As a result, I felt it was more accurate to assign the loan to 
another individual. 
341 2008, 43. 
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drachmas, and only defaulted once on the loan of 50 drachmas. This explains the default of five 

drachmas which is the ten percent interest on 50 drachmas. Still another scenario can explain this 

situation. Achaios borrowed 100 drachmas and in 219, he paid half of the interest due that year. 

In 207, his inheritors paid no interest; in 200, they had paid 8 drachmas, 3 obols interest out of 10 

drachmas total. It is unclear which of these scenarios is correct, but for the purposes of this 

exercise, I have counted these payments as belonging to one loan. 

Another difficulty is determining the relationship of the individual repaying the loan to 

the borrower. Loan agreements involved a complex system of redundancies which allowed for a 

number of people to repay in case the borrower or one or more guarantors fell on hard times or 

died. A list of individuals and interest repayments may give the appearance of a new loan, when, 

in fact, it could be a third party repaying on behalf of another. The hieropoioi were not consistent 

in recording the exact relationship between this individual and the borrower, but only recorded 

that the loan was repaid. Individuals who repaid were the borrowers themselves, their legal 

inheritors in case of death, a member of their family, their guarantors, a third party who pays on 

behalf of the inheritors, the inheritors of a guarantor, members of the guarator' s family, and a 

legal guardian. 342 In my own analysis, I have taken note of the legal relationships as sacred 

officials have recorded them and have only assigned new loan numbers when absolutely sure that 

the evidence supports this conclusion. 

My analysis follows previous work on temple loans to individuals, but the goals of whose 

scholarship were to quantify the sanctuary's loan revenue and expenditure and understand the 

sanctuary's system of lending. Raymond Bogaert has produced the most exhaustive collection of 

342 For more on these relationships, see Bogaert 1968, 148-49. 
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Delian loans during independence and has received wide acceptance. 343 In his analysis of 

individual loans, he presents a series of charts detailing interest repayments, interest debts, loans 

extended, and loans reimbursed.344 Because Bogaert's focus is to understand the behavior of 

individual borrowing from the perspective of the sanctuary, his figures are organized to interpret 

institutional trends: they collect total amounts of loans extended, repaid or in default. Bogaert 

discusses individual loans to flesh out his points, but the transactions he analyzes fit into his 

larger discussion on the institutional structure of temple borrowing. His approach has been 

followed by Reger and Migeotte. 345 

Claude Vial's analysis of individual loans places them within the larger socio-political 

context of independent Delos and focuses on the individual borrowers. 346 She draws the 

parameters of her loan collection by discounting loans on account of the difficulties I listed 

previously and by establishing a baseline amount of 200 drachmas. The justification for this 

amount is her opinion that it is impossible to establish a credible list of borrowers below this 

sum.347 In total, she creates a list of 143 loans which range from 200 to 13,400 drachmas.348 Her 

analysis concludes with two reasons for borrowing from the sanctuary: Individuals borrowed out 

of hardship or necessity and in order to bring their own economic projects or aspirations to 

fruition. 349 She argues that borrowers were more likely than not to be from prominent, wealthy 

343 Vial 1984, 374 n.21; Reger 1992, 328-33; Migeotte 2014, 627 n.156, 628-29, with some 
emendations. 
344 1968, 138-153. Charts for repayments (139), interest debts (140), loans extended (142) and 
loans reimbursed (143). 
345 See n. 19 above. 
346 1984, 367-83; in Pretre and Brunet 2002, 260-62. 
347 1984, 367: On ne peut pas etablir, amon sens, une liste serieuse et raisonnee des prets 
inferieurs a200 dr. 
348 1984, 369-72. 
349 1984, 378. 
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families. Those who borrowed large amounts were typically from wealthy families who owned 

property and perhaps also rented estates from the sanctuary. Vial proves this by positively 

correlating the amounts that individuals borrowed and evidence of holding office. 350 

The conclusions Vial draws about the social, economic, and political importance of 

individual temple loans on Delos, however, are hampered by her inconsistent treatment of the 

evidence. Although she establishes firm parameters for her classification of loans, she often 

draws on loan evidence from beyond them, a practice that erodes the strength of her analysis and 

conclusions. When discussing individuals who borrow multiple times from the sanctuary, she 

cites several examples including a certain Polyxenos who borrowed amounts of 50 and 1,400 

drachmas.351 Since she counts this SO-drachma loan in her analysis, it serves to establish her 

point that individuals borrowed multiple times, but it also highlights the arbitrary nature of her 

loan classification scheme because it is not included in her list of loans. If she is to use loans 

smaller than 200 drachmas as a source of evidence, especially those who have a known 

borrower, her list of loans should be far more comprehensive than it is. In addition, her list of 

loans should have also affected her median and mode loan sizes. Instead of calculating her own 

figures, she cites Bogaert's statistics of median and mode. Her citation of his numbers is 

inappropriate because they do not reflect her methodology: Bogaert included loans of all sizes in 

his calculations. His median loan size is between 300-345 drachmas352 whereas had she used her 

350 1984, 372. Those 93 men who borrowed between 200-600 drachmas, 20% held office. For 34 
who borrowed between 600-1200 drachmas, 40% held office. For the 18 who borrowed over 
1,200 drachmas, 62% held office. 
351 Vial loan number 126; discussion 1984, 377. I have assigned these loans as PL 643 (1,400 
drachmas) and PL 644 (50 drachmas). 
352 1968, 141. 
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own numbers, it would be 668 drachmas. 353 In addition, her conclusion about dire necessity 

being a reason for borrowing-although no doubt true-rings hollow when the minimum loan 

amount she discusses is 200 drachmas. Borrowing for bare sustenance is far more believable for 

individuals like Charilas who received a loan of 16 drachmas, 3 obols (PL 592) around 190 BCE, 

and Hypselos, who, in 175 BCE, borrows 10 drachmas (PL 695). These amounts are much lower 

than 200 drachmas, an amount which was enough money to rent one of Apollo's sacred estates 

for an entire year. 354 

My method of organizing personal loans makes it possible to track them over the course 

of independence. For example, Apollodorus of Cyzicus, perhaps the same individual who served 

as a Nesiotic league official,355 purchased a garden on Delos from a certain Athenodorus 

between 308-06 BCE which was encumbered with a debt of 100 drachmas. He acquired this debt 

with the purchase of the garden. It is possible to track this loan through sacred records from 308-

06 to 170 BCE.356 (See Figure 5.1) Apollodorus made an interest payment of ten drachmas 

between 308-06 and continued to make payments in 282, 278, another between 260-250, and 

then defaults until the close of independence. Apollodorus most likely died after 262 BCE and 

did not have a living heir or guarantor to repay his debt because his name alone is attached to the 

loan without any mention of inheritors or guarantors. No one repaid the loan, but sacred officials 

faithfully kept track of it though the close of independence. 

353 The total amount of her 143 loans is 95,546 drachmas, 1.5 obols. When divided by 143, the 
average loan size is 668 drachmas. 
354 The sacred estates of Akra Delos and Sosimacheia on Delos were rented for 150 and 178 
drachmas, respectively, for the rental period of 179-170 BCE. 
355 IG XI 2.161B14; See Reger 1991, 229-31. 
356 I labeled this loan PL 13 as it is the thirteenth loan to appear chronologically during 
independence. 
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The ability to track these loans over time also displays the complex social and economic 

relationships individuals cultivated when borrowing from the temple. In 250 BCE, Polybos pays 

loan interest on behalf of a Telesander who died and left behind small children to inherit his loan 

(PL 115). In 246 BCE, a certain Teleson borrowed 200 drachmas in order to repay a loan of the 

same amount that his son Autokles had borrowed. Autokles died before he could repay and his 

debt transferred to his children. Teleson who now had guardianship over his young grandchildren 

repaid the loan by borrowing the same amount from the sanctuary (PL 176).357 The temple 

extended joint loans; some loans were to a group of family members and others were to non

family members. These loans also show family members taking responsibility to repay a loan on 

behalf of a sibling like Gorgo (several times!) for her brother Chares (PL 41) and Aristokles for 

his brother Philon (PL 330). Delians also repaid loans for foreigners like Teleson paying the 

interest for a certain Xenon from Hermione in the Argolid (PL 64). 

My collection reveals a total of 379 personal loans during independence. (See Figure 5.2) 

Individuals borrowed soon after Delos received control of its sanctuary from Athens, 308-06 

BCE (PL 13), and continued to repay their loans into the second period of Athenian control after 

166 BCE (i.e. PL 758-61). Over the course of independence, the temple extended over 150,790 

drachmas, 4 obols in loans (25 talents, 790 drachmas, 4 obols ). The size of these loans ranges 

from 10 to 13,400 drachmas; the mean, median, and mode of these loans show they were 

typically between 100-400 drachmas. (See Figure 5.3.) The median and mean loan size are 250 

and 397 drachmas, respectively. The most popular loan size was 100 drachmas which 58 

357 ID 290.12-13: mxpcx TEA.fowvoi; HH U7rEp TWV 'JrC(lOlWV [ T ]w[VAUTOXAEOU<;] I [ TO OC(VElO ]v OW(pElAEV 

Au,oxA~i; tni ,~t <Juvotx1m ,~t 8tvwvoi;· "From Teleson, 200 drachmas, on behalf of the children of 
Autokles, the loan which Autokles owed on security of the synoikia of Xenon." A synoikia can 
be considered a hotel or hostel. 
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individuals borrowed. Individuals preferred loans in denominations of either 50 or 100 drachmas 

(See Figure 5.4) which aided in the easy calculation of interest payments. It did not, however, 

dissuade individuals from borrowing uneven sums. In 200 BCE, for example, a certain Menyllos 

borrowed 103 drachmas, 3 obols (PL 509) while twenty-five years later, a certain Hypselos 

borrowed 127 drachmas, 3 obols (PL 691). All individuals borrowed for specific purposes, but 

loans of uneven, exact sums such as the above examples may have served as a financial bridge 

between a person's current financial reach and a specific desired amount. 

C. Frequency of Borrowing 

In order to establish what role temple loans played in the relationship between the 

sanctuary and community on Delos, it is necessary to quantify the frequency with which 

individuals sought loans from the sanctuary. This section establishes the scale of personal 

borrowing in three separate ways: identifying the number of new loans the temple extended each 

year, the number ofloan accounts the temple handled each year, and the frequency ofrepeat 

borrowers. These metrics establish the popularity of borrowing both from the perspective of the 

institution extending loans and keeping track of these accounts and from the point of view of the 

individuals who patronized the sanctuary multiple times. 

The number of loans the sanctuary extended year-to-year ranged from none at all to 

twenty. (See Figure 5.5) This numeric range is not surprising for several reasons. The sacred 

records only begin consistently recording new loans after 250 BCE; before this, only repayments 

and defaults are noted.358 The temple extended loans based on local demand. The only three 

completely preserved inscriptions from independence, dating to 278,250, and 179 BCE 

358 As observed by Reger 1992, 325. 
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respectively, show this change in local demand because together they are responsible for only 

nine new loans. The incomplete records for 209 and 175 BCE have 20 and 18 new loans, 

respectively. The total of 761 personal loans over independence, if divided equally for the 14 7-

year period, equals about five new loans each year. Since the surviving epigraphic corpus from 

which these loans appear only represents about 60 years of independence, it is clear that the 

sanctuary extended a larger number ofloans than currently survives. It is not possible to know 

this exact number, especially as demand changed year-to-year, but it is possible to make an 

educated guess. Since around 80 years of the 147-year period do not survive epigraphically, and 

since each year had an average of five new loans, this means there are around 400 loans 

unaccounted for in the record. Since many surviving records refer to loans whose original 

appearance is missing, I conservatively estimate that around 200-300 loans from the sanctuary 

are missing which would bring the total number of loans to over 1,000. 

The epigraphic record at the sanctuary of Apollo allows us to track the frequency with 

which individuals borrowed funds. The overwhelming majority of individuals borrowed a single 

time from the temple. There are over 500 borrowers from the temple who are responsible for the 

761 loans;359 462 borrowed a single time while only 38 borrowed more than once. Twenty-six 

individuals borrowed twice and after that, the number of repeat borrowers drops sharply. (See 

Figure 5.6.) These figures strongly suggest that borrowing from the temple was a firmly

established behavior on the island. It was not often repeated, but there could be multiple reasons 

for this: individuals could only have needed a single loan for a one-time purchase out of 

necessity or desperation or they relied upon resources of family or friends. Borrowing was not 

359 The numeric difference between 761 loans and ca. 500 borrowers is explained by individuals 
who borrowed multiple times and the fact that the names of individuals do not survive on the 
stone. 
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only a common behavior on Delos, but if one looks at the number of lending transactions during 

independence, it is clear that borrowing becomes a more popular activity over time. (See Figure 

5.7.) The number of transactions processed represents each individual loan account sacred 

officials kept track of either as a new loan, a repayment, or a debt. This number rises steadily 

over the first hundred years of independence and then rises sharply at 207 to the close of 

independence. 360 

Figures 5.5-5.7 all speak to a common theme: the temple of Apollo was a dominant 

financial institution for individuals on Delos. In order to understand the scale of the temple of 

Apollo's importance with individual finances, it is necessary to compare the number of 

borrowers relative to the island's population. There are more than 500 individuals who borrowed 

over independence, but this number does not help determine the relative importance of borrowers 

to the Delian population or citizens. It is possible to make this comparison for specific years in 

the sacred records. The most recent estimate of Delos' population at the beginning of the second 

century BCE is between 5,000-6,500 individuals of which 1,200 were citizens.361 If 200 BCE is 

taken as an example, the sanctuary processed 194 loans which translates to 7 new loans, 43 

repayments, and 91 notations of debt. This means that, at maximum, 194 people were directly 

tied to the sanctuary for loan repayments. Even if the original borrower passed away, the loan 

was legally transferred to an inheritor or family member. This means that nearly 1/6 of the 

citizen population for this one year was directly involved with repaying the sanctuary for a loan. 

360 This data alone is cause enough to question the average number of loans extended each year. 
Loans are extended on a demand basis, but they also clearly become more popular over time. 
361 Constantakopoulou 2017, 61, n.16. Other estimates include Lytle (2013, 301-2) who argues 
for a population of 6,000 in the mid-third century. Reger (1994, 83-5) calculates 2,600-3,900 and 
a citizen population of 700. Vial (1984, 18-20) estimates 1,200 citizens at the beginning of the 
second century, with the Delian population between 5,000-6,000 people, but amends her 
population figures for the island as no less than 8,000 people (1997, 342). 
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Since each loan needed a guarantor, this would almost double the number of individuals to 

nearly 400 who were under contractual obligation with the temple. This means that nearly 1/3 of 

the citizen population on the island was somehow repaying a temple loan or guaranteeing 

someone who was. This is nearly the exact same situation for 207 and 206 BCE where 179 and 

141 people, respectively, were repaying loans and between 300-400 people were involved in 

these agreements. As the number of borrowers increases over time, so does the number of 

connections necessary to sustain this system of loans and the networks between individuals and 

the temple itself. 

D. Purpose of Borrowing 

With a single exception, personal loan agreements never state the reason individuals 

borrowed from the temple or the intended purpose of the funds. The official copy of the 

agreement which the borrower kept and the copy that the third party kept may have detailed the 

reason for the loan, but it does not survive on the version inscribed on the sanctuary records. As 

mentioned above, two individuals repaid loans on behalf of young children whose fathers had 

passed away. This gives context for the repayments, but not for the loans themselves. For the rest 

of the loans, it is only possible to argue their intended purpose by investigating the borrowers 

themselves. If these individuals had pressing economic obligations that chronologically aligned 

with their loans, it may explain the circumstances that motivated them to borrow. 

To begin in the broadest cases, individuals who borrowed multiple times from the 

sanctuary may have used their funds for the investment in larger financial ventures. 362 As 

recorded in Figure 5.6, borrowing more than twice was extremely rare. Individuals who did so 

362 Broadly discussed by Vial (1984, 3 78). 
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had to have an economic support network sufficient to provide security and guarantors. This is 

especially true in the case of a certain Hypselos who borrowed five separate times in a single 

month in 175 and Timeretos who borrowed six times in a single month the same year. 363 The 

borrowers must have been confident that they could repay all their loans in due time. In addition 

to taking out multiple loans from the sanctuary, the temple allowed joint loans from the 

sanctuary. These loans, especially if they are extended to non-blood related individuals, connote 

financial cooperation for a collective venture. The majority of loans with multiple recipients, 

eight of eleven examples, go to members of a single family. 364 

An investigation into the lives of the borrowers may give context for these loans. One 

individual, Agorallos, repays a loan of 200 drachmas in ten installments in 192 BCE (PL 474). 

Agorallos was a sculptor responsible for at least four statues (IG XI 4.1178, 1195, 1211, and 

1089), three of which (IG XI 4.1178, 1195, and 1211), date to the beginning of the second 

century based on letter forms. 365 Perhaps Agorallos' loans from the sanctuary were a means of 

securing funds to purchase the necessary tools, equipment, and material for creating his statues, 

in addition to what he would receive as a down payment for his commissions. Once he received 

payment for his services, he could repay the entirety of the loan interest in installments. Another 

artist, Messenios (PL 193), received a loan. He is listed as receiving a salary for furnishing gold 

leaves for the sanctuary. Since the sanctuary supplied the gold for him, Messenios, a foreigner, 

363 Hypselos loans PL 691-695 Timeretos loans: PL 678-683. 
364 Six go to a pair of brothers. One goes to a set of three brothers and one goes to a set of four 
brothers. 
365 IG XI 4.1090. He received a commission from a Chian for a statue for an otherwise unattested 
Nikokleia (1195) and Demeas, the brother of an unnamed individual (1178). His other two 
statues, including IG XI 4.1090, are of unattested individuals. 
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may have borrowed to procure specialized equipment or to support himself on the island while 

he completed his work. 366 

Several individuals contracted loans while they leased sacred estates from the sanctuary. 

If these two actions are related, then it appears that the renters either borrowed funds to pay the 

annual rent or they are using the money to invest in the sacred estate. Temple funds could have 

purchased livestock or materials to build or maintain structures on site. At least four individuals 

borrowed money while renting sacred estates. 367 Three other individuals borrowed funds while 

they rented estates, but they differ because they rented these estates for multiple rental periods. 

This long-term investment makes a strong case that these funds were used for improvements to 

the facilities which would increase the value of the estate. Demonos pays interest on a loan in 

200 (PL 492) and contracts a new loan in 197 (PL 550) while he rented the estate of Leimon 

from 209-190 BCE. Nikomachos rented the estate of Rhamnoi from 209-180 BCE during which 

time he borrowed four times: 1,000 drachmas in 207 (PL 552), an unpreserved amount in 194 

(PL 559), and in 182, a loan of 1,000 drachmas and a joint loan of 13,400 drachmas (PL 614, 

640). These loans could have been for investment in the rental property or in his gardens which 

served as security for two of these loans. 

366 Treheux 1992b, 62; Vial 2008, 95. 
367 Autokles son ofTeleson contracted two loans in 250 (PL 129, 130) while he was renting the 
sacred estate of Rhamnoi on Rheneia. In the same year he secured the lease for the estate of 
Limnai which began in 249 BCE. Diaktorides rented Phoinikes in 250 BCE when he borrowed 
400 drachmas (PL 131 ). Menekrates son of Archedama rented the estate of Skitoneia when he 
borrowed twice in 240 BCE (PL 199,200). 
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E. Borrowers as Office Holders 

The size and number of personal loans quantify individual monetary needs across the 

island, but they do not qualify the role these loans played in the relationship between the 

borrowers and the island community. In the following sections, I place these loans within the 

context of individual borrowers' lives (to the extent that is preserved epigraphically) in order to 

determine when and how these loans may have affected these individuals and their relationship 

towards the larger community on the island. Specifically, I establish a time table of borrowing 

relative to other activities they performed, whether it be holding state or sacred office or 

performing a service for the sanctuary. This analysis determines whether individuals were 

motivated to borrow in order to gain access to office or borrowed money during or after holding 

office because this position allowed them to do so. In addition to office holding, I also 

investigate borrowers for any other activities or duties they may have performed in the sanctuary. 

The goal of this analysis is to determine whether borrowing fits in to the various types of 

behaviors individuals performed at the sanctuary or whether it was a unique, self-contained 

behavior that individuals performed. 

An analysis of these 500 borrowers reveals that 107, only about 1/5 of the total, held 

office or performed some public service that merited inclusion in the sacred records. 368 (See 

Figure 5.8) The two artisans, Agorallos and Messenios, borrow from the temple and do not 

appear to have interest in holding office. A pattern emerges in the types of offices these 

individuals held: they largely combine financial duties with religious obligations. (See Figure 

5.9) The offices of choregos, hieropoios, state treasurer, prodaneista, epistate, logista, tax 

368 With the exception of dedications, it is difficult to track the participation of women at Delos 
because they were excluded from political office and largely did not survive on the sacred 
records. 
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farmer, epimelete, and trittyarch all required some personal wealth and a rudimentary knowledge 

of accounting in order to be conducted with any degree of competence. The other offices listed

archon, president of the assembly, and secretary-are political offices whose officials were 

responsible for the passage and recording of legislation and not for physically handling funds. 

Borrowers are more strongly linked with offices with financial responsibilities. 

Part of the explanation for the popularity of several offices among borrowers is the 

manner by which individuals attained them and the number of seats available for the positions. 

Hieropoios, the most widely-held office, was won through election. As discussed in Chapter 2, 

the number of hieropoioi who served each year varied between two and four officials. Borrowers 

clearly sought this position for its religious importance in the community, the social prominence 

it bestowed, and the larger number of spots available the post held. In addition, there were 

sixteen annual choregia that needed to be filled for the annual Dionysia festival. Citizens of 

moderate to large-scale wealth provided funds for choruses in the production of these plays. 

Since there was a large number of available slots each year, this too could explain how nearly a 

third of surviving borrowers who held office also appeared as choregoi. By the end of 

independence, there were more than 24 sacred foundations which were each financially managed 

by an annually-appointed epimelete. These three examples show that there were more 

opportunities for individual borrowers to partake in some offices rather than others such as 

archon and secretary which required only one or two people, respectively. 

The distribution of this set of borrowers into these particular offices suggests that they 

held some financial knowledge or familiarity with temple operations that made them comfortable 

taking out a loan. The latter is not difficult to understand, as nearly 1/6 of the citizen population 

had active loan accounts at the beginning of the second century and perhaps an equal number 
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served as guarantors or provided security for these borrowers. The sanctuary benefited from the 

financial knowledge of these individuals as much as these individuals themselves benefited from 

temple loans. They directed their fiscal resources and knowledge towards the execution of 

offices that contained financial and religious components. Although these individuals used their 

knowledge for the benefit of the temple, they were never officially recognized through receipt of 

state honors (unlike bankers, see Chapter 3, section E.5). 

The status of some borrowers as office holders, by itself, does not comment on the role 

these loans played in their lives and in the Delian community. A timeline of these individuals' 

loan agreements relative to their office holding addresses the political and social climate in 

which they borrowed. The timing of these activities determines whether borrowing and office 

holding were connected behaviors. Was there pressure to borrow in order to increase one's 

chances of securing an office? Did individuals hold office in order to have easier access to 

temple funds? Was it expected for office holders to borrow during their tenure in order to 

provide a dedication to the sanctuary? 

An analysis of the surviving evidence of borrowing and officeholding shows there is little 

chronological or causative link between them. (See Figure 5.10.) There are 87 instances where it 

is possible to determine the timing of individuals borrowing from the temple and holding office 

on Delos. There is an almost even division of individuals who borrow before holding office and 

those who borrow after holding office. Five individuals borrow between holding offices, and so I 

counted them as borrowing after holding office. A minority of individuals, 6 of 87, borrow while 

in office. This numeric distribution can be interpreted several ways. Individuals did not borrow 

in order to secure an office. Several individuals borrowed many years before holding office and 

so this behavior was not completed in preparation to hold office. Loans were also not 
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chronologically tied to financial services individuals provided to the state or to the sanctuary. 

This is to say that individuals did not borrow, for example, in order to pay for the cost of 

providing a choregia. Financial expenditure through loans was not a component of holding 

office. Individuals did not have to provide an expensive gift to the sanctuary upon leaving office 

that may have required a loan. In addition, individuals did not receive access to funds through 

loans on account of their position as office holders. As discussed in Chapter 3, the temple 

provided wide access to loans. Office holding did not give any advantage or special access to 

individuals who sought loans, as the overwhelming majority of borrowers never held any office. 

The disjunction between borrowing and office holding as expressed through a lack of a 

chronological or causative connection is also confirmed through a comparison of loan size from 

the temple to the Delian state and to individuals. In all three measures of mean, median, and 

mode, the temple's loans to Delos are larger than those to individuals. (See Figure 5.11.) The 

average loan size to Delos is 6,638 drachmas; to an individual, 397 drachmas. The median loan 

to the state is 2,255 drachmas while to individuals it is 250 drachmas. The most frequent loan 

size to Delos is 1,000 drachmas, ten times larger than the most frequent loan size to individuals. 

State loans are consistently larger than those to individuals by a factor of ten or more. When one 

considers that there is no chronological or causative connection between borrowing and holding 

office, and that individual loans, by and large, are much smaller than state loans, it is clear that 

individuals did not borrow in order to complete services normally performed by the state: 

provision of grain, purchase of materials for honors, construction of facilities, and defense. An 

absence of local honors for Delians completing such services for the state (through loans) is the 

final proof of this point. These two categories of borrowing-state and individual-did not 

overlap. 
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My analysis has shown that a minority of borrowers held office (107 /500) and that there 

is no firm connection between borrowing and office holding. 369 Borrowers received loans in a 

variety of sizes, and this alone cannot guarantee a connection between loan amount and office 

holding. Hypselos borrowed both 350 drachmas (PL 693) and 10 drachmas (PL 695) while the 

majority ofKonan's loans are below 200 drachmas, but he was president of the assembly. 

Kleitarchos borrowed 630 drachmas (PL 453). When the entire breadth of loans is considered 

alongside the borrowers, the connection between borrowing and office-holding is a much more 

nuanced affair. They are two distinct behaviors within the same population serving the same end: 

service to the sanctuary. 

F. Analysis 

This analysis reveals borrowers belonged to a wide cross section of the Dehan 

population. Although the exact purpose for these loans is rarely noted, the small size of many of 

them argues that individuals used them to provide basic necessities for themselves and perhaps 

their families. Charilas' loan of 16 drachmas, 3 obols (PL 592) was barely enough to purchase 8 

pigs; Hypselos' loan of 10 drachmas (PL 695), five pigs (ID442B58). These loans may have also 

been used for other purposes such as the purchase of food or payment for services. Individuals' 

economic standing may have factored into their decision over the amount they borrowed. The 

most popular loan amount, 100 drachmas, carried an annual interest payment of ten drachmas; 

this translated to slightly less than one drachma per month. The high frequency of borrowing 

369 Vial's correlation of higher loan principal with office holding and her conclusion that 
borrowing is a behavior carried out by the island's wealthy elite is strongly influenced by the 
parameters of her study. Since she sets a baseline of 200 drachmas for her analysis of loans, her 
dataset is already limited to a wealthier subset of the Delian population and gives the impression 
that borrowers were more politically active than they actually were. 
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small amounts, less than 250 drachmas, shows that there was a plurality of need for basic 

services which temple funds addressed. Although borrowers drew upon a number of contacts to 

receive a loan, such as a guarantor and someone to provide a form of security, they chose to 

borrow funds from the temple. A borrower's contacts could very well have not afforded to lend 

funds to the borrower, but there were underlying motivations to borrow from the temple as 

outlined in Chapter 3: a standard loan interest rate for all transactions, access to funds no matter 

the borrowers ' socio-economic status, gender or citizenship, and borrowing as a democratization 

of patronage. 

Borrowers are largely absent from sacred records as having performed any other religious 

activity in the sanctuary either as office holders or dedicators.370 This could be attributed to 

several reasons: their level of economic well-being prohibited them from holding unpaid office 

or making dedications to the sanctuary or their dedications were not of sufficient value for 

Delian sacred officials to record them. Borrowers may have made offerings of perishable food 

items (which sanctuary staff would consume) or items of inexpensive manufacture such as coins 

of small denomination or clay objects in place of those of larger value. Delian hieropoioi did not 

record these items in their annual inventory and, as a consequence, the surviving evidence from 

sanctuary records gives the appearance that these individuals only interacted with the sanctuary 

in order to receive a loan. If, however, interest payments are considered to be an economic form 

of religious service, where coined money was the medium through which one interacted with a 

divinity, and where interest payments were contractually obligated religious offerings in 

370 There are three examples of borrowers who made dedications: Achaios ca. 300-250 who 
made a dedication to Hermes while serving as the lampadarche (IG XI 4.1162), a certain 
Eurymanthes who also made a dedication to Hermes as a lampadarch (Treheux 1952, 587), and 
Pytheos, in 297 BCE, who dedicated 2 kylikes and 2 phialai (IG XI 2.150b4). 
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fulfillment of receiving loan principal, then an entirely different situation appears. Although 

sacred officials did not record dedications of little value, they were vigilant in recording all of the 

sanctuary' s financial transactions. This difference in classification-financial transactions versus 

dedicatory offerings---denies the historian access to knowledge of the entire corpus of sanctuary 

dedications, but, instead, it provides evidence of hundreds of small repayments (dedications) to 

the sanctuary. On account of this difference in classification, the hieropoioi' s record keeping 

makes Delos the best example of small-scale financial interactions with a sanctuary and even 

goes so far as to identify the hundreds of individuals in the historical record who performed 

them. 

There is another subset of the population who performed multiple services to the 

sanctuary and to the state through loans, dedications, and holding office. Office holders were 

more likely to be wealthy because they were able to support themselves while serving unpaid 

office. Their service manifested itself in different forms, but shared in the ultimate goal of 

serving the state, the sanctuary, and the larger community. This type of service towards the 

sanctuary sometimes stretched across generations of families, the most prominent of whom have 

been collected by Vial in a series of thirty-nine lineages. 371 I include here an analysis of the 

family of Kosmiades as an example of this type of behavior. Kosmiades and descendants show 

that loans and office holding is a learned family behavior and that they can be used in 

combination to increase one ' s socio-economic status over time. 

Kosmiades was a wealthy man who served as choregos and perhaps also rented a sacred 

estate from the sanctuary in 246. 372 He had one son, Semos, who probably traveled throughout 

371 1984, 397. 
372 For Semos ' family, see Vial 1984, 33 , stemma I; 2008 85, 121. See also Lanzillotta 1996. 
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the Aegean and received some formal education in one of the great Hellenistic cities, Alexandria 

or Pergamon.373 The Suda records Semos as the author of several works including an eight-book 

treatise on Delian Antiquities (Delia), and several shorter works: On Navigation, On Paras, On 

Pergamon, and On Paeans.374 All of these works survive in fragments; most quotations are 

preserved in Athenaeus. The selections of fragments citing Semos' Delia speak to a thorough 

knowledge of the sanctuary' s holdings, organization, and dedications. This argues for Semos' 

direct knowledge of the sanctuary' s workings while holding state and sacred office. He was 

president of the assembly where he moved at least two decrees (IG XI4, 693, 696). He also 

served as overseer (epistate) of two sacred foundations, the Antigoneia (229 BCE) and the 

Philadelpheia (ca. 225-220 BCE), where he was responsible for extending loans and receiving 

repayment from these foundations deposited in the sanctuary. The interest payments made from 

these loans paid for small sacrifices honoring Antigonus Gonatas and King Ptolemy 

Philadelphos, respectively. Between 230-220 BCE, Semos received honors from the Carian polis 

of Theangela for his role in purchasing the freedom of three women and their children who had 

been seized as pirate booty and taking care of them alongside his own family (IG XI 4.1054; 

SEG 3.666): 

373 Jacoby (1949) argues Alexandria while Bertelli (2016) argues for Pergamon. 
374 Semos of Delos: FGrH 396. 
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8E[o(]. Gods. 
[yvwµl]] 1rpoOTaTwv· [faol;EV -rij1 ~ou11.fj1 xal Tw1] Judgement of the prostates. Resolved by the 
[a~µw1· t)m1a~ 1:fjµo, Koaµ[1aaou 6~11.10,1rp1a]- Boule and by the demos. Since Semos son of 
[µEvo<; Ex) ToO 11.aq:,upou ToO y.vo[µtvou Ex -rij<;-rwv) Kosmiades the Deli an purchased from the spoils 

5 [1rE1paTwv xaTJaapoµ~<; 1ro11.IT1aa, E[--, that came from the attack on the citizens from 
[yuvai>ea at ME)AaV81ou >eal MlJvia&x AY8w[vo,... the pirates, E . . . 
MuvalJ- the wife of Melanthios and Meniada daughter of 
[ou, yuvai>ea at) Euc3wpou To0 MEAav81ou ulo[O, >eal Aithon ...of Mundios, the wife of Eudoros son 
µa8wv], ofMelanthios, and when he learned 
[0T1 al y]uvaixE<; SEayy.11.laE<; Ela[lv xal E1rl~µo1 To] that they were Theangelan women and were of 
[ytvo<; au]Ta<; TE a1~plJaEV µmx 1r[AEIOTlJ<; a!aoO<; >eal) distinguished birth he both watched over them 

1o [ T1µ~<;] EmµEMµEVo<; w<; EAEu8tpw[v >eal-rchooa with the greatest respect and honor, and he took 
ailTwv] care of them as free people and nourished their 
[E8pE,j,E µ)ETaTwv airroOTtxvwv >eal 4]EI- - children together with his own and .. . 
- -LI-IMOl':I xal tm~alliTo El<; o, -r1 rn- - and he took upon himself whatever .. . 
- -IOr xa[l 1rpEa~)ruaa<; 1rpo<; ~[µa,(?)--) and being an ambassador to us? ... 

frag. b 
. .. [The demos voted] to praise Semos ...ETCatvfoat 1:~µov 

on account of his arete and eunoia towards the ~[pE]I[ Tij]<; EVEXEV xal Euvola<;-rij<; El<; TOV a~µov 
demos of the Theangelans. [The demos voted]

TOV 0EayyEAEwv· E!vat aE au-rev 1Cp6~Evov 
him proxenos of the polis. [The demos voted] to

-rij<; 1COAEW<;' aEaoaSat at CXUTWl 1COAtTE{av bestow upon him citizenship, sharing in 
10 f.!ETE)(OVTI TCavrwv wv xal o[ Aomol 0EayyEAEi<; everything that the remaining Theangelans 

f.lETE)(OUO'IV" E1C1XAl]pGiaa1 aE au-rov xal ETC! q>VA~v- have. [The demos voted] also to assign him to a 
-rau-ra at um:tP)(Etv auTwt >eal t>ey6vou;· tribe; and that these things hold for him and his 

descendants. 

I argue that a temple loan was the source of money for the release of these individuals. 

Semos received honors from Theangela between 230-220 BCE; in 224 BCE, sanctuary records 

show that Semos made a loan interest payment of 30 drachmas (PL 269). If this interest payment 

was ten percent of the principal, then I contend that he borrowed 300 drachmas as early as 225 

BCE,375 after having negotiated with the pirates the ransom for this amount. The Delians permit 

the Theangelans to erect a monument in Semos' honor in the sanctuary (IG XI 4.1024). They 

awarded him proxeny, citizenship, assignment to a tribe, and the ability to pass these rights to his 

children (IG XI 4.1054b6-12). 

Several years after this episode, in 216 BCE, Semos was elected as one of two hieropoioi. 

He capitalized on his experience as president of the assembly and as epistate for competent 

handling and organization of the sanctuary's finances, property, and dedications. Semos' 

375 Semos does not appear to have received any loans prior to this in the epigraphic record. 
Contra Vial 2008, 121. 
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prominence as a public figure, however, soon exceeded his financial reach. He defaulted on 

interest payments of 50 drachmas in 207 BCE and 60 drachmas in 206 BCE. While serving as 

trittyarch for the Thyestadai-Okyneidai in 204, he died suddenly in office. 

Kosmiades began to serve in public life in the years leading up to his father's death. He 

was a depositer of contracts in 208 BCE and, in the same year, borrowed 150 drachmas from the 

sanctuary (PL 416). Kosmiades served as an epistate of the sacred foundation ofPhiladelphia 

the following year (207), but then immediately fell into debt as he did not pay interest in 207 

BCE (ID 366A123), 206 BCE (ID 369A30) or 200 BCE (ID 372A184). Kosmiades could not 

rely on his father to bail him out (or vice versa), as he too defaulted on his loans at this same 

time. After his father's death, Kosmiades served out the remainder of his father's term as 

trittyarch and assumed his debts. He was elected to the office of hieropoios in 198 and then 

served as archon the following year. His debt still remained upon his death in 179 BCE (ID 

442A249-50). Kosmiades' remains were brought over to Rheneia for burial, in keeping with the 

sanctuary's prohibition on island burials (EAD XXX 220), and his debt was inherited by his 

three children, Semos, Teleson, and Solon. Each served in public office: Semos as trityarch in 

187 and as a food seller (sitones) appointed to sell the grain that King Masinissa gifted to Delos 

in 179, Teleson as trittyarch in either 183 or 182, and Solon as a depositer of contracts ca. 190 

BCE. It appears that the office of trittyarch was a family affair. Kosmiades' sons could have 

benefitted from their father's first-hand experience in office. The public service of this family is 

cut off with the Athenian takeover of the island in 167 BCE and its expulsion of the local 

population, but their prominence could have remained on the island well after their departure. In 

156/5 BCE, Athenian officials in charge of the Delian sanctuary extended a loan to an unnamed 

individual and list the properties around which the borrower placed as security. Neighboring this 
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named property to the west is one identified with the name Kosmiades. One wonders whether 

this was the house of Kosmiades' family (ID 1416Bcol. 1198) which the Athenians still identified 

with its previous owners, ten years after the local Delian population had been forced to leave the 

island.376 

G. Conclusion 

The large number of individuals who received loans at Delos shows that borrowing was a 

common occurrence and a behavior distinct to the sanctuary. Borrowers received loans both 

large and small. By the beginning of the second century BCE, at least 1/6 of the citizen 

population had an open loan account with the sanctuary, and an even higher percentage was 

under some legal obligation for a loan on behalf of the borrower. The overwhelming number of 

small loans proves that borrowing was not limited to the island's elite. Wealthy individuals 

borrowed both small and large amounts, but they were not the principal beneficiaries of the 

Delian lending machine: a high volume of small loans satisfied a large amount of immediate 

local need. Borrowing was an action that could be performed unto itself without serving as a 

gateway for other behaviors like office-holding or making a dedication. This large number of 

individuals shows that at Delos there were several public means to interact with the sacred that 

did not have to follow along a public path of state-held offices. Participation in sacred affairs 

could be achieved on an individual basis and could be quantified in terms of clear, small 

monetary values. The small loan amounts, inscribed alongside larger amounts, shows this 

376 ~t yEt,ovEuEtl µtv ~)Jou cxvt6v,oc; obdcx ~ yEvoµEVYJ Ko<rµt&oou, "to the house neighboring, the house 
from the west, being called that of Kosmiades" 
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behavior is to be judged within itself: borrowing was a democratized form of patronage to which 

all had access. 

These loans are important to the study of this community and to Greek economic history, 

in particular, because they capture small transactions which in other poleis would have been 

routed through other institutions or parties. Borrowers would have approached family, friends, or 

bankers and these transactions would not have been preserved in the literary record except 

through litigation. These records are preserved today because temple business was recorded in 

stone. The temple of Apollo at Delos was a political, economic, and religious magnet that 

attracted individuals of diverse socio-economic origins to participate in its affairs. This is not to 

say that individuals did not receive financial aid from other sources on Delos. The prominent rise 

of bankers on the island starting in the mid-third century BCE argues that many individuals used 

their services. As all financial transactions with the temple were passed through bankers on 

Delos, they must have handled many more clients than those who conducted business with the 

temple. The influence that the temple ofApollo had over state institutions and the island 

population cannot be underestimated. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 

This project posed two questions at its outset: What roles did temple loans play in the 

finances of the sanctuary of Apollo? What roles did these temple loans play in the relationship 

between the sanctuary and the community on Delos? 

My analysis of the finances of the sanctuary of Apollo at Delos argues that loans became 

the principal feature responsible for its growth during Delian independence. Loans were one of 

many forms of revenue the sanctuary enjoyed, such as rentals from its sacred estates and houses, 

taxes, fines, and state subventions for religious festivals. None of these other sources of income, 

however, generated as much as loans. In part, this is due to self-imposed limitations of purpose 

or length. State subventions went towards paying expenses for certain festivals (i.e. 3,500 

drachmas for the Apollonia festival or 50 drachmas for the Thesmophoria) while income from 

sacred estates remained stable for the length of each individual contract (ten years) before the 

estates went to auction or were renewed for a ten percent increase in rent. In addition to 

generating revenue, loans were consistently among the greatest sanctuary expenses over the 

course of independence together with construction and routine custodial expenses. Delian sacred 

officials lent large amounts of money in expectation of future return from interest payments 

which could then be converted to future loans or other working capital for the benefit of the 

sanctuary. In a single year, 179 BCE, sacred officials directed loan revenue towards the cost of 

several construction projects within the sanctuary and as principal for other loans. Loan revenue 

performed many functions and its primary importance in the economic life of the sanctuary 

cannot be understated. 

My analysis attributes the success ofloans as the sanctuary's primary income and in the 

financial growth of the sanctuary to a complex combination of factors. Over the course of 
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independence, sacred officials grew more efficient in processing lending agreements and in 

organizing finances within the sanctuary. They created standardized loan agreements with their 

clients which allowed them to extend new loans and keep track of repayments and debts with 

greater efficiency. They also incorporated the expertise of bankers working on the island into the 

organization of finances which resulted in a greater transparency in the movement and 

disposition of funds in the sanctuary. A diverse body of clientele borrowed from the sanctuary 

because it did not conduct discriminatory lending practices like the Athenian sanctuary 

administrators during the classical period. So long as clients met basic criteria of producing a 

guarantor and security, anyone regardless of citizenship, socio-economic status or gender could 

receive a loan. Each client received the same terms: a ten-percent annual interest payment and no 

penalty-economic or religious-in case of missed payment or default. In my reading of the 

regulations concerning the rental of sacred estates which included step-by-step procedures for the 

recovery of delinquent rent and the punishment of renters, it is clear that this lack of penalty for 

loan default was a policy purposefully created by sacred officials to incentivize borrowing. 

Despite the absence of penalty, the amount of loan interest received was always greater than the 

amount of loans which defaulted. Most important to this success was the slow transformation of 

behavior which connected borrowing from the sanctuary to repayment as an economic form of 

religious behavior. The sanctuary' s designated interest rate, a dekate, is initially connected in 

Greek religion to dedications of precious objects or funds from military spoils or financial 

windfalls. It takes on new form here and which connects interest payments with a financial 

windfall for the benefit of the sanctuary. 

The second part of my project investigated the role these loans played in the relationship 

between the sanctuary and city-state and the sanctuary and community on Delos. Loans from the 
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sanctuary to the polis of Delos represented an evolution in the economic relationship between 

these two entities because they created financial co-dependency and were used as a means to 

ensure the independence of the island from reliance on wealthy, interventionist, foreign 

influence. The city-state used its sacred loans to pay for the security of the island and its citizens: 

the state purchase of grain, protection against pirates, and for the purchase of honors for those 

who performed services for the sanctuary and state. Conversely, the sanctuary depended upon 

the state to cultivate diplomatic relationships with major political powers and prominent figures 

to ensure some measure of protection for the sanctuary, to raise its profile as a Panhellenic 

sanctuary in the Aegean through donations, and to allow it to benefit financially from travelers, 

taxes, loans, and income from sacred estates. The financial health of the state and sacred treasury 

became a form of security for the other party; the closer this economic relationship became 

during independence, the more robust measures they took to ensure the transparency of their 

transactions and prevent predatory behavior of one party towards the other. 

With respect to the relationship between the sanctuary and individuals on Delos, temple 

loans became the mechanism by which the sanctuary became an institution of economic and 

social advancement. In the majority of cases, this advancement did not occur along the 

traditional cursus honorum of political or religious office. A vast majority of individuals who 

borrow funds never hold office. Those who do borrow and hold office, do not borrow in order to 

hold office or vice versa. Individuals were not motivated by any other competing external factor 

to borrow. Loans improved a borrower's quality of life. As these individuals borrowed according 

to their means and circumstances, the widely varying loan amounts were directed towards the 

purchase of bare necessities, expenses related to work, improvement of property, and perhaps the 

investment of a business venture. A certain Nikodromos borrowed enough for the purchase of 
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several piglets; Aristako's loan of over 10,000 drachmas was equivalent to the sanctuary's 

operating expenses for a period of five years. 

I argue that individuals were motivated in part to borrow from the temple of Apollo 

because the act of borrowing was an economic form of religious behavior. Since the temple 

extended loans of all sizes to individuals, anyone from any socio-economic circumstance could 

present himself as a patron of the temple through his annual interest payments. These loans acted 

as a democratization of religious patronage because it was now possible to contribute to the 

temple beyond bestowing lavish gifts in precious materials. Borrowers were listed beside their 

payments one after another on sanctuary records no matter the size of the interest payment. In 

addition, the annual interest payments converted borrowers into serial patrons because they 

continued to appear on these records until they paid off their loans. Individuals became invested 

for a number of years in the health of the sanctuary and became connected with one another 

beyond the legal confines of citizenship to create a community of participants who were 

mutually motivated to participate in the life and well-being of the sanctuary. 

My study of temple loans at Delos stands in the emerging conversation in Classics on the 

intersection of religion and the ancient economy. It has clearly established that the sanctuary of 

Apollo and religious institutions in general are viable sources of funding and need to be 

considered alongside traditional sources of funding like the city-state, bankers, and other family 

and acquaintances. These loans add nuance to the process of financial decision-making for city

states and individuals alike. The motivating factors behind choice of a loan source have become 

more complex-a client's political or economic status, familial or social network, and now 

participation in religious practices-and previous treatments need to be re-evaluated. 
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A dix 1: Rentall s d Estat Delos {Drach l 
Date Phoinikes Hippodromos Epistheneia Leimon Soloe Akra Sosimacheia Lykoneion Kerameion Phythalia 

Range and Delos 
Korakia 

314- 810 720 - 781 240 - - 120 - -
310 
309- [1 ,000] 920 - 600 330 - - [190] - -
305 
304- 1100 1012 - 625 - - - 204.5 avg. - -
302? (avg.) 
299- 1101 1001 - 661 321 - - 220 - -
290 
289- 720 550 500 300 300 300 201 80 120 60 
280 
279- 710 605 590 330 410 501 340 150 140 60 
270 
269- 723 732.056 612 350 372 512 150 153 166 72 
260 
259- 600 510 660 302 400 400 250 111 171 44 
250 
249- 651 661 726 221 421 440 275 122.097 250 48.444 
240 
239- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
230 
229- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
220 
219- 474.111 579 422 204 201 340.25 200.25 153 262 50 
210 
209- - 622 431 210 354 [431] 150 231 - 50 
200 
199- 585 572 345 231 293 [430] [210] 130 200+ 52 
190 
189- [554] 629.25 [379.5] - - - - - 285 -
180 
179- 491 655.5 411 284 248 150 178 171.611 302.5 30 
170 
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A dix 2: Rental I Sacred Estat Rheneia (Drachmas) 

Date Chareteia Porthmos Charoneia Pyrgoi Dionysion Panormos Rhamnoi Limnai Skitoneia Nikou 
Range Choros 

314-310 1750 1200 1050 890 750 750 800 770 506 440 

309-305 2250 - - [1180] [1201.5] - - 600 [704] 420 

304-302? 2475 1653 1050 1298 1321.65, 925 [601] 660 774.416 551.5 
301=1000 

299-290 3111 1622 1450 1650 1372 1030 725 622 900 600 

289-280 1800 1200 800 1110 602 660 375 361 560 348 

279-270 1800 1320 800 1222.097 662.195 704 429 397.083 530 271 

269-260 1800 1452 1100 1343.097 700 830 471.9 573 560 351 

259-250 1400.5 931 872 1012.1 560 731 580 480 483 321 

249-240 1113 1024.097 1100 1000 804 611 553 343 473 260 

239-230 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

229-220 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

219-210 832 550 421.028 602.5 402 384 301 175 201 191.25 

209-200 915.195 691 242.5 390 390 290 212 311 171 
(avg.) 

199-190 661 680 400 521 390 285 319 208 225 80 

189-180 [727.1] - 300 - [310] - - - - -

179-170 799.806 592.944 451 472 341 332 351 280 332 96.806 
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Figure 2.1: Dating Third-Century Sanctuary Records 

Date Range 

314-250 
Third century 

300-275 
300-250 

297 
297-279 

296 
287 

Before 282? 
Shortly Before 282 

282 
280 

Ca. 280 
278 

278-270 
276 

Ca. 274 
273-270? 

273 
Ca. 270 

269 
268 
267 

Ca. 265 
265-255 

262 
260-250 
259-250 

258 
257 

Ca. 257 
Mid-third century 

250 
Ca. 250 

After 250 
250-166 

Shortly before 249? 
Shortly before 248 
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Number of 
inscriptions 

33 
1 

34 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

41 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
6 
1 
1 
1 

43 
1 
1 



246 1 
Shortly before 244 1 

Not before 241 1 
240 1 

237-36? 1 
235-34? 1 
Ca. 235 1 

Shortly after 235/4 1 
Ca. 231? 1 

231 1 
230 1 

Ca. 230 1 
229 1 

225-210 1 
Ca. 225-210 4 

224 1 
220 1 

Ca. 220? 1 
219 1 
218 1 
217 1 

216-212 1 
214-210 1 

210 1 
Ca. 210 1 

209 3 
208 1 

Ca. 208 1 
207 1 
206 3 
203 1 

202? 201? 1 
200 5 

Ca. 200 12 
Ca. 200? 5 
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Figure 2.2: Location of Sanctuary Records 
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Figure 2.3: Stelai size of Sanctuary Records 

Inscription Date Length (m) Length Width (m) Thickness 
with tenon (m) 

(m) 
ID 93 410/09 1.38 - .44 .145 
ID 98 377/6- - .80 with .55 -

374/3 fronton 
ID 100 373/2- .75 - .565 -

370/69 
ID 104-12 353/2- .52 - .50 .11 

352/1 
IGXI2.161 279 1.61 - .77 ? 
IG XI 2.162 278 .61 - .605 .077 

(frag. a) 
IG XI 2.199 273 1.18 - .92 .082 
IG XI 2.203 269 1.2 - 1 .093 
IG XI 2.287 250 2.04 2.18 1.12 .13 

ID 290 246 1.88 - .82 .1 
ID 298 240 2.05 - 1.08 .09 top, 

.105 
bottom 

ID 314 Shortly 2.12 - .21 .12 
after 235/4 

ID 366 207 1.35 - .56-.69 .07-.08 
ID 380 ? 198 .0725 - .545 .10-.105 
ID 399 192 1.03 - .67 .085 
ID 442 179 1.94 - 1.025 top, .105 
(frag. a) 1.035 

bottom 
ID 1417 155/4 1.4 ? .75 .09 
ID 1434 156/5- .34 - .38 .075 

146/5 (Complete 
on base) 

ID 1443 145/4- 1.45 - .115 .175 
142/1 
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Figure 2.4: Photograph oflG XI2.161 Face A and Face C (279 BCE) 
Stone dimensions: 1.61m, .77m, .103m 

From Homolle 1890, 390a Pl. 15. 
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Figure 2.5: Publication Costs for Sanctuary Records 

Date Before 250 Around 250 Before 200 Before 174 
BCE BCE BCE BCE 

Inscription and IG XI 2.287A ID 290.118, ID 372Al 14-16 ID 440A+ 
Line Number 122, 197-98 136-37 456B, 59-61 
Cost of stele 23 dr. 35 dr. 70 dr. (2 stelai) 80 dr. (2 stelai) 
fabrication (including 

socket) 
Cost of base - 6 dr. [25] dr. 25 dr. (2 bases) 
fabrication (2 bases) 

Cost of stone 5 dr. 3 dr. 25 dr. 30 dr. 
transport (including (including 

work) work) 
Cost of stele 120 dr. 180 dr. 250 dr. 260 dr. 
inscription 

Transportation - 5 dr. - -
to the sanctuary 

and sealing 
Lead - 6 dr. 12.dr. 9 dr. 
Wood - 1.5 dr. - -

Lead and Wood 7 dr. 4.75 ob. - - -
Peteuran - - 1.8 dr. -

Deltas 4 dr. 10 dr. 10 dr. 15 dr. 
Writing on the 4 dr. [4]? 10+ dr. 25 dr. 

deltas 
Sealing 1 dr. - - -
Total 163 dr. 250 dr. 419 dr. 444 dr. 

Adapted from Chankowski 2013, 924. 
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Figure 2.6: Records Found within the Sanctuary of Apollo at Delos 

Number of 
GD Designation Name of Structure Inscriptions/fragments 

(all located on Figure uncovered in/nearby 
2.2) structure 
11 Porinos Oikos 21 

12 1Temple to Athenians 

13 Temple of Apollo 53 

20 Treasury 1 6 

19 Treasury 2 2 

18 Treasury 3 3 

17 Treasury4 1 

16 Treasury 5 3 

NA Area of Treasuries 2 

NA Area of Temples 1 

9 Statue of Apollo 2 

6 Treasury ofNaxians 1 

5 Propylaia 5 

46 Artemision 22 

29 Portico of Antigonos 16 

22 Prytaneum 3 

24 Neorion 6 

24/26 Between N eorion 10 
and peribolos wall 

26 Peribolos wall 5 

NA Sacred Way 4 
( entrance to 
Sanctuary) 

NA Sanctuary of Apollo 32 

Total: 199 inscriptions/Fragments 
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Figure 2.7: Stelai Sockets for Sacred Records in Sanctuary of Apollo 

.,;-- __ 
... _____ --... 

0 MAJlBf\8•....:-----~ 
[3 POR.._OS 

~ CiNElS.S 

Cif\A IT 
0 

r.05 

From Courby, 1931. PL 2. 
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Figure 2.8: Differentiation of Text Size in Sacred Records 

Summation of Sacred Record from 177 BCE 
Inscription picture from EfA/Ph. Collet from Chankowski 2013, 948. 
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Figure 2.9: Reinscription of Sanctuary Records from 279 BCE 

Inscription picture from EfA/Ph. Collet from Chankowski 2013, 948. 
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Figure 3.1: Sacred Revenues in Drachmas (312-179 BCE) 

Source of 312 304 282 279 278 269 268 
Revenue BCE BCE BCE BCE BCE BCE BCE 

Sacred Estates 11,577 14,230 10,947 11,971 11,960 12,769 11,979 

Loan 4408 8,327 + 3,269 16,739 23,555 3,016 583+ 
Repayments 

Sacred Houses - - 483 883 917 999 592+ 

Land Interest 850 - 70 120 80 - -

Taxes 650 40 - 272 23 1107.92 -
Sales 28 43 23 88 12 - -
Fines 191 - - 61 - -

ekteisma1 - 27 - - - - -
State Treasury - 49 - - - - -

False Money - 8 - - - - -

Dedications - - 187 46 - - -
(thesauroi)2 

Dedications - - - - - 25 -
(phiale) 

State subsidy - - - 3,539 - - -

State official - - - 375 - - -
repayment 

Miscellaneous - - - 100 210 - -
Treasurer - - - - - 330 -
Unknown - - - - - 25,751 -

deposit 
Total Revenue 17,513 22,862 14,981 34,135 36,818 44,000+? 13,155+ 

1 This ekteisma appears to be some sort ofrepayment. Dilrrbach (1912, 26) does not provide 
comment. 
2 Dedicators could place money onto silver phialai placed around the sanctuary or they could 
place money in chests located in specific temples. The temples of Artemis, Aphrodite, and 
Asclepius all contained chests. 
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- - -

Figure 3.1 cont'd: Sacred Revenues in Drachmas (312-179 BCE) 

Source of 250 246 219 218 192 179 
Revenue BCE BCE BCE BCE BCE BCE 

Sacred Estates 10,378 11,096 3,560 5,788 6,594 6,980 

Loan 900 898 713+ 8,640 32,405 8,895 
Repayments 

Sacred - 578 100 - 1,767+ -
Foundation 
Repayment 

Sacred Houses 928 1,752 511 787 638 1,721 

Land Interest 423 491 6 1081 10 110 

Taxes 695 662 198 255 361 2183 
Sales 40 1 40 6,507 104 

Monthly 78 291 - - - -
Revenue 

Fines - - - - 138 -
ekteisma - - - - - -

State Treasury - 40 - - - -

False Money - - - - - -

Dedications 79 - 45 - 5 45 
(Trone) 

Dedications 19 - 27 - 10 29 
(phiale) 

State subsidy - - - 3620 - 551 

State official - - - - - -
repayment 

Miscellaneous - - - - 110 -
Treasurer - - - - - -
Unknown - - - - 43,429 -

deposit 
Money from 62,636 - - - 3,226 8,598 

Previous 
hieropoioi 

Sacred Lake3 43 - -

Banker Tax - - - 200 - -

Festival Support - - - - 50 -

Deposit - - - - 2,842 -

Outside coffer - - - - 306 -
payments 

Surplus from - - - - - 220 
previous year 
Total Revenue 76,198 15,848 5,161 20,411 98,398 28,057 

3 The sanctuary charged a tax for fishing in the Sacred Lake which is located northeast of the 
sanctuary. 
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Figure 3.2: A Comparison of Sacred Estate Rental and Temple Loan Repayment Revenue (Drachmas) 
314-167 BCE 
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Year (BCE) 
- Sacred Estate Rentals ~ Temple Loan Repayments 
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Figure 3.3: Sanctuary ofDelian Apollo's Expenses (Drachmas)4 

Type of 298 282 279 269 250 246 218 208 179 
Expense BCE BCE BCE BCE BCE BCE BCE BCE BCE 
General 4,270+ - - - - 14,782+ - - -

expenses 
Loans 17,000 24,975 - 8,100 16,200 500+ 61,634 6,814 2,850+ 
Works - 1,730+ 9,550 8,669 12,538 10,805+ 341 8,847+ 9,702 

(Construction) 
Salary - - 2,755 - 1,815 - - - 1,910 

Expenses 
Monthly - 939+ - 1374 998 989 - - 794 
expenses 
Religious - - - - 600 - - - -
Festival 
Festival - - - - 169 - - - 50 
Prizes 

Cost of - - - - 140 - - - -
inscription 

Flutists - - - - - - 3,470 - -
Expenses by - - 361 1,192 - - - - 358 

decree 
Diverse - - - 2,415(?) - - - - -

4 Figures in this chart have been rounded down to the nearest drachma. I have chosen these 
inscriptions because they have the most complete figures of sanctuary expenses. 
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Figure 3.4: Balance of Sacred Chest of Apollo5 

Date 
313 
304 
298 
287 
282 
281 
279 
278 
269 
250 
246 
231 
230 
218 
208 
200 

ca. 200 
192 

179 
177 
173 
168 

Inscription Number 
IG XI2, 135 
IG XI2, 144 
IG XI2, 148 
IG XI2, 155 
IG XI2, 158 
IG XI2, 159 
IG XI2, 161 
IG XI2, 162 
IG XI2, 203 
IG XI2, 287 

ID 290 
ID 316 
ID 317 
ID 354 
ID 365 
ID 372 
ID 376 
ID 399 

ID 442A 
ID 444A 
r766y8 

ID 465Ac, 21-22 

Balance Amount 
59,861.6 
58,187+6 

[77,000+] 
57,724 
82,204 

[86,507 .5+] 
54,162 

[78,712] 
[57,333(+)]7 

79,407 
88,594 
86,183 
72,600 
89,184 
47,000 

44,989.3 
48,992 

86,394+ 
[ min 100,000] 

87,987.2 
243,933.1 * 
348,304.8* 
350,000* 

Adapted from Tables 14-16 from Chankowski 2008 326-27, 335. 

5 [] = reconstructed amount for balance from other subtotals 
( +) = minimum amount based on inscription reading 
*= balance amount that may include state treasury amount combined with the sacred chest 
amount. Chankwoski (2008, 327) believes these amounts are combined. Migeotte (2014, 656) 
disagrees as sacred and public funds are always kept separate. I agree his conclusions. 
6 Migeotte (2014, 647 n. 207) has an uncertain reading. 
7 Migeotte (2014, 647) reads 49,144.5 drachmas. 
8 Treheux 1985, 490. 
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Figure 3.5: Festival Calendar and Land Rental Payment Schedule 

DelianMonth 

Lenaion 

Ieron 
Galaxion 

Artemision 

Thargelion 

Panemos 
Hekatombaion 

Metageition 

Bouphonion 
Apatourion 

Aresion 
Posideon 

Equivalent 
Month 

Jan-Feb 

Feb-Mar 
Mar-Apr 
Apr-May 

May-Jun 

Jun-Jul 
Jul-Aug 

Aug-Sept 

Sept-Oct 
Oct-Nov 
Nov-Dec 
Dec-Jan 

Festival(s) 

Sacrifice to Apollo, 
Artemis, Leto, Zeus 

Soter and Athena 
Soteira 

Apollonia 
Dionysia 

Letoa 

Artemisia 

Britomartia 

L'Artemis ion en N eso 
epikrasis for the 

Dioscuroi 
-

Aphrodisia 
Hernia 

Thesmophoria 

-
-

N yktophylaxia 
Eileithyaia 

Posideia 
Adapted from Bruneau 1970, 507-09. 

*final year of lease only 
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Sacred Estate 
Rental Payments 

Remainder of 
rent due for 

estates which 
raised livestock 

-
-

Estates with 
livestock pay a 

flat fee per 
animal head, 

deducted from 
rental amount 

-

-
-

Rent due for 
estates that did 

not raise 
livestock 

Rent due for 
estates which 

raise livestock* 
-
-
-
-



Figure 3.6: Monthly Sanctuary Expenses and State Subventions for Festivals 

Delian Month Equivalent 
Month 

Lenaion Jan-Feb 
Ieron Feb-Mar 

Galaxion Mar-Apr 
Artemision Apr-May 
Thargelion May-Jun 
Panemos Jun-Jul 

Hekatombaion Jul-Aug 
Metageiton Aug-Sep 

Bouphonion Sep-Oct 
Apatourion Oct-Nov 

Aresion Nov-Dec 
Poseidon Dec-Jan 

Expenses 
250 BCE 

IG XI2, 287 A, 
41-85 

131 dr. 1.5 ob. 
28 dr. 4 ob. 

108 dr. 
48 dr. 3.75 ob. 
54 dr. 1.25 ob. 
76 dr ..75 ob. 
190 dr. 4 dr. 
123 dr. 3 ob. 

66 dr. 2.5 ob. 
22.5 dr. 1.5 ob. 

77 dr. 5 ob. 
61 dr. 5.5 ob. 

Expenses State 
179 BCE Subventions for 

ID 442A, 180- Festivals 
207 

94 dr. -
83 dr. 5 ob. 3,500 dr. 

(Apollonia) 
71 dr. 4 ob. -
37 dr. 4 ob. -
40 dr. 4 ob. -

136 dr. -
49 dr. -

45 dr. 4 ob. 50 dr. 
(Thesmophoria) 

60 dr. 4 ob. -
57 dr. 3 ob. -

54 dr. -
63 dr. 4 ob. 600 dr. 

(Posidoneia) 
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Figure 3.7: Individual Delian Loans and Repayments by Month9 

Month 
Equivalent 

Dec-Jan 
Jan-Feb 
Feb-Mar 
Mar-Apr 
Apr-May 
May-Jun 
Jun-Jul 
Jul-Aug 
Aug-Sep 
Sep-Oct 
Oct-Nov 
Nov-Dec 

DelianMonth 

Lenaion 
Ieron 

Galaxion 
Artemision 
Thargelion 
Panemos 

Heketombaion 
Metageitnion 
Bouphonion 
Apatourion 

Aresion 
Posideon 

Number of Loan 
Extensions 

1 
4 
2 
1 
2 
0 
0 
1 
6 
4 
5 

24 

Number of Loan 
Repayments 

5 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
4 

9 There are well over 500 loans in the Delian corpus, but only fifty survive with information on 
the month they were extended and thirteen loan repayments survive inscribed with a designated 
month. 
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Figure 3.8: Female Economic Participants with the Temple of Apollo 

Name 

Alexikrateia d. (not 
preserved) 
Amphikrite 

Androdike 
Aristako d. Phokaieus 

Archiourge 
Aristophile 

Arkoussa 
Arkoussa (2) 
Asstuphosa 

Gorgo 

Echenike d. of 
Parmenion 

Eritado 
Epagalte d. 
Sosisthenou 

Epaino 
Euboule d. Theodoros 

Euthytime d. of 
Diodotos 

Hegenassa 

Kroulliche d. 
Mnesi .. .(?) 

Kroulliche d. 
Mnesi . . . (?) 

Ktesylis 
Lyso d. Polystratos 

Melissa 
Mneso 

Pytho d. Synonymos 

Timonassa d. Teleson 
Timonassa d. 
Telemnestos 

d. =daughter 

Financial Action: 
Borrow/Repayment 

for third party 
Repayment 

Borrow 

Borrow 
Borrow 

Borrow 
Borrow 
Borrow 

Borrow 
Borrow 
Borrow 

Repayment 

Borrow 

Borrow 
Borrow 

Borrow 
Borrow 
Borrow 

Borrow 

Borrow 

Borrow 

Borrow 
Borrow 
Borrow 
Borrow 
Borrow 

Repayment 
Borrow 

Date 

282 

250 

194 
Before 194 

Before 179 
182 

Reimbursed 
161/0 

199-193 
179 
182 
282 

167 

182 
205-200 

194 
179 
185 

182 

Before 200 

194 

194 

179 
209 
175 
194 

Before 209 

203 
182 

Amount Inscription 

20 dr. 5 ob. IG XL 2158A26 
(interest) 

833 dr. 2.25 ob. IG XI 2.287A14-5 
(interest) 

- ID 396A55-6 
433 dr. 2 ob. ID 396A25 

10,310+ dr. ID 442C62-71 
- ID 407.23 
- ID 1408A col. 1.40 

- ID 406B25-7, 49-51 
- ID 442A213 
- ID 407.39-40 

10 dr. ½ ob. IG XI 2.158A27 
(interest) 
2,500 dr. ID 1408A col 1.39-

40 
- ID 407.30 

100 dr. loan ID 369A35 

- ID 396A53 
1000 ID 442A216 

391 dr. ID 442C13-9 
4 ob. 

- ID 407.31 

1,000 ID 372A69-70 

- ID 396A27 

-

190 dr. ID 442C49-54 
150 dr. ID 362Bll-13 

- ID449A38 
- ID 396A47 

400 or 550 ID 363 .70 

- ID 370.46 
- ID 407.40-1 
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Figure 3.9: Number of Temple Loan Transactions during Independence 

Date 

301 

279 

250 

219 
207 

206 

200 

177 

Inscription 

IG XI 2.146 

IG XI 2.161 

IG XI 2.287 

ID 353 
ID 366 

ID 369 

ID 372 

ID 444 

Number of Processed 
Transactions 

13 

30 

77 

81 
179 

141 

194 

109 
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Figure 3.10: Individual Debts 

Year Inscription Number of Personal Amount of Debt from 
Defaults individual loans 

262 BCE IG XI 2.223 11+ 167.5 dr.+ 
250 BCE IG XI 2.287 23 690 dr. 2 ob. ½ ob.* 
248 BCE ID 291 9+ 272 + dr. 
230 BCE ID 317 10+ 674.33 dr.+ 
219 BCE ID 353 76 1097 dr. 5 ob., 3/12 

ob.* 
207 BCE ID 366 90 2999 dr. 1 ob. 4/12 

ob.* 
206 BCE ID 369 70 1936 dr. 2 ob., ½ ob., 

¼ ob., 1/12 ob.* 
200 BCE ID 372 94 2978 dr., 4 ob., ½ ob., 

2/12 ob. 
189 BCE ID 403 14+ 574.5 dr. 
181 BCE ID 439 11+ 277 dr. 2 ob. ½ ob. 

2/12 ob. 
179 BCE ID 442 25+ 768.66 dr. 
177 BCE ID 444 54 1551 dr. 1 ob. 1/12 ob. 

*complete inscription. All others are partially preserved. 
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Figure 3.11 : Comparison of Loan Revenue and Defaults 10 

Date 
(BCE) 

250 
248 
246 

219 
218 
207 
206 
200 
192 
189 
179 

Loan Revenue 
(drachmas) 

900 
-

898 

713(+) 
8,640 

-
-
-

32,405 
-

8,895 

Loan Defaults 
(drachmas) 

690 
272 (+) 

-
1,097 

-
2,999 
1,936 
2,978 

-
574 
765 

10 All amounts are rounded down to the nearest drachma. A dash means there is no data available 
for that year. 
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Figure 3.12: Banks on Independent Delos 

Bank 

Theon 
Philistos and Hephaistion 

Timon 
Mantineus and Hellen 

Hellen 
Herakleides and Nymphodorus 

Philon and Silenos 
Philon 

Philophon and Pactyas 
Philophon 

Political Origin of Years Active 
Bankers on Delos 

Byzantium 195 
? 194 

Syracuse 194-92 
Tenos,? 193-78 

? 172-69 
Tarentum, Syracuse 189-169 

?, Delos 180-76 
? 176-72 

?, Caria 177-72 
? 169-161/0 
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Figure 3.13a: Covered Attic stamnos 

Munich 8738 
Berlin Painter, early Classical period 

From Philippaki 1967, Pl. 63.2. 
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Figure 3.13b: Attic Stamnos with Short Neck and Wide Mouth 

New York 18.74.1 ca. 460 BCE 
From Philippaki 1967, Plate 41.1 
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Figure 4.1 
The Sanctuary of Apollo at Delos 
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From Bruneau, P. and J. Ducat. (1983, 115.) 

Sanctuary of Apollo at Delos Key 
1. Shoreline 
2. Agora of the Hermai:stes, ca. 100 BCE 
3. Portico of Philip V, ca. 210 BCE 
4. South Portico, mid-third century BCE 
5. Propyleia, mid-second century BCE 
6. Oikos ofNaxians, ca. 575 BCE 
7. Templer, archaic period 
8. Ergasteria of the Theandridai, after 166 BCE 
9. Colossus of the Naxians, 590-580 BCE 
10. Base of Philetairos, second half third century BCE 
11. Porinos Naos, end of sixth century BCE (First Temple of Apollo) 
12. Temple of the Athenians, ca. 450 BCE (Second Temple of Apollo) 
13. Grand Temple, ca. 280 BCE (Third Temple of Apollo) 
14. Restored statue base, ? 
15, Mycenaean housing, ? 
16. Treasury 5, archaic period 
17. Treasury 4, first half, fifth century BCE 
18. Treasury 3, first half, fifth century BCE 
19, Treasury 2, first half, fifth century BCE 
20. Treasury 1, first half, fifth century BCE 
21 . Edifice ~. Bouleuterion?, first half of sixth century BCE 
22. Prytaneum, first half fourth century BCE 
23 . Altars, sixth-fifth centuries BCE 
24. Monument of the Bulls, ca. 320-310 
25 . Zeus Polieus altar, Hellenistic 
26. Peribolos wall of the sanctuary ca. 250 BCE 
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27. Northeast excedrae, east gate of sanctuary, end of second century BCE 
28. Monument of C. Billienus, end of second century BCE 
29. Portico of Antigonos, third quarter of third century BCE 
30. Minoe fountain, sixth century BCE 
31 . Monument of the Progonoi, third quarter of third century BCE 
32. Tomb of Opis and Arge, archaic period 
33. Hellenistic shop, end of second century BCE 
34. Abaton, end of third century BCE 
35. Graphe, fifth to fourth century BCE 
36. Stoa of the Naxians, end of sixth century BCE 
37. Bronze Tree ofNicias, 417 BCE 
38. Pillar of Antiochus III ca. 190 BCE 
39. Apsidal monument, fifth to second half of fourth century BCE 
40. Temple G, third to second century BCE 
41 . Tomb ofLaodike and Hyperokhe, archaic period 
42. Edifice, ? 
43 . South edifice,? 
44. Monument of the Hexagons, ca. 500 BCE 
45 . Portico, after 166 BCE 
46. Artemision, Hellenistic period 
47. Ekklesiaterion, fifth to second century BCE 
48. Edifice with a peristyle court, ? 
82. Dromos 
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Figure 4.2a: 
Size of Temple Loans to Delos (Drachmas) 

State Loan 
Number 
SL59 
SL23 

SL 1 
SL 14 
SL2 

SL60 
SL34 

SL57 
SL58 
SL22 
SL 18 
SL 12 

SL 15 
SL 17 
SL20 
SL33 
SL5 

SL35 
SL29 
SL21 
SL6 

SL37 

SL 7 
SL28 

Mean 
6,638.5 dr. 

Date (BCE) 

175 
246 

301 
269 
301 
175 
208 

175 
175 
250 
269 
269 

269 
269 
250 
209 
297 

208 
218 
250 
297 
206 

282 
218 

Median 
2,255 dr. 

Principal 
Amount ( dr.) 

190 
300 
400 
700 
1000 
1000 
1,300 

1,500 
1,550 
1,700 
2000 

2,110+ 

2,400 
3,000 
3,000 
4,000 
5,000 

5,514.5 dr. 
10,000 
10,050 
12,000 
14,000 

24,975 
51,634.5 

Mode 
1000 (2x), 3,000 (2x) dr. 

Total number of Temple loans to Delos with surviving loan principal: 2411 

Total amount Temple of Apollo lent to Delos: 159,324 drachmas (26.5 Talents) 

11 There is one loan (SL 3) which has not been counted because it represents a total amount and not an individual 
loan. There are eleven loans not counted because the inscriptions do not preserve a principal amount: SL 9, SL 26, 
SL 31, SL 32, SL 38, SL 45, SL 46, SL 47, SL 48, SL 55, and SL 69. 
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Figure 4.2b: 
Size of Temple Loan Repayments from Delos (Drachmas) 

State Loan Date 
Number (BCE) 
SL61 174 
SL 13 269 
SL 70 170 
SL66 173 
SL43 188 
SL 16 269 
SL52 180 
SL53 179 
SL63 173 
SL67 173 
SL68 172 
SL 51 180 
SL54 179 
SL4 300 

SL64 173 
SL65 173 
SL39 192 
SL40 192 
SL27 218 
SL41 192 
SL 19 250 
SL42 192 
SL36 206 
SL25 231 
SL 10 279 
SL8 281 

SL 11 278 

Mean Median 

5275.5 dr. 2000 dr. 

Repayment 
Amount ( dr.) 

40+ 
53.5 
200+ 
217+ 
500 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1300 
1350 
2000 

2300+ 
2350+ 
3975 
5000 

7,330.5 
8000 
9,345 
12000 

12,300+ 
13,325.5 
16,221.5 

18,879 .25 
19,751+ 

Mode 

1000 dr. 

Total number of temple loan repayments with a preserved amount: 27 12 

Total amount Delos repaid to the Temple of Apollo: 142,438.25 (23.73 Talents) 
amounts range from 190 drachmas (SL 59) at minimum to a maximum of 51,634.5 drachmas 

12 SL 71 is not counted because it lacks a date . Six repayments are not counted because they have no preserved 
payment total: SL 24, SL 30, SL 44, SL 49, SL 50, and SL 56. 
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Figure 4.3a: 
Frequency of Temple Loan Extensions and Repayments 

Year Number of 
Loan 

Extensions 
301 3 
300 -
297 2 
282 1 
281 -
280 1 
279 -
278 -
269 5 

250 3 

246 1 
235-34 after -

231 -
224 1 
218 2 
217 2 
209 1 
208 2 
206 1 
200 1 
192 -

188 -
184 -
180 -
179 1 

175 4 

174 -

173 -

172 -
171 1 
170 -

State Loan Number 

SL 1, SL 2, SL 3 
-

SL5, SL 6 
SL 7 

-
SL9 

-
-

SL 12, SL 14, SL 
15, SL 17, SL 18 
SL 20, SL 21, SL 

22 
SL23 

-
-

SL26 
SL27, SL29 
SL 31, SL 32 

SL33 
SL 34, SL 35 

SL37 
SL38 

-

-
-
-

SL55 

SL 57, SL 58, 
SL 59, SL 60 

-

-

-
SL69 

-

Number of 
Loan 

Repayments 
-
1 
-
-
1 
-
1 
1 
2 

1 

-
1 
1 
-
1 
1 
-
-
1 
-
4 

2 
1 
2 
3 

-

3 

4 

1 
-
1 

State Loan Number 

-
SL4 

-
-

SL8 
-

SL 10 
SL 11 

SL 13, SL 16 

SL 19 

-
SL24 
SL25 

-
SL27 
SL30 

-
-

SL36 
-

SL 39, SL40, 
SL 41, SL 42 
SL43, SL44 

SL50 
SL51,52 

SL 53, SL 54, SL 
56 
-

SL 61, SL 62, SL 
64 

SL 63, SL 65, SL 
66, SL 67 

SL68 
-

SL 70 
Not counted: SL 45, SL 46, SL 47, SL 48, SL 49, SL 71, SL 72, SL 73 as their dates are not precise. 
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Figure 4.3b: 
Frequency of Temple Loan Extensions and Repayments per Inscription 

Number of Inscriptions Number of Extensions Loan Extensions Per 
Containing a Loan Extension Inscription 

17 32 1.88 

Number of Inscriptions Number of Repayments Loan Repayments Per Loan 
Containing a Loan 

Repayment 

20 33 1.65 
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Figure 4.4: 
Delos' Reasons for Borrowing from the Temple of Apollo 

Reason for Loan 
No Reason 

Honors 

Grain Purchase 
Repayment to Individual 
Protection Against Pirates 

Stoa 
Choma 
Total: 

State Loan Number(s) Total Number of Loans 
1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 48 

15, 16, 17, 18, 19,20,24,25, 
26,27,28,29,30,31,33,34, 
35,36,37,38,39,40,42,43, 
44,45,48,52,53,56,61,62, 

63,66,67, 70, 73 
23,46,47,49,50,51,54,55, 18 
57,58,59,60,64,65,68,69, 

71, 72 
2,21 2 
13, 22 2 

5 1 
12 1 
32 1 

73 
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Figure 4.5 
List of Honors paid for by Temple Loans 

Date State Loan 
Number 

246 23 
192 39 

Ca. 46 
190 
Ca. 47 
190 
Ca. 49 
190 
184 50 
180 51 

179 54 

179 55 
175 57 
175 58 
175 59 
175 60 
174 64 

173 65 
171 69 

? 71 
? 72 

Honors 

State 
Crowns 

Gift 

Crown 

Crown 

Crowns 
Crowns 

Crowns 

Crown 
Crown 
Crown 
Crown 

Gift 
Crowns 

Crowns 
Crowns 

Crowns 
Crown 

Recipient 

King Ptolemy 
Unknown 

King Eumenes II 
Unknown 

Unknown polis 

Rhodes 

Unknown 

Unknown 
King Philip V 

King Eumenes II 
Rhodes 

King Philip V 
King Massinissa 

King Philip V 
King Eumenes II 

King Perseus 
Prusias II 
Megara 

King Prusias, King 
Antiochus IV 

unknown 
Roman Senate 
Roman People 

unknown 
Lucius Hortensius 

Value of Honors 

300 dr. 
3,975 (total) 

-

-

-

-
1,300 (total) 

1,350 (total) 

-
1,500 
1,550 
190 

1,000 
2,300+ (total) 

2,350+ (total) 
-

70+ 
-
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Figure 4.6: 
Recipients of Honors Paid for by Temple Loans 

Recipient 
Ptolemy II 
Perseus 

King Masinissa 
Antiochus IV 
Roman Senate 
Roman People 

Lucius Hortensius 
Megara 

King Prusias II 
Rhodes 

King Eumenes II 
King Philip V 

Unknown 

Number of Honors 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
3 
7 

Total: 25 honors 
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Figure 4.7: 
Degraded state oflD 399A69-74 

68 ... ['t]o 1td[v]· Mr')O<rHP:- t:,,t:,, , XE<paAiJ .ou 01)µooi.ou f'r'XHHt:,,t:,,t:,,t:,,rH+lll[C] . 
Two erased lines 

69 lll!l ll !llllll ll l!!I '".. X£<pa:A.11 i:oii aQy[uQ i.ou i:oii &[riµooi.ou] MMf"XXXrHt:,,t:,,t:,,t:,,1-H-IIITX ~ 
oii m,:wvL xoii]- rtaQE &o M€W A · 

[AwL] xal. <l>wxaEL xal. ,:o0E 6.Uo fyi[EvuAA.]w[L?] I I [.. ... i:oii] qi.i:ou? d~ ,:iJv 0L1:wvi.av 
MMMXXX)<rHHHiz' t:,,t:,,t:,,t:,,XX. xal e:rd ,:ij~ 

[~µec]EQO~ ClQXf\~ [eJO[rnav] mµ[i.m TIEQi.av]&QO~ xai. Eu~EVL01)~ Ei.c; i:11v onwvi.av 
MMHHHt:,,t:,,t:,,t:,,rHIIIT. XE<pUA.TJ ,:ou o[t]-

72 [,:wvt]xoii Pr'HHt:,,t:,,t:,,rHIIITXX. (l,t() ,:ou[,:]ou e&oµEV ,:ou_; om.ova~ 'HyfoL, EU<pQCLVOQL, 
MEvuUon MMMMr'XX. A.OL[rrov] 

['toii m},:wvtxou r'XXXHH t:,,t:,,t:,,r:'tlll~· xai. i:ou,:o 1taQE0oµEv LEQOrtotou; MEvuA.A.wL xai. 
<l>wxaEi: •~c 

Vacat 
74 [Kai. i:60]E 6.Uo ClQYlJQLOV Ei.o,;XEL 't(l)L -OEWL' e[v]l)QOOi.wv· .. . 

From DUrrbach 1929, 54. Reprinted in Sosin 2003, 68. 
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Figure 4.8a: 
Evolution of loan recipients from Temple of Apollo at Delos 

Identity of Abbreviation 
Recipient 

Prodaneistai PR 

Anadochoi A 

Epimeletai E 

Polis p 

Secretary s 
Boule B 

Treasurer T 

Identification of Temple Loan Recipient 
Date State PR A E p s B T Form of 

Loan Security 
Number 

301 1 - - - - - - - -
301 2 - - - - - - - -
301 3 - - - - - - - -
297 5 - - - X - - Revenues 

of the polis 
297 6 - - - X - - - Revenues 

of the polis 
282 7 X X - - - - - -
280 913 - - - - - - - -
269 1214 - - X - - - - -
269 14 X - - X - - - -
269 15 X X - ? - - - -
269 17 X X - X - - - -
269 18 X - - X - - - -
250 20 X - - X - - - Public 

revenues 
250 21 X - - X - - - Public 

revenues 
250 22 X - - X - - - -
246 23 X - - X - - X -
224 26 X - - X - - - -
218 28 X - - X X X X -
218 29 X - - X X X X -
217 31 X - - X X X X -
217 32 X - - X X X X -
209 33 X X X X X -
208 34 X - - X X X X -
208 35 X - - X X X X -

13 V. fragmentary. Room for other officials. 
14 V. fragmentary. Room for other officials. 
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206 37 X - - X - X X -
200 381s X - - X - - X -
Ca. 45 X - - X X X X -
190 
Ca. 46 X - - X X X X -
190 
Ca. 47 X - - X X X X -
190 
Ca. 48 X - - X X X X -
190 
179 5516 X - - X - - - -
175 57 X - - X X X X -
175 58 X - - X X X X -
175 59 X - - X X X X -
175 60 - - - X X X X -
171 691 7 - - - - - X - -
Date SL PR A E p s B T Form of 

Security 

15 V. fragmentary and plenty ofroom for other officials. 
16 V. fragmentary and plenty ofroom for other officials, but none are named explicitly. 
17 V. fragmentary and plenty ofroom for other officials but none are named explicitly. 
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Figure 4.8b: 
Evolution of Loan Repayment Source to the Temple of Apollo at Delos 

Identification of Loan Repayment Source Form of 
Repayment 

Date State Loan Polis Prodaneistai Treasurers Bank through which Coins Coins in 
Number Revenue payment was routed sealed 

stamnoi 
300 4 - - ? - X -
282 8 - X - - X -
279 10 X - - - X -
278 11 X - - - X -
269 16 - X - - X -
250 19 X - - - X -
250 20 X - - - X -
235- 24 - X X - X -
34 
218 27 - - X - X -
217 30 - - X - X -
206 36 - - X - X -
192 39 - - X Hellen and Mantineus - X 
192 40 - - X Hellen and Mantineus - X 
192 41 - - X Timon - X 
192 42 - - X Timon - X 
188 43 - - X ? - X 
188 44 - - X ? - X 
184 50 - - X Nymphodorus and - X 

Herakleides 
180 51 - - X Philon and Silenos - X 
180 52 - - X Hellen and Mantineus - X 
179 43, 4418 - - X Hellen and Mantineus - X 
179 56 - - X Hellen and Mantineus - X 
174 61 - - X Philophon and Paktuos - X 
174 62 - - X ? - ? 
173 63 - - X ? - X 
173 64 - - ? Philophon and Paktuos - X 
173 65 - - X ? - ? 
173 66 - - X Nymphodorus and - X 

Herakleides 
173 67 - - X Philophon and Paktuos - X 
172 68 - - X Nymphodorus and - X 

Herakleides 
? 71 - - ? ? - X 
? 72 - - X Hellenos - X 
? 73 - - ? ? - X 

18 The treasurers made the repayment according to the diataxin "xcf'rcx [-] tjv otCf'rC(~tv" (1.42) . 
The city set aside part of its incoming budget for the purpose of this loan repayment. 
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Figure 4.9: 
State revenue loan repayment to the Temple of Apollo 

Year Inscription Pentekoste Pentekoste Enokion Hypotropion 10% of 10% Eponion 
(w/eponion) (astias) Ichthyon of 

Siton 
279 IG XI,2 14,910 - 600 530 - 120 66.5 
BCE 161A 
278 IG XI,2 18,900 - ? 540.5 - 413 -
BCE 162A 
274 IG XI,2 - - 835 630 - - 121 
BCE 199A 
250 IG XI,2 - 5,250 1,690 - 1,850 110 445 
BCE 287A 

Adapted from Migeotte 2014, 660. 
*all amounts are in drachmas 
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Figure 4.1 Oa: 
Political Careers ofDelian Prodaneistai, 282-175 BCE 

Figure Key 
A Archon 
H Hieropoios 
T Treasurer 

SC Secretary of 
the city 

E Epimelete 
D Author of 

decree (IG 
XI4, no.) 

p President of 
the Assembly 

pVial Date Name State A H T SC E D 
Number Loan 

Number 
1 282 Demeas son 7 - - - - - - -

of Pythokles 
2 282 Diodotos (II) 7 - 286 - - - - -

s. of Stesileos 
3 282 Hegesagoras 7 - - - 286 - 568 -

s.of 
Anaximenes 

4 282 Hierombrotos 7 - - - - - - -
s.of 
Mnesikles 

5 282 Kallisthenes 7 303 298 - - - - -
s.of 
Theorylos 

6 282 Theodotos s. 7 - - - - - - -
of Hippotades 

7 282 Timesidemos 7 - - - 279 269- 538 -
s.of 67 
Antikrates 

8 269 Antigonos (I) 17 - - - - - - -
s.of 
Andromenes 

9 269 Demeas s. of 15, 18 286 - - - - 569 -
Autokles or 

277 
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Vial Date Name State A H T SC E D p 
Number Loan 

Number 
10 269 Hierombrotos 17 - - - - - - -

s.of 
Eudemos 

11 269 Mnesalkos (I) 18 - - 278 274 - 558, -
s.of 559, 
Telesarchides 560 

12 269 Pistes (I) s. of 14 - 278 - - - - -
Xenon 

13 269 Polybos (I) s. 14, 18 - - - - 269 - -
ofDiodotos 

14 269 Stesileos (I) 17 - 275 - - - - -
s.of 
Skymnos 

15 269 Theorylos (I) 15 - - - - - - -
s.of 
Diaktorides 

16 250 Polyxenos (I) 21 - - - 258 - - -
s.of 
Aresimbrotos 

17 250 Sosidemos (I) 21 - - 251 - - - -
s. ofNikon 

18 250 Xenokrates s. 21 244 252 - - - 598 -
of 
Hierombrotos 

19 224 Phanoss.of 26 - - - - - - -
Xenotimos 

20 224 Polyxenos 26 - - - - - - -
21 218 Antigonos s. 28 - 225- 206 - - - -

of 220 
Telesarchides 

22 218 Aristeas s. of 28 - - - - - - -
Antigonos 

23 218 Diogenes s. 28 - Unclear - - - - -
ofTeleson if231 

or 202 
24 218 Hierombrotos 29 - - - 217 - - -

(11) s. of 
Amnos 

25 218 Mantitheos 28 - - - - - - -
26 218 Polyxenos s. 29 - - - - - - -

of 
(Alki)machos 
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Vial Date Name State A H T SC E D p 
Number Loan 

Number 
27 209 Polyxenos 33 - - - - - - -

28 208 Apollodoros 34 - - - - - - -
s.of 
Phokaieus 

29 208 Demonous 35 - 199 205 - - - -
(11) s. of 
Sosidemos 

30 208 Mermis s. of 34 236 - - 240 217 - -
Nikarchos 

31 208 Polyxenos s. 35 192 179 - - - - -
of Parmenion 

32 208 Xenodokos s. 35 - - 205 - - - -
ofEche 

33 206 Diogenes s. 37 - - - - - - 827 
of Diogenes 

34 206 Pherekleides 37 - - - - - - -
(11) s. of 
Pythokles 

35 206 Polybos (IV) 37 - - - - - - -
s.of 
Kallidikos 

36 200 Leukippos 38 - - - - - - -
37 200 Mikythos s. 38 - 207 - - - - -

of Pyrrhides 
38 Bef. Phokaieus s. 46 176 191 179 - - - -

192 of Phokaieus 
39 Bef. Stesileos s. of 48 - - - - - - 765 

192 Praximenes 
40 Bef. Xenokleides 47 - 193 197 - - - -

192 (I) 
Andromenes 

41 179 Choirylos 55 - - - - - - -
(111) s. of 
Telesandros 

42 179 Gorgias s. of 55 - - - - - - -
Polykritos 

43 179 Kaibon 55 - - - - - - -
44 179 Kallisthenes 55 - - - - - - -

s. of Thar-
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45 179, Ktesonides s. 55,59 - - - - - - -
of 
Ampithales 

175 - - - - - - -
46 179 Leukinos s. 55 201 - - - - 708 -

of Phokaieus 
47 179 Nikias (I) s. 55 185 - - - - - -

ofEuelthon 
48 179 Passes s. of 55 - - - - - - -

Aristoboulos 
49 179 Polybos s. of 55 - - - - - - -

Polybos 
50 179 Sotion s. of 55 - - 172 - - - -

Ktesi-
51 179 Theotimos s. 55 - - - - - - -

of Aristokles 
52 179 Xenokritos s. 55 - - - - - - -

of 
Kleinodikos 

53 175 Euxenides s. 57 - 200 192 - - - -
of Phokaieus 

54 175 Oikon 58 - - - - - - -
pDate Name State A H T SC E D 

Loan 
Number 
Total 8 13 9 6 3 7 2 

Adapted from Vial, C. 1984, 358-59, 362. 
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Figure 4.1 Ob: 
Economic Careers ofDelian Prodaneistai, 282-175 BCE 

Figure Key 
FR Farmer at Rheneia 

FD Farmer at Delos 

TF Tax Farmer 

C Choregos 

TD Dedication at 
Temple of Apollo 

TL Temple Borrower 
(loan) 

TLG Guarantor for 
Temple Loan 

Vial Date Name FR FD TF C TD TL TLG 
Number 
1 282 Demeas son of - - - - - - -

Pythokles 
2 282 Diodotos (II) s. - - - - - - -

of Stesileos 
3 282 Hegesagoras s. - 278, - - - - -

of Anaximenes 274 
4 282 Hierombrotos s. - - - - - 280 280 

of Mnesikles 
5 282 Kallisthenes s. - - - - - - 250 

of Theorylos 
6 282 Theodotos s. of - - - - - - -

Hippotades 
7 282 Timesidemos s. 258 - - - - - -

of Antikrates 
8 269 Antigonos (I) s. - - - - - - 280-

of Andromenes 79 
9 269 Demeas s. of - - - - - - -

Autokles 
10 269 Hierombrotos s. - - - - - - -

ofEudemos 
11 269 Mnesalkos (I) s. - - - - - Before -

of Telesarchides 282 
12 269 Pistes (I) s. of - - - - - Before -

Xenon 274 
13 269 Polybos (I) s. of - 269-68 - - - - -

Diodotos 
14 269 Stesileos (I) s. - - - 282 - - -

ofSkymnos 
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Vial Date Name FR FD TF C TD TL TLG 
Number 
15 269 Theorylos (I) s. - 279 - 284, - - -

of Diaktorides 282 
16 250 Polyxenos (I) s. 258, - - - - - -

of Aresimbrotos 250 
17 250 Sosidemos (I) s. - - - 268- - - -

ofNikon 61 
18 250 Xenokrates s. of 250 - - - - - -

Hierombrotos 
19 224 Phanoss.of - - - - - - -

Xenotimos 
20 224 Polyxenos - - - - - - -
21 218 Antigonos s. of - - - - - - -

Telesarchides 
22 218 Aristeas s. of - - - - - - -

Antigonos 
23 218 Diogenes s. of - - - - 202? - 246 

Teleson 
24 218 Hierombrotos - - - - - 200 -

(11) s. of 
Amnos 

25 218 Mantitheos - - - - - - -
26 218 Polyxenos s. of - - - - - - -

(Alki)machos 
27 209 Polyxenos - - - - - - -
28 208 Apollodoros s. - - - - - - -

of Phokaieus 
29 208 Demonous (II) - - 192 - 192 197 -

s. of Sosidemos 
30 208 Mermis s. of - - - - - - -

Nikarchos 
31 208 Polyxenos s. of - - - - - Died -

Parmenion before 
262 ... 

32 208 Xenodokoss.of - - - - - - -
Eche 

33 206 Diogenes s. of - - - - 192 - -
Diogenes (4x); 

179 
(2x) 

34 206 Pherekleides - - - - - 219 -
(11) s. of 
Pythokles 
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Vial Date Name FR FD TF C TD TL TLG 
Number 
35 206 Polybos (IV) s. - - - - - - -

of Kallidikos 
36 200 Leukippos - - - - - - -
37 200 Mikythos s. of - - - - - - -

Pyrrhides 
38 Bef. Phokaieus s. of - - - 171 191; - -

192 Phokaieus 179 
39 Bef. Stesileos s. of - - - - - 209 -

192 Praximenes 
40 Bef. Xenokleides (I) - - - - 193 - -

192 Andromenes 
41 179 Choirylos (111) - - - - - - -

s. of 
Telesandros 

42 179 Gorgias s. of - - - - - - -
Polykritos 

43 179 Kaibon - - - - - - -
44 179 Kallisthenes s. - - - - - - -

of Thar-
45 179 - - - - - - -

Ktesonides s. of 
Ampithales 

175 - - - - - - -
46 179 Leukinos s. of - - - - - - -

Phokaieus 
47 179 Nikias (I) s. of 210 - - - 185 - -

Euelthon (3x) 
48 179 Passes s. of - - - - - - -

Aristoboulos 
49 179 Polybos s. of - - - - - - -

Polybos 
50 179 Sotion s. of - - - - - - -

Ktesi-
51 179 Theotimos s. of - - - - - - -

Aris to kl es 
52 179 Xenokritos s. of - - - - - - -

Kleinodikos 
53 175 Euxenides s. of - - - - 192 - -

Phokaieus (2x) 
54 175 Oikon - - - - - - -

FR FD TF C TD TL TLG 
Totals 4 3 1 5 16 8 4 
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Figure 4.lla: 
Political Careers of Delian Anadochoi, 282-269 BCE 

Figure Key 
A Archon 
H Hieropoios 
T Treasurer 

SC Secretary of 
the city 

E Epimelete 
D Author of 

decree (IG 
XI4, no.) 

p President of 
the Assembly 

pVial Date Name State Loan A H T SC E D 
Number Number 
1 282 (Andr)oteles s. 7 - Bef. - - - - -

of Sokrates 283 
2 282 Antigonos s. 7 - - - - - - -

of Anektos 
3 282 Didymos s. of 7 - 283 - - - - -

Kallidikos 
4 282 (Ger)yllos s. 7 - - - - - - -

of Pistoxenos 
5 282 Pleistainetos s. 7 - 270 - - - - -

ofTeleson 
6 282 -neas s. of 7 - - - - - - -

Dexis 
7 269 Demonous (I) 18 - 278 - - - - -

s. ofNikon 
8 269 Eudemos s. of 18 - - - - - - -

Amnos 
9 269 Kallisthenes 16 303 298 - - - - -
10 269 Skymnos (I) s. 18 - 298 - - - - -

of Phanodikos 
11 269 Xenokleides s. 16 - 261 - - - - -

of 
Aphthonetos 

Totals 1 7 0 0 0 0 0 
Adapted from Vial 1984, 359, 363. 
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Figure 4.11 b: 
Economic Careers ofAnadochoi, 282-269 BCE 

FR Farmer at Rheneia 

FD Farmer at Delos 

TF Tax Farmer 

C Choregos 

TD Dedication at 
Temple of Apollo 

TL Temple Borrower 
(loan) 

TLG Guarantor for 
Temple Loan 

Vial Guarantor Name FR FD TF C TD TL TLG 
Number Date 
1 282 (Andr)oteles s. - - - - - - -

of Sokrates 
2 282 Antigonos s. of 207 - - - - - -

Anektos 
3 282 Didymos s. of 279 - - - - - -

Kallidikos 278 
4 282 (Ger)yllos s. of - 279, - - - - -

Pistoxenos 278 
5 282 Pleistainetos s. - - - 282 - - -

ofTeleson 
6 282 -neas s. of Dexis - - - - - - -
7 269 Demonous (I) s. - - 262 - - - -

ofNikon 
8 269 Eudemos s. of - - - - - - -

Amnos 
9 269 Kallisthenes - - - - - - -
10 269 Skymnos (I) s. of - 297 - - - - -

Phanodikos 
11 269 Xenokleides s. of - - - - - - -

Aphthonetos 
Heavily adapted from Vial (1987), 359, 363. 
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Figure 4.12: 
Multiple Office Holders: Prodaneistai 

Number of additional Number ofprodaneistai 
offices held 

1 15 
2 9 
3 2 

Total 26 
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Figure 4.13: 
Loans and Repayments from Temple of Apollo on the Delian Calendar 

Delian Loans State Loan Year Loan State Loan Year 
Calendar Extended Number Repayments Number 
Month 

Lenaion 3 20 250 - -

21 250 

22 250 
Ieron 1 - -

59 175 

Galaxion 2 15 269 1 16 269 

37 206 

Artemision 1 58 175 - -

Thargelion - - - -

Panemon - - 1 39 192 

Hekatombaion 1 17 269 - -

Metageiton - - - -

Bouphonion 1 7 282 - -

Apatourion - - - -

Aresion 1 60 175 -

Posideion 1 26 224 9 41 192 
42 192 
51 180 
52 180 
53 179 
54 179 
63 173 
68 172 
72 ? 

Totals 11 11 
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Figure 5.1: Apollodorus ofCyzicus' Loan History at Delos (PL 13)19 

Inscription 
IG XI 2.142.15-6 
IG XI 2.156A6-7 
IG XI 2.161A31 
IG XI 2.62A24 

IG XI 2.223A57 
IG XI 2.274.23 

IG XI 2.287A191-2 
ID 291f6 

ID 353B28-9 
ID 363.61-2 
ID 366A116 
ID 369A24 

ID 372A176 
ID 403.71 
ID 444A43 
ID 457.32 
ID 463B5 

Date 
308-06 

Before 282 
279 
278 
262 

260-250 
250 

After 248 
219 
209 
207 
206 
200 
189 
177 
174 

Ca. 170 

Repayment/Default Amount 
R 10 dr. 
R 10 dr. 
R 10 dr. 
R 10 dr. 
D 10 dr. 
R 10 dr. 
D 10 dr. 
D 10 dr. 
D 10 dr. 
D 10 dr. 
D 10 dr. 
D 10 dr. 
D 10 dr. 
D 10 dr. 
D 10 dr. 
D 10 dr. 
D 10 dr. 

19 Also collected by Reger 1991, 237. 
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Figure 5.2: Scale oflndividual Loans 

Size of Loan in 
drachmas (dr.) 

10 
14 dr., 3.5 ob. 

15 
16 dr., 3 ob. 

17 
23 dr., 2 ob. 

24 dr., 3.5 ob. 
25 

30 dr., 2.5 ob. 
40 
50 
60 
65 

66 dr., 4 ob. 
75 

83 dr., 2 ob. 
85 
100 

100 dr., 2 ob. 
100 dr., 3 ob. 
100 dr., 5 ob. 

104 
105 
110 

111 dr., 5 ob. 
120 
125 

127 dr., 3 ob. 
127 dr., 4 ob. 
128 dr., 2 ob. 

130 
135 
150 

151 dr., 4 ob. 
170 
175 
180 

269 

Number of 
Loans 

1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
8 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

58 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

15 
2 
1 
2 
3 



185 1 
190 2 

196 dr., 4 ob. 1 
200 45 
205 1 

208 dr., 2 ob. 6 
215 1 
230 2 
250 13 

251 dr., 4 ob. 1 
266 dr., 3 ob. 1 
267 dr., 2 ob. 1 

280 1 
300 28 
305 1 
320 1 
332 1 
335 1 
350 4 
370 1 
375 1 

377 dr., 3 ob. 1 
383 dr.,2 ob. 1 
391 dr., 4ob. 1 

400 13 
417 dr., 4ob. 1 

430 1 
433 dr., 2 ob. 2 

440 1 
450 3 

466 dr., 4 ob. 1 
480 1 
500 39 

503 dr., 2 ob. 1 
556 dr., 4 ob. 1 

600 8 
605 dr., 1.5 ob. 1 

625 1 
630 1 
632 1 
650 1 
700 2 
755 1 
770 1 
785 1 
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800 
920 
1000 

1001 dr., 4 ob. 
1120 
1125 
1200 
1250 
1300 
1350 
1400 
1500 
1750 
2000 

2333 dr., 2 ob. 
2500 
5000 

10,310+ 
13400 
Total 

3 
1 

17 
1 
1 
1 
8 
3 
1 
1 
1 
4 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 

379 loans 
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Figure 5.3 : Individual Loan Size (Drachmas) 

Mean Median Mode 
397 250 100 
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Figure 5.4: Most Frequent Individual Loan Sizes (Drachmas) 

Size of 
Loan 

50 
100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 
450 
500 
600 
650 
700 
800 
1000 
1200 
1250 
1500 

Number 
of Loans 

8 
58 
15 
45 
13 

28 
4 
13 

3 
39 
8 
1 
2 
3 
17 
8 
3 
4 
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Figure 5.5: Number of Annual Loan Extensions to Individuals 

Inscription Number 
IG XI 2.146 
IG XI 2.161 
IG XI 2.162 
IG XI 2.199 
IG XI 2.287 

ID 290 
ID 298 
ID 320 
ID 338 
ID 342 
ID 363 
ID 365 
ID 371 
ID 372 
ID 396 
ID 406 
ID 407 
ID 442 
ID 449 

Year (BCE) 
301 
279 
278 
274 
250 
246 
240 
229 
224 

Ca. 225-210 
209 
208 

202? 201? 
200 
194 

Ca. 190 
Ca. 190 

179 
175 

Number of Loans 
13 
0 
1 
3 
3 
2 
4 
7 
2 
2 
12 
4 
3 
8 
7 
17 
20 
4 
18 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Figure 5.6: Individuals who Borrowed Multiple Times 

Number of Loans Number of Individuals 
26 
4 
5 
1 
1 
0 
1 
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Figure 5.7: Number of Loan Transactions during Independence 

Date Inscription 

301 IG XI 2.146 

279 IG XI 2.161 

250 IG XI 2.287 

219 ID 353 
207 ID 366 

206 ID 369 

200 ID 372 

177 ID 444 

Number of Processed 
Transactions 

13 

30 

77 

81 
179 

141 

194 

109 
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Figure 5.8 Borrowers as Office Holders on Delos 

Hieropoios 
Archon 
Treasurer 
Council Member 
President of Assembly 
Prodaneista 
Decree Mover 
Trittarch 
Epistate 
Depositer of Contracts 
Choregia 
Logista 
Tax Farmer 
Secretary of the polis 
Epimelete 
Honors 
Other Commissions 
Witness to contract 

Name 
A ... 
''A0Y]Vlt; Eupuµ&v0out; 

H A 

X 

T B p Pr DM 
X 

T 

'Axpto[wv 'E~[n[vou X X 

'Aµm0&AY]t; Ilp&~wvot; X 

AvopoACXt; EuxAElOOU X X 

H 
A 
T 
B 
p 

PR 
DM 
Tr 
E 
D 
Ch 
L 
TF 
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EE 

0 
w 

E D Ch L TF s EE 0 w 

X 
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X 'AvopoµEVY)~ ~Y)µ6vou 

'Avopoµ ]EVY)~ 3ivwvo~ 

'Av-dyovo~ 'AAE~txoD 

'Av-dyovo~ ~Y)]µ6(vou) 

'Av-ny6vwt Xetpt[ cr-r] [ou 

'Av-rbm-rpo~ KaAA[ou 

['Av]-rty6vo~ 
TEAE<retpx[oou 

'Av-rtxpchou~ 
TtµY) crtOY) µo~ 

'AVTlACXXWl ~tµ[oou 

'AID]µ&v-rou 'Hpoo[xou 
XAY)pov6. 

'AnoAA.6owpo~ 
'Aµcpt(XAEOU~) 

'Ap[yvw-ro~ 
M[VY)O"lXAEOU~] 

'Ap lO"TElOY) ~ Ap lO"TE lOOU 

X 

X 

X X X 

X X X X 

X X 

X X X 

X X 

X 

X 

X X 

X 

X 
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Figure 5.9: Offices held by Temple Borrowers 

Office Number of Times Held 
Choregos 29 

Hieropoios 21 
Treasurer 15 

Prodaneista 14 
Archon 14 
Epistate 12 

President of the Assembly 11 
Secretary 10 

Tax Farmer 7 
Logistai 6 

Epimelete 5 
Trittarch 5 
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Figure 5.10: Timing of Loans and Office holding 

Timing of Loan with Office Number of Individuals 
Before 40 
During 6 

Between 5 
After 36 
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Figure 5 .11 Comparison of Temple Loans to Delos and Individuals in Drachmas 

Loan Recipient Mean Median Mode 
Delos 6,638.5 2,255 1000 

Individuals 397 250 100 
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